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The PhD dissertation entitled A Materiality of Sound: Musical Practices of the Moche of 
Peru examines the role of sonic practice within the Moche culture, a complex polity that 
flourished on the north coast of Peru between 100 and 900 AD. Music, as a cultural expression 
of sound, plays an important part in every known human society. Instead of accepting that such a 
significant aspect of human social life, as sound should remain forever beyond the reach of 
archaeological inquiry, A Materiality of Sound investigates the durable material traces of sound, 
such as instrumentation and architecture, using modern recording and acoustic measurement 
technologies. These techniques permit the exploration of aural experience and sound use in past 
contexts.  
The foundation for the archaeological inquiry of sound and music derives from the 
phenomenology of Merlau-Ponty (1962); a theoretical standpoint stating that humans experience 
and interact with the world through all our senses simultaneously. Archaeological interpretation 
tends to focus on the visual aspects of the world, with the implications that past peoples also 
privileged sight above all other senses. In order to interpret the choices and strategies employed 
by past societies, one must consider that the visual may not represent the only, or most valued, 
sense involved.  
This dissertation presents two primary arguments. First, the efficacy of Moche theatrical 
performances resides in the intersensorial interaction of the visual and the auditory. Moche sound 
producing artifacts consistently display exterior decoration, and performances depicted in Moche 
art regularly include specific sound producing artifacts. This repeated confluence of sound and 
image creates “multi-media” objects, in which image and sound potentially amplify the effects of 
each other. These multi-media objects generate a new experience of “sound-image,” the efficacy 
of which derives from the interaction between sound and image in a single object. A “sound-
image” stimulates the intersensorial nature of human experience in a specific way, perhaps 
invoking the generative power of these objects to create action and communicate presence. 
Without the presence of  “sound-image,” the efficacy of a Moche performance could not be 
achieved. 
Second, this dissertation argues that the desire to create specific multi-sensory 
experiences, which include sound, acted as a driving force behind the creation of Moche 
performance spaces and material culture. The construction of performance spaces, whether 
monumental huaca structures or smaller platforms and plazas, requires planning the structure, 
procuring resources and organizing labor. Architecture does not present space co-opted as a stage 
for performance, but an actively constructed and desired space. Moche iconographic depictions 
of platforms and plazas utilized as the settings of performances that included sonic practices 
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People talking without speaking,  
People hearing without listening,  
People writing songs that voices never share  
And no one dared, disturb the sound of silence. 
 – Simon and Garfunkel, The Sound of Silence (1966) 
 
The sun beat down from high in the clear blue sky, causing the skin on the back of our 
necks to burn. A hot, dry breeze blew sand and dust into our faces. My stomach growled; it was 
almost lunch break. Local men along with foreign undergraduate and graduate volunteers, 
including myself, continued to excavate different areas of a large 20 meter by 20 meter trench. 
We searched for the floors of habitation units and for signs of burials. The tinny sound of cumbia 
music drifted from an ancient portable radio nestled in one corner of the excavation area. Each 
morning began with “¡Chepén es Panamericana!” from this radio and quiet did not descend again 
upon the site until lunch break. Every once in a while a dog would bark, or the cows penned at 
the small farm adjacent to our trench would vocalize and stamp, complementing the cumbia and 
the sounds of our excavation. Three meters above us children watched, sprawled on their 
stomachs, some still in their school uniforms, to get a better view. They babbled to themselves in 
their own secret language. They always visited around mid-day, when school ended for them. It 
was 2009 and we were excavating the site of San José de Moro, a late Moche ceremonial center 
in the Jequetepeque Valley of northern Peru. The village of San José de Moro, which graciously 
lends its name to this site, sprawls out haphazardly from the large adobe pyramids, or huacas, in 
the shadow of which we excavated.  
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The name of the foreman of the group of local hired men was Dario. I happened to work 
next to him that morning. As we methodically filled buckets with sandy soil and searched with 
our hands and trowels for artifacts, Dario paused. He banged his trowel on a layer of ground he 
recently uncovered. An almost imperceptible color change had occurred in this layer of soil from 
the layer above. “Hay piso,” he said to me. “¿Como sabes?” I asked. “Porque el sonido esta 
differente,” he replied. He banged the soil again, and it did sound more compact than the soil 
above it1. Archaeologists use our entire bodies and all our senses while excavating. Ostensibly 
we utilize our eyes the most, but we also feel the soil at the end of the trowel, we listen for the 
sounds different types of surfaces create. We also listen for the telltale “ping” of a metal trowel 
suddenly touching ceramic. We taste unidentified artifact fragments to discern if they are bone, 
ceramic or stone. We run our hands over the surfaces of finds to reveal subtle decorations. Our 
muscle memory guides us as we systematically trowel or shovel back layer upon layer of soil.  
This dissertation intends to explore the social implications of the sensory experiences 
created by Moche theatrical performance events. While the current Western ontology dictates 
that sight is the most important and valued of all the human senses, this was not necessarily true 
in the past. All human beings experience the world with all of our senses simultaneously. Despite 
this assertion concerning the synaesthetic nature of human experience, and the example 
demonstrating the multi-sensory involvement intrinsic to all archaeological practice, 
archaeological inquiry and interpretation remains surprising mono-sensory: primarily visual. All 
durable objects possess a visual component, but one should not confuse ease of access with level 
of importance; classifying other sensory aspects as merely accidental or superfluous. This 
                                                
1 “There is floor.” “How do you know?” “Because it sounds different.” 
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dissertation attempts to rectify this visual bias, through an investigation of the auditory aspects of 
past materials and spaces.  
In archaeological discourse, material objects and architectural spaces are normally 
interpreted as products of particular socio-economic, political or semiotic processes as opposed 
to the material means that provide the physical parameters for specific sensory experiences. This 
dissertation asks the question: what if what people desired was a specific sensory experience, and 
the creation of material culture acted as a means of achieving this goal? The sensory experiences 
afforded by material culture profoundly impact the ways in which human beings interact with 
their world. Analyzing material culture from a sensory perspective can have implications for the 
interpretations of larger social structures such as economy, political power, religious beliefs and 
worldviews. Focusing on the experiences afforded by material culture emphasizes the interactive 
and mutually constitutive nature of the human relationship with the world. Music, as humanly 
organized and desired sound, exists as a universal cultural category, one that intimately relates to 
economy, ontology and identity in the modern world. An investigation of the aural attributes of 
material culture in past societies and contexts provides an alternative avenue of access to these 
larger social structures. 
In order to explore the issues concerning the materialization of experience and how this 
experience shapes social dynamics, one must first establish the parameters of sensory experience 
in a specific cultural context. This dissertation utilizes the Moche, a highly complex polity that 
lived on the north coast of Peru from approximately AD 100 to 900 as a case study to explore 
these various research questions. The Moche provide a large quantity of evidence to suggest that 
public multi-sensory events played a crucial role in the development of their society. Every large 
Moche site and many of the medium-sized and smaller sites contain large platform structures or 
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open plazas. Depictions of these structures within Moche iconography illustrate that these spaces 
hosted gatherings and ritual events. In many examples, presented further in Chapter 4, these 
depictions include human figures or otherworldly beings playing sound-producing artifacts. 
Sound-producing artifacts are recovered in varying quantities at every Moche site, with 
examples, described in greater detail in Chapter 5, ranging from fine, mold-produced, highly 
decorated objects, to small, rough, hand-built ones. The Moche utilized the media of architecture, 
iconography and sound-producing artifacts to create specific experiences that communicate 
particular ideas. 
While acknowledging the intersensoriality of human life, this dissertation focuses on the 
auditory aspects of the world humans inhabit, with the goal of elucidating the specific role of 
sound in a Moche context. The presentation of three main avenues of evidence -- iconography 
depicting sonic practices, sound created by sound producing artifacts and acoustic properties of 
performance spaces -- outlines the parameters of the auditory experience of Moche performance 
practices. Despite its focus on the auditory, accessing sound archaeologically requires an 
investigation of the interaction of the senses in a Moche context. Thus, the data presented 
initially focuses on extrapolating the parameters of experience for a specific sensory input, in this 
case sound, but in order to interpret the use and role of sound within a Moche context the study 
requires a re-situating of sound within its complex network of interactions, specifically in 
relation to Moche theatrical performance practices.  
This dissertation presents two primary arguments. First, the efficacy of Moche theatrical 
performances resides in the intersensorial interaction of the visual and the auditory. Moche 
sound-producing artifacts consistently display exterior decoration, and performances depicted in 
Moche art regularly include specific sound-producing artifacts. This repeated confluence of 
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sound and image creates “multi-media” objects, in which image and sound potentially amplify 
the effects of each other. These multi-media objects generate a new experience of “sound-
image,” the efficacy of which derives from the interaction between sound and image in a single 
object. A “sound-image” stimulates the intersensorial nature of human experience in a specific 
way, perhaps invoking the generative power of these objects to create action and communicate 
presence. Without the presence of  “sound-image,” the efficacy of specific Moche performances 
could not be achieved. 
Second, this dissertation argues that the desire to create multi-sensory experiences, which 
include sound, acted as a driving force behind the creation of Moche performance spaces and 
material culture. Constructing performance spaces, whether monumental huaca structures or 
smaller platforms and plazas, requires planning the structure, procuring resources and organizing 
labor. Architecture does not present space co-opted as a stage for performance, but an actively 
constructed and desired space. Moche iconographic depictions of platforms and plazas utilized as 
the settings of performances that included sonic practices indicates that at least one of the roles 
of these spaces was as stages for Moche theatrical performance. 
I. Phenomenology 
The phenomenology of Maurice Merlau-Ponty (1962) forms the primary theoretical 
framework for the investigation of sound in past contexts. Phenomenology is concerned with 
human experience of the world through perception. A key tenet of this philosophy is that all 
human beings experience the world with all of their senses simultaneously. For example, taste 
involves sensations of texture, temperature and smell; hearing involves vibrations resonating 
throughout the body and conjures visual images; vision involves bodily spatial relations. These 
senses are only artificially separated and this separation is culturally constructed. Thus the ability 
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to perceive external stimuli is a fundamental aspect of what it means to be human, but the ways 
in which people understand, and communicate these experiences are culturally constructed. 
Phenomenology attempts to re-orient an understanding of the world towards the experiential and 
the sensual, emphasizing that human beings experience the world through our bodies. Merleau-
Ponty’s (1962) form of phenomenology explicitly focuses on the physicality and material 
existence of the human body in the world (Tilley 2004: 2).  
In archaeology, phenomenology has unfortunately become conflated with the belief that 
our own present bodily experience of a place directly correlates with the experience of people in 
the past. This highly problematic idea derives in large part from Christopher Tilley’s (1994, 
2004) phenomenology of landscape technique. Tilley’s argument may be summarized as follows: 
meaning only arises from a human engagement with the world, thus the archaeological record 
cannot be understood without a human presence. The body is the medium through which this 
engagement occurs. Therefore by using one’s own body as the medium of engagement, the 
archaeologist can encounter a past form of this engagement and in doing so understand the 
meaning of the archaeological record (Barrett and Ko 2009: 280). Chris Tilley argues that the 
first two postulates allow the third one to be true, but this is a false premise.  
Phenomenology does not promote that all human experience is identical. In fact, it states 
the exact opposite, that all experience is relational and individual. Nor does it promote the idea 
that an archaeologist’s experience in some way approximates the experience of past peoples. 
Thinking phenomenologically does force archaeologists to expand the types of information we 
should collect from archaeological artifacts and sites. It forces archaeologists to stop privileging 
sight and start thinking about the past in a multi-sensory, experiential way. It demands that we 
ask the questions, what can people hear? Smell? Touch? How is a space full of people 
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experientially different than one that is empty? In what ways is a noisy space different from one 
that is quiet? How does this affect a person’s behavior?  
Accepting the premise that a physical basis does exist from which human aural 
experience can occur, exploring the parameters within which sound in any past context could 
have been experienced acts as a starting point for investigating the past phenomenologically. As 
Don Ihde (1976: 34) writes:  
To begin with, then, any fulfillable possibility of the dimension of experience being 
investigated may be considered an existential possibility of that dimension of experience. 
And in relation to a given dimension of experience there may be innumerable such 
possibilities. But these gradually reveal a shape. As existential possibilities are 
discovered, a map of the terrain of experience may begin to appear in rough outline. 
There is the need to fill in and precisely define the outline; and second, there is a need to 
try to discern the limits of the region. 
The physical limits of the human experience of sound derive from the observed nature of sound 
waves and encompass only the possible frequencies and loudness ranges that the human ear has 
the potential to experience. As Ihde describes, uncovering the constraints present in any material 
context, such as architecture or sound-producing artifacts, gradually reveals the parameters of 
possibility for any particular experience of sound.  
Beyond the physicality of human experience, phenomenology, as used by archaeologists, 
applies the idea put forth by Heidegger (1971) and more recently taken up and expanded by 
Ingold (2000; 2011), of “Being-in-the-world.” Being-in-the-world acknowledges that all sensory 
experience is mutually constitutive, in a constant flow of creating, between human and the world. 
Humans and materials are not understood in opposition, but as enmeshed and entangled with one 
other. Steven Feld (1996) devised the term “acoustemology” to describe one’s specifically sonic 
way of knowing and being-in-the-world. Sound operates to shape the human sensorium and 
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experience of the world in specific ways, yet human beings also shape the sounds they create, the 
objects that they utilize to create specific sounds and the spaces within which they experience 
these sounds.  
The phenomenological perspective described by Merlau-Ponty (1962) consistently argues 
that people can and do selectively perceive the world. By discussing the selectivity of perception, 
Merleau-Ponty asserts the idea that perception does not simply occur passively, but is a dynamic 
activity. While Western cultures differentiate between the five senses of sight, smell, taste, touch 
and hearing, this is not true of many other living cultures and therefore may not have been true 
for past cultures.  Universally applicable sensory experiences do not exist. What remains 
universal are the potential experiences of physical phenomena such as light, sound, texture and 
temperature through which human beings gather information about the world around them. 
These sensual encounters remain heavily filtered through culture and are expressed individually, 
a potential problem for archaeological interpretation discussed more fully in Chapter II. 
II. Archaeoacoustics:  
One of the most successful applications of a phenomenological perspective to 
archaeological contexts has been through the study of archaeoacoustics. Archaeoacoustics, the 
study of past acoustic phenomena, is a relatively new archaeological technique, but within the 
past 15 years has produced some highly successful and insightful projects. Rupert Till’s Sounds 
of Stonehenge Project (2009), which acoustically mapped the site of Stonehenge in the United 
Kingdom, provides the basis for the acoustic mapping methods utilized by this dissertation. Till’s 
project investigated the acoustic properties of the Stonehenge circle as a site of ritual public 
performance that may have included music. The project investigators determined that the stone 
circle reverberated low frequency tones, such as those produced by drumming, to create 
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overtones similar to those that can induce trance-like states. The positions, spacing and slight 
curvature of the dressed interior faces of the stones facilitated these effects and contained the 
sound within the circle, despite the wide gaps between the placement of the stones.  
Researchers also discerned that at Stonehenge a strong correlation exists between the 
spacing of the earthworks surrounding the stone circle and the maximum distance sound travels 
beyond the circle. Till (2009) and his colleagues postulate that by entering within the range of 
hearing, one formally entered within the sacred space of the site. Using the acoustic modeling 
program Odeon to test the acoustics of an accurate computer model of Stonehenge, the project 
came to some startling conclusions. Many of the elements tested for, including clarity and 
definition, speech transmission, envelopment, and reverberation produced the same 
measurements as many modern concert halls.  
The Odeon program revealed that the Stonehenge circle environment emphasizes loud 
sound, but with poor clarity and definition. When people produce loud sounds such as 
drumming, the space envelops the listener in an extreme manner (Till 2009). Yet when sound 
levels reduce to a single speaking voice, the circle produces acceptable speech intelligibility and 
clarity (ibid.). The space is louder than many modern concert halls and unusually loud for an 
outdoor space, indicating that the form of the structure has affected the acoustics of the space. 
The results from Stonehenge indicate that this space, when compared with modern concert halls, 
fits within the ideal range for rock music, i.e. loud, rhythmic music as opposed to quiet, 
orchestral or harmonically rich music.  
Other influential acoustic archaeological studies include Iegor Reznikoff’s (2006) 
ongoing investigation of Paleolithic cave art in France. He has established a correlation between 
areas of high sound resonance in caves and areas containing Paleolithic cave art. This pattern is 
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especially prevalent at the Le Protel cave, in which small red circles painted on the walls directly 
correspond with acoustically active areas.  These findings have recently been questioned and 
tested by Chris Scarre (2014), without any definitive results to date. Steven J. Waller (2006) 
conducted a similar acoustic study of rock art occurring along a portion of Horseshoe Canyon in 
Utah. He demonstrated that areas of rock art corresponded exactly to the locations in the canyon 
that possessed the greatest intensity of echoes. The question of why people chose certain rocks as 
the sites of rock art has long perplexed scholars. Waller’s study indicates that in places where the 
rocks “spoke” or produced echoes, people drew figures or decoration, marking these areas in 
some way. Thus rock art may have permanently marked spatially and visually where spirits had 
the ability to communicate aurally with humans. 
In the Andes, a groundbreaking study has recently concluded at the site of Chavín de 
Huántar in Peru. Chavín de Huántar is a highland ceremonial center in north-central Peru dating 
to the early horizon period or 3000 years ago (Kolar 2013). Its main feature is a large 
subterranean temple complex that may have contained an oracle at its center.  Scholars postulate 
that constructed tunnels facilitated the performance of the oracle through producing and 
enhancing elaborate echo effects. Researchers at Stanford University have recently completed a 
computerized acoustic model of the site. To create the models, researchers used high definition 
recordings of the direct acoustic effects present in the tunnels while musicians play replicas of 
Chavín period instruments in addition to creating detailed sound level and pressure 
measurements (ibid.).  
III. Research Sample 
The currently analyzed sample of Moche sound producing artifacts and iconographic 
depictions of Moche sonic practices come from two sources: the Museo Arqueológico Rafael 
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Larco Herrera (Museo Larco) collection and the Huacas de Moche excavations. The Museo 
Arqueológico Rafael Larco Herrera is located in the Pueblo Libre neighborhood of Lima, Peru 
and houses one of the premier collections of Moche artifacts in the world. Considered the father 
of Moche archaeology, Rafael Larco Hoyle acquired this collection over forty years, beginning 
in 1923 (Evans 1968: 233). Larco Hoyle’s family owned one of the largest and most productive 
sugar haciendas in Peru, Hacienda Chiclin in the Chicama Valley (ibid.). Periodically, workers 
from the fields would uncover archaeological materials, which Larco Hoyle’s father, Rafael 
Larco Herrera, began to purchase and collect (ibid.). The current collection housed at the Museo 
Larco contains over 40,000 objects representing a variety of cultures and spanning the entire 
course of Peruvian history. Over 15,000 of these objects belong to the Moche culture. Larco 
Hoyle amassed this collection in a number of ways, beginning with the purchase of large 
numbers of objects from other antiquity collectors (ibid.).  For example, Larco Hoyle acquired 
over 3,000 pieces from Mr. Carranza in Trujillo and another 8,000 objects from Carlos A. Roja 
of the Hacienda Clara in the Santa Valley (ibid., 234). In addition to the purchase of these 
collections, Larco Hoyle also undertook his own excavations in the Virú Valley and the Chicama 
Valley. Thus the majority of the objects housed in the museum, while well preserved and 
curated, do not possess any type of provenience information. The value in the Museo Larco 
collection resides in the quantity and quality of the objects in its collection, allowing for overall 
analysis of particular artifact types, their manufacture and their decorative elements.  
The large Moche urban center of Huacas de Moche sits at the foot of a lone mountain, 
Cerro Blanco, on the south bank of the Moche River, about 5 kilometers from the coast (Uceda 
and Armas 1998). It consists primarily of two adobe pyramids, Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la 
Luna, situated 500 meters apart (ibid.). In between these adobe pyramids lay a wide flat plain 
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containing residential and craft production architecture, referred to as the Urban Zone (Uceda 
and Mujica 2004: 15). Since the start of excavations in 1990, the Huaca de la Luna 
Archaeological Project has as of 2011, recovered over 3,000 fragments of sound producing 
artifacts (ibid., 11). The analysis presented in this dissertation derives from a sample containing 
846 fragments excavated from five main areas of the Urban Zone: two ceramic workshops (Area 
21, T.A.M.), two primarily residential complexes (Area 35, Area 42) and a funerary-ceremonial 
platform complex (Uhle Platform). Further elaboration of these contexts is presented in Chapter 
6. 
Moche sonic artifacts include the following forms: whistles, ocarinas, whistling vessels, 
panpipes, quenas (flutes), trumpets, pututos (shell trumpets), and drums. 
Whistles: (Play Track 1) aerophones that produce sound by blowing air directly into a 
mouthpiece opening, which focuses this air across the opening of a smaller, hollow sounding 
chamber. Moche whistles as a category include three main sub-types: straight tubes with a flat, 
mold-made front piece attached to one end; straight tubes without a front piece: and double-
tubes. Both the front piece whistle type and the straight whistle type must have one, but may 
have more than one, small sounding chamber. The tubes of the double-tube sub-type function as 
the sounding chambers for these whistles. 
Figure 1.1: Front-Piece Whistle #HLLTAM470 Front and Back; Straight  
Whistle #HLLPU1173; Double Tubed Whistle #ML014942 
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Ocarinas: (Play Track 2) aerophones that require the player to direct air across a larger main hole 
to produce sound from one hollow sounding chamber. Ocarinas may or may not have smaller 
finger holes in the main sounding chamber, the manipulation of which can change the produced 
pitch. 
Figure 1.2: Single Hole Ocarinas #HLLTAM482, #HLLTAM486, #HLLTAM490; Ocarina  
with Finger Holes #HLLTAM483 
Whistling Vessels: (Play Track 3) aerophones in the shape of closed vessels (usually ceramic), 
consisting of one or two larger hollow chambers, an open spout at one end and a whistling 
mechanism at the other. The whistling mechanism produces sound when air passes through the 
chambers and is directed across the hole of a smaller, hollow sounding chamber embedded in the 
neck of the vessel. Either a player can blow air directly into the spout of the bottle, or the 
movement of water or another liquid inside the vessel chamber can direct air across the sounding 
chamber opening.   
Figure 1.3:  
Double-Chambered Whistling 





Panpipes: aerophones that consist of tubes of different lengths bound together in a linear 
formation (shorter to longer). The player must force air across the top of each tube at a particular 
angle in order to produce a specific sound or pitch. 
Quenas: aerophones that consist of a cylindrical tube, normally with a variable number of finger 
holes punched or drilled into one side and a small V-shaped notch at the proximal end. The 
player forces air across the edge with the V-shaped notch at a particular angle to produce sound. 
Normally the player changes the pitch by covering and uncovering the finger holes 
  
Figure 1.5: Quena Player #ML002212 and Ceramic Quena #ML014943 
Figure 1.4: Panpipe Player #ML002215 
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Trumpets: (Play Track 4) aerophones with a conical mouthpiece or mouthpiece-shape at the 
proximal end into which the player vibrates his or her lips while simultaneously passing air 
directly into the end of the tube in order to produce sound. The resultant vibrating air waves 
(sound) move through the tube of varying length before exiting at the distal end, which is often 
bell shaped, causing its amplification.  
Pututos: (Play Track 5) aerophones shaped like a marine shell of a variety of species within the 
conch or Pleuroploca family (Both 2004). They are either ceramic or natural shell. The cup-
shaped mouthpiece requires the player to vibrate one’s lips while forcing air directly into the 
spiral-shaped sounding chamber. One hand of the player can rest on the inside of the large 
opening of the sounding chamber. By placing this hand at different positions within the opening, 
the player can change the pitch of the sound produced. 
Figure 1.6:  
Trumpet #ML016183; Trumpet Vessel 




Drums: percussion instruments called membranophones, due to the flexible skin (often of animal 
hide or cloth) stretched across one or more open ends of a hollow frame. Sound is produced by 
striking one or more of the membranes either with the hand or with another type of object. 
Examples of drums to not appear in the current sample, but drums are the most commonly 
depicted type of sound producing artifact in the analyzed Moche iconographic sample. 
  
Figure 1.8: Drummers; #ML002221 and #ML002227 
Rattles: (Play Track 6) percussion instruments (idiophones) with small loose objects enclosed in 
a hollow interior. Rattles produce sound through movement, which allows the interior objects to 
strike the exterior and each other to produce sound. Rattle forms consist of seven main sub-types; 
single handed container rattles with a double or single chamber, single handed rattles with 
Figure 1.7:  
Ceramic Pututo #ML016166; 
Shell Pututo #ML200010 
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multiple balls, a string of rattle beads or seeds held with both hands, long staffs with multiple 
bivalve metal rattles attached, trapezoidal rattles with a chisel handle, ceramic cups with rattle 
bases and florero sonajeros. Florero sonajeros are large ceramic bowl-shaped vessels with 
flaring walls. They have a hollow base containing the small objects that produce a rattling sound. 
The entire florero sonajero vessel must be moved in order to produce sound. 
  
 
IV. Structure of Dissertation 
The central part of this dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Chapter II presents 
three interrelated theoretical frameworks central to the investigation of sound in the past: sensory 
assemblage, soundscape and actor-network theory. Presenting sound as part of a sensory 
assemblage brings together seemingly unrelated aspects of material culture such as portable 
ceramics, sonic artifacts and architecture into the same functional contexts to create specific 
sensory experiences. A discussion of soundscape provides a means by which to situate the 
sounds produce by Moche sonic artifacts within the wider human aural experience, while 
simultaneously presenting music as a specific culturally constructed sound category. The 
application of actor-network-theory to an examination of sound in the past emphasizes that 
sound functions only as part of a network of relations with other more durable materials. 








Investigating the durable materials with which sound interacts allows archaeologists to 
investigate the effects of sound and its role in past contexts.  
Chapter III provides an overview of the state of the discipline of Moche studies. It 
provides information concerning the larger Moche social context beyond sonic practices, 
including environment, subsistence strategies and settlement patterns with a focus on current 
theories concerning Moche political organization. Many Moche scholars have posited 
performance as an important avenue through which Moche leaders exerted political power. 
Through a discussion of the Theater State model developed by Geertz (1981), this chapter argues 
that performance, which includes aural elements, acts as an organizing principle of Moche 
society and political organization, and not simply as an outlet for political power gained through 
other means.  
Chapter IV establishes a number of premises concerning the depictions of sonic practices 
and sound-producing artifacts within the large corpus of Moche iconography that occurs 
specifically on portable ceramic forms. Moche iconography, despite its apparent wide variety of 
subjects, actually only presents a number of repeated scenes, designated Themes. These Themes 
illustrate narratives and performances, many of which include portrayals of sound producing 
artifacts. Corresponding archaeological evidence linking individual burials to actors portrayed in 
these scenes indicates that these themes represent actual living performance practices. Specific 
Themes include only certain types of sonic artifacts, while particular types of sonic artifacts 
relate only to certain Themes. Through a presentation of sound-producing artifacts from both the 
Museo Larco and the Huacas de Moche excavation, this chapter demonstrates that Moche sonic 
artifacts almost always possess highly decorated exteriors. This exterior decoration often 
portrays elaborate figures that are actors in larger Moche iconographic Themes. The consistent 
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confluence of sound and image in a singular object, such as a whistle or trumpet, demonstrate the 
intersensoriality of sound and vision in a Moche context, with one sense not being privileged or 
more important than the other. 
Chapter V presents an analysis of the types of sound created by Moche sound-producing 
artifacts. No distinct standardization exists concerning the specific pitches produced by any 
single instrument type or by the overall assemblage of Moche sound-producing artifacts. The 
mold production process employed to manufacture the majority of ceramic sound-producing 
artifacts could have easily produced a standardized sound. Yet Moche sound producing artifacts 
do form distinct groupings of multi-pitch versus single pitch sound producers. This division is 
present both in the pitches produced and the octave ranges played by Moche sonic artifacts. This 
apparent distinction between melodic and non-melodic instruments potentially indicates that 
different sonic artifact types performed different roles and were utilized in different contexts. 
The consistent differentiation of sound types created by the different types of sonic artifacts 
demonstrates a Moche desire to create a polyphonic sound via a variety of manufactured sonic 
artifacts. 
Chapter VI considers the sensory assemblages created and maintained by sonic artifacts 
from the excavations at Huacas de Moche as situated within the large temporal and physical 
context of the site. This analysis reveals differences in the production locations of different types 
of instruments; for example, ocarinas were only being manufactured in the T.A.M. workshop, 
while the Area 21 workshop produced large quantities of rattles. Additionally, this spatial 
distribution analysis produces correlations between sonic artifact types and specific tasks, such 
as whistles primarily found in food production areas while trumpets associate predominantly 
with funerary contexts. A comparison between the sound-producing artifacts recovered from the 
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Moche III occupation and those excavated from Moche IV period temporal contexts 
demonstrates a relationship between changes in the use of performance space and modifications 
to Moche sound-producing artifacts. The transition between the Moche III and Moche IV 
occupations witnessed the abandonment of the large plaza 1 space at Huaca de la Luna. 
Performance practices continued during the Moche IV occupation, but at a smaller scale, taking 
place primarily in small plazas and the patios of architectural complexes within the Urban Zone 
at Huacas de Moche. While Moche people continued to manufacture and use all the same types 
of sonic artifacts during both occupations, the Moche III assemblage contained higher 
concentrations of loud instruments best suited for large performances, such as trumpets and 
pututos. The Moche IV occupation assemblage included larger quantities of softer 
instrumentation, such as rattles and a decrease in the volume level of sound produced by 
whistles.  These softer sounding whistles display more elaborate iconographic images, indicating 
their use in smaller scale performances where this combination of sound and image would be the 
most effective. The shift in sonic practice documented through this analysis, alongside the shift 
in spatial setting for performances, indicates the intimate relationship present in a Moche context 
between sound production and space. 
Chapter VII focuses on the acoustic properties of the spaces within which Moche sound-
producing artifacts may have been utilized in performance. Analysis of acoustic maps of three 
Moche sites, Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso in the Jequetepeque Valley and Huacas de Moche 
in the Moche Valley, demonstrates how these spaces affected the experience of these 
performances. Differing levels of access to visual versus sonic elements of any particular 
performance are emphasized or restricted by specific performance spaces. Even though many 
spaces appear superficially visually similar, each space produces a very different sensory 
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experience. This chapter also presents an exploration of the area over which sound travels 
possessing the ability to create “acoustic communities” of passive listeners, along with the social 
implications of differential access to performance.  
Chapter VIII begins with a hypothetical reconstruction of a multi-sensory Moche 
performance in the large Plaza 1 space at Huacas de Moche. This reconstruction draws together 
the data presented in the previous chapters to describe the parameters of Moche sonic practice as 
outlined in this dissertation. This chapter argues that the efficacy of Moche performance derives 
from the sensory assemblage created by multi-media sonic artifacts and space. This chapter 
argues for the centrality and importance of multi-sensory performance to Moche social 
dynamics, arguing for the serious investigation of performance as the primary power structure of 
Moche society.  
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Chapter II 
A Materiality of Sound 
 
Music is a world within itself, with a language we all understand.  
With an equal opportunity for all to sing, dance and clap their hands.  
But just because a record has a groove, don’t make it in the groove.  
– Stevie Wonder, Sir Duke (1976) 
 
  Music and sound affect the creation and use of material artifacts and landscapes. The 
description ‘material’ refers to something that takes up physical space and consists of matter. 
Immaterial describes anything that affects the world and does not consist of matter or take up 
physical space. Despite the obvious classification of sound as immaterial, utilizing an approach 
that derives from the concepts and methods of materiality to investigate sound in past contexts 
reorients research questions from what sound means, to what sound does, how sound functions 
and what role it played in a particular past context. A materiality of sound focuses on the 
physical properties of sound itself and the experiences these physical properties afford in relation 
to material objects and spatial environments. Material objects and spaces shape the human 
experience of sound, but the physical affordances of sound also shape materials to produce 
specific desired effects. Sound is situated within a network of relationshps containing a variety of 
durable materials, for it is only as part of this larger assemblage that sound gains its efficacy. 
Sound acts as a dynamic, not static part of any assemblage, existing as a force with its own sets 
of affordances and abilities to create relations between people, materials and space.  
  This chapter outlines three theoretical frameworks underpining the archaeological 
investigation of sound presented in this dissertation. The first section explores the perceived 
universality of human seonsory experience, arguing that while humanity shares the physical 
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ability to receive particular sensory stimuli, the ordering and intermingling of these sensory 
pathways remains culturally sepcific. This section argues that archaeological interpretation 
should derive from what Yannis Hamilakis (2013) describes as a sensory assemblage.  The 
concept of the sensory assemblage situates a network/assemblage framework within embodied 
sensory experience.  
  Section two discusses the problematic nature of categorizing specific sounds and sound 
practices as music. Music, while a universal category, is both contextually and temporally 
specific and dependent. The sonic category of music is not intrinsic to any particular type of 
sound. This section argues that the archaeolgoical description of a particular sound type as music 
actually limits interpretation and imposes a specific cultural category onto past practices and 
artifacts. The application of the term soundscape to the investigation of past sonic practice 
circumvents many of these problems, while simultaneously foregrounding the interconnected 
and interpenetrative nature of the human experience of sound.  
  Section three presents sound as part of a network of relationships with durable materials. 
Sound, while immaterial and temporally bounded, derives from and exists within a network of 
interactions containing durable materials such as artifacts, architecture, environment, and people. 
Studying the material components of these interactions allows one to reconstruct networks of 
relationships and to extrapolate the utilization of the immaterial and ephemeral such as music. 
These theoretical viewpoints present sound as enmeshed in sensory assemblages with other 
objects, both human and non-human. Humans interact with and experience these assemblages via 




I. Sensory Assemblages 
Archaeology as a discipline generally bases investigation, description and interpretation 
on only one or two aspects of sensory stimuli in regard to past societies and materials: vision and 
touch. Practical reasons exist for this continued emphasis; vision presents the easiest sensory 
aspect to access in the past, followed by explorations of surface texture and physical use through 
touch. The practice of touching artifacts is fraught as it can cause damage to sometimes already 
fragile items, while visual analysis does not usually create any lasting material damage1. Smell, 
taste and hearing are all senses devoted to more ephemeral and temporally bounded phenomena, 
such as foodways and musical performance. Simply because these senses do not present 
straightforward avenues of inquiry to the past does not mean they should remain ignored, and 
archaeologists should not conflate ease of access with importance. Not only were other senses 
besides the visual and tactile employed in the past, but also perhaps the tactile or especially the 
visual may not have acted as the most important sense involved in many material experiences. 
Ian Hodder (1989: 260) wrote over twenty years ago how: “texts are read by only two 
senses, sight and sound, but understanding of material culture may also involve touch, smell, and 
taste.  Rather than talk of reading the past, it might be better to talk of sensing or seeing the 
past.” Sensing the past remains a fiendishly difficult exercise, as the division of sense 
perceptions and their interpretations are culturally constituted. “During long periods of history, 
the mode of human sense perception changes with humanity’s entire mode of existence. The 
manner in which human sense perception is organized, the medium in which it is accomplished, 
is determined not only by nature but by historical circumstances as well” (Benjamin 1969: 222). 
Like all other aspects of human life, perception derives from the mutually constitutive 
                                                
1 Yet lasting damage can occur to light sensitive materials such as textiles, paints and inks.  
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relationship between human beings and the world in which they live. In this extended excerpt, 
Tim Ingold (2000: 251-252) overtly criticizes the visual bias in archaeology and anthropology, 
stating that vision implies a lack of participation in the world and its primacy resides only in 
modern western conventions.  
“sound penetrates whereas sight isolates…what we hear are sounds that fill the space 
around us whereas what we see are things abstracted or ‘cut out’ from the space before 
us, that the body responds to sound like a resonant cavity and to light like a reflecting 
screen, that the auditory world is dynamic and the visual world static, that to hear is to 
participate whereas to see is to observe at a distance, that hearing is social whereas vision 
is asocial or individual, that hearing is morally virtuous whereas vision is intrinsically 
untrustworthy, and finally that hearing is sympathetic whereas vision is indifferent or 
even treacherous.”  
All material objects possess a visual component, but W.J.T. Mitchell (2005: 343) contends that 
there are no visual media, for all media are mixed, incorporating varying ratios of senses and 
sign types. One can easily substitute ‘artifacts’ for media and the statement would remain valid. 
Sound producing artifacts, in particular, are always mixed media, as they produce sound but also 
have a physical tactile presence and create a specific visual image. Moche sound producing 
artifacts emphasize their visual component in conjunction with their sonic function through the 
application of elaborate exterior decoration, the social implication of which is explored further in 
Chapter 4. Archaeology needs to replace the primacy of vision with the idea of mixed media in 
order to provide a more detailed and defined interpretation of material culture.  
 As presented in the introductory chapter, sensory perception always involves the 
simultaneous use of the senses, a process described as synaesthesia (Tilley 2004: 14). Humans 
interact with the world in such a manner that biologically we do not distinguish between the 
visual, audible, olfactory, tactile or other sensory inputs; they contribute to our experience all at 
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once (ibid.). Synaesthetic perception denotes embodied perception, for participating in the world 
creates an overlapping of the senses as part of this relationship (ibid., 15). The human body is not 
a collection of adjacent organs, but a synergic system, which is exercised and linked together in 
the general action of being in the world (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 234). Modern western culture 
does not actively cultivate synaesthesia only because scientific knowledge has separated the 
senses in discourse to such an extent that “we have unlearned how to see, hear, and generally 
speaking, feel, in order to deduce, from our bodily organization and the world as the physicist 
conceives it, what we are to see, hear and feel” (ibid., 229). Despite discussion in western 
scholarship of senses in isolation, this is not how any human being experiences the world. Taste 
involves sensations of texture, temperature and smell; hearing involves the feeling of vibrations 
throughout the body and creates visual images in the brain; vision entails bodily spatial relations 
and physical textures. 
 Beyond this warning by phenomenologists to take heed of the embodied simultaneous 
perception of the world, ethnographic literature cautions us that it is problematic to 
compartmentalize the senses in order to study each in isolation. David Howes (2005: 3) writes, 
“[p]erception is not just a matter of biology, psychology, or personal history, but of cultural 
formation.” Humans perceive and apprehend the world through our senses, and these senses are 
both ordered by and underpin cultural understandings and being-in-the-world, shaping both 
individual lives and entire societies (Classen 1993).  Instead, a pluri-sensorial or synaesthetic 
approach is needed when considering the intentionality and use of archaeological materials 
(Watson 2006: 16). “No matter how culturally prominent a particular sensory field may be, it 
always operates interactively with other sensory domains and hence cannot reveal the whole 
story about the social sensorium” (Howes 2005: 12). When one experiences sound, the senses 
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operate together in many combinations and the sum of their relationships exceeds the 
effectiveness of each sense alone (Zubrow & Blake 2006: 121). For example, Charles Hirshkind 
(2006: 117) writes how “the synaesthetic experiences of movement, color, touch and emotion 
that occur when we listen to music are not produced through the free creative activity of the 
mind but are grounded in the actual sensual experience of the body as a complex of culturally 
honed perceptual capacities.”   
 Despite the intrinsic nature of sensory experiences as synaesthetic, the synaesthetic may 
also not be developed or viewed as the norm, as evidenced by modern Western culture. Perhaps 
instead the concept of intersensoriality should be utilized to describe the interrelation of 
culturally constructed sensoriums. David Howes (2005:9) explains how “intersensoriality need 
not mean a synaesthetic mingling of sensation. The strands of perception may be connected in 
many different ways. Sometimes the senses may seem to all be working together in harmony. 
Other times, sensations will be conflicted or confused. Either state may be employed as a social 
or aesthetic ideology.” The synaesthetic implies a joining of all the senses simultaneously, while 
intersensoriality focuses on the different ways the senses combine or overlap to produce 
experience in a particular culture and context.  
 Taking this intersensoriality concept to its logical extreme, Yannis Hamilakis (2013: 112) 
claims that human senses are infinite. In this statement, Hamilakis attempts to emphasize that the 
separation of the senses into five parts or any number of parts is arbitrary and a product of 
cultural production, but this is not the same as claiming the senses are infinite. Vast possibilities 
exist for intersensorial combinations and for specific types of senses, but the limits of the human 
body, by definition, constrain the human sensory capacity. Human eyes cannot see infrared light, 
human ears cannot hear sounds above 20,0000 hertz, the human nose, however well trained 
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cannot differentiate smells to the same degree that other animals, such as canines, can. The 
human skin can only tolerate certain temperatures before incurring damage. The limits of the 
human body therefore form the “rough edge” parameters of the possibility of sensory experience 
(Ihde 1976). Universally applicable sensory experiences do not exist. What remains universal are 
both the parameters and affordances for experience generated by physical phenomena such as 
light, sound, texture and temperature and the physical biological apparatus through which human 
beings gather information about the world around them.  
If sensory experience is culturally constructed and mostly ephemeral, how then can 
archaeology attempt to access and interpret the role of sensory experience in the past? Yannis 
Hamilakis (2013) attempts to answer this question through his elaboration of the sensory 
assemblage. Building upon the assemblage as described by Bennett (2010), Hamilakis (2013: 
127) advocates that archaeological material should be analyzed and interpreted not in terms of 
visual or tactile type, but as part of larger assemblages of materials, spaces and human beings 
that coalesce at any given temporal moment to create sensory exchanges and interactions. He 
utilizes the example of foodways as a sensory assemblage normally separated into the artifact 
categories of domestic ceramics, animal bones and archaeobotanical remains. In fact, the 
meaning of all of these different materials derives from their interaction in the sensory 
assemblage centered on the preparation and consumption of food. In the same manner, it remains 
unhelpful to discuss the components of sonic experience, sound producing artifacts, sound and 
space, separately, as they always derive their efficacy from their inclusion together in the same 
sensory assemblage. The sensory assemblage presented in this dissertation draws together a 
variety of sound producing artifacts, the sound they produce, the human body and constructed 
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performance spaces in order to investigate the role of sonic practice within the larger realms of 
Moche ritual, performance and power relations. 
Hamilakis (2013) describes the way in which human beings interact with and form part of 
these sensory assemblages through the concept of sensory fields and sensory flows. Instead of 
sensory stimuli moving in straight lines from their source to the corresponding sensory organ, a 
sensory flow interacting with a human sensory field illustrates the unrestricted, overlapping and 
amorphous boundaries of embodied sensory experience. The idea of the human body as 
inhabiting a varying sensory field, the dynamics of which constantly change and are arranged by 
cultural practice, demonstrates the continuous active nature of sensory experience. 
Conceptualizing sensory experience as a flow foregrounds the shifting, changing and constantly 
moving nature of a sensory assemblage. It focuses on the active processes that produce 
experience, as opposed to experience being a passive reception of sensory stimuli by the human 
body (ibid., 79). Hamilakis (ibid., 126) describes sensorial flows and exchanges as both part of 
the sensorial assemblage and at the same time the binding agent that holds a sensory assemblage 
together. Conceptualizing sound as a flow that penetrates and interacts with a human sensory 
field acknowledges the ability of sound to create experience while simultaneously being 
constrained and interpreted by the human senses. The flow of sound remains especially relevant 
to the discussion of levels of participation afforded by specific Moche performance spaces and 
practices presented in Chapter 7. 
The experiences created by sensory assemblages become powerful through their ability to 
produce memory. Henri Bergson (1991/1908: 33) writes, “there is no perception that is not full 
of memories.” Every experience of every sensory assemblage derives in part from the memory of 
all the sensory experiences individuals have encountered throughout their lives. Memory can be 
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activated both intentionally and involuntarily through sensory interactions (Hamilakis 2013: 
197). The human-made components of sensorial assemblages create specific sensory 
affordances, and often lead to the control and active construction of a particular society’s 
sensorium (ibid., 127). “The materiality of the world is sensorially perceived through all previous 
mnemonic experiences, not only of that specific materiality but also of all other materialities and 
all other experiential encounters” (ibid., 118). It is this ability to intervene in the sensory 
experiences and the memories of groups that create power relations; something Foucault and 
others have referred to as “bio-power.” Power dynamics are played out in the arena of sensorial 
and corporeal flows, the arenas of bio-politics (ibid., 167). Hamilakis (ibid., 126) writes “the 
senses as bio-power and bio-politics are as important and relevant for the exploration of empires 
as they are for small prehistoric communities.” The bio-power activated and manipulated 
through sensory assemblages, reinforces, recreates or reinterprets old memories through 
continual or new sensory experiences, to create the Moche political structures of the Theater 
State model discussed in the following chapter (Chapter 3). 
II. Music and Soundscape 
John Blacking’s book How Musical is Man? (1973), includes the most commonly cited 
definition of music as “humanly organized sound.” Yet in the full quotation, Blacking (ibid., 10) 
describes music as “a product of the behavior of human groups, whether formal or informal; it is 
humanly organized sound.” This description decisively locates music in relation to human beings 
and as part of a sensory assemblage, not as a separate object of study. Many of the foundational 
scholars of ethnomusicology such as Alan Merriam (1964), John Blacking (1973), Mantle Hood 
(1960), and Bruno Nettl (1983), emphasized the need to situate music within a human context in 
order to understand its meaning, affect and power. For example, Merriam (1964: 6) defined 
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ethnomusicology as the “study of music in culture,” firmly placing music within the complex 
network/assemblage of cultural practice. All of the above mentioned authors thoroughly 
denounced the study of the ‘sound-object’ or sound divorced from any cultural context.  
For Alan Merriam (1964), music is a specific aspect of culture and should be approached 
as any other aspect anthropologically, by focusing on the relationships between music and the 
cultural milieu from which it arises and with which it interacts. It is this reciprocal or mutually 
constitutive relationship between sound, materials, spaces and people that is the focus of this 
dissertation. For John Blacking, music only exists because humans produce it and humans 
perceive and consume it. He writes, “we must recognize that no musical style has ‘its own 
terms’: its terms are the terms of its society and culture, and the bodies of the human beings who 
listen to it, and create and perform it” (Blacking 1973: 25). The chapter titles of How Musical is 
Man? (ibid.) emphasize the complete and total interrelationship between music and 
society/culture that Blacking wishes to communicate: Chapter 1 Humanly Organized Sound 
transforms into Chapter 4 Soundly Organized Humanity; Chapter 2 Music in Society and Culture 
transforms into Chapter 3 Culture and Society and Music.  
Instead of an isolated “sound-object,” the sound category of music refers to a complex 
and dynamic relationship between sound, materials and humans. “Music sound cannot be 
produced except by people for other people, and although we can separate the two aspects 
conceptually, one is not really complete without the other” (Merriam 1964: 6). Mantle Hood in 
his essay “Bi-Musicality” (1960) explicitly situates music in the physicality of the practice, 
which involves not only a musician producing sound, but the ability to listen and hear as a person 
brought up in that musical tradition might hear. Western musical training represents one specific 
form of musicality, while other styles of music have other musicalities. This framework derives 
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from Mauss’s (1935) “Techniques of the Body” but also speaks to notions of praxis and habitus 
as described by Bourdieu (1990), which locate culture within the everyday bodily practices of 
individuals. In this manner, Hood positions music as a culturally constructed and thoroughly 
embedded practice, directly linked to the actions and processes from which it physically arises. 
Echoing Mantle Hood, Charles Hirschkind, in his work The Ethical Soundscape (2006: 117), 
writes how  “we hear the sounds, colors, movements, and emotions that a composer has written 
into his music only insofar as we have an ear and a body trained in the sensibilities the composer 
brought to bear on his work. The sensibilities that allow one to do so are not something purely 
cognitive but are rooted in the experience of the body in its entirety, as a complex of culturally 
and historically honed sensory modalities.” These practices involve disciplining one’s body in 
order to achieve a particular musicality. Part of this disciplinary process involves the materiality 
of an instrument, but also the setting and purpose of a particular performance, and the specific 
sensory assemblage created by material and social interaction with sound.  
The category of ‘music’ as utilized by all of these authors remains a problematic 
classification, as Blacking illustrates in the first chapter of How Musical is Man? Blacking 
(1973: 6) writes, “tests of musical ability are clearly relevant only to the cultures whose musical 
systems are similar to that of the tester.” One of the tests to which Blacking refers involved a 
missionary named Robert Morey (1940) playing recordings of Western classical music to groups 
of the Loma people of Liberia. Morey observed how the listeners reacted, and interviewed the 
listeners afterwards. These interviews revealed that each group of listeners either found the 
music displeasing, or had no emotional reaction or engagement with the music at all. In fact, 
when questioned, many listeners would not classify what they had heard as music.  
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This observation concerning the seemingly arbitrary value assigned to musical sound has 
been corroborated many times over in many cultural contexts (Gourlay 1984; Cross 2006; 
Morrison and Demorest 2009). As an example, a high-pitched scream can indicate fear when an 
arachnophobe sees a spider, or joy when a child receives a toy. The particular signification of the 
scream depends on the context, but in both cases, the high-pitched scream will function to draw 
the attention of those able to hear it. There does not exist any intrinsic meaning associated with 
specific combinations of sound, as all of the meanings, purposes and affects attributed to sound 
derive from the cultural context within which specific sound is produced. Blacking (1973: 19-21) 
states how “even though the meaning of music rests ultimately ‘in the notes’ that human ears 
perceive, there can be several possible structural interpretations of any pattern of sound, and an 
almost infinite number of individual responses to its structure, depending on the cultural 
background and current emotional state of its listeners.” Music, as a sound category, can no more 
be divorced from culture than be defined without reference to the culture from which that sound 
originates. 
 Despite the lack of any inherent symbolic value to any given sound or combination of 
sounds, music as a category remains universal: no documented human group exists or has existed 
that did not self-identify as creating some form of music (Kaemmer 1993). Music does not 
represent a universal language, but it is a universal means of communicating and eliciting ideas 
and emotions. Sound has the intrinsic ability to convey meaning and emotion and to elicit 
reactions from listeners and hearers. Music may consist of “humanly organized sound,” but not 
all humanly organized sound produced by any particular culture belongs to the category of 
music. The classification of particular sounds as music entails a suite of culturally specific 
relationships. Perhaps Alan Merriam best describes music as a “desired form of organized 
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sound” (1964: 7). Yet even this definition remains problematic, as some forms of desired and 
organized sounds may not refer to music within a specific cultural context, for example chanting 
meditation practiced by Nichiren Buddhists. Music can also be defined in opposition to noise, 
creating the dichotomy of wanted/unwanted sound categories. Yet both noise and music only 
occur in a specific time and place under the judgment of a particular individual or group (Scullin 
and Boyd 2014). These value judgments placed on sound depend on specific spatial-temporal 
contexts, for even sounds considered music by the majority of members in society can transform 
into noise when played/performed at times or in places considered inappropriate (ibid.).  
In order to avoid ascribing the cultural category of music, along with all of its attendant 
associations, to Moche sonic practices, these sounds will not be referred to as music in this 
dissertation, but only as sound or sonic practice. In the same manner, artifacts typically described 
as “musical instruments” will be referred to as “sound producing artifacts,” a more inclusive 
term for artifacts intentionally designed for sound making, but whose purposes remain 
ambiguous. As the research presented in this dissertation will demonstrate, it remains unclear 
what definition of music the Moche may have possessed. All of the sound produced by sound 
producing artifacts are wanted, desired or designed for, but those sounds may not have acted 
within the capacity of the category of music at all or at all times. Despite the problematic nature 
of ascribing Moche sounds as “music,” the choice to include “musical practices” in the title of 
this dissertation specifically intends to evoke for the Western reader a general idea of what this 
dissertation proposes to discuss: intentional, desired sound produced by a particular human group 
for a specific purpose.  
Music represents a highly contextual cultural sound category that perhaps remains 
forever beyond the reach of archaeological inquiry, as the specific melodies and harmonies 
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created by Moche musicians and performers playing sound producing artifacts are lost forever. 
Instead, the broader category of sonic relations encompassed by the term soundscape provides an 
avenue through which archaeologists may investigate sound in the past. In his 1977 book The 
Soundscape: Our Sonic Environment and the Tuning of the World, R. Murray Schafer describes 
the soundscape as all sounds present in any given environment and how these sounds interact 
within that environment. Beyond the physical interaction of sound within spaces and places, 
analysis of the soundscape also crucially entails considerations of how human beings construct 
and experience the world of sound. The soundscape integrates the listener, the creator and the 
environment into an indivisible whole.  
A specific soundscape can only exist in a specific place. This simple statement 
underscores the complex relations between sounds, environment, people and time. All act as 
mutually constitutive of each other; a soundscape cannot exist without a landscape but part of 
what makes up a landscape is the soundscape. The soundscape assists in the creation of place and 
the place shapes a soundscape’s range of possibilities. Steven Feld’s 1982 volume Sound and 
Sentiment provides a compelling example of the reciprocal relationship enacted by a soundscape, 
a practice he refers to as acoustic ecology. Feld argues that the environment of Papua New 
Guinea shapes a particular way of hearing and experiencing the world for the Kaluli people who 
reside there. The dense rainforest environment does not allow for long distance sight, but it does 
allow for long distance hearing. Feld translates the Kaluli description of their singing practices as 
“lift up over sounding,” a deliberate mirroring of patterns of birdcalls heard in the forest. 
Birdcalls overlap and intertwine with one another to listeners in the forest, and the overlapping 
and intertwining singing of the Kaluli follow this pattern. The costumes worn by singers at 
Kaluli gatherings further reflect the bird origins of the music these performers create and sing. 
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The rainforest and its inhabitants, to a large extent, influence and shape Kaluli understandings of 
sound and their subsequent musical practices. Feld’s analysis masterfully illustrates the mutually 
constitutive relationship between people and sounds embedded in a particular cultural and 
environmental soundscape.  
The soundscape concept also potentially reveals the assumptions of the investigator 
concerning the constructed nature of how people understand, interact with and utilize sound. A 
powerful critique levied at the application of soundscape remains the problematic nature of 
categorizing sound as naturally occurring versus culturally constructed. Steven Feld (1996), 
Nancy Guy (2009) and Tina Ramnarine (2009) all utilize soundscape to include the natural and 
pristine, i.e., untouched by humans, notion of landscape, nature and environment. Yet these 
examples explicitly illustrate that the ideas of the natural are themselves cultural constructs. The 
application of soundscape to undermine the perceived divide between nature and culture remains 
appealing, but it also exposes the fact that many ethnomusicologists approach musical practices 
with this division in their minds. The people and practices under investigation may not create or 
adhere to any form of division between nature and culture at all.  
Tim Ingold (2011: 135) recently wrote that the term soundscape has “outlived its 
usefulness,” subsuming R. Murray Schaffer's definition of soundscape within his own discussion 
of landscape. Ingold describes landscape as encompassing all of the embodied sensory 
perceptions of the human body, yet this remains a very specific and not widely adopted use of 
the term landscape. The modern concept of landscape grew out of the Romantic imperial gaze, 
which portrays the landscape as not something under one’s feet, but in front of one’s eyes 
(Johnson 2006). Ingold rightly critiques this visual emphasis, identifying that divorcing one 
sense from another does a disservice to the embodied synaesthetic human experience. Yet Ingold 
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finds particular discomfort in the idea of a materiality of sound, because he writes that it “sets up 
a rigid division between two worlds of mind and matter. Sound, in my view, is neither mental 
nor material, but a phenomenon of experience – that is, or our immersion in, and commingling 
with, the world in which we find ourselves” (2011: 137). Ingold elaborates the “sound is not 
what we hear, any more than light is what we see” (ibid.). He is correct in stating that sound and 
light are both media by which information is conveyed. Yet this dissertation specifically 
discusses the materiality of sound precisely to situate sound within a material milieu, in order to 
present it as something accessible to archaeological investigation. Ingold correctly emphasizes 
the interconnectedness of experience and being-in-the-world, but he misrepresents the concept of 
the soundscape as being derived solely from the concept of landscape. Soundscape encapsulates 
the vast network of relationships created by sound and draw awareness towards the human 
body’s situatedness within a specifically aural, and not simply visual world.   
The soundscape represents the total aural experience of the human being and foregrounds 
the realization that everything within this total experience is constructed and socially constituted. 
Listening, noise, natural and man-made sounds, music, performance, space, place and materials 
all fall under the purview of soundscape. In this regard, soundscape remains a useful lens of 
inquiry, for it allows the researcher to draw attention to the totality of any given aural world and 
focus on how people construct not simply highly structured sound forms such as music, but 
everything they hear. The all-encompassing nature of soundscape conversely allows it to be 
universally applicable to any specific investigation. The soundscape represents the assemblage 




III. Networks and Assemblages: 
A traditional description of musical practice portrays humans creating organized and 
intentional sound through the use of one’s body or an external material object. In this 
characterization, music and sound are the byproducts of human actions and other objects.  An 
actor-network approach (ANT) focuses on the relationships enacted between sound and other 
actors, such as people and sound producers, as opposed to narrowing its possible relationship to 
one only of cause and effect. Instead of viewing sound as a byproduct of human action with other 
objects such as sound producing artifacts, one can potentially describe sound-producing artifacts 
as the by-products of sound. The sound is desired and thus the object is created, as opposed to 
the object being created and the sound being produced. In another scenario, the sound exists 
within a larger soundscape and a sound producing artifact or human being replicates or modifies 
this sound in a different context. Sound producing artifacts, once created, feed back into this 
relationship to afford different types of sound, such as the trumpet originally designed for 
classical music being played by a jazz musician.  
Simply inverting this causal sequence does not provide much valuable insight, as Bruno 
Latour writes in Reassembling the Social (2005: 71-72):  
“a reversal in the direction of influence would be simply a way to transform objects into 
the causes whose effects would be transported through human action now limited to a 
trail of mere intermediaries. Rather, it means that there might exist many metaphysical 
shades between full causality and sheer inexistence. In addition to determining and 
serving as a backdrop for human action, things might authorize, allow, afford, encourage, 
permit, suggest, influence, block, render possible, forbid and so on.”  
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Approaching music and sound as active allows one to ask questions of creation and use with 
sound in mind, as opposed to relegating sound to a passive role among more dynamic and 
productive durable objects and human actors. Instead of asking what sound did these artifact 
produce, ANT asks the questions of what relationships does sound maintain, create and break 
with other actors, and what experiences do these relationships then afford?  
Carl Knappet (2013: 3) writes, “in its basic definiton [a network] is nothing more than a 
collection of nodes and links.” Sound has traditionally been associated as a link between nodes 
(objects) within a network, a way of passing information between actors. Discussing sound as a 
node in itself forces one to recognize that not only does sound function as a passive conveyor of 
information, ideas and meaning, but sound operates as an active node (actant) in a network with 
the ability to create its own links (relationships) with other nodes such as humans and materials. 
Bruno Latour defines an actant as any thing that can act upon and have a relationship with any 
other thing (1993; 2005). Action in this instance does not equal volition, but it does indicate a 
level of activity versus passivity. The actor-network approach transforms sound from an 
ephemeral phenomenon, passively produced and beyond the reach of archaeological 
investigation, into an active agent with durable material interactions and consequences (Latour 
2005). It shifts the focus from the process of deploying sound to the efficacy of sound itself.  The 
utility of Actor-Network-Theory (ANT) resides in its ability to produce a symmetery between 
the human and the nonhuman, with agency distribued equally between them (Knappett 2005: 
75).   
Considering the world as consisting of networks of relations of different types of actants 
possessing differing material affordances allows for the study of all relationships in the past, be 
they human with human, human with non-human or non-human with non-human. For example, a 
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small section of the network of relations sound enacts potentially includes sound-producing 
artifacts, players, audience members, and the space that the sound fills and reacts within. In 
addition, one might expand this network to include the training undergone by the players, a 
composer, his or her influences, the architect of the space, the social class of both the players and 
the audience, and memories of prior performances. Material, object-oriented views not only 
increase the relevance of archaeological research, but also expand the types of questions 
archaeologists can potentially ask and investigate about the past. Ingold (2011) argues that 
human beings primarily interact and engage with things rather than objects because objects 
imply concrete boundaries and surfaces set against one another, whereas things “leak and have 
loose ends” (Mills 2014: 92). Latour (1999) acknowledges that in order to investigate certain 
relationships, an artificial boundary must be created to confine and define certain actants. When 
these boundaries or “black-boxes” become insufficient, they must be opened to reveal the 
interior networks of other actants that create them.  
Instead of networks, Jane Bennett (2005: 445-447) discusses assemblages, or gatherings 
of things, and grants agency to these assemblages.  She derives the idea of assemblages from 
Deleuze and Guattari’s discussion of rhizomes in A Thousand Plateaus (1987). They present the 
radical view that the world consists of a complex mass of relations that have centers or 
concentrations, but no borders, boundaries or ends. Concentrations of relations, deemed 
assemblages, should be thought of as rhizomes possessing “no points, only lines” (1987: 9). For 
them, “a rhizome is not amenable to any structural or generative model. It is a stranger to any 
idea of genetic axis or deep structure” (ibid., 13). The appeal of the rhizomatic network derives 
from the fact that a rhizones are non-hierarchical. Describing a network/assemblage in this way 
does not automatically ascribe greater influence to one part of the network/assemblage over any 
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other part (Knappett 2005: 78). The rhizomatic network aligns well with Hamilakis’s conception 
of sensory fields and flows, that a sensory assemblage never crystalizes, but remains in constant 
motion. Assemblages extend out in every direction creating non-linear paths, until these 
relationships transition into other centers and assemblages. “Such assemblages are never fixed 
blocks, but open-ended wholes” (Bennett 2005: 447). This conception emphasizes the 
importance of relationships as the creators of the world and de-emphasizes bounded entities. 
Sensory assemblages involving sound derive their particular power and efficacy precisely 
because they do not create bounded durable entities, but ephemeral experience that demands 
attention.  
Authors such as Latour, Bennett, Mitchell, Ingold and Hamilakis enmesh people in a 
living world, and it is this living world full of relations that archaeology should concern itself 
with. Instead of things only representing human intentions, human endeavors, human action 
made concrete, they now present a human relationship, either with that thing, or mediated by that 
thing, whichever way one wishes to look at it. By refusing to divide the archaeological record 
into human subjects and their recipients of agency and realizing that the archaeological record 
consists of things that have lost parts of their network allows archaeologists to expand the types 
of questions and avenues of research available.  
Situating music and sound within an assemblage or a network of relations transforms 
sound from passive stimuli created by active subjects, to an active agent with the ability to 
interact with and affect people, objects and spaces. Instead of being created as a product of a 
network of relations, sound acts as an integral part of it. This shifts the inquiry from how do 
human beings create sound, to how does sound affect the relationships human beings have with 
their world? By expanding from the binary notion of instrumentation creating music to include 
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the complex networks of relations within which music dwells and acts, one can gain a better 
understanding of the interaction and importance sound has with the material and social world. 
This understanding affords not only a more nuanced view of the role of sound within society, but 
also allows for the archaeological investigation of sound through its material interactions.  
IV. Conclusion 
Describing the dispersed, yet penetrating nature of music, Deleuze and Guattari write 
“musical form, right down to its ruptures and proliferations, is comparable to a weed, a rhizome” 
(1987:13). Sound does not function as the end product of an equation that involves humans and 
materials, but acts as a node from which relations of various types radiate out. It is the 
investigation of the mutually constitutive relationships between people, space, materials and 
sound which forms the primary research objective of this dissertation. Despite the intersensorial 
nature of human senosry experience, it remains useful and fruitful to pursue the separate 
investigation of one sensory stimulus, such as sound, as long as one keeps in mind the 
interconnectedness of the embodied senses (Mills 2014). Taking sound as the starting, as 
opposed to ending, point of investigation opens up different avenues of inquiry and interpretation 
of past sensory experiences and assemblages. An investiagtion of the relationship enacted by 
sound in a Moche context has the potential to reveal intersensory relationships (Chapter 4). The 
fundamental question of “how can archaeologists investigate sound in the past?” has led to 
research not only into the durable materials involved with sound production and experience 
(Chapter 5, Chapter 6), but the spaces within which sound interacts and is experienced (Chapter 
7). Bringing all of these different materials and relationship involving sound together into one 
sensory assemblage (Chapter 8) allows for a more nuanced interpretation of sound within a 
specific cultural context in the past (Chapter 3). The recognition of sound as nested within 
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various material relationships, within the emboided sensorium, within cultural cateogries, bodily 
practice and space provides the foundation for the research presented in the following chapters. 
By treating soundas an active as opposed to passive component in human and non-human 
relationships, especially the role of sound in the production of memory through the sensory 




Los Mochicas: The Theatre State on the North Coast of Peru 
The war is over  
so said the speaker,  
with the flight suit on,  
maybe to him I’m just a pawn,  
so he can advance 
remember when I used to dance, 
all I want to do is dance. 
 - The Gorillaz, Dirty Harry (2005) 
 
 Sound and human sonic practices cannot be studied in isolation from the contexts within 
which they occur. Accordingly, the investigation of the role of sound and sonic practice within a 
Moche cultural framework requires an exploration of what constitutes Moche society, its 
environment, its social organization and its material production. Despite decades of intensive 
research by a wide range of scholars, the answer to the question of “who are the Moche?” 
remains almost as elusive as when Rafael Larco Hoyle (2001) first defined the people who lived 
on the north coast between AD 100 and 900 as a distinct and cohesive society. Larco described 
the Moche as a theocratic, expansionist, state-level society, ruled by a single leader from the 
capital city of Huacas de Moche in the Moche valley. Recent research into the Moche cultural 
area (Castillo and Quilter 2010; Chapdelaine 2011; Koons 2012; Quilter and Koons 2012; 
Swenson and Warner 2012), however, has called into question virtually all aspects of Larco’s 
grand narrative by revealing differing levels of unification and factionalization within Moche 
political organization. Publications of long-term research at sites such as San José de Moro, 
Huacas de Moche and Huaca Cao Viejo illustrate major and minor differences, both 
geographically and temporally, in the production of elite material culture and their use. 
Problematizing the Moche as a cohesive polity creates the new question of whether anything 
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resembling a unified Moche culture actually existed on the north coast. While Christopher 
Donnan (2010) suggests that a “Moche State Religion” provided the unifying structure of Moche 
culture, a large portion of Moche culture, consisting of the aural, the ephemeral and the 
performative, has been ignored in these new evaluations and interpretations. 
Public performances, whether they consist of music concerts, political speeches, parades, 
processions or more traditional dramatic theater, accomplish a number of tasks. They 
communicate messages, either directly or indirectly. They gather people together and create 
identities for both the participants and the audience, who sometimes serve as both. Public 
performances create, change, or solidify power relationships and social hierarchies. They 
construct worlds, provide collective sensory experiences and generate social memories. The 
production and experience of sound plays a vital role in the efficacy of almost every type of 
public performance. Clifford Geertz (1981), in Negara: The Theatre State in Nineteenth-Century 
Bali, posits that public performance can function as a foundational principle for the creation and 
maintenance of a “state level” society. Applying the Theater State model to the development of 
Moche social and political complexity permits a more dynamic interpretation of the Moche 
political landscape, as one in which the negotiation, production and consumption of sensory 
experience acted as the driving force behind political relations. 
The term performance has a wide variety of definitions and applications in 
anthropological thought, referring to everything from intimate daily practice and self-
presentation (Goffman 1959; Butler 1993; Hodder 2006) to singular large-scale gatherings 
involving exceptional multi-media and multi-sensory experience. Inomata and Coben (2006), in 
their edited volume Archaeology of Performance, utilize the definition developed by Dell Hymes 
(1975: 13-19) that performance is a behavior that is “something creative, realized, achieved, even 
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transcendent of the ordinary course of events.” In order to be affective, performance must take 
place within the realm of cultural intelligibility. The relationship between a performer and an 
audience forms a central aspect of Hymes’s definition, identifying performance as a mode of 
overtly communicative behavior (Bauman 1989). Inomata and Coben (2006: 14-15) build upon 
Hymes’s definition through a discussion of the degree of theatricality inherent in any specific 
performance. They define theatricality as the relationship between performer and audience that 
includes the levels of emotional response elicited from both groups. The definition of 
performance employed by this current investigation of Moche sonic practice focuses on shared 
sensory experiences created by gatherings. These gatherings occur outside of daily practice, but 
with enough regularity to potentially provide a central structure for Moche social dynamics.  
The present chapter begins by outlining the evidence in support of Larco’s grand 
narrative argument for a single Moche state society. Larco’s interpretations provide the 
foundation from which all later inquiries into Moche political structure derive and many of his 
insights remain relevant concerning what constitutes Moche culture. A systematic revision of 
this grand narrative will follow, drawing on excavation data from the past 20 to 30 years, in 
order to challenge adherence to a single state model and to provide a more detailed cultural 
context for further interpretations. The application of the Theater State model to this new data 
will offer an alternative avenue through which to investigate and interpret the apparent 
inconsistencies in the present Moche archaeological record by proposing that ephemeral 





I. A Single Moche State 
The terms Moche or Mochicas refer to a society that lived on the north coast of Peru from 
approximately AD 100 to 900. At their height, the Moche cultural influence extended over 
250km from the Piura valley in the far north, to the Nepeña valley up the coast from Lima in the 
south (Donnan 2010: 60; Fig. 3.1 here). This area consists almost entirely of coastal desert that 
receives virtually no annual rainfall. Rivers of varying sizes and pathways cut westward across 
this arid region from their sources in the Andes to the Pacific Ocean, creating fertile valleys that 
concentrate populations both in the present and the past (Bawden 1999).  
Figure 3.1: Map of 
Moche Area of 




During the Moche period, irrigation agriculture supported the large-scale cultivation of 
maize, beans, squash, cotton and other native crops in each river valley (Billman 2002; Shimada 
1994). In addition to the land mammal resources of wild deer, vicuña, and domesticated llama 
and guinea pig (cuy), the cold Peruvian (Humboldt) current that flows northward along the 
Pacific coast creates one of the richest marine environments in the world (Shimada 1994). The 
year-round exploitation of this vast and dependable marine resource in the form of fish, shellfish, 
crustaceans, sea mammals and guano from seabirds for fertilizer complements the land resources 
provided by intensive irrigation agriculture and herding practices (ibid., 9). Periodically, the 
surface waters reverse direction, bringing warm waters south from the tropics. This process, 
known as an El Niño/Southern Oscillation, or ENSO event, decimates marine populations and 
causes intensive rainfall on the normally arid north coast. The consequences of these periodic 
climate shifts to Moche political organization will be discussed in later sections.  
The Moche polities collapsed approximately 600 years prior to the arrival of the Spanish. 
In between the collapse of the Moche and Spanish colonial rule, the north coastal peoples 
coalesced into the kingdom of Chimor, sometime between A.D. 900 and A.D. 1000 (Moseley 
1985). The Inca conquered the Chimú people ca. A.D. 1470 shortly before the Spaniards arrival 
(ibid.). The Moche did not possess a written language, nor did they appear to have utilized other 
standardized forms of codifying knowledge such as the khipu, a knot and cord system prevalent 
in other regions of Peru (D’Altroy 2014; Solomon 2004; Urton 2003)1. Thus all the information 
concerning the Moche derives from their artifacts, artwork and habitation sites. Habitation sites 
range from small-scale agricultural villages of a few hundred residents to large urban centers 
with populations of 5,000 or more (Billman 1999). The Moche do not receive any direct mention 
                                                
1 See Jackson 2008 for a compelling argument for the classification of Moche iconography as a 
knowledge codification system 
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in the Spanish chronicles, but a few accounts contain sparse descriptions of the peoples living on 
the north coast during the 15th and 16th centuries. The most notable interventions of the Spanish 
concerning the Moche, involved the granting of mining rights to Moche sites. This led to the 
widespread and systematic looting and destruction of many large pyramids, or huacas. The most 
famous example of this practice involved a group of conquistadors diverting the Moche River to 
erode the western half of Huaca del Sol, from which they successfully extracted large quantities, 
in some estimates up to 6,000 pounds, of precious metal artifacts (Shimada 1994; Zevallo 
Quiñones 1994).  
Max Uhle in the late 19th century and later Alfred Kroeber in the early 20th century both 
undertook the first scientific excavations of any Moche sites. Independently, each scholar 
excavated the large center of Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Luna (hereafter referred to as 
Huacas de Moche) in the Moche Valley (Quilter and Koons 2012). Primarily excavating burials, 
they provided chronological descriptions of their finds, which they categorized as “proto-Chimú” 
(Castillo and Quilter 2010). It was not until Rafael Larco Hoyle, a prominent hacienda owner in 
the Chicama Valley, took an interest in scientifically researching the Moche, that the modern 
sub-discipline of Moche studies was born. Larco coined the term Mochica and developed the 
first interpretations of this newly defined culture (Quilter and Koons 2012). Through excavating 
Moche tombs, visiting Moche sites and collecting large quantities of Moche ceramics and other 
artifacts, Larco began developing not only a chronological sequence, but also a theory of Moche 
political organization. His vast collection of over 40,000 artifacts is now housed in the museum 
he founded and named after his father, El Museo Arqueológico Rafael Larco Herrera in Lima, 
Peru.  
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Rafael Larco Hoyle (2001) conceived of the Moche as a centralized polity that had its 
capital at the site of Huacas de Moche (Castillo and Quilter 2010; Quilter and Koons 2012). It is 
from this capital and seat of power that the Moche cultural influence spread, through military and 
colonial means (Castillo and Quilter 2010). Larco envisaged that, from this capital, a supreme 
ruler, along with an elite class of religious and military leaders, ruled the lower classes (Quilter 
and Koons 2012). Larco postulated that the power of these elites derived from both military 
prowess and the performance of rituals (Castillo and Quilter 2010). Thus, from the inception of 
Moche studies, the role of ritual performance has formed a central aspect of the discussion of 
political power and state organization. In Larco’s model, ritual functioned as an outlet of power, 
not the driving force of political organization. Larco also argued that a unified Moche society 
could only have a single developmental sequence in which the expansion of the state first grew 
to control the valleys immediately to the north and south of the Moche and Chicama heartlands. 
Following this expansion, Moche military and political power eventually reached its limit of 
control and declined, either due to environmental disaster or external threat, until it was finally 
subsumed by a foreign power sometime between AD 800 and 900 (Castillo and Quilter 2010; 
Castillo 2010).   
Based on these early works, a traditional model describes the Moche as the first true state 
level society in Peru, who from approximately A.D. 350 to 850 possessed a highly centralized, 
hierarchically organized political system in which leaders exercised considerable economic, 
military and ideological power (Billman 2002). Brian Billman (ibid., 372-373) defines the state 
as a polity having permanent institutionalized forms of leadership, developing specialized, 
hierarchical administrative structures, encompassing fixed territories, undertaking some form of 
tribute collection to finance political activities, and exercising political control through the use of 
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positive and negative sanctions. Moche leaders directed the construction of massive adobe 
pyramids, or huacas, such as those at the sites of Huacas de Moche in the Moche valley and the 
El Brujo Complex in the Chicama valley, through a system of labor tribute and taxation. Leaders 
also led the conquest of a large section of the north coast and organized the production of finely 
crafted gold objects, ceramics and textiles (ibid.).  
Billman (1999) outlines three major bases of power available to political leaders: 
ideological, militaristic and economic. He argues that leaders of any state-level society achieve 
and maintain power through a combination of all three of these avenues (ibid., 135). The 
manipulation of ideology by actively controlling its dissemination through the production of art 
and iconography may have acted as one of the primary ways Moche leaders maintained and 
expanded their power (Bawden 1999: 106). Bawden (2004: 119) defines ideology as “a special 
formulation of social discourse that promotes the interests of its advocates in the wider 
community.” Successful ideology reproduces notions of social reality and the advantages 
espoused by the membership of society as a whole.  Acknowledging the importance of ideology 
in the formation and maintenance of political systems ultimately establishes ideology as the 
means by which elites exploit their power (Bawden 1995: 257). 
Perhaps best known for their art objects, the Moche’s artistic style first appeared within 
the Moche and Chicama Valleys and acted as an important medium for the materialization of 
ideology and authority throughout the Moche period (DeMarrais et al. 1996). Portable ceramic 
vessels of various types form the most common medium of expression of Moche art and 
iconography. Moche art displayed the iconography of power, as shared perception creates a 
social reality, with visual symbolism acting to affirm its related ideologies of power (Bawden 
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2004: 118-119). Chapter 4 provides an in-depth discussion and analysis of Moche iconography 
displayed on portable ceramics, including sound producing artifacts. 
One of the lasting contributions among the many that Larco Hoyle made within Moche 
studies was the development of a chronological sequence based on the ceramic forms he 
collected from the Moche and Chicama valleys. He divided the Moche occupation period into 
five temporal phases, based on the stylistic shape of their iconic stirrup-spout vessels (Bourget 
2010; Larco 2001; Fig. 3.2 here) Stirrup-spout vessels remain one of the most common Moche 
fineware ceramic forms. They consist of a globular body attached to two curved tubes that join to 
form a single tube. The single tube functions as the only opening for contents to enter or exit the 
vessel body and forms the stirrup-shape that lends the type its name. Phase I and II vessels 
typically have a distinct lip and a compact form that was gradually enlarged over time (Pillsbury 
2001: 12). Phase III spouts have pronounced flaring contours while the taller Phase IV spouts 
have parallel sides with thinning occurring on the inside of the upper portion of the lip (Donnan 
1976: 44). Phase V spout height remains similar to that of Phases I and II, but the spouts taper 
toward the top (ibid.). Moche ceramic phases I and II represent the Early Moche period while 
Moche ceramic phases III and IV correspond to the Middle Moche period (Bawden 2004: 123). 
The Late Moche period refers to phase V.  In the early Moche stylistic phases, potters produced 
vessels via both hand modeling and molds, but by Moche III artisans had developed and adopted 
ceramic molds for the entire vessel body, which quickly became the preferred method of 
production (Donnan 1999).  
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Figure 3.2: Larco’s Five Phase Moche Ceramic Chronology Sequence 
Evidence for the second power base outlined by Billman (1999) and described by Larco 
(2001), military conflict, derives primarily from iconography, osteological analysis and 
settlement architecture. Jeff Quilter (2008a: 215) writes, “[t]o judge by their art, the Moche were 
a warlike people.” He bases this assertion on the large corpus of Moche iconography depicting 
warriors and combat, which includes wall murals at large urban centers and both fineline and 
mold-decorated ceramics. Increasing numbers of explicit depictions of armed combat and 
warriors in Moche ceramic art during the Moche III and Moche IV phases is usually interpreted 
as indicating the increased importance of socio-political integration and territorial expansion 
(Shimada 1994: 6). In support of this hypothesis, excavations conducted in Plazas 3a and 3c at 
Huaca de la Luna have recovered the apparent victims of sacrifice (Bourget 2001b; Verano 
2001). All of the individuals were males between the ages of 15 and 39 (Donnan 2010: 62). 
Archaeologists infer that in life these individuals acted as warriors, due to the presence of 
enlarged muscle attachments that indicate their unusual strength and because they exhibited 
many old injuries of the kind typically sustained in combat such as skull fractures and broken 
forearms and legs (Verano 1998: 161). A few of the individuals possessed partially healed bone 
injuries that appear to have occurred less than two weeks prior to their death. This suggests that 
these men were captured a short time before in combat, a practice that directly correlates to the 
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depictions of warfare and sacrifice in Moche iconography (Donnan 2010: 62). This prevalence of 
warrior iconography appears to support the traditional military expansionist state model of 
Moche political organization.  
As part of the expansionist state model, the Moche have been typically described as being 
in outright conflict with the local Gallinazo and Recuay peoples for control of water, agricultural 
lands and access to the fertile chaupiyunga zone (1,000 to 2,000 m above sea level) leading to 
the highlands (Shimada 2010: 70).  Moche period fortifications, which consist of substantial 
walls surrounding habitation areas, occur in all surveyed valleys. Yet it remains unclear precisely 
when the construction of these fortifications occurred and for what specific purpose. In order to 
evaluate the effect of armed conflict on site settlement patterns beyond the presence of overt 
defensive architecture, Brian Billman (1999) developed criteria for defensive and nondefensive 
topographic settings. Defensive settings include high ridgetops, isolated hilltops and the upper 
portions of steep slopes (ibid., 140). The valley floor, quebrada bottoms and hill bases were 
considered nondefensive settings (ibid.). Only one fort, two fortifications and two fortified 
habitation sites date to the Moche phase occupation of the Moche valley, but 63 percent of the 
surveyed habitation sites were located in defensible topographic settings (ibid., 156). Similarly, 
Willey (1952: 359) defined the large Huancaco site in the Virú Valley as part palace and part 
fortification, for while it does not possess an encircling defensive wall, the site is located in a 
highly defendable area. The sudden and wide spread appearance of Moche material culture 
during the Moche III period to the valleys both north and south of the Moche valley, such as the 
Santa and Virú, provides the most continually convincing support for the Moche as a military 
expansionist state (Millaire 2010: 223).  
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Evidence for economic control exercised by Moche leaders derives from an analysis of 
the organization of populations in any particular valley at any given time and the labor required 
for public construction projects, such as irrigation canals and huacas. Numerous valley-wide 
survey projects (Billman 1996; Dillehay 2001; Dillehay et al 2009; Donnan 1973; Moseley 1982; 
Swenson 2004; Willey 1952) provide information on the distribution of populations across the 
landscape during the Moche time period. These surveys illustrate the differences in settlement 
size, land use and by extension, settlement hierarchy. The Virú Valley Project, carried out in 
1946, surveyed the small Virú Valley with the goal of reconstructing the entire cultural history of 
this contained geographic area (Willey 1952). Gordon Willey (ibid., 178) and his colleagues 
identified 106 sites pertaining to the Moche occupation of the Virú Valley based on the surface 
collection of ceramics. Willey (ibid., 180) divided these sites into the following types: living 
sites, community or ceremonial structures, fortified strongholds and cemeteries. The small-scale 
living sites consisted of agglutinations of rectangular rooms, most commonly centered around a 
small courtyard or plaza (ibid., 182). Every type of site is spread throughout all areas of the Virú 
valley, yet the distribution of Moche sites in comparison to the preceding Gallinazo phase shows 
an increase in occupation in the Middle Valley region (ibid., 178). The attribution of the large 
period civic-ceremonial center of Huancaco to the Moche occupation period provided the 
primary evidence for an extensive Moche presence in the Virú Valley. The Virú Valley Project’s 
stratigraphic excavations and seriation of surface-collected ceramics demonstrated a Moche III 
phase intrusion into the Virú Valley by the Moche polity based in the neighboring Moche and 
Chicama valleys (Shimada 1994: 27). This intrusion ended the local Gallinazo polity and 
ceramic style (ibid.). Willey’s research also concluded that the Moche reorganized the local Virú 
Valley population into a smaller number of larger settlements, which focused on strategic control 
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of irrigation water, agricultural lands and access routes (ibid., 27). These data reinforce Larco’s 
hypothesis of the Moche as a military expansionist state with a single cultural development. 
In Donnan’s (1973: 11) survey of specifically Moche settlements in the Santa Valley, he 
documented 85 sites located in nearly in all parts of the valley from the sea to the point upriver 
where the agricultural valley floor gives way to the foothills of the Andes. All but eight sites are 
found on the margins of current agricultural lands, and the eight located within agricultural lands 
occur on the top of hills that rise sharply from the valley floor (ibid.). During the Moche 
occupation of the Santa Valley, most of the population lived in a small number of large urban 
centers (ibid., 126). Only seven identified sites had refuse deposits indicating a primarily 
domestic use during the Moche period (ibid., 13). These sites, all located on the lower slopes of 
hills, vary in size between 2,000 and 7,500 square meters and all include some traces of domestic 
architecture made of stone or adobe (ibid.). In general, the locations of concentrations of Moche 
sites coincide with the highest concentrations of arable land in the Santa Valley (ibid., 14). An 
abundance of Moche phase III and phase IV ceramics, but a lack of phase I or II, characterizes 
the Moche presence in the Santa Valley (ibid., 125). Grave goods of exclusive Moche style are 
recovered from the Moche III and Moche IV phases of the Santa Valley deposits, even among 
lower class graves (ibid., 126). This evidence indicates that all classes of society used Moche 
ceramics, providing further evidence for Larco’s military expansion model. 
To date, two major surveys of archaeological sites have been conducted in the Moche 
valley. In the 1970s, the Chan-Chan Moche Valley project (Moseley and Day 1982) survey 
focused on the lower Moche valley and recorded 420 sites, 384 of them dating to the Moche 
period or later (Billman 1999: 138). The second survey, undertaken by Brian Billman (1996) in 
the early 1990s, focused on the middle and upper Moche valley. Like the Santa and Virú 
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Valleys, Moche phase habitation sites occur in all areas of the Moche valley from the ocean to 
the foothills of the Andes (Billman 1999: 156). Based on the analysis of the local and regional 
distribution of administrative centers in the Moche Valley, Billman (ibid., 132) asserts that the 
Moche State possessed a four-tier settlement hierarchy. This settlement hierarchy ensured that no 
rural habitation site in the Moche valley was located more than approximately 5.5km from an 
administrative center (Billman 1996: 313).  
 While centrally concerned with the Chimú (AD 1000 – 1470) center of Chan-Chan, 
located on the coast at the mouth of the Moche River, the Chan-Chan Moche Valley project also 
investigated the Moche center of Huacas de Moche and the large Late Moche center of Galindo 
in the upper valley neck. Studies conducted concerning the construction process of the large 
adobe monuments of Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Luna at Moche demonstrate that leaders 
exacted a form of segmented labor tribute through which small groups produced adobe bricks 
and assembled these bricks into identical sections for constructing the Huacas (Billman 1999; 
Hastings and Moseley 1975; Lockard 2008; Moseley 1975; Shimada 1994). This construction 
method supports the hypothesis that the Moche elite individuals centrally managed corporate 
labor (Hastings and Moseley 1975). Both huaca construction and irrigation expansion provide 
evidence for labor taxes that the lower classes gave to a central government based at the large 
huaca sites (Moseley 1992). The findings of this project reinforce and corroborate Larco’s 
hypothesis that the Moche acted as an expansionist state that established a “Pax Moche”, with a 
capital at Huacas de Moche (Castillo and Quilter 2010; Moseley 1992).   
The small, rural residential site of Cuidad de Dios in the Moche Valley remains one of 
the only published excavations of a non-urban Moche household2. Ciudad de Dios covers 3.3 
                                                
2 See Johnson 2008 for an additional example from the Jequetepeque Valley. 
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hectares and is situated in the middle Moche valley about 50 meters above the valley floor on 
five “finger” ridges at the foot of a mountain (Ringberg 2008: 345). Located approximately 
thirteen kilometers from Huacas de Moche, Ciudad de Dios dates to the Moche III and Moche IV 
periods and contains no ceremonial or public architecture (ibid., 345-346). Domestic houses 
consist of rectangular rooms containing a kitchen, living area and small domestic storage rooms 
(ibid.). Residents of Ciudad de Dios undertook a variety of tasks centered around subsistence and 
political economies including the producing of chicha and coarseware pottery and finishing 
metal objects (ibid., 346). Sound producing artifacts such as rattles, whistles and ocarinas form a 
small portion of the artifact assemblage recovered from Ciudad de Dios (Billman 2010: ibid.).  
The investigation of the large urban site of Galindo by the Chan-Chan Moche Valley 
Project provided new insight into the Moche collapse, at least in the Moche valley. Evidence 
indicates that the construction and occupation of this site, located close to the source of the 
Moche River, approximately 20 km inland from Huacas de Moche, occurred entirely during the 
Late Moche, or Moche V period (Bawden 1982: 287). During the eighth century A.D., Galindo 
quickly and dramatically grew to its maximum size, covering the lower slopes of Cerro Galindo 
and extending across the lower slopes of Cerro Muerto and the alluvial plain below (Lockard 
2009: 297). Galindo contains large areas of residential occupation and elaborate complexes of 
enclosures, platforms and other nondomestic architecture (Bawden 1982: 290). Its construction 
and layout differ drastically from Huacas de Moche, as at Galindo there exists a clear 
differentiation in space between civic/ceremonial sectors and domestic sectors of the site (ibid.). 
Elite classes lived in relatively large and well-constructed compounds situated in the choicest 
areas of the settlement and they operated most industrial and commercial activities such as 
pottery production (ibid., 317). Lower classes were confined to an area of crowded hillside 
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occupation away from the centers of public activities and large adobe walls and a deep ditch 
separated these two areas (ibid.). The architectural layout and differentiation of space present at 
Galindo indicates that this site housed a population in which social stratification was rigidly 
enforced (ibid.). Sometime before or during the ninth century AD, residents suddenly and 
completely abandoned Galindo (Lockard 2009: 297). It is postulated that a large ENSO event 
around AD 650 led to a societal crisis that resulted in the abandonment of Huacas de Moche, the 
drastic reorganization of Moche society, and the founding of Galindo as a new capital city up 
valley. It remains unclear what caused the final abandonment of Galindo around AD 900. 
The radical reorganization of society around AD 650 also occurred in the Lambayeque 
Valley with the creation of a new large urban center at the site of Pampa Grande (Shimada 
1994). In the Lambayeque Valley, north of the Jequetepeque and Zaña valleys, the planned city 
of Pampa Grande, near the neck of the Lambayeque Valley 55km from the coast, emerged as the 
dominant center of Moche V society in this valley, with a population estimate of 10,000 to 
15,000 people (ibid., 9). A marked differentiation of space also occurred at Pampa Grande, with 
the elite households and ceremonial architecture of Huaca Forteleza divided from the lower class 
habitation areas by a road and a large adobe wall (ibid.). Despite radical spatial organizational 
changes at Pampa Grande, the production and use of representational art and monumental 
platform mounds persisted, providing continuity between the preceding Moche IV phase and the 
Moche V phase (ibid., 10).  
Recent surveys conducted in the Jequetepeque Valley have recorded a total of 322 Moche 
period sites, the majority of which date to the Moche V or final Moche phase (Dillehay 2001: 
265). Site types range from large Moche towns encompassing 50 to 80 hectares such as 
Pacatnamú and San José de Moro to intermediate-scale settlements 20 to 40 hectares in size, to 
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small villages and farmsteads (ibid., 266). Small farmstead settlements range from a quarter of a 
hectare to eight hectares, with an average size of 2.5 hectares and the majority of these smaller 
settlements are located adjacent to low hills, fortresses and the valley floor (ibid., 267). The basic 
settlement pattern in the Zaña and Jequetepeque valleys consisted of enclaves of small and 
intermediate-scale communities spread out across the irrigable parts of the plain, with each 
enclave being within five kilometers of a major urban settlement (Dillehay 2001: 270). The 
distance between small rural settlements and urban centers is strikingly similar to the settlement 
pattern and distribution of urban centers uncovered by Billman (1996) in the Moche valley. The 
majority of the sites in the Jequetepeque are small to intermediate in size and most large or 
intermediate-sized sites consist of walled complexes of tightly compacted stone and adobe brick 
dwellings (Dillehay 2001: 266). The intermediate sized ceremonial sites, while readily 
distinguishable by their size, cannot be hierarchically classified in terms of architecture type or 
use (Swenson 2008: 415). This distinct lack of uniformity in layout among intermediate and 
small communities, leading Dillehay (2001: 266) to suggest that this indicates the absence of 
direct control and direction by a central authority.  
These various settlement pattern studies of the Moche occupations of north coastal 
valleys demonstrate that Moche populations lived throughout each valley and utilized the 
majority of arable land for irrigation agriculture. Each valley contains at least one large urban 
center, situated at the top of a four-tier site hierarchy based on settlement size and proportion of 
ceremonial architecture. This pattern indicates that, while the potential apex of power resided in 
a large urban center, intermediate centers located throughout each valley also played a vital role 
in the socio-political organization of Moche society. Mold-made, sound-producing artifacts 
recovered from the rural site of Cuidad de Dios in the Moche valley provisionally indicate that 
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residents of small village sites may have actively participated in the ideological narratives 
generated by the larger urban centers. Yet residents of Ciudad de Dios did not rely completely on 
a large or even intermediate sized center for all their needs beyond subsistence, as they locally 
manufactured domestic pottery, chicha and small metal objects. While recent investigations 
(Koons 2012; Johnson 2008; Ringberg 2008; Swenson and Warner 2012) have attempted to 
move beyond large urban centers and valley-wide settlement patterns, additional research needs 
to focus on these intermediate and small Moche residential sites in order to fully understand 
Moche political organizations and especially the role of sound within them. 
II. Out of One, Many 
Quilter and Castillo (2010) describe a “new era” of Moche studies beginning in the late 
1980s, with the halting of the looting of the Sipán tombs and their subsequent excavations led by 
Walter Alva. This excavation uncovered the richest and most spectacular tomb in the Americas, 
revealing a level of social hierarchy, wealth and technical sophistication previously not thought 
possible for the Moche (Alva and Donnan 1994). The discovery of Sipán quickly prompted the 
undertaking of long-term excavations of major pyramid structures, or huacas, at Moche sites by 
primarily Peruvian archaeological teams. These include not only the Sipán project but also 
excavations at the El Brujo Complex in the Chicama Valley (Franco 2005; Franco et al. 2009), 
Huacas de Moche in the Moche Valley (Uceda and Mujica 2004), San José de Moro in the 
Jequetepeque Valley (Castillo 2009), and Pampa Grande in the Lambayeque Valley (Shimada 
1994). 
As these projects began producing data, it became clear that neither Larco’s political 
structure hypothesis nor his five phase ceramic sequence fit the material evidence occurring in 
many valleys previously considered firmly under the Moche influence. The most pronounced 
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differences occur in the valleys north of the Pampa de Paiján, a larger expanse of desert between 
the Chicama and the Jequetepeque Valleys. For example, the ceramic sequence from the far 
north Piura valley is very different from the one Larco developed for the Moche valley, with no 
signs of Moche III and IV ceramics found in the Piura sequence (Makowski 1994). Moche 
ceramics from Pacatnamú and San José de Moro in the Jequetepeque valley also did not conform 
to the Larco sequence (Castillo and Quilter 2010:12). This situation led Castillo and Donnan 
(1994) to postulate that the Moche territory contained at least two distinct polities, one in the 
north and one in the south, which shared a culture but possessed differing political strategies and 
ceramic styles.  
Accepting this difference in the ceramic sequence of the northern valleys has created the 
need for new hypotheses concerning the political structures of these valleys during the Moche 
period. Luis Jaime Castillo (2010: 83) supports Tom Dillehay’s (2001) earlier assertion that the 
communities of the interior Jequetepeque valley appear to have been economically and 
politically independent of one another. Dillehay (ibid., 272) writes how he remains unconvinced 
that elites residing at the large urban settlements such as San José de Moro exercised strict 
control over outlying communities in the Jequetepeque and Zaña valleys. Dillehay (ibid.) 
postulates that instead, individual communities vied for access to power in multiple ways. In this 
interpretation Dillehay (ibid.) argues that large centers may not have been central but perhaps 
almost peripheral to a different level of political interaction taking place between rural 
communities.  
Swenson’s recent research (2004; 2008; 2012) has shown that the Late Moche 
Jequetepeque was marked by the emergence and proliferation of fortified intermediate-scale 
ceremonial sites in the hinterland of larger, unfortified sites such as San José de Moro. He writes, 
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“the Jequetepeque political terrain is best described as polycentric and heterarchical,” (Swenson 
2012: 174). This is exemplified at the fortified ceremonial site of San Ildefonso, discussed in 
further detail in Chapter 7. The proliferation of performance platforms at this site, many with 
only the capacity to include 50 to 100 people in the platform complex itself, indicates a continual 
negotiation of power among different competing social groups (Swenson 2011). Additional 
evidence supporting the hypothesis of decentralized power structures in the Jequetepeque derives 
from the redundant irrigation canal systems found throughout the valley (Castillo 2010). These 
canal intakes lay very close to one another at the source of water up valley, and these canals run 
concurrently for many kilometers before being directed to irrigate different areas of land. The 
lands serviced by these irrigation canals overlap in many areas in which only one canal could 
have irrigated an entire area. Castillo (2010) believes that this redundant irrigation organization 
indicates that an independent social group controlled and maintained each canal.  
The current data from the Jequetepeque do not indicate a centralized state, nor simply a 
series of regional polities, but a combination of both (Castillo 2010; Swenson 2012; Swenson 
and Warner 2012). The Jequetepeque Valley appears to have been fragmented into a number of 
political territories, each of which manifested a high level of political and economic autonomy, 
with each territory undergoing slightly different developmental processes (Castillo 2010: 83). 
Yet evidence for collective ceremonies conducted at the large Huaca regional ceremonial center 
of San José de Moro indicate periods or occasions of valley-wide unity (Castillo 2000; Castillo 
2007). Castillo (2010: 85) postulates an “opportunistic state” model to explain the political 
landscape and variation in the Jequetepeque. His opportunistic state model describes the 
condition of statehood as neither inevitable, nor stable, but the result of highly fluid political 
power relations (ibid.).  
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Despite the general acceptance of separate political developments taking place in the 
northern valleys, the Southern Moche Area, which encompasses all the valleys south of the 
Pampa de Paiján, until very recently, continued to be characterized as a highly centralized 
expansionist state society with a capital at Huacas de Moche (Billman 2002, 2010; Bourget 
2010; Dillehay 2001; Uceda 2010). Excavations and radiocarbon dates from Huacas de Moche 
have recently validated the Larco ceramic sequence for this site (Tello 2005: 352; Chapdelaine 
2011). The Southern Moche Area is divided temporally into a number of cultural phases based 
on the ceramic seriation devised by Larco: Moche I (AD 100-200), Moche II (AD 200-350), 
Moche III (AD 350-500), and Moche IV (AD 500-850) (Uceda 2005: 8).  
The presence of urban sites in every valley within the Moche territory remains one of the 
strongest lines of evidence for classifying the Moche as a state society. José Canziani (2010: 
159) writes that “neither the ‘state’ nor the ‘city’ is a unique organization, as is frequently 
assumed, created at the onset of civilization and enriched by the passage of time, but rather they 
are independent and historically limited entities, determined by specific circumstances.” Huacas 
de Moche in particular has long been postulated as the capital city of a Moche state. The site 
consists of two large adobe pyramids, Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Luna, separated by an area 
(500m wide by 1,500m long) of dense domestic occupation, referred to as the Urban Zone. The 
following section provides a brief description of the Huacas de Moche site; Chapter 6 provides a 
more detailed description and discussion. 
At Huacas de Moche, urban planning exists at multiple levels, evident in the Urban Zone 
street network and in the existence of institutionalized services, such as water-supply canals 
(Canziani 2010: 165; Chapdelaine 2002; Fig. 3.3 here). Clear zoning exists in the layout as well,  
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Figure 3.3: Map of Huacas de Moche Archaeological Site 
Huaca del Sol Huaca de la 
Luna 







with areas close to Huaca de la Luna dedicated to smaller ritual platforms or burial sites, and 
specific areas farther away from the Huacas set aside for craft production (Canziani 2010: 165). 
While the Huaca de la Luna temple functioned primarily as a ceremonial center, one must remain 
aware that other mundane and routine functions, such as the exchange and distribution of goods, 
the organization and administration of tribute or management of the irrigation systems may have 
also taken place within in this space (ibid.,169).  
The Huaca de la Luna architectural complex consists of three platforms and four plazas, 
each demarcated by thick adobe walls to create internal circulation areas (Uceda 2010: 149). 
Plaza 1, the large northern plaza, can hold approximately 6,000 to 12,000 people.  The south 
façade of Plaza 1 has multiple tiered steps, culminating in a small ritual platform at the top. This 
ritual platform remains visible from the plaza, allowing the people gathered in the plaza below to 
observe any ceremonies taking place on the platform (ibid., 151). Each tier on the south façade 
displays – in a scale larger than life - polychrome low relief sculptures of various figures and 
images. The bottom tier portrays warriors leading nude prisoners, the tier above presents dancers 
holding hands, and the upper tiers display deities (ibid.; Fig. 3.4 here). 
Figure 3.4: Huaca de la 
Luna Plaza 1 South 
Façade  
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The present spatial configuration of Huaca de la Luna is the result of a succession of 
superimposed buildings, each of which encapsulated the prior construction, to slowly enlarge the 
structure (Uceda 2010: 134). Huaca de la Luna underwent at least five major construction 
periods and Huaca del Sol underwent at least eight (Billman 2010: 186).  On the north coast, the 
tradition of remodeling architecture on a cyclical basis dates to pre-ceramic times (Canziani 
2010: 168). Such remodeling periods did not occur as a response to unforeseen climatic events, 
but were highly planned events executed as part of a complex cosmovision of which ceremonial 
architecture formed an essential element  (ibid., 169).  During the first phase of occupation as 
Huacas de Moche, which ended at approximately AD 650, political power resided primarily in 
the temple of Huaca de la Luna (Uceda 2010: 134).  
Similarities in architecture, function and layout of the El Brujo Complex in the Chicama 
valley, located directly to the north of Huacas de Moche, provide the most compelling evidence 
in support of both a Moche cultural unity and a multi-valley Moche expansionist state. Franco et 
al. (2010: 110) postulate that in the Chicama Valley, the ceremonial center of the El Brujo 
Complex served as the most powerful political entity for this valley. The leaders and ritual 
specialists at this site most likely possessed strong ties to other similar temple complexes in 
different valleys, especially at the Huacas de Moche in the Moche valley directly south (ibid.) 
Based on small quantities of foreign materials and ceramics at this site, excavators suggest that 
the El Brujo complex served as a pilgrimage center both for people in the Chicama Valley and 
for more distant groups, such as those in the Cajamarca region in the highlands (ibid).  In 
addition to the El Brujo Complex, other larger, “principal settlements” such as Mocollope-Cerro 
Mayal and Licapa II in the Chicama valley, contain ceremonial buildings, usually pyramids or 
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platforms, suggesting that rituals took place at locations other than the large huacas (Franco et al. 
2010; Koons 2012; Russel and Jackson 2001). (Fig 3.5) 
Figure 3.5: Map of the El Brujo Complex 
The primary architecture of the El Brujo complex consists of two large adobe pyramids, 
Huaca Cao Viejo to the east and Huaca El Brujo to the northwest, with adjacent smaller 
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buildings and ceremonial spaces between and surrounding them (Franco et al. 2010: 112). This 
layout is very similar to that at Huacas de Moche, with two large pyramids, placed in opposition 
with an urban residential sector located between. The Urban Zone of the El Brujo Complex 
contains residential, craft production and food production areas, but with an abundance of 
funerary and mortuary areas (ibid.). The location of El Brujo directly on the coast contrasts with 
the mid-valley location of Huacas de Moche, although one can still view the ocean from Huaca 
del Sol on clear days. The similarity of the coastal location of the contemporaneous sites of Dos 
Cabezas and Pacatnamú in the Jequetepeque Valley, indicates that El Brujo may share 
similarities with both northern and southern Moche architectural styles.  
As was the case with Huaca de la Luna, Huaca Cao Viejo grew in size over time with 
consecutive building projects covering over the older buildings while maintaining the same basic 
design and spatial layout (Franco et al. 2010: 121; Canziani 2010). Like Huaca de la Luna, 
Huaca Cao Viejo’s access route extends from north to south and ascends in sacred importance 
along a vertical axis (Franco et al. 2010: 121). The highest platforms and features were the most 
sacred, a pattern repeated at Huacas de Moche. The multi-terraced decorated façade of the main 
huaca pyramid borders the south side of the large main plaza area at Huaca Cao Viejo. The 
Figure 3.6: Huaca 
Cao Viejo Main Plaza 
South Façade 
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lowest terrace displays warriors parading with prisoners, the terrace above portrays dancers or 
officials holding hands to form a ring around the parade, and the upper terraces depict 
supernatural beings, the exact configuration of the tiers at Huaca de la Luna (ibid., 123; Fig. 3.6 
here). The new data from Huacas de Moche and Huaca Cao Viejo appear to support the 
traditional model that characterizes the Moche as an urban, hierarchical and centrally organized 
state level society. Yet the presence of Huaca Cao Viejo and its similarities to Huaca de la Luna 
also provide evidence for an independent “capital” in each valley.  
New evidence from the investigations of Licapa II, an intermediate sized Moche 
settlement in the Chicama Valley has further complicated this hypothesis. Michelle Koon’s 
(2012: 404) analysis of the ceramic assemblage from Licapa II suggests the existence of a shared 
“Moche” ideology concerning the exterior decoration and ceramic forms, but local manufacture. 
This evidence, combined with radiocarbon dates and architectural analysis of the site, indicates 
that Licapa II, which was occupied from approximately AD 400 to 800, functioned as an 
independent center intimately connected to the larger ceremonial centers, both within and 
external to the Chicama Valley (ibid., 405). Thus, like the Jequetepeque, the Chicama Valley 
potentially does not present a unified state, but a dynamic polycentric political landscape of 
independent polities with a shared ideology and materialization strategies. 
In the Southern Moche Area a period of greater coherency and centralization corresponds 
with the Moche III and Moche IV stylistic periods (AD 350 – 850), while Moche V (AD 650-
850) coincides with a partial collapse and reorganization. This collapse may actually have only 
occurred in the Chicama valley, from which the majority of Larco’s collection and data derived. 
New radiocarbon dates from Huacas de Moche demonstrate that the alleged climatic crisis that 
occurred sometime between AD 550 to 650 did not disrupt the occupation at Huacas de Moche, 
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as dates associated with the Moche IV occupation extend to AD 700-800 or later (Chapdelaine 
2002). The dates from Guadalupito in the Santa Valley corroborate the dates from Huacas de 
Moche for the end of the Moche IV phase being between CE 700 and 800 (Chapdelaine 2010: 
258). This ecological crisis, instead of heralding a collapse and complete social reorganization, 
can now be regarded as the impetus for further developments of the southern provinces (ibid., 
270). This period instead led to a restructuring to re-centralize overall power in the Moche 
Valley, where leadership remained strong, dynamic, and capable of undertaking new projects, 
such as the irrigation canals in the Santa Valley and the expansion of Huaca del Sol (ibid.).  
The construction and organization of Galindo in the Moche valley neck occurred in 
conjunction with this reorganization, and appears now to be a completely separate phenomenon 
from Huacas de Moche. A comparison of dates from Cerro Mayal in the Chicama Valley, 
Huacas de Moche and Galindo indicates that the Phase V occupation of Galindo is roughly 
contemporaneous with the Moche IV occupations of the former two sites (Chapdelaine 2011: 
198; Lockard 2008: 281). Moche fineline ceramics displaying geometric designs characterize the 
elite ceramic forms at Galindo, yet were absent from the late Huacas de Moche occupation 
(Lockard 2008: 285). Lockard (ibid.), who recently undertook new excavations at Galindo in the 
early 2000s, suggests that this indicates that Galindo and Huacas de Moche did not have a 
relationship during this period of mutual occupation. The significance of this period to the 
settlement structure of Huacas de Moche and its impact on sonic artifact production and sound 
practices will be discussed further in Chapter 6.   
New data from both the Santa Valley and the Virú Valley continue to support a physical 
Moche presence in these areas, seemingly arguing in favor of a Moche expansionist state 
(Chapdelaine 2010; Millaire 2010). Even so, military conquest cannot fully explain the Moche 
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presence in either valley.  Excavations at Hacienda San José in the Santa Valley recovered more 
than 135 ceramic molds to produce fineware ceramic vessels, figurines and sound-producing 
artifacts, all in the Moche IV style (Chapdelaine 2010: 266). This evidence suggests that this site 
functioned as a ceramic production center for Moche residents the Santa Valley, and that sound 
producing artifacts formed an integral part of Moche elite material culture outside of the Moche-
Chicama heartland. Chapdelaine (ibid.) argues that Hacienda San José represents a Moche 
colony that existed alongside the local Santa Valley populations, not a conquering force that 
supplanted them. 
New excavations by Steve Bourget (2010: 212) at Huancaco in the Virú Valley have 
revealed that this site is not a Moche site, as asserted by Willey (1952), but a local development. 
Bourget basis his new identification on the analysis of ceramic forms, architectural style and the 
absence of typical Moche material culture including figurines, sound-producing artifacts, spoons 
and floreros.  Excavations at Huaca de la Cruz have provided solid data for asserting that at least 
some Moche people settled in the Virú Valley, but apart from this site, the general Moche 
presence in Virú remains elusive (Bourget 2010: Millaire 2010).  The almost complete absence 
of Moche material at Huancaco, despite the large contemporaneous site of Huaca de la Cruz only 
3km up valley, indicates an active rejection of a Moche intrusion by local populations and 
leaders (Bourget 2010: 222). Millaire (2010: 247) suggests that the Moche never asserted their 
hegemony through a pattern of direct, centralized rule in Virú, but rather imposed an indirect 
form of political control over these polities. When considering these reevaluations of settlement 
patterns and associated material culture, Millaire (ibid., 249) argues that the Moche appear to 
have evolved within a typical city-state system, at least in the Virú and Santa valleys.  
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Izumi Shimada (2010: 70) contends that a “conflict-driven, dominant-subordinate vision 
of political relationship based on findings from a few major sites and artistic representations on 
funerary ceramics,” has dominated the discussion of Moche expansion. The lack of defensive 
architecture at the majority of Moche sites presents a sizable problem for the military expansion 
model. Billman (1999) argues that the defensive placement of habitation sites, despite a lack of 
overt defensive architecture, indicates the prevalence of armed conflict during the Moche period. 
Yet correlation between habitation sites and highly defensible settings does not indicate 
intention, and defense may not have been the principal motivation for the construction and 
location of these settlements. The majority of Moche sites in the Santa Valley are not located on 
hilltops, and they present no defensive measures (Chapdelaine 2010: 269). Huacas de Moche, the 
El Brujo Complex, Dos Cabezas and San José de Moro do not possess discernable defenses or 
large surrounding walls.  
Late Moche sites in the Jequetepeque Valley, such as Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso do 
possess large defensive walls with sling stone caches situated along their parapets, but this 
appears as a late phenomenon that occurred well after development of the state and the spread of 
Moche style material culture (Benson 2010). In fact, the fortified sites of Late Moche 
Jequetepeque occurred, as a phenomenon, after AD 650, which marked the end of the Middle 
Moche period (Swenson 2008; 2012). Concerning the prevalence of warriors and armed combat 
portrayed in Moche art and iconography, some authors (Bourget 2006, Donnan 2010; Topic and 
Topic 2009; Swenson 2012), argue that these depictions represent ritualized combat between 
Moche elites that form part of a larger narrative concerned with the public performance of 
sacrifice.  
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 Brian Billman (1999: 133) writes that “[t]he most fundamental form of ideological 
power is charisma; the ability of a leader to use words and ideas to inspire or persuade followers 
to do what the leader wishes.” A number of authors (Benson 2010; Castillo 2008; Chapdelaine 
2011; Larco 2001; Makowski 2010) refer to a “king” or a “lord,” as the primary ruler of a Moche 
state, but archaeologically there exists little evidence of a single supreme Moche ruler at any 
given time. Iconography depicts elite humans and supernatural beings, but always as part of a 
scene or group containing multiple actors. Portrait heads, arguably the most individualistic of all 
Moche artistic forms, do not give any indication that the individual’s portrayed were “kings,” 
(Donnan 2004). Makowski (2010) argues that the Lord of Sipán’s tomb unequivocally contained 
the supreme ruler of the Moche in the Lambayeque, but the tomb also contained many other elite 
individuals buried in the same vicinity. Benson (2010) admits that the paraphernalia of office 
buried with the Lord of Sipán only identifies a high status individual, not a specific individual 
leader. The identification of the Lord of Sipán as Figure A, another elite individual from the 
Sipán tombs as Figure B (Alva and Donnan 1994) and the high status female burials at San José 
de Moro (Donnan and Castillo 1994; Castillo and Rengifo 2008) as Figure C, from Sacrifice 
Theme depictions3, provides further data in support of a collective rather than singular 
leadership. Each individual within this elite ruling group may have held shifting amounts of 
power at any given time. Thus there is no indication that one supreme Moche ruler held ultimate 
power. Instead, the evidence points to an elite class or group of leaders, each inhabiting a 
specific role in performing ceremonies and perhaps holding equal or near equal power. Greater 
consideration should be given to the implications of a political landscape containing multiple 
contemporaneous rulers, perhaps gathering periodically to perform specific public rituals. 
                                                
3 Elaboration of the identification of burials with iconographic depictions is presented in Chapter 
4. 
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Successful governance by a state bureaucracy ultimately depends upon citizen acceptance 
of or at least acquiescence to inequality and hierarchical authority, two concepts that can be 
facilitated by symbols of state authority and prestige (Isbell 1987: 83).  DeMarrais et al. (1996) 
discuss the political and ideological implications surrounding Moche fineware ceramics as part 
of their article entitled “Ideology, Materialization and Power Strategies.” The authors argue that 
the materialization of ideology creates shared experiences and perpetuates the unquestioned 
power of the state (ibid., 28). Giving an ideology concrete, physical form in events, symbolic 
objects, monuments and writing systems is instrumental to its institutionalization and extension 
(ibid,. 31).  Connecting and embedding an ideology linked with political power in a material 
medium allows for the control and manipulation of that power and ideology in the same way as 
other utilitarian and wealth goods, through ownership, restriction and transference (ibid., 17). 
Portable objects, such as Moche fineware ceramics, facilitated symbolic communication among 
individuals within social segments and between polities, assisted long distance communication 
and acted as ideal signifiers of individual social position and political power (ibid., 18).  
Jürgen Golte (1994) notes that small states were more likely to create greater art than 
larger, unified polities, since in a small polity art could directly contribute to power. This 
assertion may or may not be true, and its veracity depends partly on the definition of “small 
state.” Golte uses the Medici family of early renaissance Florence as an example. The elites of 
Florence patronized the arts as a way of displaying power, but their art remained in Florence and 
was not spread throughout their sphere of influence in the same manner that Moche art was. The 
Moche deployed a very specific type of art, in that they made it repeatable and portable, instead 
of investing everything in art that one had to travel to in order to see, such as renaissance 
churches and singular paintings by great masters. Brian Billman (1999:133) asserts that Moche 
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leaders utilized ideological power to underwrite a political organization through the creation and 
dissemination of ceramics, textiles, metallurgy and public art. Yet he neglects not only the role of 
sound-producing artifacts in these materialization processes, but the power of performance to 
communicate ideology to large numbers of individuals at one time, and to spread these ideas 
over a large geographic area through repetition. 
Mary Helms (1993) writes how the power of a Moche center was linked to the creativity 
of its artists. The mold production process utilized in the manufacture of Moche elite ceramics 
concentrated the knowledge and power of iconography in the hands of a few, while 
simultaneously allowing the dissemination of this message to the many (Jackson 2008). 
Complete examples of the finest molded and painted vessels only derive from either elite burials 
or the centers of administration and religious activity, further linking these vessels not only to 
politics, but also to cosmological and religious beliefs and activities (Bawden 1999; Donnan and 
Mackey 1978). Due to their critical role in the materialization of ideology, Uceda (2010: 157) 
posits that artisans must have been elites or at the least attached specialists. The objects produced 
in urban workshops were tightly controlled by religious elites, who restricted the workshops to 
particular areas of the city (ibid.). At Huacas de Moche, the excavation of an elite ceramics 
workshop in the southern area of the Urban Zone uncovered four occupation layers4. The 
superposition of these four workshop occupations indicates a long continuity of production in 
one location, suggesting both the stability of elite ceramic production and its potential hereditary 
role (Billman 2010: 191).  
 Artisans working in attached ceramic workshops at the urban sites of Huaca de la Luna, 
Pampa Grande and Mocollope-Cerro Mayal, produced ceramic sound-producing artifacts such as 
                                                
4 See Chapter 6 for more information concerning the Huacas de Moche elite ceramic workshop. 
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ocarinas, whistles, rattles, trumpets and pututos in addition to fineware ceramic vessels (Russell 
et al. 1998, Shimada 2001, Uceda and Armas 1998). Brian Billman (2010: 198) writes, “in 
societies where information moved by human voice and human feet, creating and controlling 
media of mass communication was essential to the development of regional networks of 
control.”  Ceramic sound-producing artifacts not only extend both the spatial and pitch range of 
the human voice, but they standardize its sound quality. As will be illustrated in Chapter 4, these 
ceramic sound-producing artifacts not only functioned as a vital aspect of ritual performance, but 
also acted as visual symbols and outlets for iconography.   
 Nearly every excavated Moche site has uncovered some form of sound-producing artifact. 
The Museo Larco in Lima houses over one thousand Moche sound related artifacts, comprising 
approximately 7% of their entire Moche collection. The Huaca Cao Viejo excavations have 
uncovered a vast cache of bone flutes (Franco 2009). Sipán contains the burial of an elite male 
with an elaborate set of ceramic panpipes laid across his torso (Alva and Donnan 1994). The 
excavations of Huacas de Moche have, as of 2011, had recovered over 3,000 sound-producing 
artifact fragments. Excavators at San José de Moro uncovered shell pututos in elite burials 
(Castillo 2009) and smaller domestic sites such as Ciudad de Dios in the Moche valley (Ringberg 
2008) and Portachuelo de Carcape in the Jequetepeque Valley (Johnson 2008) have produced a 
variety of sound-producing artifacts in small quantities. Depictions of sound-producing artifacts 
and musicians on elite fineware ceramic artifacts firmly places music within the realm of both 
ritual and elite relations. In fact, Bourget (2010: 203) considers whistles, ocarinas, and trumpets 
as characteristic of Moche ceramic forms found in funerary and domestic contexts. The role of 
sound in Moche performance reamins an important, yet largely unrecognized outlet for the 
materialization of ideology.  
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 Based on new data from the past 20 years of excavation and survey, Castillo and Quilter  
(2010: 13) postulate that the rise of the Moche was a case of multiple origins that occurred in 
several locations on the North Coast at different moments and which generated different local 
iterations of a larger “Moche” tradition. The Moche valley and Chicama valley temporal 
sequences do not completely fit the Larco model of a single origin, as it appears that there were 
several origins of the Moche material culture style in different areas of the Moche and Chicama 
Valleys that came together through the integration of elite ritual practices sometime during the 
Moche III phase (Castillo and Quilter 2010; Koons 2012). Yet this type of integration did not 
necessarily produce identical developments, or even identical material cultures. Castillo and 
Quilter (2010: 14) maintain that it is likely that during the Early Moche Period, (Moche I and 
Moche II) only the upper levels of society could truly be regarded as Moche. As time passed, 
many of the elite practices - especially rituals and associated material culture, including sound-
producing artifacts - trickled down to the lower social levels to influence all aspects of society.  
The time of greatest cohesion and expansion most likely occurred during the Moche III 
and Moche IV periods in the Southern Moche region and during the Middle Moche period of the 
North. This political process did not appear to gather all these regions under a single political 
authority, but instead each valley and even sectors within each valley may have followed 
different developmental paths (Castillo and Quilter 2010; Gumerman and Briceño 2003; Koons 
2012). It also remains likely that levels of integration and unification changed over time, ebbing 
and flowing and going through periods of relative centralization and other periods of greater 
fragmentation, since the Moche material culture signature spans over 700 years (Castillo and 
Quilter 2010: 13). Shimada (2010: 73) urges Moche scholars to consider “alternative models that 
posit coevolving, local polities whose political fortunes oscillated over time through a 
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combination of strategies and institutions, such as negotiated allegiance, feasting, subordination, 
patronage, marriage alliance and gift exchanges.” Shimada’s description is very similar to 
Castillo’s (2010)  “opportunistic state” model proposed for the Jequetepeque Valley. Christopher 
Donnan (2010: 47) has suggested that the one aspect about which Moche scholars can remain 
confident concerning Moche political organization is that various forces created a pattern of 
constantly evolving allegiances between distinct polities and geographic areas. Yet, iconographic 
unity gives consistency to the definition of the Moche culture, as images found North and South, 
created at the beginning or the end of the Moche period, evoke the same narratives, protagonists 
and activities (Makowski 2010: 305). A thorough consideration of the Theater State model 
attempts to reconcile the apparent continuity of iconography with the disunity of political 
organization during the Moche period on the north coast, situating sound-producing artifacts and 
sonic practice firmly within these processes. 
III. The Theatre State on the North Coast 
Since new research has revealed both substantial and subtle differences in everything 
from architecture, material culture, political strategies and social organization on the north coast 
during the Moche period, the question becomes this: does the Moche culture truly exist as an 
identifiable entity? Quilter and Koons (2012: 127) recently argued that the Moche are solely an 
archaeological culture, “a construct made by archaeologists that has been reified and shaped to 
conform to generalized models of statehood.” Yet Christopher Donnan contends that in order for 
this classification to originally exist, there must have been other forces contributing to an overall 
sense of unity within the Moche world. He (2010: 47) argues that “religion,” which had the 
performance of human sacrifice as its primary ritual, acted as this unifying force. Donnan (ibid.) 
proposes that what he terms the Moche State Religion, was not simply a set of religious beliefs 
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and practices that were widely shared over a large geographic area, but that this religion involved 
a highly structured organization with a rigidly prescribed, hierarchical priesthood. This 
hierarchical organization and strict adherence to practice acted as the overarching institution that 
unified Moche society (ibid.). The standardization of dress and depiction of specific roles over 
time and across the geographical space of many of the northern valleys implies that the Moche 
State Religion was a well-organized, highly structured institution that exercised religious, 
economic and political power (ibid.).  
Description of the Moche as a “theocratic state,” a state in which political power lay in 
the hands of priests, or in many cases, a singular head priest or priestess, has a long history 
beginning with Larco Hoyle (2001; Billman 2010; Canziani 2010; Donnan 2010; Franco et al. 
2010; Shimada 2010; Quilter and Castillo 2010; Uceda 2010). This model proposes that the 
Moche did not separate religion from other state-level political organizations (Benson 2010).  
Scholars working both in the northern and southern Moche areas uphold the idea of the 
importance of ritual and religion to the political structure of Moche society. Luis Jaime Castillo 
(2010: 83-84) writes that “ideology, more than coercion or economics, was the principal factor 
fostering social cohesion and cultural harmonization,” for the Moche people. Despite portraying 
elite ideology as a tool used to dominate lower classes, Castillo (ibid.), citing Abercrombie et. al 
(1980) later suggests that the primary role of dominant ideologies is not to dominate, but to 
integrate and grant a sense of community to the elite classes.  Billman (2010: 198) declares that it 
was this ideological order, as expressed in art and ritual that ultimately held the Southern Moche 
state together. Uceda (2010: 157) argues that during the first period of occupation at Huacas de 
Moche, Moche society was socially and politically organized as a centralized and expansive 
theocratic state, and as such, the state was structured and expressed through rituals performed in 
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the temples and aimed to legitimate the political power of the dominant elites. Individual status 
was determined by the role each person had in ritual performances and was defined by the 
objects and costumes with which that person associated (ibid.).  
Edward Swenson (2003) suggests that the rise of urbanism in the Moche area could be a 
direct consequence of the need to perform rituals, as evidenced by many Moche cities possessing 
large plazas and platforms. In addition to the large plazas at Huaca de la Luna and Huaca Cao 
Viejo, each Huaca complex also contains enclosed spaces with restricted access, indicating that 
some rituals were for the public and others for a more private audience (Billman 2010: 186). 
Therefore not all ritual knowledge was potentially known to the public, but was guarded by a 
few privileged individuals (Makowski 2010). The huge structures of Huaca del Sol and Huaca de 
la Luna dominated the landscape of the Moche valley and manifested the clear theocratic nature 
of the regime of the urban complex (Canziani 2010: 162). In contrast to these Middle Moche 
phase huaca constructions, the huacas at the Early Moche and Gallinazo sites of Cerro Oreja, 
Cerro Galindo, Cerro Pasqueda and others in the Moche valley were located on the highest point 
at each site; they were removed from the site residents so that only small groups could view 
these performances (Billman 2010: 186). The larger and more elaborate performance spaces at 
the Moche sites indicate the importance of public events, which according to the corresponding 
iconography, most likely involved some form of sound produced by both humans and sound 
producing artifacts.  
Therefore, whether describing a “theocratic state” or a “Moche State Religion,” 
numerous scholars postulate that power arose within Moche society through the co-option of 
ritual performance. While the broader themes of these performances remained similar and stable 
over time and between regions, each region had a different local development in the way in 
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which elites utilized these performances to consolidate and maintain power. The Moche culture 
may have developed independently in multiple regions, but the Moche people remained 
interconnected and interacting, sharing knowledge and ritual practice but facing different local 
challenges and deploying different political strategies (Bawden 1995; 2004; Castillo and Quilter 
2010). After proclaiming the death of the Moche state in their recent article, Quilter and Koons 
(2012: 138) conclude, “Moche was a religious system that realigned the political economies and 
social relations of North Coast societies.” Moche, as a distinct cultural phenomenon does exist 
and elites in the three regions of the Lambayeque, Jequetepeque and the Moche-Chicama were 
most likely bound by shared performance practices and beliefs.  Identifying the ways in which 
religion and politics were organized and intertwined in particular Moche contexts remains the 
continuing task of the archaeologist. 
Instead of viewing performance and ceremony as a mask behind which the reality of 
political power functioned, the Theater State model presents performance and ceremony as the 
goal towards which all other political actions work, and from which all political power derives. 
Clifford Geertz (1981) argues that religious performances formed the foundation of power for 
the leaders of each Negara, or state, in Bali during the 19th century. For Geertz (1981: 102), the 
state religion was not a religion of the state, but an argument made over and over, through ritual, 
of a certain worldly status, hierarchy and the arrangement of human social life. He (1981: 104) 
writes that “the state ceremonials of classical Bali were metaphysical theatre: theatre designed to 
express a view of the ultimate nature of reality and, at the same time, to shape the existing 
conditions of life to be consonant with that reality; that is, theatre to present an ontology and, by 
presenting it, to make it happen – make it actual.”  Performance can act as a form of mimesis; if 
one makes an idea actual through performance, it constructs a particular form of socio-political 
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reality. In order for the theater state model to function, an unbreakable inner connection must 
exist between social rank and religious condition (Geertz 1981: 102).  
The main critique of Geertz’s Theater State model is that it leaves little room for agency 
and depicts elites or rulers as not having any real political power (Hauser-Schäublin 2003; 
Schulte Nordholt 1996). Other critiques state that within the Theater State model it remains 
difficult to disentangle a religious/ideological economy from a Marxist one. In some ways these 
types of critiques miss the entire point that Geertz elaborates. Geertz draws significant attention 
to the act of performance as generating power and not simply acting as a vehicle of power. He 
postulates that instead of performance being subservient to other more durable aspects of human 
life such as economy, subsistence and material production, perhaps these more durable aspects 
afforded the generation of power through performance.  
Many scholars (Donnan 2010; Swenson 2003; 2012; Uceda 2010) have followed Geertz, 
describing the Moche polity as a Theater State, yet have failed to fully unpack the implications 
of this assertion. To describe the Moche as a Theater State entails that one must interpret 
material objects, architecture, irrigation canals, burial rites, urban planning, warfare and art as a 
means of creating the stages and props for performances, the real root of power for Moche 
political structures. The Theater State model highlights theatrical performance as the premier 
generator of social power. It allows for an alternative interpretation of durable materials, not as 
the end products of economic processes, but as integral parts of ephemeral theatrical 
performances. The Theater State model permits a more dynamic interpretation of the Moche 
political landscape, as one in constant movement revolving around the negotiation, production 
and consumption of sensory experience as the driving force behind political relations.  
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If the Moche polity truly functioned as a Theater State, then the roles of sound, sound-
producing artifacts and the spaces within which this sound occurred, form vital aspects of the 
political strategy and efficacy of these state sponsored theatrical performances. The discoveries 
of the rich burials of Moche elite dressed as gods, the depictions of warriors adorning temple 
walls, and the skeletal remains of the victims of sacrifices all reinforce the concept of warfare 
and human sacrifice as a key element in Moche state religion (Donnan 2010; Quilter and Koons 
2012). While not denying the importance of warfare and sacrifice to Moche religious practices, 
the same high status burials, wall murals and even artifacts found accompanying the sacrificial 
victims, indicate that sound played an integral part in the efficacy of Moche State Religion. 
Dancers are depicted on the tier above the warriors and sacrificial victims at both Huaca de la 
Luna and Huaca Cao Viejo. Various whistles in the shapes of birds were recovered among the 
sacrificial victims uncovered in Plaza 3a of Huaca de la Luna (Bourget 2001a). Donnan defines 
other symbols of the Moche state religion as the eared serpent and the Spider Decapitator (Ibid.). 
Those symbols are frequently depicted on the exteriors of Moche sound producing artifacts (see 
Chapter 4). The Theater State model firmly entangles music and sound within these various 
power relationships. 
Despite numerous assertions concerning the importance of ritual performance to Moche 
social dynamics and in particular Moche political power strategies, none of the above cited 
authors have quantified the types of performances conducted and their communicative capacities. 
They do not discuss how this avenue of power actually functioned within a specific Moche 
context.  One of the primary goals of this dissertation is to determine the parameters within 
which Moche performances actually occurred. By drawing together both visual and aural aspects 
of performance and situating these performances within the specific spaces constructed and 
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designed by Moche people for the potential use as performance venues, this dissertation argues 
for the serious consideration of theatrical performance as a primary foundation for Moche 
political power. 
IV. Further Implications 
In his concluding chapter of the recent state of the discipline volume New Perspectives on 
Moche Political Organization, William Fash (2010: 316) differentiates the “Theater State” 
model from the theocracy model described by so many of the volume’s authors. He (2010: 317) 
writes, “[i]f the Theater State model does indeed apply to the larger Moche centers, then the 
reigning credo would have been  ‘you are what you perform.’ If a site is built and decorated in 
manners similar to the flagship huacas of the Moche Valley, then that site’s elite – and its 
supporting population – were deeply invested in that ideology and its expression, not just in art 
and architecture, but in performance as well.” As Fash (2010: 139) continues, for the Maya, the 
shared mythology expressed in art, rituals performed in public places, and elaborate costumes 
worn by priests and rulers does not represent a Maya state religion, because there was no single 
Maya state. For the Classic Maya, the similarities in religious and political ideology, 
representational art, and architectural canons and functions emphatically do not constitute 
evidence for political unification. They represent a shared cultural milieu united by a common 
history and set of beliefs, rather than a political unity.  
The Theater State model, like any prime mover model for the development of political 
complexity, simplifies the true complexity of human social life. Yet, the Theater State model 
does appear to fit the available data concerning the Moche, regarding the central importance of 
theatrical multi-media performance, to both Moche identity and political power relations. The 
replication of elaborate stages in the form of plazas, huacas and platforms at Huacas de Moche 
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and Huaca Cao Viejo indicate the interdependence of setting and performance and the 
importance of both for political organization. The recovery of highly decorated portable ceramics 
and sound producing artifacts both throughout the Moche territory and consistently over the 
entire Moche time period, illustrates the importance of these narratives, performances and sounds 
to a continuous Moche identity, despite other aspects of Moche organization, such as settlement 
structure, remaining so irregular. Further research, especially between valleys and among smaller 
rural settlements is required to fully understand the implications of a Theater State model to 




Moche Instrumentation as a Technology of Enchantment 
It’s always been a major difference between the performing arts to me and being a painter you 
know? Like a painter does a painting and he does a painting and that’s it. Nobody ever said to 
Van Gogh ‘paint a starry night again man.’ You know? He painted it and that was it. 
– Joni Mitchell, Miles of Aisles (1974) 
 
I. Introduction 
This chapter begins with the contemplation of an object. (Fig 4.1) This object is a 
ceramic whistle, excavated from the Moche urban center of Huacas de Moche. It dates to the 
Moche IV time period, or approximately AD 500-850. Artisans from an elite fineware ceramic 
workshop created this whistle through a process combining both mold-made and hand-built 
elements. The front displays a mold-impressed image of an elaborately dressed figure playing a 
Figure 4.1: Front-Piece Whistle Displaying a Figure Playing a Spiral Trumpet. #HLLTAM19 
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spiral ceramic trumpet with a bell shaped like an eared serpent. (Play Track 7) The front of the 
whistle measures approximately 12cm tall and 6 cm wide. A small sounding chamber and a 
mouthpiece attach to the back of the image. While this particular whistle example no longer 
functions, similar playable examples produce sound at approximately 90 decibels, the equivalent 
of any modern piccolo or flute. These whistles produce high-pitched, loud and piercing sounds. 
Use-wear present on this whistle indicates heavily repeated playing of this artifact prior to 
deposition.  
This whistle encapsulates many larger questions concerning Moche musical practices: 
How did the Moche visually represent sound and/or music? Does this representation grant us any 
insight into the way the Moche utilized sound? Most importantly, what relation existed between 
sound and image in a Moche context? Specifically, why does a whistle display an elaborate 
depiction of a figure playing a trumpet, when the whistle does not produce a sound remotely 
related to the sound-producing artifact portrayed? 
This chapter attempts to untangle and unpack the assemblages of sound, image, narrative, 
performance, ritual, and action contained within Moche thought and practice. It employs the 
example of this whistle to illuminate the interplay between sound and image present within 
Moche social dynamics. A review of prevalent interpretations of Moche iconography, followed 
by a detailed description and discussion of sound-related Moche iconography will firmly connect 
specific sounds with specific Moche ritual performances. The large number of Themes and 
examples presented in this chapter, while not by any means an exhaustive presentation and 
discussion, demonstrate the prevalence of sonic practice and sound-producing artifacts within the 
larger corpus of Moche iconographic representation. The sheer volume of depictions of sound-
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producing artifacts on elite fineware ceramics indicates the importance of sonic practice to 
Moche elite power dynamics. 
To establish the prevalence of depictions of sound within Moche iconography and the 
correlation between distinct Themes and sound-producing artifact types, this chapter will present 
the analysis of 1,900 artifacts from both the collections at the Museo Rafael Larco Herrera and 
the Huacas de Moche excavations. This large assemblage consists of 352 artifacts displaying 
music or sound imagery and 1,548 sound-producing artifacts or fragments of sound-producing 
artifacts displaying exterior decoration. A separate presentation of data from both collections 
concerning iconography displayed on the exteriors of sound-producing artifacts will follow the 
elucidation of Moche sound-related iconographic imagery. A discussion of decorated sound-
producing artifacts will demonstrate the synaesthetic nature of Moche sound production; the 
consistent confluence of visual display in conjunction with creating sound. The convergence of 
sound and image in a single artifact acts as a powerful technology of enchantment, as described 
by Gell (1992), essential for the efficacy of both Moche theatrical performances and smaller-
scale rituals. 
II. Iconographic Themes  
The Moche artistic style first appeared within the Moche and Chicama Valleys around 
AD 100. It represents both a continuation of and a break from earlier styles such as Salinar (BC 
200 – AD 200) and Chavín (BC 900 – 200). Moche iconography depicts a wide variety of 
subjects and life scenes with a high degree of realism. The range of subjects illustrated within 
Moche iconography include animals, plants, anthropomorphized demons or deities and elite 
rulers, along with activities such as hunting, fishing, combat, punishment of prisoners, sexual 
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acts and sonic practices. The display of these various images occurs on diverse media, such as 
wall murals, ceramics and portable objects made from wood, shell or metals (Donnan 1976).  
The array of subjects portrayed on Moche portable art originally led to the suggestion that 
Moche iconography depicts all aspects of daily life (ibid.). Yet Christopher Donnan (ibid.) 
observed that despite the apparent diversity, many common activities do not ever appear within 
Moche depictions, such as agriculture, pastoralism, mining, cooking, laundering, yarn spinning, 
pottery manufacturing, or stone carving to list a few examples. Donnan’s extensive work with 
Moche iconography during the late 1970s led him to conclude that there exists a relatively 
limited number of scenes and actors within the corpus of Moche iconography. He suggested that 
these repeated figures and motifs form distinctive groups that he designated Themes. These 
repeated scenes and motifs occur across all mediums of Moche representation and throughout the 
entire 750 year Moche period in diverse forms and qualities, providing strong supporting 
evidence for the presence of these Themes as more than an archaeological or art historical 
typology (Hocquenhem 1987: 24). 
Donnan (1976) also suggested that the Moche may not have differentiated between the 
supernatural/ritual and the mundane world. Consequently, all the depictions of commonplace 
activities and objects may have contained some form of higher meaning (ibid.). Building on 
Donnan’s original premise, many scholars agree that all Moche iconography expresses non-
secular ideas and has a primarily mythical character, but emphasize that it also communicates 
those myths as appropriated by elite political ideology (Bawden 1999; Quilter 1997). Complete 
examples of the finest molded and painted vessels depicting entire Themes only derive from 
either elite burials or the centers of administration and ceremonial activity, further linking those 
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vessels to political power and cosmological or mythic beliefs and activities (Bawden 1999; 
Donnan and Mackey 1978).  
The increased emphasis on the human form in Moche iconography over time further 
underscores the confluence of the supernatural and the mundane in Moche iconography. The 
Moche are one of the few pre-Columbian cultures in South America to depict human beings in a 
realistic, as opposed to stylized, form. Mimetic art of the type and quantity produced by the 
Moche was rare in the Pre-Columbian Americas (Pasztory 1998). This practice reached its 
technical apex with the creation of portrait vessels during the Moche IV period (Fig 4.2). These 
mold-produced vessels with a distinctive stirrup-spout only occur south of the Pampa de Paiján 
in the Southern Moche Area (Donnan 2001: 127).  A portrait vessel uses the form of the head of 
a male individual as the body of the ceramic vessel.  Such vessels represent true portraiture, for 
careful comparison has revealed vessels depicting the same individual at different ages and 
stages in his life (Donnan 2004). Many portrait vessels present evidence of wear and breakages 
prior to deposition, suggesting their use beyond funerary offerings (ibid., 165). Identical portraits 
of an individual have been recovered from different sites and different valleys, indicating the 







    Anne Marie Hocquenghem (1987) provides an alternative interpretation of Moche 
iconographic depictions to that proposed by Donnan. She suggests that Moche iconography 
simultaneously depicts both mythological narratives performed by supernatural beings and their 
ritual counterparts performed by living humans. While an intriguing hypothesis, this 
interpretation remains difficult to either prove or refute (Bourget 2006: 48). Hocquenghem 
provides no framework by which to disentangle the supernatural actions from the human 
performances in any given scene, nor does she provide an explanation of what this type of 
iconographic layering of meaning might have accomplished. While this layering of meaning may 
exist from a semiotics perspective, it remains unhelpful in offering practical explanations 
concerning the use and function of Moche icongraphy, especially concerning the depiction of 
sound. 
i. Narratives 
Despite the widespread consenus that Themes do exist within Moche iconography, 
scholars disagree markedly concerning the nature, subject matter and number of those Themes. 
Identified Themes tend to derive solely from complex fineline painted scenes on elite ceramic 
vessels (Bourget 2006: 5). Anne Marie Hocquenhem (1987), working from a database of over 
4,000 Moche objects, identified and described 19 specific Moche Themes. A number of scholars 
have since utilized her thematic categories in their own research and interpretations (Bourget 
2001b; Golte 2009; Makowski 1996). The repeated citation of Hocquenhem’s thematic 
classifications has ossified some of her categories, making them appear self-evident. Yet any 
type of raw categorization carries with it a number of potential problems, the main difficulty 
being how inclusive does one make each Theme. In contrast to Hocquenhem’s fairly inclusive 19 
Themes, Steve Bourget in Sex Death and Sacrifice (2006) identifies 45 different Themes in his 
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analysis of Moche iconography. He freely admits that this proliferation of Themes derives from 
his personal need for exhaustiveness and that many of his identified Themes relate to one another 
significantly. For example, since his research concerns the interaction of sexual imagery, 
sacrifice, death and burial, Bourget divides the larger Sexual Imagery Theme as proposed by 
Hocquenhem, into more specific Themes such as sexual acts between the dead and the living, 
masturbation, sexual acts between humans and deities, sexual acts between humans and sexual 
acts between animals. He does this in order to highlight and explore the different role of each 
particular sexual act. As his analysis demonstrates, the framework one chooses to work from 
greatly affects any later interpretations of the material. This is the primary difficulty facing any 
serious purely iconographic analysis. 
Jeffrey Quilter (1990) attempts to circumvent many of these complications by advocating 
a narrative, as opposed to a thematic, approach to the categorization and interpretation of Moche 
iconographic scenes. He suggests that groups of Themes appearing simultaneously on the same 
artifact, or containing the same identifiable actors, actually refer to larger narratives (Bourget 
2006; ibid.). This narrative approach essentially acts as an extension of the thematic approach 
developed by Donnan (Quilter 1990). By recognizing that narratives, myths and stories provide 
the basis for Moche iconography, Quilter advocates that scholars begin to move away from the 
static categories of Themes (ibid.). To illustrate the efficacy of the narrative approach, Quilter 
identifies links between the Revolt of the Objects Theme, the Maritime Theme, and the Sacrifice 
Theme to create a larger narrative (ibid.) (Fig. 4.3) Similar actors appear in many depictions of 
these three individual Themes and elements from all of them occasionally appear together on a 
single vessel, strengthening the argument for an overall narrative structure to Moche 
iconography (Bourget 2006: 50). 
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Figure 4.3: Narrative Scene Containing Three Distinct Themes (Quilter 1997: 119) 
Steve Bourget (2006) provides another example of Moche narrative, in this case, one 
involving the same two principal actors: “Wrinkle Face” and “Iguana.” Wrinkle Face appears as 
a supernatural being with fangs and a heavily wrinkled face. He normally wears a snake belt 
terminating in fox heads, an elaborate headdress consisting of a semicircular fan with long 
feathers adorned with an animal effigy and hanging earrings in the shape of animal heads (ibid., 
8). Iguana is an anthropomorphized iguana normally wearing a headdress in the form of a circlet 
with a bird’s head, wings and tail (ibid., 9). Wrinkle Face and Iguana appear in multiple Themes 
together, especially the Mountain Sacrifice Theme, the Burial Theme and additional scenes 
involving copulation between Wrinkle Face and a human female (ibid.) (Fig. 4.4). The presence 
of apparent narrative links between Themes indicates that Moche iconography most likely 
presents a unified system in which most of the complex scenes to some degree interrelate. 
Despite many scholars attempting to isolate Themes and study them individually, others such as 






interpretations must regard all identified Themes as part of a complex symbolic project intent on 
disseminating and communicating specific ideas.     
 
ii. Individual Images 
Whether or not one refers to the presented images on Moche ceramics as Themes or 
narratives, Donnan demonstrated not only the repetitive nature of Moche iconography, but also 
how, in many cases, a specific Theme or narrative does not need to be displayed in its entirety in 
order to illustrate or invoke an entire Theme (Bourget 2006: 7). Under this hypothesis, every 
Moche image, even singular representations, refers to one of the larger narrative Themes. For 
example, the Sacrifice Theme, described in greater detail below, has four main participants, 













Anthropomorphized Bird Deity. Donnan contends that the portrayal of the single figure actually 
references the entire Sacrifice Theme. Advancing this idea, Quilter (2010: 62) argues that the 
isolation of only one figure from an entire Theme creates what Sherry Ortner (1973) refers to as 
a “summarizing symbol.” A summarizing symbol, such as the crucifix in Christianity, embodies 
a wide range of beliefs, ideas and emotions. It collapses and condenses complex ideas and 
experiences into a single, powerful image (Quilter 2010: 63). The use of a single image or a few 
images in combination also suggests that Moche viewers shared an understanding of the 
represented symbolism (ibid., 64). Thus the display of a trumpet player on the front of a whistle 
may reference a larger narrative in which trumpet players perform an integral role. 
The production process of Moche fineware vessels explicitly demonstrates the use of 
individual images referencing larger Themes. Moche artisans created almost every fineware 
vessel utilizing molds, either for the entire vessel, or for vessel sections (Jackson 2008). In 
addition to using a mold to create an entire vessel, Moche artists at workshops such as those at 
Cerro Mayal in the Chicama Valley and Huacas de Moche in the Moche Valley, utilized mold-
made appliqués and elaborate joining techniques to create a finished vessel out of many 
individually mold-produced elements (ibid.). Thus while Moche mold production did standardize 
individual elements, the finished vessels remained individually distinctive due to the application 
of different molded elements along with a variety of finishing techniques including incised or 
painted decoration.  
Very few completely identical Moche vessels exist in collections today, and considering 
the amount of Moche material available, some estimates being 100,000 vessels or more 
(Weismantel 2004), it seems likely that Moche artisans and their patrons desired this individual 
variation in spite of the mold production process. As Jackson (2008: 111) writes “molds were 
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used not so much to produce faster and more, but as a means of locking in iconographically 
significant elements.” Additionally, using molds overly complicated the production process for 
many ceramic forms, since hand building could have simplified and expedited manufacture 
(Quilter 2008b: 138). Molds functioned not as a way of streamlining production or even of 
standardizing the finished product, instead they worked to compartmentalize iconography and to 
standardize and control access to specific images. For example, the image of a double-
chambered container rattle with a long attached cord is inscribed on the exterior of a mold for a 
scene depicting childbirth excavated from the workshop at Cerro Mayal (Jackson 2008: 121). 
This directly links a singular image, that of a double-chambered container rattle, to childbirth 
even if only in the mind of the artisan (ibid.). Jackson (ibid., 108) argues that the artists involved 
in the production of fineware ceramics conceived of the final scenes in terms of set phrases, idea 
clusters and abstract signs. In this scenario, each individual image functioned as an integral 
element of a complex communication system (ibid., 107).  These summarizing symbols, such as 
the crucifix for resurrection in Christianity or the rattle for childbirth for the Moche, act in 
opposition to overtly narrative imagery, which explicitly educates the viewer to the story being 
depicted (Quilter 2010: 64). The Moche produced both narrative iconography, in the form of 
complex fineline painted scenes, and summarizing symbols that worked to encapsulate and 
evoke these narratives and Themes, perhaps reflecting differing levels of knowledge and 
comprehension among the viewers of these images. 
iii. Contrasting Interpretations 
Scholars have generally applied two major overarching interpretive techniques to analyze 
Moche iconography. Both utilize to some extent the thematic approach proposed by Donnan, but 
the first interpretive technique relies heavily on ethnographic and ethnohistoric sources 
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(Hocquenhem 1987; Golte 2009; Makowski 2000; Quilter 1990), while the second involves a 
more art historical approach (Bourget 2006; Donnan 1976; Jackson 2008). The ethnographic 
approaches draw parallels between documented cultural practices and Moche iconographic 
depictions of practice, while the art histroical approach searches for patterns in representations 
among the entire corpus of Moche art. Hocquenhem’s book entitled Iconografía Mochica (1987) 
presents a structuralist analysis that relies heavily on analogy with the Inca. She applies Inca 
chronicles and ethnohistoric accounts from across the Andes to interpret Moche iconography. 
Hocquenhem assigns each of her 19 identified Themes to a particular preriod of an annual ritual 
caledar, based on the ritual calendar observed by the Incas. Under this interpretive framework, 
each identified Theme portrays a ritual intimately involved with the annual fertility cycles of 
both agriculture and the ocean.  
In support of this type of analysis, Jeff Quilter (1990: 121) asserts that there exists 
considerable evidence of cultural continuity on the north coast of Peru and writes that there is 
“nothing to stop us from comparing Precolumbian cultures to see what we might find that may 
enlighten us.” He advocates that myths in Moche art that cannot be interpretated based on 
archaeological evidence may be approached using ethnographic analysis (ibid.). Quilter  (ibid., 
121) proposes that universally reoccurruing narrative patterns in other Andean societies can be 
used to interpret the myths depicted in Moche art. His detailed interpretaiton of the Revolt of the 
Objects Theme utilizes a framework based on the premise that continuties in myths existed from 
Moche times to the early hisitoric period.  
Steve Bourget (2006) provides an eloquent and succinct critique of this interpretivie 
technique. He states that there is a distinct lack of clear continuity and contiguity between Moche 
icongoraphy and the period of Inca conquests, making it nearly impossible to assess the validity 
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of the resulting interpretations (ibid., 51). Nearly eight hundred years separate the written 
information from Spanish accounts, even those accounts that explicitly describe the people living 
on the north coast during the 15th and 16th centuries, from the Moche. Evidence exists for 
changes and shifts occuring within iconographic representation, especially in the realm of 
thematic emphasis, during the fairly coherent 800 year Moche period. Therefore it remains 
difficult to assume that very little change in cultural understanding and practice took place over 
the following 800 years, an era that witnessed societal collapse, political re-organization, the rise 
of the Chimú and their eventual conquest by the Incas. The cultural continuity premise derives 
solely from the widespread belief in the existence of a shared cultural identity between all the 
peoples of western South America, both over time and across vast geographic areas. To date, not 
enough evidence for cultural continuity exists to directly apply ethnographic and ethnohistoric 
accounts to the interpretation of Moche iconography. 
Another pervasive interpretation, one that incorporates both art historical approaches and 
ethnographic analogy, involves the presence of duality in Moche iconography. Numerous 
scholars have posited symbolic duality as a foundational aspect of Moche icongraphy (Bawden 
1999; Golte 2009; Hoquenhem 1987; Makowski 2000; Uceda 2008). Bourget (2006: 226) 
recently explicitly suggested that a form of duality represents the foundational organizational 
principle on top of which the rest of Moche religious practice is constructed. The most 
convincing evidence to date for the importance of duality in Moche icongraphy derives from the 
artifacts recovered from the Royal Tombs of Sipán (Alva and Donnan 1993). Among the tomb 
offerings, there exists a consistant intentional pairing of gold with silver objects, perhaps best 
illustrated in a double stranded necklace of peanuts, half being gold and the other half silver 
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(ibid.). Golden objects were consistenly placed on the right side of the bodies, while silver 
objects were placed on the left (Bourget 2006: 52).  
Jürgen Golte (2009) observes that Moche stirrup-spout vessels are normally divided in 
half by decoration, either vertically or horizontally. He further identifies how each half of the 
vessel depicts constrasting scenes, colors or designs (ibid.). This division of space on the exterior 
of a stirrup-spout vessel features prominantly in depictions of the Sacrifice Theme. The Sacrifice 
Theme divides into an upper and lower register with differing, but complementary activities 
taking place in both sections. Bourget (2006) argues that this duality even occurs in the types of 
iconography displayed on public buildings, such as Huaca de la Luna. In addition to the apparent 
dual nature of the Huacas de Moche site itslef, with Huaca del Sol being the complement of 
Huaca de la Luna, the iconography displayed on the exterior north face of Huaca de la Luna, the 
images facing the public plaza, portrays terrestrial animals and deities, while the iconography in 
the more private area of Platform 1 depicts only deities and motifs associated with the sea (ibid., 
52).  
In the Moche case, the archaeological evidence for an underlying symbolic system based 
on the concept of duality is compelling. Yet many scholars have taken this concept beyond 
archaeological artifacts, to postulate that Moche society was organizaed under an ayllu system, 
the social organizational system practiced by both the Inca and by many living communities in 
the Andes today (D’Altroy 2014). The ayllu is a group of people of recognized common descent 
that often contains two different, but complimentary social components (ibid.). This proposition 
creates the same problems and incurs the same critiques as the more blatant ethnographic 
analogies proposed by Hocquenhem. There exists little evidence to link symbolic preference for 
duality in Moche iconography with any form of duality-based social organization. For example, 
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Moche settlements do not appear to have been sperated into discernable moeities or districts, 
such as can be seen in later Chimu and even Inca settlements. Additionally, one must remain 
wary of identifying an underlying principle in an iconographic system, for just as Themes can 
proliferate, one can begin to observe foundational principles, such as duality, within every aspect 
of Moche representation whether it truly exists or not.  
A more art historical approach to the interpretation of Moche iconography involves a 
close visual description of each image in an attempt to uncover similarities between images. It 
also investigates what art communicates and accomplishes, rather than decoding the symbolic 
meaning of visual representations. Utilizing this interpretive framework, DeMarrais et al. (1996) 
argue that Moche iconography acted as an important outlet for the materialization of religious 
and political beliefs and authority. Yet as Jackson (2008) points out, this iconographic system 
may have functioned at different levels of society in different ways, since she postulates that 
each level of society may have possessed a different level of pictorial literacy.  
The art historical approach also draws attention to the materiality inherent in the media 
utilized by to the Moche to convey this imagery.  Portable ceramic vessels acted as the principal 
durable communicative medium for Moche iconography, but the vessels did not simply function 
as conveyors of ideology. They also served as status items, functional items, and mnemonic 
devices (Quilter 2010: 43).  The context within which people utilized these objects also affect the 
messages they convey. Bourget writes, “[r]egardless of any previous utilization and because of 
their final and definitive destination, the scenes and themes represented on these vessels must be 
symbolically and cognitively related with this specific context,” (Bourget 2006: 73). Here, he 
refers to the funerary context, for, despite any use prior to deposition, the final role for of the 
majority of these fineline painted ceramics was as funerary offerings. Mary Weismantel (2004: 
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501), in her discussion of sexual imagery on Moche ceramics writes “the context of the tomb 
puts sex into the house of the dead.” Thus one should not forget that even Themes that do not 
explicitly reference death or the afterworld may in the minds of the Moche people, have 
possessed a link to these beliefs, rituals and practices through their associated spatial 
performance contexts.  
The following section of this chapter will explore the depiction of sound-producing 
artifacts and explicit sonic practices within Moche iconography. While not constituting a unified 
Theme or narrative, sonic practices repeatedly appear as integral aspects of other repeated and 
established Themes. Once again, the large number of Themes discussed that contain sound-
producing elements within them attests to the pervasive importance of sound to narration and 
performance in a Moche context. A detailed description of each relevant Theme will first be 
provided in order to create the necessary foundation for an analysis of the role of sound within 
each Theme. This description will be followed by a detailed presentation of archaeological 
evidence linking the depictions of Themes, including sonic practices, to actual performance 
practices by Moche elites. 
III. Specific Moche Iconographic Themes:  
The present section describes Themes identified as intimately relating to sonic practices 
or sound-producing artifacts. While not exhaustive, this list comprises Themes that reoccuringly 
depict figures playing or holding sound-producing artifacts, Themes that contain depictions of 
these artifacts alone, or Themes that display the performance of specific sonic practices such as 
whistling or dancing. For the purpose of this research, the following Themes remain fairly broad 
and inclusive. It is fully acknowledged that future research may detect important finer 
distinctions within these broad thematic categories. The primary Themes that regularly involve 
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sonic practices are Sacrifice, Burial, Dance of the Dead, Ribbon Dance, Healing, Coca-Taking, 
Offering, and Warfare. 
i. Sacrifice (Figs. 4.5, 4.6, 4.7) 
The most important and prolific Moche Theme depicts the presentation and sacrifice of 
human prisoners. Originally described by Donnan (1976) as the Presentation Theme, the central 
aspect of this scene involves the presentation of a goblet filled with sacraficial blood by an 
anthropomorphic bird deity to a rayed deity or mythological figure. There exist a number of 
differing versions of the Sacrifice Theme, but at the most basic level, every version involves four 
primary participants. The most well known version of this Theme and the one described by 
Donnan (1976), consists of a fineline painting covering the entire body of a stirrup-spout ceramic 
vessel. The body of a sepent with the head of a feline divides the scene in half horizontally. The 
four principal participants occur in the upper register and the majority of the minor supporting 
figures reside in the lower register. Christopher Donnan identifies 16 different recurring figures 
and elements that comprise the Sacrifice Theme, but for brevity, the following description will 
only feature the four main figures and a few minor figures relevent to the larger discussion of 
sound (Fig. 4.5). The identification of each figure will follow Donnan’s original alphabetical 
designations. 
Figure A, normally the largest figure in the upper register, receives the goblet. Figure A’s 
costume consists of a conical helmet with a tumi or crescent shaped ornament at its peak, a 
backflap and a short shirt and skirt (Donnan 1976: 158). Various rays or sometimes serpents 
emanate from the back of this figure, and thus it has been hypothesized that this figure may 
represent some type of sun deity. Figure B presents the goblet to Figure A. Normally an 
anthropomorphized bird, Figure B holds a disc in one hand and the goblet in the other. Figure 
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B’s costume always includes either a conical helmet, or a headdress similar to Figure D (ibid.). 
Figure C, known as the priestess, is identified as female by the ankle length garmet she wears 
and the two braids of hair across her chest which end in feline heads. She wears a headdress with 
two plumes in the front and tasseled ornaments trailing behind. She also consistantly wears a 
tasseled belt that ends in feline and serpent heads (ibid., 160). Figure C holds a goblet in one 
hand covered by a gourd plate that she holds in place with her other hand. Figure D is most often 
portrayed as the second largest figure in the scene, but sometimes is larger than Figure A, 
indicating his importance. Figure D, generally accepted as male, tilts his head upward and raises 
his arms, appearing to lament the goblet exchange between Figure B and Figure A. Figure D 
wears a nose ornament and an elaborate headdress that consists of a circlet with a central feline 
or other animal head and either two curved objects on either side or a central large crescent shape 












Figure 4.5: Sacrifice Theme with Donnan’s Letter 








Individual E, a minor figure, appears directly below Figure D in the lower register. This 
figure takes the form of an anthropomophized staff with four prongs on the top of the staff 
forming a headdress for the figure, while the sharp point of the staff appears between the figure’s 
legs (Bourget 2006: 13). Individual E draws blood from a bound male prisoner using a tumi knife 
(ibid.). Another minor figure, an anthropomorphized globular rattle, appears above the shoulder 
of Figure D (Bourget 2008: 272). A large trapezoidal staff rattle floats above the litter in the 
lower register (Fig 4.6).  
Figure 4.6: Roll-Out Drawing of the Sacrifice Theme Highlighting the Elements of the  
Trapezoid Rattle on the Litter and the Rattle Cup; Museo Larco Collections #ML010847 
 
The Sacrifice Theme repeatedly occurs on a varitey of media throughout the Moche 
occupation sequence. In one version of the Sacrifice Theme, a mold-made three-dimensional 
pututo player stands on top of the vessel’s body (Fig 4.7). The body of the vessel displays the 
fineline painting of the Sacrifice Theme, though altered, with Figure D receiving the goblet from 
Figure C (Bourget 2006: 207). Excavations have recovered artifacts portraying the Sacrifice 
Theme from every large Moche urban center across the entire Moche temporal sequence. The 
proliferation of this Theme indicates that ceremonies involving human sacrifice, especially the 
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extracting and imbibing of human blood, remained central to Moche ceremonical practice and 
ideology over the entire timespan of Moche culture (ibid., 20; Donnan 2010).  
Figure 4.7: Stirrup-Spout Vessel Depicting a Pututo Player Above a Fineline Painting of the  
Sacrific Theme (Golte 2009: 195); Roll-Out Drawing, Museo Nacional de Antropología,  






ii. Burial (Figs 4.8, 4.9) 
The Burial Theme portrays a scene of the burial of a high status individual. Fineline 
paintings on ceramic vessels of this Theme contain four distinct images that Christopher Donnan 
and Donna McClelland (1979: 6) label the burial, the assembly, the conch-shell transfer, and the 
sacrifice. Moche artists consistently separated these activities by surrounding each image with 
heavy black lines (Donnan and McClelland 1979: 11). (Fig. 4.8) This consistent separation 
suggests that those activities did not take place contemporaneously. Burial Theme scenes present 
primary evidence for the existence of wider Moche narratives as described by Quilter (1997). In 
addition to the deceased, the Burial Theme also intimately involves a pair of figures, Wrinkle 
Face and Iguana, who appear together as a pair in other Themes and potential larger narratives.         
Figure 4.8: Roll-Out Drawing of Burial Theme (Donnan and McClelland 1979: 16) 
The separated burial image depicts the lowering of a casket into a grave with ropes. 
Mourners have gathered around the grave and presented many offerings displayed within the 
grave. In every depiction of the Burial Theme, these graves offerings include pututos. On either 






playing, large staffs covered in smaller bells and rattles, hereafter referred to as staff rattles 
(Donnan and McClelland 1979: 8). In the majority of these depictions, the staff rattle figures are 
Wrinkle Face and Iguana (Bourget 2006).  
The conch-shell transfer image involves Wrinkle Face and Iguana ascending the stairs of 
a platform. There, they present, or receive, numerous conch-shells, also most likely pututos, to 
(or from) a kneeling elite figure situated under the gabled roof of a large elaborate structure 
(Donnan and McClelland 1979: 8). The structure is approached by a set of stairs, indicating its 
location at the upper part of a high platform or pyramid, such as Huaca de la Luna or Huaca Cao 
Viejo (ibid.). The sacrifice image involves a naked woman being sacrificed by Wrinkle Face and 
then eaten by birds. The final image of the overall Burial Theme, the assembly, involves both 
Wrinkle Face and Iguana assembling a large flock of birds, presumably to the sacrifice of the 
woman (ibid.).  
Figure 4.9: Burial Scene Highlighting the Staff Rattles (blue) and the Pututos (Red)  
(Donnan and McClelland 1979: 20) 
Steve Bourget in Sex, Death and Sacrifice (2006) provides an alternative interpretation of 
the Burial Theme. He agrees with Donnan that the fineline depictions of the burial scene consist 
of four distinct activities, but he describes those activities very differently. He places those 
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scenes in the following narrative order: 1. the awakening of the dead high-ranking individual 
(assembly), 2. the exit from the funerary chamber (burial), 3. the deceased’s reinstatement in the 
afterworld (conch-shell transfer), and 4. the sacrifice of a woman and the capture of birds 
celebrating this reinstatement (sacrifice) (ibid., 191). In this interpretation of the Burial Theme, 
instead of the deceased passing from the world of the living into the world of the dead, as 
Donnan advocates, the deceased passes from the world of the dead into the afterworld, or the 
world of the ancestors. In support of this reading, Bourget notes that a number of inverted 
activites take place, such as the sacrifice of a woman, the hunt for vultures and the placement of 
a vulture in the sacrificial rack, always in an inverted position (ibid., 235). These contrasting 
interpretations demonstrate the difficulty of discerning the semiotic and symbolic meanings of 
any of the Moche iconographic images. 
The Burial Theme appears in its entirety almost exclusively on vessels dating to the final 
era of the Moche culture, Late Moche in the Jequetepeque and Moche V in the Southern Moche 
Area (Donnan and McClelland 1979: 6). Yet during the Moche IV period, different aspects of 
the Burial Theme occur separately on ceramic vessels recovered from sites in the southern 
Moche area, perhaps indicating the longevity of this Theme and demonstrating the changing 
status and display practices of particular Themes over time (Bourget 2006: 188).  
iii. Dance of the Dead (Figs. 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13) 
 For the purposes of this research, the Dance of the Dead Theme includes all depictions of 
skeletal beings playing sound-producing artifacts or dancing. (Figs 4.10, 4.11) Dance of the 
Dead scenes primarily consist of skeletons playing combinations of panpipes, flutes, drums and 
staff rattles, while other accompanying skeletons dance holding hands. Complete depictions of 
this Theme normally occur in one of two forms, either on its own, or as the lower register of a 
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more elaborate scene involving an apparently living individual being pulled from the upper 
register to join the dancing skeletons below. 
Figure 4.10: Roll-Out Drawing of Dance of the Dead Theme; Museo Larco Collections  
#ML010848 
 
Skeletal figures never dance with living humans, nor do they wear rattle leggings, like 
human dancers often do (Donnan 1982: 100). Skeletal dancers consistently hold hands or hold 
onto other parts of an adjacent dancer’s body (ibid.). Depictions of Women and children skeletal 
beings sometimes occur in the Dance of the Dead scenes, though woman skeletons rarely play 
instruments and neither do children (ibid.). Women skeletons wear long tunics and headscarves, 
while children are distinguished from small figures by their direct association, either on the back 
or holing the hand of a female skeletal figure. Ceramic containers, presumably funerary offerings, 





In addition to the complete scenes on the bodies of ceramic vessels, single skeletal beings 
playing sound-producing artifacts also reference the Dance of the Dead Theme. (Fig. 4.12) In 
numerous examples a prominent association exists between women and skeletal beings or 
skeletal beings and sexual acts (Bourget 2006: 105). In one particular fineline painted scene on 
the body of a stirrup-spout vessel, a sculpted skeletal being sits on top of the vessel, while a 
skeletal woman holds a set of panpipes in the painted scene below (ibid., 107). On this same 
example, an additional skeletal woman embraces a skeleton with an erect penis (ibid.). Another 
stirrup-spout vessel portrays, in low relief, eight skeletal beings with erect penises dancing with 
war clubs, playing drums and holding staff rattles (ibid., 125). 
In scenes involving the pulling down, or in other interpretations, the escaping, of a human 
individual from the world of the dead, the scene divides horizontally into two registers. The 
upper register displays a heterosexual couple anally copulating and a figure with a mutilated face 
playing a sound-producing artifact (ibid., 180). (Fig. 4.13) The artifact played by the mutilated 
individual is most often a quena, but is sometimes a pututo. The upper register depicts the 
deceased being pulled through the horizontal divide by skeletal beings while the bottom register 










Figure 4.13: Dance of the Dead Scenes involving Anal Copulation and Pulling a Figure into the 
 Underworld (Bourget 2006:180-181) 
 
Bourget (ibid., 199) hypothesizes that the dancing skeletons, especially those portrayed below 
figures of deceased individuals, may depict the awakening of the newly dead by these skeletal 
beings. In this case, the newly dead undertake a process in which they are awakened specifically 
by the sound of panpipes, flutes, drums and rattles and the accompanying rhythm of dancing.  
iv. Ribbon Dance (Figs. 4.14, 4.15, 4.16) 
This Theme is designated the Ribbon Dance because it normally involves a line of 
individuals all holding a long length of cloth or ribbon (Fig 4.14). Donnan (1982: 98) describes 
this Theme as a Ribbon Dance, based upon the observations that the dancers hold a consistently 
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undecorated cloth, which lacks the Moche artistic devices used to indicate either netting or rope. 
In many iterations of this scene, the lines of figures holding the ribbon appear to move to the 
accompaniment of musicians (ibid., 97). For the purposes of this research, depictions of dancers 
without the ribbon and scenes of musical processions are also included in a discussion of this 
theme.  
Figure 4.14: Roll-Out Drawing of Ribbon Dance Theme; Museo Larco Collections #ML013655 
In his article “Moche Dance” (1982), Christopher Donnan describes the similarities and 
differences of 11 different fineline paintings of dance scenes. In general, depictions of the 
Ribbon Dance display one or two larger, more elaborately dressed individuals holding the central 
section of the ribbon. A clear distinction exists between major and minor dancers, with major 
dancers being both larger and more elaborately dressed than the minor ones (ibid., 98). Many 
versions of the Ribbon Dance include smaller figures playing a variety of sound-producing 
artifacts, the type of which varies from scene to scene, but always includes a drum (ibid., 99). 
The most common instrument played in Ribbon Dance scenes is the quena and the most 
consistent depiction of quena players involves two simultaneous players (ibid.). Two particular 
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dance scenes contain large trapezoidal rattles, held by a vertical handle, which players 
presumably pound on the ground to create a rhythmic sound (ibid.). 
Figure 4.15: Scene of Elaborately Dressed Musicians with Conjoined Panpipes  
(Benson 2012: 60) 
 
One additional dance scene displays a pair of panpipe players whose panpipes are 
attached to one another by a cord at the bottom of the instruments (Fig 4.15). The tying together 
of panpipes explicitly indicates the design of these instruments to be played together, either by 
one individual or two within close proximity (ibid., 99). Double stranded rattles, most likely 
made out of oleander endocarps and shown held at either end and strung across the chest, are 
depicted in many scenes as well (ibid., 100). Many of the dancing scenes also portray buildings 
in the background, indicating that these dances would have taken place in urban or at least 
inhabited areas (ibid.).  
In dance scenes without the ribbon, lines of individuals hold hands (ibid.). This type of 
scene appears both on fineline painted vessel forms, but also on the murals adorning the large 
main plazas of both Huaca de la Luna and Huaca Cao Viejo. The front of these Huacas, which 
face the large open plazas, consist of a number of tiers or steps. The second tier mural of both 
Huaca de la Luna and Huaca Cao Viejo display a line of dancers holding hands, rendered in 
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larger than life size and in polychrome painted low relief. Dancers linked by holding hands 
would have been very limited in their movement, due to the necessary spacing of the human 
body. Donnan (1982) postulates that dancers with a ribbon would have had more freedom of 
movement and could have undertaken a less formulaic, or more frenetic type of dancing.   
 In all of these scenes, both of ribbon dancers and non-ribbon dancers, no standardization 
of costume exists among the participants either within the same scene or between scenes. In fact, 
artisans appear to emphasize the differences in dress among the various participants in order to 
demonstrate the diversity of figures taking part in each dance (Donnan 1982). Many dance 
participants do share one item of dress; rattle leggings fastened to the legs with multiple tied 
strings, the ends of which protrude along the backs of the legs (ibid., 98). These rattle leggings 
most likely also consist of the triangular endocarps of the oleander plant, which when dried and 
perforated, can be sewn loosely to rectangular pieces of cloth and tied around the lower legs of 
the dancers (ibid., 99). In addition to the fineline painted examples of these leggings, one 
sculptural Moche vessel clearly portrays an individual wearing these rattle leggings (ibid.). 
Donnan (ibid., 99) postulates dances that included dancers wearing these rattle leggings may 
have been more synchronized, in order to produce a cohesive rhythmic sound from the attached 
rattles. 
In one particular Ribbon Dance scene, a thick line divides the scene horizontally into an 
upper and lower register. The principal dancers and musicians reside in the upper register, while 
the lower register displays a line of women holding double-chambered container rattles followed 
by dancers wearing masks (Fig 4.16). All the individuals wearing masks either hold container 
rattles in their right hand, or are flanked by people holding container rattles in their right hands 
(Donnan 2008: 72). The masks that the dancers wear vary, including a fanged deity, a bird deity 
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and other forms. This indicates that in many instances the performance of dance included not 
only both male and female individuals, but masked individuals as well.  
Figure 4.16: Ribbon Dance Scene with Masked Participants (Hocquenghem 2008: 31) 
v. Healing (Fig 4.17) 
 Healing Theme scenes normally depict an individual kneeling or standing over the body 
of another individual who lies on his or her back (Fig 4.17). The standing or kneeling figure 
either holds a rattle in one hand, or a rattle lies on the ground next to figure being healed. 
Sometimes the rattle consists of a string of seeds or beads instead of a hand-held container rattle. 
These strings of seeds or beads function as a rattle in a number of dancing scenes. Many sculpted 
stirrup-spout vessel examples from the Museo Larco collection portray the singular figure of the 
healer holding a hand-held container rattle or a string of rattle seeds. 
Further evidence linking the use of hand-held container rattles and scenes of healing 
derives from the excavations of the Cerro Mayal ceramic workshop in the Chicama Valley by 
Russel and Jackson (2001). As previously discussed, on the exterior of a mold for a scene 
depicting childbirth is inscribed the image of a double-chambered container rattle with a long 
attached cord, identical to rattles held by individual in many scenes of healing or dance (Jackson 




vi. Coca-Taking (Fig. 4.18) 
One of the original 19 iconographic Themes described by Hocquenhem (1987) is the 
Coca-Taking Theme. As of 2008, scholars have identified three complete scenes and eleven 
simpler but isolated examples of the Coca-Taking Theme (Uceda 2008: 153). This Theme 
portrays two major groups of actors. On one side of the scene stands a figure or multiple figures, 
dressed in elaborate headdresses composed of various elements and carrying bags with lime 
containers inside (ibid.). Around each figure’s neck hangs a large pendant in the form of a feline 
animal skin (ibid.). Standing figures always have their hands drawn together as if in the act of 
imploring or prayer, with their faces tilted upwards. Santiago Uceda designates these figures 
Worshippers (ibid.). The second type, which Uceda describes as Coca-Takers, consist of figures, 
often seated, who wear tunics decorated with geometric designs and simple circlet headdresses 
sometimes with the head of an animal on the front (ibid.). These figures carry a lime container in 
one hand and a spatula in the other, and appear to ingest coca (ibid.). In a number of scenes, one 















bicephalus arc with eared serpent heads forming either end (ibid.). Large numbers of dots, or 
spots hang underneath this arc. This combination of arc and dots probably either represents the 
daytime sky with rain, or the night sky with the stars and the Milky Way. One representation of 
this scene includes numerous depictions of pututos, linking it directly with sonic practice (Fig. 
4.18).  
Figure 4.18: Roll-Out Drawings of the Coca-Taking Theme, Pututos Highlighted in the Lowest  




vii. Offering (Fig. 4.19) 
 This Theme is only represented by sculptural stirrup-spout vessels and does not occur as 
a fineline painted scene. Hocquenghem (1987) includes this scene with the Coca-Taking Theme, 
but following Bourget (2001a), the Offering Theme will be discussed here individually. These 
vessels normally have two chambers with the front chamber forming the body of a figure. This 
figure wears a long-sleeved tunic and a simple cloth head covering (Fig. 4.19). The figure 
normally holds in one hand the small figure of a naked child, and in the other a small, 
unidentified object. The sex or gender of the adult figure remains unclear. Each figure forms his 
or her mouth into a small O, likely demonstrating a whistling gesture. In a large proportion of the 
vessels, the area around the mouth displays numerous wrinkles, either to convincingly depict the 
action of contorting one’s face to whistle, to denote the age of the whistler or to associate this 
figure and their offerings with Wrinkle Face. Bourget (2001a: 133) proposes a link between the 
act of whistling and the crucial moment of a ritual prior to the offering of a child, the sacrifice of 
an adult, or the burial of a sacrificial victim. Later sections will explore this intriguing hypothesis 









viii. Warfare (Figs 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, 4.23)  
 There exist many varied depictions of warfare within Moche iconography. These involve 
preparing for battle, paired combat, and parading and sacrificing captives (Fig 4.5) (McClelland 
et al 2007). Basic warrior clothing consists of a long shirt-like garment, sometimes with short 
sleeves, a tunic that reaches mid-thigh secured at the waist by a belt and a conical helmet (Quilter 
2008a: 217). Some type of attachment on the top or the front normally elaborates the conical 
helmet. A small round or square shield and a club or mace form the basic weapons of Moche 
warfare and combat scenes. 
 The most common depictions of Moche warfare involve elaborately dressed individuals, 
most likely Moche elites, facing other elaborately dressed individuals in single face-to-face 
combat (Figs. 4.20, 4.22, 4.23). Sometimes these fighting figures consist of supernatural beings 
or anthropomorphic creatures, but all scenes always portray one-on-one battles. These scenes 
Figure 4.20: Florero Depicting 
Warfare Scene, Pututos Highlighted  
(Golte 2009: 277)!
Figure 4.21: Florero Depicting 
Warfare Among Deities, Panpipes and 




Figure 4.22: Combat Scene (Donnan 1976: 39) 
Figure 4.23: Combat Scene, Pututo Player Highlighted (Bourget 2006: 208) 
normally take place in the empty spaces of the desert, as indicated by the inclusion of desert 
plants and animals in the background of the scenes (Quilter 2008a). In some larger battle scenes 
in the desert, a warrior figure plays a spiral ceramic trumpet with the bell in the shape of an eared 
serpent, while in other iterations this figure plays a pututo (Bourget 2006: 207). In some scenes, 
warriors heading to combat carry spiral tube trumpets. In additional examples, a single warrior 
plays a pututo (Fig. 4.23). Other scenes depict warriors processing to battle carrying their 
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weapons in one hand and a multi-ball rattle in the other. In on particular fineline painted scene on 
the interior of a florero, a group of three supernatural beings playing a drum and two sets of 
panpipes accompany a battle between a supernatural being and various anthropomorphic 
creatures (Bourget 1994: 473). (Fig. 4.21)  
ix. Discussion  
Depictions of each of the above-discussed Themes - Sacrifice, Burial, Dance of the Dead, 
Ribbon Dance, Coca-Taking, Offering and Warfare - all involve some type of sound-producing 
artifact or sonic practice. Many of these sound-producing artifacts, such as panpipes and pututos, 
appear in multiple Themes, while others, such as trapezoidal rattles, only occur in conjunction 
with specific Themes. The wide variety of Themes depicting sonic artifacts and sonic practices 
demonstrates the pervasiveness of sound as part of a large number of Moche narratives, 
performances and rituals. The following section will quantify the types of sonic artifacts 
portrayed in various iterations of each scene, in order to demonstrate the strong links between 
particular artifact types and specific Themes, but also to illustrate the importance of including 
sound in visual representations of particular narratives and performances. 
IV. Representations of Sound Practices and Sonic Artifacts 
The total sample of currently analyzed purely iconographic representations of sonic 
practice includes 352 artifacts, 342 from the Museo Larco collection and only 10 examples from 
the excavations at Huacas de Moche. The artifacts from the Museo Larco, while complete and 
well preserved, do not possess any temporal or geographical provenance, beyond being most 
likely from the Chicama Valley and the hacienda estate of Rafael Larco Hoyle. The examples 
from the Huacas de Moche excavations come from three areas of the Urban Zone excavations: 
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Area 21, Area 42 and the Uhle Platform. For further information on these Urban Zone contexts, 
see Chapter 6.  
Iconographic examples of sonic practices appear on only a few basic vessel forms: 
stirrup-spout vessels (55%), jars with a large single opening (37%), bowls (2%), solid figurines 
(3%), and one mold matrix (<1%). One example (<1%) remains indeterminate because the top 
half of the vessel is missing. Three additional examples (1%) consist of small fragments from 
unknown ceramic forms. Nine vessels (3%) present a unique form, as they are ceramic vessels 
shaped like pututos, with a wide opening instead of a small mouthpiece. The construction of 
every artifact in the sample derives at least in part from the use of molds in the production 
process. All 352 artifacts display decoration from at least one of the following categories: non-
iconographic paint, incised lines, geometric painted designs, three-dimensional figurative 
decoration, or iconographic painted decoration. Non-iconographic paint includes any slip paint 
that provides a background color over large areas of a ceramic artifact. Iconographic painted 
decoration consists of painted depictions of discernable objects, figures, animals, architecture or 
landscapes. Geometric painted designs display painted decoration primarily involving dots, lines 
or abstract shapes. (Table 4.1)  
Only two examples in the current sample, both stirrup-spout vessels, display fineline 
painted scenes. One depicts the Sacrifice Theme and the other the Ribbon Dance Theme. 
Twenty-one percent of the current sample portrays scenes or parts of scenes in low relief. 
Ninety-three percent of the artifacts exhibit some type of three-dimensional figurative 
decorations while 80% possess incised decoration and 49% display geometric painted designs. 
Only 19% of the artifacts, excluding the two fineline painted vessels, display some type of 
iconographic painted images, but which do not compose a major scene. This type of fineline 
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decoration can include depictions of hands or feet onto the body of vessels or isolated animals, 
plants or fantastical creatures.  
Table 4.1: Artifacts Differentiated by Decoration Type  
 
Five colors of paint typically decorate the exterior of vessels displaying iconography 
related to sound: cream, red, orange, black and brown. In general, painted decoration on the 
exterior of the majority of any Moche ceramic type only includes various combinations of these  
five colors. Ninety-seven percent of the artifacts in this sample display some type of painted 
application. Three hundred and thirty-six artifacts (95%) have cream paint on their exteriors. 







































orange paint, 57 (17%) display brown paint and only 39 (11%) have black paint. (Table 4.2) 
Fourteen artifacts display hybrid colors such as light orange, red-orange or bright white. Only 
11% of the painted examples exhibit only one color of paint, with the vast majority having at 
least two colors. Eleven percent of the painted artifact sample displays four or more colors on 
their exteriors. Five of the non-painted examples consist of blackware, a type of firing technique 
Table 4.2: Artifacts Differentiated by Paint Color  
that fires a piece in a non-oxidizing environment to render the entire exterior of the ceramic 
black. Blackware examples are normally burnished to make their exteriors shiny. Of the non-

















Scene Type Number % Total 
Rattle Player 136 39% 
Drummer 53 15% 
Pututo Player 23 7% 
Panpipe Player 17 5% 
Quena Player 9 3% 
Trumpet Player 1 0.3% 
Whistling 23 7% 
Dance of the Dead 71 20% 
Ribbon Dance 3 1% 
Sound Producing Artifacts 16 4% 
Total: 352 
 Table 4.3: Iconographic Scene Types 
This general analysis indicates that representations of sound occur primarily on elite 
ceramic forms that utilize a variety of decorative techniques. These vessels present highly 
stylized, labor and artistic intensive objects, not crudely hand-built objects. They involved 
multiple production processes including molding, painting and finishing decoration such as 
incising or burnishing. The following section will explicitly discuss the iconographic content of 
these vessels, with the intent of demonstrating similarities and differences in the depictions of 
musicians and their relation to larger Moche iconographic Themes. The vast majority of the 
artifact sample, 76%, portrays an individual figure playing a sonic artifact or producing sound. 
Thirteen examples (4%) display sonic artifacts alone without a player. Twenty-one percent of the 
iconographic examples depict more than one individual playing a sonic artifact and one example 
portrays more than one sonic artifact without accompanying players. Table 4.3 displays the 
number of artifacts portraying each type of sonic artifact individually and as part of larger 
Themes. Individual figures are grouped and discussed by sonic artifact type. Depictions of 





i. Rattles (Figs. 4.24, 4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.28, 4.29) 
Rattles form the largest single instrument type in the iconography sample, with 136 
vessels depicting rattles or rattle players. Rattle forms consist of seven main sub-types; single 
handed container rattles with a double or single chamber, single handed rattles with multiple 
balls, a string of rattle beads or seeds held with both hands, long staffs with multiple bivalve 
metal rattles attached, trapezoidal rattles with a chisel handle, ceramic cups with rattles in their 
bases and florero sonajeros. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 display a wide variety of information concerning 
the prevalence of particular rattle types and the corresponding dress and body position of the 
players. A discussion of the implications of this information forms the remainder of this section. 
  
Figure 4.24: Florero Sonajero (#HLLPU170); Container Rattle (#HLLTAM477);  













Figure 4.26: Bivalve Rattle (#ML101571); Staff Rattle Player (Bourget 2006: 87); Trapezoidal  
Rattle with a Chisel Handle (Donnan 1976: 183) 
Only five rattle sub-types appear in iconographic scenes: hand-held rattles with multiple 
balls, hand-held double-chambered rattles, trapezoidal rattles with a chisel handle, a string of 
rattle beads or seeds held with both hands and staff rattles (Figs 4.25, 4.26). Both florero 
sonajeros and hand-held single chambered container rattles never appear (Fig 4.24). In this 
sample, the trapezoidal rattle form only occurs in the fineline painted scene of Sacrifice. 
Seventy-three artifacts (54%) depict an individual holding a ball rattle, making this sub-type by 
far the most numerous. Thirty-six individuals (26%) hold double-chambered container rattles and 
26 vessels (19%) depict individuals holding rattle strings. The majority of ball rattle depictions 
occur on jar vessel forms, with only five stirrup-spout vessels displaying ball rattle players. 
Eighteen jar vessel forms, 13 stirrup-spout vessels, three figurines and two fragments portray 
double-chambered container rattle players. Fifteen jar forms depict individuals holding rattle 
strings, while the remaining 11 examples of rattle string players appear on stirrup-spout vessels. 
Double-chambered container rattle players are intimately associated with scenes of 
healing. Seven elaborate three-dimensional sculpted scenes on the top of stirrup-spout vessels 
explicitly depict healers with double-chambered container rattles. These scenes consist of a male 
individual standing or kneeling over the body of a female individual lying perpendicular on her  
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Number Description Rattle Type Theme Hands Rattle Position Body Position Headdress
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Table 4.4: Ball Rattle Players 
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back in front of the male figure. The a variety of objects surround the healer, but he holds, or has 
near to his body, a double-chambered container rattle with a long cloth attached to the end. 
Based on these elaborate scenes, the remaining 31 depictions of isolated double-chambered rattle 
players are believed to depict healers. This association not only stems from the presence of the 
double-chambered rattle, but from the body position and objects associated with these figures. 
Most of the isolated double-chambered rattle players stand with their eyes closed as if in a trance. 
The majority of these individuals hold a bag, gourd or dipper in their opposite hand to the rattle. 
All of these associated objects also appear in the more elaborate and explicit healing scenes. The 
connection between rattle players and healing additionally applies to individuals holding rattle 
strings, as one elaborate scene of healing depicts a string of rattle seeds in front of a figure 












Seventy-one of the 73 examples of ball rattle players also potentially represent healers. 
Despite none depictions of healing scenes portraying a ball rattle, ball rattle players adopt the 
same stance with closed eyes and carry similar objects to the double-gourd and rattle string 
players. Fifty-nine of the 73 ball rattle players display a clear enough representation of the rattle 
to distinguish how many balls it possessed. The number of balls ranges from 1 to 9, with the 
most rattles having 3 (36%), 4 (22%), or 5 attached balls (32%). Two ball rattle players, both 
fanged deities, wear very different dress and adopt very different stances, more akin to that of 
warriors, and thus reference warrior processions and the Warfare Theme.  
 
Rattle string players always hold the string with both hands, extending the strings across 
the chest. Ball rattle players hold the rattle in front of the chest. Ball rattles are three times as 
likely to be held in the right hand than the left, with 25% of individuals holding the ball rattle in 
their left hand and 75% of individuals holding it in their right. In contrast, double-chambered 
container rattles are almost three times as likely to be held in the left hand than the right. 
Seventy-two percent of individuals hold a double-chambered container rattle in their left hand or 









 Table 4.5: Double-Chambered and Rattle String Players 
container rattle in their right hand. Eighteen depictions of double-chambered container rattles 
have a cloth attached to the bottom of the rattle, four of which show the right hand holding the 
Number Description Rattle Type Theme Hands Rattle Position Body Position Headdress
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cloth while the left hand holds the rattle. When held, double-chambered container rattle players 
always hold it in front of the chest, but six different scenes portray this rattle hanging from a 
cloth over the shoulder.  
Concerning the posture and body positions of the various rattle players, 13 ball rattle 
players sit, one kneels, and the remaining 58 stand. Six double-chambered container rattle 
players kneel, seven sit and 21 individuals stand. One string rattle player kneels, 12 sit and 13 
players stand. In total, 68% of players stand, versus 29% portrayed seated or kneeling. This 
prevalence for a standing body position makes rattle players one of the most predominantly 
mobile of all the instrument player representations.  
No standardization of tunic type exist either among a single rattle type or across the 
various rattle player depictions. Rattle players wear a variety of headdress styles as well, with 
79% of all figures wearing headdresses, the most common form being some type of circlet. A 
few correlations between rattle type and headdress do exist. Nineteen of the 26 string rattle 
players wear a box-like flat-top headdress without any other decoration. Double-chambered 
container rattle players are the only individuals to wear conical helmets, with eight individuals 
possessing them. A further eight double-chambered container rattle players wear a circlet with a 
feline face on the front, paws on either side and a tail trailing down the individual’s back. Ball 
rattle players also sometimes wear circlets with feline attributes, but the majority, 13 individuals 
in total, wear circlets with bird attributes. Six of these circlet headdresses with birds have two 
sleeping birds, one on either side of the circlet, with their heads folded back to rest on their backs. 
This type of headdress remains unique to ball rattle players. One final headdress style remains of 
note. Two string rattle players wear cloth head coverings with the cloth tied in a ponytail at the 
base of the neck. 
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 A long cape functions as one of the most distinctive items of clothing worn by the 
majority of rattle players. Sixty-five ball rattle players wear a long cape and for fifty-two of these 
individuals, the cape also covers their heads. Sixteen of the double-chambered container rattle 
players wear a long cape, but only one of them has the cape covering his or her head. Six of the 
string-rattle players wear a long cape, but none have it over their heads. In total 87 (64%) of the 
136 rattle players wear long capes, and 53 of these have the cape covering their head. In general, 
the sex of the rattle players remains indeterminate but they are most likely male, since the rattle 
players in the elaborate scenes of healing are all male. Identified by their unique hairstyles, two 
female figures play double-chambered container rattles. One individual wears her hair in two 
long braids, which lay on her chest. The other individual has blunt bangs across her forehead 
with the rest of her hair long and loose down her back.  
Seventy-four rattle players (54%) wear a necklace, but necklaces appear in a variety of 
types. A total of 57% of rattle players wear earspools, consisting of fifty-six ball rattle players 
and 21 of the double-chambered container rattle players. Rattle string players remain unique in 
that none of them wear large round earspools, but 23 wear large hanging disc earrings, a 
relatively rare earring type in Moche depictions. Only 21 rattle players (16%) playing all 
different rattle types wear wrist cuffs. Necklaces, earrings/earspools and wrist cuffs were 
reserved for elite individuals in Moche society, indicating that at least some of the rattle players 
belong to the elite class. 
A few rare representations occur of deities, anthropomorphic beings or animals playing 
rattles. One consists of ball rattle player depicted with fangs and holding in its left hand a scepter 
with a warrior’s head top. Another example portrays a ball rattle player with fangs and female 
braided hair, holding an unidentified staff object in the right hand. One example of a rattle string 
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player depicts the player as an anthropomorphized feline or sea lion. Three further examples 
portray monkeys holding strings of rattles. While these examples indicate that supernatural or 
anthropomorphized beings also played rattles, the majority of the sample depict human figures 
playing these instruments.  
 ii. Drums (Figs. 4.30, 4.31, 4.32)  
Drums form the second most numerous instrument group in the current sample, with 
fifty-three vessels (15%) displaying individuals holding a drum. Forty-one stirrup-spout vessels, 
five jars and six figurines portray drummers. Two of the examples, both jar vessel forms, have 
the vessel body in the shape of a drum with the head of an elite figure forming the mouth of the 
jar on the top of the drum. Every depiction of a Moche drum shows it held with the membrane 
facing sideways, similar to a modern bass drum. Moche drummers never play drums with the 
membrane facing upwards like bongos or congas. Table 4.6 displays information concerning the 
body position, playing position and dress of the drummers within this sample. A discussion of 
the data presented within this table will form the remainder of this section.  
Twelve depictions of individual drummers belong to the larger Dance of the Dead Theme, 
either because a skeleton plays the drum, or a skeletal being with a mutilated face plays the drum 
(Fig. 4.30). Thirty-three depictions of drummers associate with unknown Themes, including 
twelve examples of anthropomorphic birds. Eight vessels displaying drummers reference 
Maritime Themes1. The drummers associated with Maritime Themes consist of six 










link drums with the larger Maritime Theme, specifically sea lion hunting scenes. The association 
of the fanged deity drummers with Maritime Themes derives from depictions of ocean animals 
such as fish, sea lions and birds on the body of the vessels, with the fanged deity playing the 
drum on the top of the vessels.      
The large majority, 51 drummers (96%), hold the drum with both hands, one hand 
holding the top of the drum and the other striking the membrane. Only one example depicts an 
individual holding the drum with one hand and not striking it with the other. Thirty-three 
drummers (62%) play the drum by holding it with the left hand and striking it with a small stick 
with the right hand. The other seventeen examples (32%) show the right hand holding the drum 
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!"##EEVE J6+ N7H7/R7 </):0=67;3>0A*?:)0=/4;*7?@0"29)0<26)*7? A*?:)0(*;20/90</;F (26)2;0A*?:)0G7220N- C46)0T/-
!"##EEE& ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 N7H7/R7 </):0=67;3W0A*?:)0U+/,7;0<68H@0"29)0<26)*7? A*?:)0(*;20/90</;F (26)2;0D+/330"2??2; (H,4486-
!"##%'IQ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 N7H7/R7 A*?:)0=67;0=/4;3 LX2+0A*?:)0(:/,4;2+ (26)2;0G72230N- D*+842)>0D+23827)0R*):0LR40=26;
!"#&E'KE ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 N7H7/R7 D*+842)>0D+23827)
!"##EEEI ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 N7H7/R7 D*+842)>0D+23827)0R*)70U7*P640=26;   
Table 4.6: Drummers 
right handed playing. All of the sea lion figures and one of the fanged deity representations hold 
the drum in the right hand and strike it with the left hand, while the other fanged deity plays with 
the opposite hands. All but one of the drummers associated with the Dance of the Dead Theme 
hold the drum with the left hand and strike with their right hand. The association of distinct 
playing techniques with specific Themes and particular types of players may indicate differential 
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treatments of playing types associated with specific Themes, such as dead versus living, or 
anthropomorphs versus deities or humans.  
There exists a wide variety of dress associated with drummers and tunic, headdresses and 
hairstyles are extremely variable. Eighteen drummers (34%) wear a headdress and only five 
drummers (9%) wear large earspools. Eleven individuals (21%) wear long capes, four of them 
also covering the head. This lack of elite dress among drummers indicates their potentially lower 
status in comparison to other sonic artifact players. Despite major variation in dress, consistency 
does appear in the portrayal of the drum position. The majority of drummers, 58%, hold the 
drum in front of their body, while 32% hold the drum on the left side of the body. Only three 
drummers (6%) hold the drum on the right side of the body. Concerning body position while 
playing, 72% kneel or sit and only 25% stand. Two examples, 4%, portray drummers lying on 
their fronts. The majority of drummers, at least concerning the portrayal of individual players, 
did not form part of a procession. Instead, they may have performed as part of stationary groups 
of musicians or perhaps played stationary on their own, with dancers or ritual performers moving 










A sub-sample of eight drummers warrants further discussion. These consist of female 
drummers, their sex identification based on each figure wearing a long ankle length tunic and 
possessing long hair, either braided in two braids or loose down her back (Fig 4.32). This group 
of eight female drummers plays a different type of drum, one that is long and skinny with a small 
membrane, as opposed to the wide and flat versions of all the other depictions. These women 
also hold these drums differently. A sash tied to the drum loops around the body and over the 
right shoulder. While standing, the player holds the drum under the left arm and strikes it with 
the right hand. Alana Cordy-Collins (2001) describes this group of woman as part of a larger 
group of foreign women, perhaps from Ecuador, designated Labretted Ladies, due to the majority 
of depictions displaying a labrette piercing. This figurine style has to date been recovered from 
the Northern Moche Area sites of Pacátnamu, San José de Moro, Pampa Grande and Huaca 
Colorada (Johnson 2010: 288). Four of the eight female drummers in the current sub-sample 
possess a labrette piercing. Cordy-Collins postulates that these women enacted a special role in 
Moche society, since these women were both distinct in outward appearance and cultural 
practice, and important enough within Moche communities to warrant their own specific 
depictions on figurines and whistles. This group of eight female drummers not only distinguish 
themselves through their hairstyles and dress, but by their possession of a unique type of drum 
and a unique style of playing. 
iii. Pututos (Figs 4.33, 4.34, 4.35) 
Thirty-eight vessels portray pututos (11%), 23 of which display figures playing or 
holding pututos. Fifteen examples have the vessel body form in the shape of a pututo. Twenty-
three stirrup-spouts vessels, thirteen jars and one ceramic fragment portray pututos. Additionally, 
one example consists of a hollow but closed pututo-shaped vessel and one figurine depicts a 
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pututo player (Figs 4.33, 4.35). The identification of these objects as pututos, as opposed to 
simply shells, derives from the modification of the front end of the shell to transform it into a 
pututo. This process involves the removal of the pointed front end, creating a depression that 
then functions as the mouthpiece. This modification changes the silhouette of the object from 
having a pointed end, to having a flat end or an end with a small depression. Additionally, many 
examples of shell pututos have a copper covering to enhance the mouthpiece on the front end of 
the shell. The original red color of the copper mouthpieces attached to shell pututos led to the 
mouthpiece area of ceramic pututos and representations of pututos being painted red or another 














Table 4.7: Pututo Players and Pututo Vessels 
Table 4.7 presents data concerning the type of pututo depiction, the body position and 
hand position of pututo players and the differences in dress among pututos players within this 
sample. Thirty-two of the pututo depictions do not belong to an identifiable Theme, including the 
fifteen vessels with the entire vessel body in the shape of a pututo. Four depictions of pututo 
players display elements of explicitly Maritime Themes. One of the vessels associated with the 
Maritime Theme has the vessel in the shape of a pututo with a strombus monster emerging from 
inside the flare of the shell. The other three vessels associated with the Maritime Theme feature a 
single figure playing a pututo on the top of the vessel, with fish or other marine animals 
portrayed on the vessel body. Five vessel forms depict identifiable figures: three portray Wrinkle 
Number Description Type of Scene Theme Hand Position Pututo Position Body Position Headdress
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Face and two portray Figure D. The three depictions of Wrinkle Face all display him emerging 
from a pututo shell. The Figure D portrayals consist of one vessel where Figure D stands playing 
the pututo, and another where Figure D sits cross-legged with the pututo in its lap. The 
depictions of Figure D associate the pututo with the Sacrifice Theme. A single vessel displaying 
a warrior with a pututo also connects the pututo with the Warfare Theme.  
All of the 23 figures that hold pututos, hold it with both hands. Pututos can be played in 
two different ways, without the hand inside the flare and with the hand inside the flare. There 
exist both left-handed and right-handed pututos, where the spiral naturally manifests in such a 
way that the left or right hand fits inside the flare. The currently analyzed sample contains an 
equal number of representations of players with right or left-handed pututos. The vessels in the 
shape of pututos also equally portray right handed and left handed versions. Playing with the 
hand inside the flare allows the player to produce a wider range of pitches from the pututo by 








inside the flare is typically depicted on Moche ceramics, indicates that the Moche actively 
practiced this playing style, which allowed Moche players to use the pututo as a versatile multi-
pitch instrument.      
Only four vessels depict a figure holding the pututo and actually playing it, with the 
mouthpiece positioned in front of the player’s mouth. The remainder of the vessels display the 
figure holding the pututo with both hands in front of the chest, or in the case of one depiction of 
Figure D, not holding the pututo at all, but it lying in his lap. Concerning the body position of the 
pututo players, 61% sit or kneel and 35% stand. Like the drummers, these body positions 
indicate that pututos, in addition to being played in processions, were played by stationary 
individuals, or as part of stationary groups.  
No consistency exists among tunic types, or headdresses worn by pututo players. Seventy 
percent of pututo players do wear some type of headdress, and 74% have their hair covered in 
cloth, including three players that have this cloth tied into a ponytail behind their necks. Two 
individuals display a single tuft of hair on their foreheads. Figure D and the anthropomorphized 
fox or feline figure both wear double serpent/feline head belts, reinforcing their supernatural 
nature. Only three pututo players wear capes (13%), four have necklaces (17%) and four pututo 
players wear wrist cuffs (17%). Seventy-eight percent of the pututo players wear some type of 
earrings. Eleven individuals wear hanging disc earrings, similar to those worn by string rattle 
players and Wrinkle Face. Two pututo players wear large plug earrings and five wear large round 
earspools, including the two depictions of Figure D. These varied types of dress indicate that 





iv. Panpipes (Fig 4.36) 
The current iconographic sample only contains seventeen examples (5%) of individuals 
playing panpipes. Table 4.8 displays data concerning the body position, playing position and 
dress of the various panpipe players in this sample along with the overall iconographic Themes 
that these depictions belong to. Ten portrayals of panpipe players appear on stirrup-spout vessels,  
five on jars, one as a figurine and the other as the mold matrix for a front-piece whistle. One 
depiction of a panpipe player portrays the figure of Wrinkle Face playing the panpipe and 
therefore is most likely associated with the Burial Theme (Fig 4.36). Twelve additional skeleton 
panpipe players depict the Dance of the Dead Theme (Fig 4.36). The remaining four examples of 
panpipe players associate with unknown Themes. There is little consistency in tunic or headdress 
types among the sample of panpipe players, although thirteen players (76%) do wear some type 
of headdress. Nine individuals (53%) have their hair bound with cloth, while two skeletons wear 
cloth surrounding their faces. Ten panpipe players possess long capes (59%), including all of the 
human figures, Wrinkle Face and five of the skeletons. Only two figures wear necklaces (12%)  
and six individuals wear large round earspools (35%). Three individuals wear wrist cuffs (18%)  
and one wears a crescent nose ornament.     
Figure 4.36: Wrinkle Face Playing Panpipes (#ML003110); Skeleton Playing Panpipes 
(#ML004328); Elite Figure Playing Panpipes (#ML00215) 
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Number Vessel Type Theme Hand Position Panpipe Position Body Position Headdress
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Table 4.8: Panpipe Players 
One can distinguish the number of pipes on the panpipe for twelve of the examples, 
which ranges from four to seven, with five or six being the most common. There does not appear 
to be a consistent way of holding the panpipes, except that the majority of players hold it in both 
hands with one of the hands higher than the other. Five examples depict the panpipes being held 
only in the right hand, and all of these portray skeleton players. Four of the examples display the 
panpipes held in front of the chest and not being played, two examples by skeletons and two by 
human figures. Concerning the bodily positions of the players, 35% of individuals stand, 35% sit 
or kneel and three additional players (18%) lie down. One lies on his or her front, one on their 
left side and Wrinkle Face lies on his left side. The slight majority of sitting or lying down 
postures indicates that, like the drummers and pututo players, panpipe players may have played 
in a stationary position as often as they performed in processions.  
v. Quenas (Fig 4.37) 
Only nine examples in the current sample (3%) depict individuals playing the straight 
flutes called quenas. Table 4.9 displays data concerning the Theme, body position, playing 
position and dress of the quena players in this small sample. Seven stirrup-spout vessels, one jar 
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and one bowl display quena players. Two skeletal beings play quenas and thus associate with the 
Dance of the Dead Theme (Fig 4.37). The other seven quena players do not belong to a particular 
Theme. Quena players wear a variety of tunic types and headdresses. Five of the players (55%) 
wear headdresses of some kind and six individuals (66%) have their hair covered in cloth. Four 
quena players (44%) wear long capes while none of them wear necklaces. Fifty-five percent 
wear earrings, including three wearing large round earspools and two wearing hanging discs. 
Four players (44%) wear wrist cuffs. This data indicates that like other instrument types, quena 
players did not wear a standardized costume.   
 
Number Vessel Type Theme Hand Postion Quena Position Body Position Headdress
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Table 4.9: Quena Players  
Eight of the nine players use both hands hold the quena, but beyond this, no consistency 
occurs in the hand position of quena players. Five players do not actively play the quena, instead 








lies on the right side (11%). Only two stand (22%), indicating that quena players, like most of the 
other individual instrument players, more often played in a stationary position than in a 
procession.  
vi. Trumpets (Fig 4.38) 
 One small fragment from an unidentified ceramic form depicts, in low relief, a figure 
playing a trumpet. This singular fragment derives from the Huacas de Moche excavations. Mold 
made, the fragment has no sign of painted decoration. The trumpet consists of a straight tube 
with the bell in the shape of an eared serpent. The trumpet is highly detailed, with an incised 
band around the neck of the bell and diagonal lines incised along the tube. 
 
vii. Whistling (Fig 4.39) 
The twenty-three vessels in the shape of whistling individuals (7%) all relate to the 
Offering Theme. Table 4.10 displays data concerning the body position and dress of the 
whistling figures in this sample. Eighteen stirrup-spout vessels and five jars portray whistling 
individuals. The category of whistlers in Moche iconography is the most standardized of all the 
sonic practices in its depiction. Eight examples, (35%), portray seated whistling figures while 
fourteen, (61%), display individuals standing. One unique example (4%) shows the whistling 
figure lying on its front (Fig 4.39). Tunic types remains extremely variable, but 74% of whistlers 








coverings. Twenty individuals (87%) wear long capes, seventeen of which cover the entire head, 
leaving only the face visible. Only two individuals (9%) wear jewelry, consisting of large 
earspools. The gender of these whistling individuals remains indeterminate, but all the whistlers 
wear a distinctive dress consisting of a cloth or cape that covers the head and a long tunic that 
reaches the ground. Whistlers generally do not wear any jewelry or other adornments either.   
  
Eight whistlers (35%) hold a child in their arms, rendered in low relief (Fig 4.39). Eleven 
whistlers (48%) display prominent wrinkles on their cheeks. Four individuals (17%), all of 
whom do not hold a child, have bodies mutilated in some way, either by missing hands, feet or 
parts of their faces. One individual has a small bird perched on its head, an attribute that remains 
common in whistling vessel forms depicting whistlers discussed in later sections. Five nearly 
identical examples (22%) portray two individuals conjoined in the center. The individual on the 
right whistles and has prominent wrinkles on his or her face, while the individual on the left 
holds coca implements, perhaps as a physical offering to accompany the sound of the whistler.  










Number Vessel Type Hand Position Body Position Headdress
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!"##$%BB '()**+,-',.+(/012213 C)6D(/E?59/.5/FD)5 '1?(19/G5112/H, '=+33>?,I/J+K(/.K/E?)*
!"##$%BL '()**+,-',.+(/012213 C)6D(/E?59/.5/FD)5 '1?(19/G5112/H, '=+33>?,I/J+K(/.K/E?)*
!"##$%B& '()**+,-',.+(/012213 C)6D(/E?59/.5/FD)5 '1?(19/G5112/H, '=+33>?,I/J+K(/.K/E?)*
!"##$%BM '()**+,-',.+(/012213 C)6D(/E?59/.5/FD)5 '1?(19/G5112/H, '=+33>?,I/J+K(/.K/E?)*
!"##$%BN '()**+,-',.+(/012213 C)6D(/E?59/.5/FD)5 '1?(19/G5112/H, '=+33>?,I/J+K(/.K/E?)*
!"##$%$@ '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '1?(19/G5112/H,
!"##$%#@ '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '(?59)56 F)*>31(I/83+O12
!"##$%B% P?* '(?59)56 F)*>31(I/83+O12
!"##$@AM '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$@AN '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$%#B '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$%B$ '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$%BA '()**+,-',.+(/012213 "1K(/E?59/.5/E1?9 '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$%$% '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$%$L '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$%$M '()**+,-',.+(/012213 '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$%$# P?* '(?59)56 '=+33>?,
!"##$&NM P?* Q.(D/E?592/.5/FD12( '(?59)56
!"#B@AL$ P?* '(?59)56
!"#B@A&# P?* '(?59)56
Table 4.10: Whistling Figures 
viii. Dance of the Dead (Fig 4.40) 
 The current iconographic sample contains 71 vessels (20% of total sample) that depict a 
Dance of the Dead scene with multiple figures. Sixty-five vessels belong to the Museo Larco 
collection and six come from the Huacas de Moche excavations. Seventy vessels display the 
Dance of the Dead Theme in low relief wrapped around the body of a ceramic vessel (Fig 4.40). 
The remaining one example depicts two three-dimensional skeletons playing panpipes on the top 
of a vessel. Sixty-one of the vessel forms displaying the Dance of the Dead have stirrup-spouts, 
five consist of jars and four scenes occur on the exterior of bowls. One vessel is missing its top 
half completely and therefore the original vessel form cannot be determined.  
Seven of the seventy low relief examples are too damage for an observer to discern any 
data concerning the scene beyond the general identification of the scene as the Dance of the 
Dead. Out of the 64 examples that do display discernable participants, 61 scenes depict skeleton 
!
! &H%!
dancers and musicians. The remaining three vessels display only skeletons playing sound-
producing artifacts without accompanying dancers. The number of total figures in each scene 
ranges from six to eighteen. An inherent pattern does not exist concerning either the number of 
dancers present nor the dancer to instrument player ratio in any of the scenes. The instruments 
depicted in the Dance of the Dead scenes in this sample are pututos, trumpets, panpipes, quenas, 
staff rattles and drums. Table 4.11 demonstrates the inconsistency in the total number of figures 
in any given Dance of the Dead depiction. Table 4.12 indicates what percentage of these total 









Table 4.11: Histogram of the Total Figures in a Given Dance of the Dead Scene
 
Table 4.12: Histogram of the Percentage of Figures That Are Musicians in Any Given Dance  
of the Dead Scene 
 
In total, 49 scenes contain pairs of panpipe players, either in groups of two or four. When 
four panpipe players occur on the same vessel, they are divided into pairs by placing other 
figures between the two groups of players. Four scenes of quena players also group these 
musicians in pairs and all three depictions of trumpet players contain pairs. When any of these 
instruments are depicted in pairs, the players always face one another. When two drummers exist 
in the same scene, they do not appear in pairs, but instead appear in-between or next to one of the 








































Thirty-nine scenes depict skeleton drummers but three of these scenes contain two drummers, 
creating a total of 42 individual drummers. Table 4.13 presented data concerning the dress and 
body position of the drummers in the Dance of the Dead sample. Twenty-five drummers are 
depicted as extremely small, only half the size of other figures in the scene. One scene has the 
drummer as the largest figure, but this portrayal is unique in the present sample. Forty drummers 
hold the drum with both their hands. Only two hold the drum with only his left hand and one 
holds the drum with only his right hand. A comparable number, fifteen versus thirteen, hold the 
drum with the left hand and strike with the right hand, versus holding the drum with the right 
hand and striking with the left. All of the drummers hold the drum sideways in front of the body, 
while 39 drummers hold the drum away from the body, rather than directly against the front of 
the chest. Forty drummers stand and thirty-four of the standing drummers are also hunched 
forward. One individual stands with his head titled far backwards. One drummer lies on its front 
while another sits cross-legged. The majority, 27 drummers, do not wear any clothing and the 
remaining sixteen wear a variety of tunic types. Only ten drummers wear headdresses, all of 
them circlets. Five of the circlets have bird heads on the front, four have plumes on the front and 
one has an unidentified face on the front. Only two drummers wear long capes and none of the 
drummers wear any jewelry.  
The currently analyzed Dance of the Dead scene sample contains 116 individual 
portrayals of panpipe players, displayed on 51 vessels. Table 4.14 presented data concerning the 
dress and body position of the panpipe players in the Dance of the Dead sample. Forty-four 
panpipe players are portrayed at half the size of the other figures in the scene. These small sized 
panpipe players either float above the shoulders of other figures in the scene, or stand in-between 
dancing figures on the ground of the scene. The other 72 panpipe player depictions portray them  
!
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Table 4.13: Dance of the Dead Drummer Depictions 
as equal in size to the other figures in the scenes. One hundred and eight players hold the 
panpipes with both hands. Four hold the pipes with only the left hand and four hold the pipes  
!
! &H>!
Number Vessel Type Other Figures Hand Position Instrument Position Body Position Headdress
!"##$%&' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*842)@05*38
!"##$%D' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)
!"##$%$E ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0F7*G640;26<067<0H67
!"##$%&' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%$E ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0H67
!"##$%&' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0H67
!"##$%&' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0=4,G2
!"##$%I% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%I% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%&# J6+ 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%&# J6+ 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
ML002934 ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 Both Hands =46>*7? Standing; Hunched Over
ML002934 ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 Both Hands =46>*7? Standing; Hunched Over
!"##$%&K ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%&K ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%&L ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%&L ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%D# ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%D# ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%D' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%II ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%II ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%$I ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%$I ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%$I ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%$I ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%'& J6+ 56782+3 "2M) =46>*7?0;/+*N/7)644> ()67<*7?@05678*7? C/7*864
!"##$%'& J6+ 56782+3 O*?:)0;67< =46>*7? ()67<*7?@05678*7? C*+842)
!"##$LE# ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7? C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$LE# ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7? C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%&& ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?
!"##$%DE ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)
!"##$%DE ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%'K ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%'K ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%KI J6+ 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%KI J6+ 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%#E ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%ID ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%ID ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%I' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%I' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%I% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%I% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%$' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%$' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%#E ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C4/):
!"##$%$D ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%$D ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%$' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%$' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%&$ 9/Q4 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%&$ 9/Q4 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%&& ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%D& 9/Q4 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%D& 9/Q4 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%DK ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%DK ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I#LDL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I#LDL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%#L 9/Q4 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%#L 9/Q4 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%I# ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%I# ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%I$ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%I$ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%IE ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%IE ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%$D ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%$D ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$LK% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ "2M) =46>*7? ()67<*7? C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$LK% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ "2M)0;*?:2+P0O*?:)0"/Q2+ =46>*7? ()67<*7?
!"##$LK% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+ O*?:)0;67< =46>*7? ()67<*7?
!"##$%$L ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%&% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%D$ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%#% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%D$ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0H67
!"#I$%#% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0H67
!"##$%$L ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ (T,4486-@0H67
!"##$%&% ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%IL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%IL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0H67
!"#I$%IL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C4/):
!"##$%IE ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"##$%IE ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
!"#I$%IL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+
;""=UK$I ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0()6MM0O6))42 "2M) =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
;""=UK$I ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+P0()6MM0O6))42 O*?:) =46>*7? ()67<*7? C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$LE$ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$LE$ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0H67
!"##$LE$ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C4/):0Q*):0968TM46-
!"##$LE$ ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3 "2M)0;*?:2+P0O*?:)0"/Q2+ =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0H67
!"##$%IL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0F7*G640;26<067<0H67
!"##$%IL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@0F7*G640;26<067<0H67
!"##$%IL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"##$%IL ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3P0R,276S()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%#' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3P0()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
!"#I$%#' ()*++,-.(-/,)0123324 56782+3P05+,GG2+3P0()6MM0O6))42 9/):0;67<3 =46>*7? ()67<*7?@0;,78:2<0AB2+ C*+842)@09*+<
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Table 4.14: Dance of the Dead Panpipe Player Depictions 
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with only the right hand. All of the players hold the pipes in front of the mouth, actively playing 
them. Only thirty-six panpipe players have their instruments rendered in enough detail to count 
the number of pipes present, which range from 3 to 6.  
One hundred and twelve panpipe players stand and 106 of these also hunch forward. Two 
panpipe players dance, and two sit. Only thirty-nine players wear tunics of any type, and these 
vary widely. Ten panpipe players display prominent penises. Sixty-three panpipe players wear a 
headdress of some type, with 59 of these being circlets. Forty-three circlets have bird heads on 
the front while three have an unidentified animal head on the front. Eight circlets have fans, 
either on the front or the back. The remaining four headdress depictions include one player 
wearing a conical helmet, one wearing a crescent with a disc and two wearing cloth head 
coverings. Thirty-nine panpipe players wear visible belts around their waists, four consisting of 
plain cloth, sixteen having a double tassel extending from the back, nine consisting of a large 
loop extending from the back, and eight having a large triangular or tumi shaped backflap 
attached to the belt. Only six panpipe players wear long capes and only one individual wears 
large round earspools. In general, none of the panpipe players wear any type of jewelry.  
  Eight vessels portray Dance of the Dead scenes with quena players, creating a total of 
fifteen individual players. Data concerning body position and dress of the quena players in this 
sample is displayed in Table 4.15. Two players are represented half the size of the other figures 
in the scene and float above their shoulders. Thirteen players hold the quena with both hands, 
one holds it only with the right hand and one holds it only with the left. All the quena players 
hold the instrument in front of their mouths, actively playing. Eleven players stand, with  
four also hunched forward. Three quena players dance in their respective scenes. Quena players 
generally wear a variety of tunic types but five of them do not wear any clothing. Only one 
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player wears a headdress and this consists of a plain circlet. None of the players wear any 
jewelry.  
Fourteen vessels display individuals playing or holding a staff rattle, with only one vessel 
portraying two staff rattle players. This creates a total of fifteen staff rattle players, five of whom 
hold the staff rattle over their shoulder and play a quena as well. Table 4.15 presented data 
concerning the dress and body position of both the staff rattle players and the staff rattle players 
playing quenas in the current sample. Staff rattle players are always portrayed at full size, with 
one example depicting the staff rattle player as the largest figure in the scene. Nine players hold 
the staff rattle vertical and away from the body with both hands. Seven, including the five quena 
players, hold the staff rattle over a shoulder. All of the staff rattle players stand, but eight also 
hunch forward and one player tilts his head far backwards. All the staff rattle players wear tunics 
of a variety of types and nine wear headdresses of some kind. Headdress types include five 
circlets, two conical headdresses with plumes, one flat-top headdress and one cloth head 
covering. Two of the circlets have fans on the front or the back and one circlet has two plumes. 
The rest of the circlets consist of plain bands. Ten rattle players wear belts, seven with a double 
tassel on the back and one with a loop on the back. Only one individual wears earspools and 
none of the rattle players wear any jewelry.  
Only three vessels portray pairs of trumpet players (Table 4.15). All of the players hold 
the trumpet with both hands, one hand close to the mouthpiece and the other close to the bell. All 
of the players also hold the trumpets in front of the mouth and actively play them. All of the 
players stand, but four of the players additionally hunch forward.  None of the trumpet players 
wear any clothing, headdress or jewelry, but all have exposed erect penises. All play straight 
trumpets with the bell in the shape of an eared serpent. The numerous descriptions provided of  
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Table 4.15: Dance of the Dead Quenas, Staff Rattles and Trumpet Depictions 
the different Dance of the Dead scenes and the respective sonic artifact players depicted within 
them illustrate the range of variation in scenes categorized as Dance of the Dead. The lack of 
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standardization concerning any single element of Dance of the Dead representations in the 
current sample indicates both the importance of replicating the general scene, but also of 
differentiating each scene from one another. 
ix. Ribbon Dance and Processions (Figs 4.41, 4.42, 4.43) 
 Three vessels in the current sample depict groups of instruments played by human 
individuals with accompanying human dancers. Two of the scenes are rendered in low-relief and 
one is a fineline painted scene. While only one represents the true Ribbon Dance Theme, the 
other two represent processions or dances, but without the ribbon, and these three examples will 
be discussed as a group. One low relief scene portrays five figures, two quena players, a 
drummer, a ball rattle player and an attendant figure not playing anything (Fig 4.41). The 
attendant figure carries a weapons bundle consisting of a conical mace and a square shield. The 
attendant wears a flat-top headdress that ties under the chin and a plain cloth hair covering. The 
rattle ball player is the largest figure and the most elaborately dressed in the scene. He holds the 
ball rattle in his right hand, at chest height and away from the body. This figure appears to be 
walking or dancing. The rattle ball player wears a short tunic with short-sleeves, a multi-layer 
conical headdress that ties under the chin with a tumi on the top and a plain cloth hair covering. 
This figure also wears a plain cloth belt, a plain single mantle, a necklace of large round beads, 
large round earspools, wrist cuffs and a crescent nose ornament. The rattle ball player wears all 
of the dress associated with elite Moche warriors, indicating that the attendant carries this 
warrior’s weapons and shield while he processes with the rattle.  
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Figure 4.41: Vessel Depicting a Warrior Procession, #ML002228 
In front of the rattle ball player walk or dance two quena players. Both wear identical 
costumes and both hold the quena with both hands, the right hand above the left, in front of their 
mouths actively playing. Their costumes consist of a short tunic that has short-sleeves and is 
decorated with solid circles. It also includes a flat-top headdress that ties under the chin, and both 
quena players have their hair bound with plain cloth. The quena players wear large round 
earspools and have a cloth doubly draped across their shoulders, but no other type of jewelry. In 
front of the quena players and behind the attendant walks a drummer. This figure holds one large 
drum away from the front of the body with the left hand. The drummer strikes the drum with the 
right hand. This figure wears a long tunic with vertical stripes and short-sleeves, a flat-top 
headdress that ties under the chin, and has hair bound with plain cloth. The drummer wears no 
other jewelry.  
The second vessel depicts a quena player in a three dimensional sculpture seated cross-
legged on the top of the vessel (Fig 4.42). The body of the vessel depicts dancers holding hands, 
all rendered in low-relief. The quena player is an elite figure dressed in elaborate clothing with 
detailed painted decoration. The player holds the quena in both hands, with the right above the 
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left and in front of the mouth, actively playing. The quena player wears a short tunic that has a 
square fringe and short sleeves with decorated cuffs. The quena player also wears a circlet 
headdress that has circular discs hanging in front, upright feline paws on both sides and two 
plumes attached to the back. The player’s hair is covered with cloth that has a backflap. He 
wears a long cape, which ties under the chin, and which is decorated with a geometric ray or 
catfish motif. The player wears large round earspools, and displays face paint in geometric 
designs but wears no other jewelry. The quena player sits on a cushion above a layer of cactuses, 
indicating this performance may take place in the desert2. Six dancers encircle the body of the 
vessel below the quena player, all representing elite figures. All the dancers display face paint, 
and all wear short decorated tunics with short-sleeves. Additionally, all the dancers wear circlet 
headdresses and have their hair covered with cloth, which is tied in a ponytail behind the neck. 
Each dancer holds the hands of the dancer both in front and behind.   
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 The final vessel depicts an unambiguous Ribbon Dance scene portrayed in fineline 
decoration (Fig 4.43). A double line divides the scene into upper and lower registers. The upper 
register portrays a large central figure in the form of an anthropomorphized bird deity wearing an 
elaborate costume, which includes rattles tied to the legs. This figure, which may correspond to 
Figure B from the Sacrifice Theme, holds a loop of ribbon across its chest and is flanked by three 
elite dancers on either side also holding the ribbon. Additionally, there are three very small 
dancing figures displayed in the margins of the scene that do not hold the ribbon and one smaller 
dancer holding a different length of ribbon. The lower register contains a drummer and two  
quena players. The quena players both stand to the left of a central elite figure and face left,  
while the drummer stands to the right of the central figure and faces right. This group of four is 
flanked on both sides by groups of three dancers, all facing right. The lower register figures are 
smaller than the upper register ones holding the ribbon.   
Figure 4.43: Ribbon Dance Theme, #ML013655 
 All three of the Ribbon Dance or Procession scenes involve elaborately dressed elite 
individuals. They also all depict a wide variety of costume, indicating that each of the 
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performances involved either a number of different roles, or perhaps a number of different ethnic 
groups. The Warrior Procession example demonstrates the importance of the rattle to the identity 
of the warrior, as only he holds the rattle, while an attendant carries his shield and mace. This 
scene, and other depictions of warriors holding rattles perhaps indicate that the sound of the ball 
rattle intimately relates to the role of the warrior. The inclusion of musicians in the Ribbon 
Dance scene indicate their importance to the efficacy of the dance, but their placement in the 
lower register and their smaller size designate their lesser status as compared to the dancing 
figures portrayed in the upper register. 
x. Only Instruments (Fig 4.44) 
One final vessel, unique in the present sample, depicts instruments on their own, without 
accompanying players. This vessel has a stirrup-spout and its entire exterior is painted cream. A 
painted red line divides the vessel down the center along the axis of the stirrup-spout. On one 
half of the vessel are painted pututos, with the red indented copper mouthpieces visible and cloth 
attached to the back of the flares. The other side depicts spiral ceramic trumpets with the bells in 
the shape of eared serpents. This vessel perhaps depicts a duality, as described by Bourget (2006) 
and Golte (2009) between marine based instrumentation such as pututos and terrestrial 
instrumentation such as trumpets. It also perhaps indicates the equivalency of these instruments, 











xi. Discussion: Status of Musicians 
 A few general assessments can be made concerning the sex and social status of musicians 
in Moche society based upon this currently analyzed iconography sample. Clothing and personal 
adornments communicate a person’s social identity (Scher 2010: 49). The wearing of many 
specific types of adornments, such as elaborate headdresses, earspools, necklaces, wrist cuffs, 
and nose ornaments denotes an individual of high social status in Moche society (Scher 2010). 
The large majority, 72% of single instrument player depictions portrays the player wearing at 
least one of the following markers of Moche elite status: a headdress, earspools/earrings or wrist 
cuffs. This pattern indicates that the types of musicians portrayed in the iconography enjoyed 
some degree of high social status. There does not appear to be any type of “uniform” or 
standardized costume for musicians, except for the fact that none of the human musicians appear 
naked. Generally musicians wear a variety of tunic styles, headdresses and different 
combinations of jewelry. A little over half, 52%, of the single instrument player depictions 
portray the figures wearing capes, which form the most widely worn identical article of clothing 
represented across all musician types.  
While both men and women play sonic artifacts, women remain in the extreme minority, 
only portrayed playing either drums or double-chambered container rattles. Deity or supernatural 
figures play almost every Moche instrument type, but only constitute 4% of the total sample. 
Anthropomorphic animals also play almost all of the instrument types, and they comprise a 
slightly larger 9% of the total sample. No anthropomorphs or deities play quenas, but the small 
sample size of only nine depictions of quena players may account for this lacunae. Skeletal 
beings form 10% of the single instrument depiction sample and they play all of the instrument 
types except for rattles. It is notable that all of the whistling figures are living humans.  
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Anthropomorphs and skeletal beings are generally gendered as “unmarked” males, while women 
are clearly marked, either through dress, hairstyle or depiction of genitals.  
The analysis of the body position of all the portrayed musicians grants insight into the 
potential settings within which sound and music occurred. In fineline painted scenes depicting 
groups of musicians, the participants consistently stand, dance, or move in a linear procession. 
Yet of the 276 single instrument player depictions, 42% of the players sit, kneel or lie down 
while playing (Table 14.16). The majority of pututo players and drummers are portrayed in a 
seated position, while only the rattle players and the whistlers stand more often than sit. This 
pattern indicates that a large portion of performances involving instrumentation occurred in 
sedentary situations, either in conjunction with other musicians, or perhaps as a stationary sound 
source for dancers or ritual performers. One vessel depicting a quena player illustrates this 
scenario, since the single quena player sits atop the vessel and dancers encircle the body of the 
vessel below. This perhaps indicates that in addition to parades or processions, ritual 
performances involving sound occurred within the boundaries of fixed spaces, such as plazas or 
platforms.  




Side Undefined Total % 
Rattles 92 32 9 0 0 3 136 49% 
Drummer 12 24 12 2 0 3 53 19% 
Pututos 8 13 1 0 0 16 38 14% 
Whistling 14 8 0 1 0 0 23 8% 
Panpipes 6 6 1 1 2 1 17 6% 
Quenas 2 6 0 0 1 0 9 3% 
Total: 134 89 23 4 3 23 276   
% 49% 32% 8% 1% 1% 8%     
Table 4.16: Body Position of Musicians on Single Figure Vessels 
The three dance/procession examples provide insight into the status of living human 
musicians in Moche society. In general, the drummer seems to possess a lower social status than 
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the quena or panpipe players, as the former normally wear jewelry of some type and more 
elaborate headdresses while the drummers do not. The lack of jewelry and other markers of 
Moche elite status remain consistent in the individual drummer representations. Among the 
single instrumentation examples, drummers wear the least elaborate costumes, with only five 
players wearing earspools and only ten wearing a headdress. When portrayed in pairs, both 
quena players always wear the same dress, but their vestments differ from those worn by the 
drummer, sometimes slightly, other times markedly. This pattern suggests that there was not 
necessarily a “musician class” but that some status differentiation or hierarchy existed between 
different instrument types, with drummers apparently being the least prestigious sound-
producing role. Generally, musicians appear in the lower registers of fineline painted scenes, or 
are represented as smaller than the rest of the figures in the same scene, indicating their lower 
status among elite individuals.  
In summary, Moche musicians are portrayed as possessing elite status, though of lesser 
status than the most elite figures in Moche iconography. This status is conveyed through a wide 
variety of dress, jewelry and other personal adornments. A long cape remains the only article of 
clothing shared by a large number of musicians and across a variety of instrument types. 
Musicians perform both in sedentary situations and within more mobile scenarios such 
processions and dances. Additionally, anthropomorphic beings, the dead, and major supernatural 
figures all play the full spectrum of sound-producing artifacts, potentially elevating the 
importance of these artifacts and the sounds they produce to the realm of the supernatural.  
V. Corresponding Archaeological Evidence  
The preceding sections have established a number of important premises. Moche 
iconography depicts a limited number of repeated figures and motifs, designated Themes. These 
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Themes portray larger interrelated narratives. A single image or figure has the potential to 
reference an entire Theme or narrative. Many Themes involve the production of sound either 
with the human body or via sound-producing artifacts. Moche iconography presents a wide 
variety of sound-producing artifacts including rattles, drums, panpipes, quenas, pututos, and 
trumpets. These sound-producing artifacts are depicted being played by humans, deities and 
anthropomorphic animals. These artifacts relate to a variety of Themes including Sacrifice, 
Burial, Offering, Healing, Coca-Taking, Warfare and Dancing.  Analysis of iconography 
portraying musicians has revealed that most musicians display markers of high social status, but 
that there does not exist a standardized “musician class”. Yet, a status hierarchy between 
different types of sound-producing artifacts and their players does exist. The present section 
provides data supporting the assertion that the Themes and narratives presented in Moche 
iconography actually portray lived practices. This assertion allows archaeologists to infer with 
some degree of certainty that living people enacted the types of performances and sonic practices 
discussed in detail in the previous sections. 
Excavations undertaken over the last 30 years, along with re-analysis of older excavation 
materials, have produced copious evidence that correlate many of the Themes depicted in Moche 
iconography with once living individuals and practices. Accordingly, archaeologists may infer 
that Moche Themes do not simply act as myths and stories, confined to the pictorial realm. 
Instead, living Moche people inhabited the roles of the actors in those Themes, and enacted them 
in performances and rituals. High status burials from Huacas de Moche, Huaca de la Cruz, San 
José de Moro and Sipán contain individuals interred with the exact dress and with the exact 
associated objects and adornments of figures depicted in many Moche Themes, including a 
variety of sound-producing artifacts (Alva and Donnan 1993: Donnan and Castillo 1994; 
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Swenson 2006). To date at least 11 different subjects of Moche iconography correlate to real-life 
counterparts (Bourget 2006: 47). The present section will discuss the evidence for the living 
enactment of the following Themes: Sacrifice; Burial; Dance of the Dead; Ribbon Dance; Coca-
Taking and Offerings. 
i. Sacrifice (Fig 4.5) 
The burials at Sipán in the Lambayeque Valley are the richest known burials from any 
culture in the New World. Three individuals from these burials have been identified as having 
inhabited the roles of figures from the Sacrifice Theme (Donnan 2010). The primary interment in 
Tomb 1, referred to as the Lord of Sipán, contains an adult male between 35 and 45 years old 
dressed in and surrounded by the accouterments of Figure A from the Sacrifice Theme (Alva and 
Donnan 1993). These include a golden crescent headdress, circular earspools, and numerous 
crescent-shaped backflaps (ibid.). The most prominent artifact linking this individual with Figure 
A is a trapezoidal metallic container rattle terminating in a sharp chisel held in the right hand of 
the individual (Bourget 2006: 11). This object closely resembles the container rattle pictured 
directly below Figure A and above the litter in many Sacrifice Theme depictions. Low-relief 
figures are impressed upon the four sides of the trapezoidal container rattle, each figure 
corresponding to a figure from the Sacrifice Theme (ibid.).  
The individual buried in Tomb 2 is an adult male between the ages of 35 and 45 years old 
(ibid., 12). Based on the presence of an owl headdress, a backflap and a copper cup lying near 
the right hand, this individual has been identified as Figure B, the anthropomorphized bird deity, 
from the Sacrifice Theme (Alva and Donnan 1993). The identifications of Figures A and B 
remain particularly significant, as they directly connect living human beings with 
anthropomorphic or zoomorphic figures in Moche iconography. It may indicate that the 
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depictions of all supernatural or anthropomorphic beings in Moche iconography may also 
reference physically enacted rituals and performances and not present purely mythological 
scenes (Bourget 2006). 
Tomb 3 contains a third significant individual, designated the Old Lord of Sipán. This 
individual, a male between 45 and 55 years of age, was buried in the fill of the first construction 
phase of the funerary platform (Bourget 2008: 264). This individual is named the Old Lord not 
only because his burial is the oldest uncovered in the complex but the grave goods 
accompanying him rival the splendor of the individual in Tomb 1, the Lord of Sipán. Bourget 
(2008) postulates that the Old Lord represents Figure D from the Sacrifice Theme. He bases this 
correlation not necessarily on direct evidence of costume and accessories, like those of the Lord 
of Sipán and Figure B, but on indirect evidence linking the Old Lord’s tomb contents to 
depictions of Figure D. Like the Lord of Sipán, the Old Lord held a gold container rattle in his 
right hand (ibid., 272). Instead of a trapezoid, this rattle has a globular container and most likely 
references the anthropomorphized rattle figure located directly behind Figure D in the Sacrifice 
Theme (ibid.). Figure D is generally portrayed wearing a train in the shape of a net, and in many 
representations also wears an octopus headdress, firmly associating this figure with the sea and 
Maritime Themes (ibid., 278). Among the numerous objects uncovered in the tomb of the Old 
Lord, a large proportion depict maritime animals, such as sea lions, sea birds, catfish, stingrays 
and crabs as well as other maritime scenes (ibid.). While these associations remain less concrete 
than those for Figures A and B, the inferences in combination with the fact that Tombs 1 and 2 at 
Sipán both relate to the Sacrifice Theme, indicates the high probability that the Old Lord would 
also be associated with the Sacrifice Theme, most likely in the capacity of Figure D. 
In the early 1990s, excavation teams led by Christopher Donnan and Luis Jaime Castillo 
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uncovered two high status burials of women at the site of San José de Moro in the Jequetepeque 
Valley. The burials of those women contained the objects and dress associated with Figure C, or 
the Priestess, in the Sacrifice Theme (Donnan and Castillo 1994). Her headdress, consisting of a 
circlet with two plumes on either side of a small disc, remains the most emblematic object 
associated with the priestess role. The first Priestess tomb contained two trapezoidal plumes in 
copper and silver that exactly match the plumes depicted on the headdress of Figure C (ibid., 
419). Excavators also recovered a large black bowl in this tomb, an object associated with the 
Priestess depictions on the wall murals at Pañamarca (ibid.). Inside the large black bowl rested a 
ceramic cup with a rattle base and close to the right side of the body lay a copper cup (ibid.). The 
second tomb contained a much younger woman who also had a copper cup close to her right side 
and also possessed trapezoidal metal plumes similar to the first burial (ibid.). Both women’s 
burials included large copper burial masks (ibid., 420).  
Upon excavating a variety of tombs, including the Tomb of the Warrior Priest, at Huaca 
de la Cruz, Duncan Strong and Clifford Evans in 1946 postulated that Moche burials may have 
corresponded to individuals portrayed in Moche iconography (Bourget 2006). The reanalysis, by 
Daniel Arsenault, of a tomb excavated in 1946 by Strong and Evans at Huaca de la Cruz has 
identified the individual interred within as Individual E from the Sacrifice Theme (Fig. 4.5) 
(Bourget 2008: 268). The burial contained the body of a middle-aged woman in a cane-wrapped 
bundle with a wooden staff resting across her pelvis and chest (Bourget 2006: 13). Carved in the 
upper section of the staff is a woman sitting on a raised dais with her back resting against the 
base of four prongs (ibid.). Arsenault based his identification of this female individual by 
matching the wooden staff to the four-pronged headdress of Individual E (Bourget 2008: 268). 
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Individual E in the Sacrifice Theme appears directly below Figure D as an anthropomorphized 
staff drawing blood from a bound male prisoner (Bourget 2006: 13).  
In addition to individuals corresponding to prominent figures depicted in the Sacrifice 
Theme, evidence exists that such sacrifices actually took place in the manner portrayed. 
Excavations conducted between 1995 and 2001 in two small courtyards, Plaza 3a and Plaza 3c in 
the southeast corner of the Huaca de la Luna pyramid complex, confirmed that large scale human 
sacrifice did occur periodically at this site (Verano 2008). More than 70 individuals, all between 
the ages of 15 and 40, were sacrificed during at least five separate episodes in Plaza 3a. Many of 
those individuals had fresh or partially healed injuries at the time of death, indicating that they 
represented captured warriors (Bourget 2001b: 92; Verano 2008: 197). Cut marks on the anterior 
surfaces of the vertebrae of these individuals reveal that they had their throats cut, but not deep 
enough to decapitate (Verano 2008: 198). This evidence directly corresponds to the depictions of 
sacrifice victims having their throats cut and their blood collected in the Sacrifice Theme.  
A number of Moche cups recovered from burial contexts resemble the cups held both by 
Figure C and Figure B in the Sacrifice Theme. Bourget and Newman (1998) tested the interiors 
of two pedestal base cups using immunological analysis. Both of these cups had rattles in their 
bases. They found that these cups once contained human blood. Correlations between individuals 
and all four of the primary actors, along with the evidence for human sacrifice and collection of 
blood in cups, provide proof that the Sacrifice Theme scene represents a repeated physical 
practice. The burials at Sipán and San José de Moro demonstrate conclusively that the figures 
portrayed in the Sacrifice Theme did not represent specific individuals, but roles inhabited by 
multiple individuals over time (Donnan 2010: 51). The associations of rattles in many of the 
burials of Sacrifice Theme participants, such as the Lord and Old Lord of Sipán and the 
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Priestesses, demonstrate the importance of the rattle sound and these sound-producing artifacts to 
the identity of these roles and to the efficacy of the performance itself.  
ii. Burial (Figs. 4.8, 4.9, 4.45) 
Evidence from the site of San José de Moro in the Jequetepeque Valley suggests that at 
least some of the elements of events portrayed in the Burial Theme actually occurred during the 
burial of elite individuals at this site. Almost all of the examples of the fineline painted burial 
scenes come from San José de Moro, raising the question of whether the Burial Theme 
documents of rituals performed specifically at this site, or a more widespread internment practice.  
Both priestesses were buried in reed coffins that had larger than life-size copper 
implements attached to the exteriors (Donnan 2008: 77). A larger than life-size copper mask was 
attached to the front of the coffin. Donnan (ibid., 75-77) describes these masks in detail: 
“Each eye is created with a slightly convex, eye-shaped piece of sheet metal that is 
attached with tabs to the surface of the mask. This piece has a large hole near its center, 
with a disc of sheet metal suspended inside to represent the iris of the eye. Because the 
disc is suspended on two wire loops, it swings when the mask is moved, thus making the 
eyes appear to be looking about.”  
Donnan suggests that the means of making the eyes move indicates that part of the purpose of 
these masks was for spectators to view them in motion, perhaps during a funeral procession 
(ibid., 78). In addition to the masks, two copper plumes were attached above the masks on the  
coffin to clearly indicate that the individual inside was a priestess. Copper sheet metal arms and 
legs adorned the sides of the coffin as well. An additional burial of an elite male individual at 
San José de Moro also included a large copper mask on the exterior of the coffin, but without the 
elaborate moving eyes. Two shell pututos were placed in a niche along the wall of this tomb, 
corresponding to the depictions of the pututo offerings in the Burial Theme. The portrayal of a 
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mask on the exterior of a coffin directly corresponds to the depictions of coffins in all of the 
examples of the Burial Theme.   
Figure 4.45: Burial Theme, Noting the Mask on the Coffin (Donnan and Mackey 1978: 16) 
A Middle Moche tomb excavated at San José de Moro contained the body of an elite 
male interred in a wooden coffin (Fraresso 2006: 441). Inside the coffin and underneath the body 
was placed a set of 62 curved metal plates of approximately 8cm in diameter (ibid.). These metal 
plates represent the broken halves of 31 bivalve rattles very similar to those portrayed on the 
staff rattles from both the Burial Theme and Dance of the Dead scenes (ibid.). As a final piece of 
evidence, all of the high status tombs at San José de Moro contained hundreds of small crudely 
made ceramic vessels called crisoles, which could correspond to the large amounts of repeated 
offering vessels portrayed within the tomb in the Burial Theme.  
iii. Coca-Taking (Fig. 4.18) 
Excavations of two high status burials from the main platform complex of Huaca de la 
Luna have recovered implements and ritual effigies associated with figures appearing in the 
Coca-Taking Theme (Uceda 2008: 153). Tomb 2 is located on Platform I in the construction fill 
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that served as the foundation for the final building phase of Huaca de la Luna (ibid., 161). The 
individual in Tomb 2, was buried in a reed/cane coffin with eight ceramic offerings and various 
gourds placed on top of the coffin, and a further four stirrup-spout bottles placed within the 
coffin (ibid.). Inside the coffin the body was covered in at least six gourd bowls and three copper 
plaques lay over the head, one depicting a feline face and the other two feline paws (ibid.). Over 
the chest and around the body were found numerous small gilded copper discs, each only 1cm 
across, which had small perforated holes in order to attach them to a garment (ibid.). A small 
gilded copper vase, identified by its shape as a lime container, was placed over the pelvis of the 
individual (ibid., 162). To the right of the body lay an elongated copper instrument in the shape 
of a spatula, which could have been used to remove lime from the container and mix it with coca 
in the mouth (ibid., 161). 
Tomb 18 is located in the fill covering Building D, the earliest construction phase of 
Platform I at Huaca de la Luna (ibid., 164). The entirety of Tomb 18 includes two burials and six 
offering elements over and around the internments (ibid.). One major offering consisted of a reed 
basket filled with diverse objects, including a large pendant effigy (ibid.). Uceda (ibid., 166-167) 
describes the pendant effigy in elaborate detail: 
An animal pelt had been cut to give the piece its general shape, this skin was then 
covered with a plain textile, coarse on both sides. Over one face of this support metal 
laminates had been attached with seams of cotton thread. On the upper part, in the center, 
is the sculpted face of a feline made from tree resin. The mouth is open, revealing teeth 
made from conus shells and a palette and tongue made from one thin piece of copper. 
The eyes, also made from conus shells, have black pupils. A nose ring and chin guard on 
the face were made from modeled gold sheet. Around the head as if to frame it, were gold 
plaques with spangles of gold. To either side of and slightly below these plaques, four 
pressure-modeled plaques composed the feline feet and claws. Other gold spangles and 
yellow feathers further filled the open spaces. At the end of these extremities, some gold 
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plaques were found modeled in the form of plates and claws. Between these and the body 
were spangles and black feathers. The tail consists of three rectangular gold plaques, with 
the lower part in the form of stepped pyramid. The tail is also decorated with spangles 
and yellow feathers. The tail ends in a half disc of gold sheet from which hangs a gold 
disc painted with cinnabar. The entire piece is held at the top by cotton cords, which 
would have served to attach the pendant effigy around the neck and over the back of the 
wearer. 
 
This ornamental pendant effigy corresponds exactly to the pendants worn by the Worshipper 
figures in the Coca-Taking Theme (Fig. 4.18) (ibid., 167). The metallic objects found in Tomb 2 
presumably came from an additional example of this elaborate pendant, but one that was missing 
the organic parts such as the pelt and the feathers due to poor preservation.  
iv. Dance of the Dead (Figs. 4.10, 4.11, 4.13) 
 Excavations of a small enclosed area of Plaza 3c at Huaca de la Luna revealed a group of 
sacrificial victims distinct from those uncovered in Plaza 3a. Three individuals, instead of being 
left out to decompose in the elements, were carefully buried in graves and laid out in a supine 
position (Uceda 2008: 169). All three skeletons possessed signs of cut-marks on their neck 
vertebrae, indicating that their throats were cut in sacrifice (ibid,; Uceda 2010: 153). Additionally, 
most of the long bones contained cut marks as well: “[t]he location of the cuts corresponds in 
most cases to areas of muscle attachment – often in the midshaft region of long bones, for 
example – implying that the objective was not simply to disarticulate, but to deflesh the 
skeletons,” (Verano 2001: 121). This process produced a fully articulated skeleton. Bourget 
(2006: 126) suggests that the Moche wanted to create articulated skeletons for use during 
specific rituals performed in the Huaca de la Luna main plaza. He postulates that these skeletons 
might have been mounted on poles and manipulated like puppets, enacting in physical 
performance the Dance of the Dead Theme. 
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Two tombs from the Uhle Platform area of Huacas de Moche, located to the west of, but 
adjacent to the main Huaca de la Luna platform, contained elite male individuals buried with 
bivalve metal rattles similar to those depicted on staff rattles in many of the Dance of the Dead 
scenes (Fraresso 2006). Tomb 27 contained two star-shaped mace heads, two copper darts and 
four bivalve copper rattles. Tomb 29 contained nine rattles located next to the body, some of 
them decorated with repousse dots (ibid., 442). A number of Moche vessels displaying 
representations of the Dance of the Dead were recovered from contemporaneous burials in the 
Uhle Platform area (ibid., 443). The presence of both staff rattles in high status burials and the 
articulated skeletons may suggest that some of the depictions of the Dance of the Dead may 
correspond to physical performances. 
v. Ribbon Dance (Fig. 4.14) 
One particular depiction of the Ribbon Dance portrays Moche dancers wearing masks in 
the shape of supernatural beings, providing further evidence that physical performers dressed as 
the mythical figures depicted in Moche iconographic Themes. Many Moche masks from 
museums and private collections, either made of metal or of ceramic, are very similar to those 
worn by the portrayed masked individuals (Donnan 2008: 70). Two masks, analyzed by Donnan, 
have two holes near the upper edge in order to suspend the mask with cords from above, the 
exact manner of wearing the masks depicted in one fineline painting of the Ribbon Dance Theme 
(ibid., 71). One of these two masks portrays a mutilated face, while the other depicts Wrinkle 
Face (ibid.). The existence of these masks, combined with their representation within a Ribbon 
Dance Theme scene indicates that the Ribbon Dance Theme may have been enacted in physical 
performance. Recent excavations at Huaca Colorada, a Late Moche site in the Jequetepeque 




vi. Offerings (Fig. 4.19) 
During the excavation of Plaza 3a at Huaca de la Luna, archaeologists uncovered three 
child burials at the base of the construction of the sacrificial plaza. These burials marked the 
construction of this Plaza, which formed an extension of the Huaca de la Luna main platform and 
consisted of a single architectural project that was never modified or remodeled (Bourget 2001a). 
The body of one child remains complete, while the other two were buried headless (ibid., 98). 
One of the children, aged approximately three years, held a whistle in each hand. Nearly 
identical, the whistles did not display any exterior decoration, and produced high-pitched sounds 
(ibid., 102). Excavators also recovered a small whistle in the shape of a bird among the sacrificed 
warriors of the plaza (ibid., 113). A large number of whistling vessels from the Museo Larco 
collection3 consist of adult whistling figures carrying a child in their arms. These depictions most 
likely correspond to the practice of sacrificing children during important rituals, like the 
sanctifying of sacred spaces such as Plaza 3a.  
vii. Discussion  
Based on the large amount of archaeological evidence presented here, it appears 
extremely likely that many of the figures portrayed in Moche iconographic Themes, both humans 
and supernatural beings, may have had physical counterparts who inhabited these roles during 
performances (Bourget 2006: 48). Particularly, the evidence for masking practices displaying 
supernatural forms such as Wrinkle Face, and the correlation of the individual in Tomb 2 of 
Sipán with the Anthropomorphized Bird (Figure B in the Sacrifice Theme) indicate that perhaps 





performances. Large performance spaces, such as Plaza 1 at Huaca de la Luna may have 
functioned as stages for large-scale re-enactments of these Themes by elite individuals (Uceda 
2008) 4. 
Steve Bourget (2008: 266) has made the notable observation that people buried in the 
platform at Sipán all belonged to the same elite ritual class: males involved in the Sacrifice 
Theme. He extends this observation to San José de Moro, stating how this site seems to be a 
specific cemetery for the priestesses from the Sacrifice Theme who were buried in close 
proximity over generations (ibid., 267). The temporal distance between the two priestess tombs 
at San José de Moro demonstrates the longevity of this social role and how different individuals 
inhabited it (Donnan and Castillo 1994: 421). The Sipán tombs date to approximately AD 300, 
while the tombs of the priestesses at San José de Moro date to almost 250 years later. This long 
time span demonstrates both the geographical and the temporal stability of the Sacrifice Theme, 
further establishing its centrality and importance to the Moche State Religion and the power 
strategies of Moche elites and rulers (Donnan and Castillo 1994: 422; Donnan 2010). Numerous 
scholars postulate that power arose within Moche society through the co-option of ritual 
performance (Billman 2010; Canziani 2010; Donnan 2010; Franco et al 2010; Quilter and 
Castillo 2010; Shimada 2010; Uceda 2010). While the broader themes of these performances 
remained familiar and stable over time and between regions, each region had a different local 
development in the way in which elites utilized these performances to consolidate and maintain 
power. The correlation of individuals with figures and roles depicted in Moche iconographic 
Themes allows archaeologists to infer with a degree of certainty that the other practices taking 






VI. Sonic Artifacts and Iconographic Themes 
In addition to being widely depicted within Moche iconographic Themes, sound-
producing artifacts display a variety of visual decoration. While most of this decoration remains 
abstract, a significant proportion of visual elements presented on Moche sound-producing 
artifacts relate to specific iconographic Themes or exhibit particular re-occurring figures from 
Moche iconography. The currently analyzed sound-producing artifact sample contains a total of 
1,548 artifacts, 702 from the Museo Larco collection and 846 from the Huacas de Moche 
excavations. This large sample includes 538 whistles, 327 rattles, 274 trumpets, 265 whistling  
vessels, 76 ocarinas, 66 pututos, one quena, and one fragment of a panpipe. All of the artifacts 
and fragments from Huacas de Moche are ceramic, but 20 examples from the Museo Larco are 
metal, including 16 copper rattles, two copper straight trumpets and two whistles made of gold. 
Additionally, seven of the pututos from the Museo Larco are real shells. While the majority of 
the Museo Larco collection consists of complete, or nearly complete examples, only 36 of the 
846 artifacts from Huacas de Moche are complete examples, including 17 ocarinas, 11 whistles 
and eight rattles.   
Seventy-eight percent of the total sound-producing artifact sample exhibit some type of 
exterior decoration in at least one of the following categories: figurative three dimensional 
sculpture, non-iconographic paint, incised designs, iconographic painted designs, geometric 
painted designs, or a burnished exterior.  The distribution of these decoration types is shown in 
Table 4.17. Forty-six percent of the total sample has mold-manufactured elements. Half of the 
examples possess three-dimensional figurative decoration. Seven examples, (<l% of the sample), 
including four whistling vessels and three florero sonajeros, displayed fineline painted scenes.  
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Table 4.17: Sonic Artifact Type and Exterior Decoration 
i. Quenas and Panpipes (Fig 4.46) 
 The sound-producing artifact sample only contains one quena example and one panpipe 
example, both belonging to the Museo Larco collection. The panpipe example consists of a 
ceramic fragment displayed cream-colored paint on its exterior. This panpipe fragment forms the 
end of the instrument; it only has three pipes and does not function. The quena, also ceramic, has 
a smooth and shiny burnished exterior covered in a layer of red paint. The quena has four finger 
holes and a small ceramic nub with a hole through it in order to attach the entire instrument to a 
rope or a string. 
    
 
 
Total Decorated Molded 
Non-
Iconographic Incised Geometric Iconographic Figurative 
Whistles 538 413 364 248 173 24 0 344 
Rattles 327 209 118 167 39 82 36 69 
Trumpets 274 197 41 64 23 40 0 39 
Whistling 
Vessels 265 265 164 249 164 188 30 257 
Ocarinas 76 75 18 28 26 2 0 64 
Pututos 66 53 6 47 20 8 0 2 
Quenas 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Panpipes 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Total: 1548 1214 711 805 445 344 66 775 
% 
 





ii. Ocarinas (Fig. 4.47)  
 The current sample contains 76 ocarinas, 75 of which display some type of exterior 
decoration. All of the ocarinas are ceramic, and eighteen examples are mold produced. The 
remaining 59 consist of hand-built examples. Twenty-eight ocarinas display exterior paint, the 
most common color being cream, though a few have red, orange or black paint as well. Typically 
each artifact only displays one color of exterior paint. Twenty-six ocarina examples have incised 
decoration, but only two of the ocarinas display geometric painted decoration. Eight examples 
have burnished exteriors, most likely from handling and use-wear instead of intentional finishing. 
None of the ocarina examples displays iconographic painted decoration. Forty-seven of the 
ocarina examples display visible use-wear at the macro level. Twelve examples have extra holes 
through which one could attach a cord or string to the artifact.    
 Sixty-four of the ocarina examples display figurative decoration, most often manifesting 
in the ocarina body forming the shape of an animal or a figure (Fig 4.47). Four ocarinas are 
crescent-shaped with no other exterior decoration, while a further five form abstract shapes. Two 
ocarinas were too fragmentary to permit determination of their original shape. Six ocarina bodies 
assume the form of a human figure, with a further single ocarina example is the shape of an 
anthropomorphized bird. The majority, 57 examples, consists of animal forms, the most common 
being birds (23 examples) and llamas (19 examples). Nine additional ocarinas have feline bodies, 
Figure 4.47: Ocarina in the 
Shape of a Llama, 
#ML014840; Ocarina in the 





three depict a mouse holding a corncob, one is the shape of a toad and two portray the bodies of 
unidentified perhaps fantastical animals (Table 4.18).   
Ocarina Forms # % 
Birds 23 30% 
Llamas 19 25% 
Feline 9 12% 
Human Figure 6 8% 
Abstract 5 6% 
Crescent 4 5% 
Mouse 3 4% 
Toad 1 1% 
Anthropomorphized Bird 1 1% 
Unidentified Animals 2 3% 
Unidentified Fragment 2 3% 
Total: 75 
 iii. Pututos (Fig. 4.48) 
 The current sample contains 66 pututo examples, 20 of which consist of fragments. All 
the fragments derive from the Huacas de Moche excavations. Only six examples definitively 
possess mold-produced elements, the remaining 60 examples are either partially or completely 
hand built. Fifty-three pututos display some form of exterior decoration. Forty-seven have 
exterior paint, the most common colors being a combination of cream paint on the body of the 
pututo with red paint around the mouthpiece. This band of red around the mouthpiece of ceramic 
pututo examples mimics the original copper colored mouthpieces attached to the shell pututo 
examples (Fig. 4.48). The majority of pututos only display one or two colors, with only six 
having three colors. Eight examples possess a shiny burnished exterior. Twenty pututos display 
incised decoration, normally present either on the edge of the flare, or around the mouthpiece. 
Only eight examples have painted geometric decoration and none of the examples display 




Two pututo examples display figurative decoration. One example portrays, in low relief 
along the edge of the flare, a feline-headed serpent. The other example has the head and torso of 
a fanged deity figure emerging from the flare. Twenty-six pututo examples have a hole drilled or 
punched through the end of the flare in order to attach decorative cords or cloth. Four of the shell 
examples have copper mouthpieces attached, two of them surrounded with inlaid beads. One 
further shell example has a bone or a shell mouthpiece extension attached to the front with no 
other decoration present. 
iv. Trumpets (Figs. 4.49, 4.50) 
 There are 274 trumpet examples in this sample, with the large majority, 243 artifacts, 
consisting of fragments from the excavations at Huacas de Moche. Two examples from the 
Museo Larco remain unique, since they are made of metal, most likely a copper alloy of some 
type (Fig 4.49). These metal trumpets have no exterior decoration and are long, straight and thin, 
with a flaring bell. The remaining 272 examples are all made from ceramic. One hundred and 
ninety-seven trumpet examples display some type of exterior decoration. Fifteen percent of the 
trumpet examples have mold-produced elements. Artisans create trumpets using a hybrid process 
of construction, making the bell with a mold or having mold-produced decoration applied to the 
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Figure 4.48: Shell Pututo with Copper 





bell, and building the mouthpiece and tubing by hand. Sixty-four percent of the trumpets in this 
sample display exterior paint, the most common color being cream, followed by red. A large 
number of the examples, 45%, display only one color of paint, 18% present two colors, seven 
percent display three colors and less than one percent have four colors. Only eight percent of the  
trumpet examples possess incised decoration, while 15% display geometric painted decoration. 
None of the trumpet examples portray painted iconographic decoration.   
Sixty-one percent of the trumpet examples are complete enough to discern if the original 
artifact had a spiral or straight structure. Fifty-eight percent of the total sample possesses a spiral 
in the tubing between the mouthpiece and the bell. Only seven examples, 3%, present a straight 
tube between the mouthpiece and the bell, including the two metal trumpets. One unusual 
trumpet example from the Museo Larco collection has a straight tube with a single mouthpiece 
that ends in a double bell, each bell in the shape of an eared serpent (Fig 4.49).  
Trumpet Form # 
Eared Serpent 21 
Warrior Figure 7 
Elite Figure 3 
Figure A 2 
Musician 2 
Ribbon Dance Figure 1 
Monkey 1 
Marine Animal 1 
Unidentified Animal 1 
Total: 39 




Figure 4.49: Metal Trumpet #ML100686; Double-Bell Trumpet #ML016219 
Five trumpets have truly unusual forms, with the mouthpiece, tubing and bell wrapped 
around a ceramic bowl (Fig 4.50). In addition to the complete examples belonging to the Museo 
Larco collection, fragments of this bowl-trumpet form have been recovered from the Huacas de 
Moche excavations. In all five examples, the bell end of the trumpet takes the form of an eared 
serpent head. An additional 16 spiral trumpet examples have the bell in the shape of an eared 
serpent. One bell forms the shape of an unidentified animal, one bell is in the possible shape of a 
monkey’s head and a final example has the bell in the shape of a fantastical marine animal, 







A small percentage, 15%, of trumpet examples displays figurative decoration (Table 
4.19). Figurative decoration occurs almost exclusively on the bells, but extends beyond shaping 
the bell. Fourteen trumpets have human figures attached to or impressed onto the exteriors of the 
bells. Seven of these figures hold clubs and shields, indicating their status as warriors and 
associating these trumpets with the Warfare Theme. Two trumpet examples display Figure A 
from the Sacrifice Theme. Three trumpet examples display elite figures on their bells who all 
wear circlet headdress and large round earspools. One elite figure has his arms tied together 
around the back of the trumpet bell. Another depicts an elite figure with the bottom half missing 
due to fragmentation.  
 The final three human figure examples portray one ribbon dancer and two musicians.  
The ribbon dancer wears an elaborate tunic and headdress and holds the loop of ribbon in both 
hands across the chest. The two musicians consist of one panpipe player and one rattle player 
(Fig 4.50). The rattle player holds a container rattle in the shape of an animal head, but the entire 
figure is rendered in such low relief that it remains difficult to discern fine details beyond that 
fact that the figure holds the rattle in the right hand and that he or she wears large round 
earspools. The panpipe player is rendered in much greater detail. The player holds the panpipe 
with both hands, the right above the left, in front of the mouth, actively playing. The figure wears 
a short tunic decorated all over with spots and possessing a tasseled fringe. The panpipe player 
also wears a circlet headdress, a long cape, large round earspools and wrist cuffs. The top of the 
panpipes extend beyond the players hands to the right shoulder and the face of a warrior, 





v. Rattles (Fig 4.51) 
 The 327 rattle and rattle fragments within this sample divide into three distinct sub-types: 
hand-held container rattles in a variety of shapes, ceramic cups with a rattle in the base and 
florero sonajeros (Figs 4.25, 4.26). Two hundred and twenty examples are ceramic hand-held 
container rattles, 68 are florero sonajeros, 23 examples are ceramic cups with rattles in the base 
and 16 are metal hand-held container rattles (Table 4.20). Sixty-four percent of the total rattle 
sample displays some type of exterior decoration but only 36% possess mold-made elements. 
Twelve percent of the rattle examples have incised lines on the exterior, 25% display geometric 
painted designs and 11% display iconographic painted decoration. The iconographic depictions 
include an elaborate fineline painted scene on the interior of one florero sonajero. Thirty-three 
percent of the rattle examples present shiny and burnished exteriors.  
Figure 4.51: Trapezoidal Rattle #ML014366; Rattle in the Shape of an Owl Head #ML014415;  
Rattle with Serpent Motif #ML014395 
 
Approximately half (51%) of the rattles display paint on their exteriors, most commonly 
cream, red, and orange, with a few examples also possessing black or brown paint. The number 
of colors on any given rattle changes drastically by type, with container rattles displaying only 
one or two, while the presence of three or four colors is common on florero sonajeros and cup 
rattles. Four of the container rattles consist of blackware types. Of the sixteen metal rattles, five 
are hand-held trapezoidal shaped rattles without any exterior decoration and two are hand-held 
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rattles with decoration. The remaining nine metal rattles consist of large bivalve discs originally 
attached to a large staff rattle. Six of the bivalve rattles display decoration, while three do not.  
Rattle Types   
Hand-Held Ceramic 220 
Ceramic Cups 23 
Florero Sonajeros 68 
Metal 16 
Total: 327 
Table 4.20: Rattle Types 
The exteriors of 21% of the rattle examples portray figurative decoration (Table 4.19). 
Four florero sonajeros display entire Themes: two of Warfare, one of Deer Hunting and one of 
Ritual Running. One metal trapezoidal rattle from the collection of the Museo Larco functioned 
as the trapezoidal rattle from the Sacrifice Theme. Each side of this particular rattle example 
displays figures from the Sacrifice Theme including Figure A, Figure C, a sacrificial victim and 
two other minor figures. An additional ceramic trapezoidal rattle displays pelicans and fish on 
the exterior, in contrast to the more elite metal example displaying the Sacrifice Theme. These 
trapezoidal rattles, along with the cups with rattles in the bases, directly relate to Themes of 
Sacrifice and the consumption of blood. Both the cup Bourget and Newman (1998) analyzed and 
which contained human blood, and the similar cup associated with the priestess at San José de 
Moro have rattles in their bases. These examples further link cups with rattles in their bases and 
the rattle sound in general with the Sacrifice Theme.  
One ceramic rattle forms the shape of a multi-ball rattle with four balls on the end, and 
therefore is either related to Warfare or Healing Themes. The twenty-two double-chambered 
ceramic container rattles in the sample are directly associated with either the Themes of Healing 
or Dance. Additionally, three hand-held rattles form the shape of Figure B, the bird deity, and six 
display the head of Wrinkle Face. The six metal bivalve rattles display an anthropomorphized 
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octopus on their fronts. The bivalve rattles form part of staff rattles and therefore relate to either 
the Burial Theme or the Dance of the Dead. Eighteen percent of the rattle examples display 
animals of some type, the most common being birds (11 examples), followed by felines (10 
examples) and serpents (8 examples). (Fig. 4.51) Table 4.21 illustrates the types and numbers of 













vi. Whistling Vessels (Fig. 4.52) 
The currently analyzed sample contains 265 examples of whistling vessels, all belonging 
to the Museo Larco collection. Every whistling vessel in this sample displays some type of 
exterior decoration. Forty-nine percent of the whistling vessel sample consists of two chambers 
Rattle Figurative Forms  Number of Examples 
Warfare Theme 2 
Deer Hunting Theme 1 
Ritual Running Theme 1 
Sacrifice Theme 1 
Elite Figure Head 7 
Wrinkle Face 6 
Anthropomorphized Octopus 6 
Figure B 3 









Monkey Head 1 
Bat 1 
Deer 1 
Marine Animals 1 
Unidentified Animals 2 
Table 4.21: Rattle Figurative 





joined by a band, while the other 51% of the examples have only one chamber. Seventy-seven 
percent of the whistling vessels possess the iconic Moche stirrup-spout. Sixty-two percent 
display incised decoration on their exteriors and 63% have shiny burnished exteriors. Only 
eighteen examples (7% of the total sample) are blackware types. Seventy-one percent of the 
whistling vessels display painted geometric designs, 10% portray painted iconographic 
decoration but only four examples (1%) display fineline painted scenes. Ninety-four percent of 
the examples present exterior paint, the most common colors being cream, red and orange. A 
smaller proportion displays black and brown paint.  
Ninety-eight percent of the whistling vessels in this sample display figurative decoration 
(Table 4.23). One hundred and sixty-eight of these portray animals, the vast majority, 89 
examples, in the shape of parrots (Fig 4.52). Twenty examples portray other birds, with a further 
two whistling vessels depicting a small bird on top of the head of a whistling human figure. 
Thirty-five examples display anthropomorphized figures, including two depicting Wrinkle Face 
and a further 15 whistling vessels portray skeletons (Fig 4.52). Thirteen whistling vessels portray 
monkeys, thirteen depict feline/fox figures, two portray bats and one forms the shape of a bean. 
Figure 4.52: Whistling Vessel with a Parrot’s Head 
#ML000577; Whistling Vessel in the Shape of a 




One whistling vessel example displays a strombus monster in fineline paint on the side of the 
vessel body. Sixty whistling vessel examples portray human figures. Two of these figures hold 
instruments, one plays a pututo and the other plays a drum. Thirty-two of the human figures are 
elites and wear either headdresses, large round earspools, hanging disc earrings or wrist cuffs.  
Theme Type  # of Vessels 
Offering 24 
Dance of the Dead 15 




Table 4.22: Whistling Vessel Theme Types  
Scene Type # of Vessels 
Birds 109 
Unidentified Animal 46 
Monkey 13 
Skeleton 15 
Anthropomorphized Feline/Fox 13 
Anthropomorphized Bat 2 
Wrinkle Face 2 
Anthropomorphized Bean 1 
Human Figures 55 
Pututo Player 1 
Drummer 1 
Architecture 2 
Mountain Sacrifice 3 
Total: 263 
Table 4.23: Whistling Vessel Figurative Decoration Types 
Two whistling vessel examples have the whistle placed inside an architectural structure, 
with no figures or other decoration present. Three depict the Mountain Sacrifice Theme, 
consisting of three peaks with the sacrificial victim draped over the central peak and the 
whistling mechanisms located beneath birds perched on the two flanking peaks. Fifteen whistling 
bottle examples portray skeletons, associating these artifacts with the Dance of the Dead Theme. 
!
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One human figure holds a coca container, associating this whistling vessel with the Coca-Taking 
Theme. The vessel portraying the pututo player also displays a strombus monster painted on one 
side of the vessel body, associating the pututo player and the whistling bottle with Maritime 
Themes. One figure is dressed as an elite warrior complete with shield and mace, associating this 
vessel with the Warfare Theme. Twenty-four whistling vessels examples portray the Offering 
Theme, which includes whistling figures, figures carrying children or figures carrying other 
offerings. One unique example displays a skeleton carrying an offering, perhaps associating this 
image and the vessel with both the Offering and the Dance of the Dead Themes (Table 4.22).  
vii. Whistles (Figs 4.53, 4.54) 
 The whistle sample analyzed to date from the excavations of the Huacas de Moche urban 
zone and the Museo Larco includes 538 individual artifacts. Whistles divide into three main sub-
types: straight tubes with a flat, mold-impressed decorated front piece attached to one end5, 
straight tubes without a front piece attached and double-tubes that produce two notes 
simultaneously from one mouthpiece. Four hundred and thirteen whistles display some type of 
exterior decoration. Twenty-four whistle examples have geometric painted decoration, while 173 
have incised line decoration. Only 29 whistle examples possess shiny burnished exteriors. None 
of the whistle examples display painted iconographic decoration. Only two of the whistles, both 
from the Museo Larco, consist of blackware types. Three hundred and forty-four whistles display 
figurative decoration. Two hundred and fifty whistle fragments from this larger sample 
displaying figurative decoration are of the mold-made front piece type (Table 4.24). This sub-
sample contains 241 human or anthropomorphized figures, including 47 musicians (Figs 4.53, 





elite figures, ten anthropomorphized deities, ten ribbon dancers and seven runners. A further six 
front piece whistles portray Wrinkle Face and one displays a skeletal figure. Additionally, two 
examples portray healers, two display coca takers and two depict overtly female figures. Forty-
one front-piece whistles display unidentifiable figures and three depict fragments of elite 
headdresses. Forty-nine whistles, mostly straight types, display bird imagery. Two whistle 
examples, both belonging to the Museo Larco, depict a low-relief scene of a vulture attacking a 
naked sacrificial victim.  Table 4.24 illustrates the types of depicted figures and the number of 
each in the present sample.  
Sixty-three front piece figurative whistle examples, all from Huacas de Moche, date to 
the Moche IV times period (AD 500-850), while only 19, also from Huacas de Moche, date to 


















from each time period are fairly equal, 158 date to the Moche III time period and 135 date to the 
Moche IV time period, the change in figurative emphasis between periods is striking. Based on 
the Huacas de Moche data, it appears that a shift toward more figurative representation on 
whistle forms occurs between the Moche III and Moche IV periods. This shift corresponds to 
other changes occurred between Moche III and Moche IV in other aspects of Moche iconography, 
such as the proliferation and refinement of Moche ceramic portrait vessels6. 




Unidentified Figure 41 
Sacrifice Theme 26 
Elite Figure 17 
Ribbon Dancer 10 
Anthropomorphized Deities 10 
Runner 7 
Wrinkle Face 6 
Strombus Demon 5 
Elite Headdress 3 
Female Figure 2 
Coca Takers 2 
Healer 2 
Skeleton 1 
Anthropomorphized Crab 1 
Anthropomorphized Owl 1 
Lobster 1 
Bat 1 
Table 4.24: Whistle Figurative Decoration Types  
The types of figures represented on the smaller Moche III sample and the larger Moche 
IV sample remain similar across both time periods, being predominantly warriors, musicians, 
supernatural and elite figures. One aspect remains noteworthy; only whistles dating to the Moche 





example of Figure A, four examples of Figure B, and four examples of Figure D. No identifiable 
Sacrifice Theme figures appear on the Moche III whistle examples.  
Instrument 
Type # of Whistles 
Panpipe 20 
Straight Trumpet 3 




Table 4.25: Musician Instrument Types Displayed on Whistles 
Twenty whistles of the 47 depictions of musicians on whistles from the total whistle 
sample portray panpipe players, including two deity figures and two depictions of Wrinkle Face 
(Fig 4.54). (Table 4.25) Five musicians play straight trumpets with eared serpent head bells, 
while an additional two examples play spiral trumpets with eared serpent head bells. Two 
whistles display quena players, one of which depicts Wrinkle Face playing the quena. Eleven 
musicians play pututos including an anthropomorphized owl and one portrayal of Wrinkle Face. 
Nine whistles display rattle players, including one depiction of Figure D. One rattle player holds 
a staff rattle, while all the others play hand-held container rattles. Twenty-seven of the musicians 
wear headdresses, consisting of 15 circlets, nine crescents and two conical helmets. Twenty-one 
musicians wear capes, 26 wear large round earspools and one, a depiction of Wrinkle Face, 
wears hanging earrings with faces. Twenty-eight musicians in this whistle sample wear wrist 
cuffs. 
viii. Discussion 
The analysis presented above demonstrates the strong relationships between Moche 
iconographic Themes, representations of sound-producing artifacts and the sound-producing 
artifacts themselves (Table 4.26). The Sacrifice Theme involves long hand-held container rattles 
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and cups with rattles in their bases. The Burial Theme includes the placing of pututos inside the 
burial chamber while individuals play staff rattles alongside the burial. The Dance of the Dead 
Theme depicts skeletons playing drums, panpipes, quenas, trumpets and staff rattles in various 
combinations. The Ribbon Dance Theme includes groups of quenas, drums, panpipes and 
handheld container rattles. Scenes of Healing almost always include a hand-held container rattle, 
or a string of seeds functioning as a rattle. The Coca-Taking Theme often involves pututos. 
Offering depictions occur most often on whistling vessels and all examples of this Theme 
involve a figure whistling. Warfare and Warrior Procession scenes often include pututos, 
trumpets, quenas, hand-held rattles and/or drums. 
Type of Scene Rattles Drums Pututos Trumpets Quenas Panpipes Whistling 
Dance of the Dead X X X X X X   
Ribbon Dance X X     X X   
Warfare X X X X       
Burial X   X         
Sacrifice X   X         
Coca-Taking   X     
Offering             X 
Healing X             
Table 4.26: Iconographic Themes with Corresponding Sound-Producing Artifacts 
Not only do specific Themes involve different types of instruments, but also different 
instrument types are selectively aligned with specific Moche Themes, but not others (Table 4.27). 
Long trapezoidal rattles and cups with rattles in their bases only occur within the Sacrifice 
Theme. Trumpets appear only in Warfare or Dance of the Dead scenes. Drums associate with 
Ribbon Dancing, Death, and Warfare. Hand-held container rattles of all types are intimately 
associated with scenes of Healing, Dancing and Warrior Processions. Staff Rattles, in 
comparison, appear only within Burial and Dance of the Dead scenes. Panpipes and quenas 
appear in Warfare, Ribbon Dance and Dance of the Dead scenes, but not necessarily together. 
!
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Pututos, the most ubiquitous instrument type, are associated in the current sample with Warfare, 
Burial, Coca-Taking and Dance of the Dead Themes.  
Instrument 






Taking Warfare Offering 
Rattle X X X X X   X   
Pututo X X X     X X   
Drum     X X     X   
Trumpet     X       X   
Quena     X X         
Panpipe     X X         
Whistling        X 
Table 4.27: Sound-Producing Artifacts with Corresponding Iconographic Themes 
As stated in previous sections, a singular image can represent an entire Moche 
iconographic Theme. Thus when a whistle front, a rattle body, a pututo flare or a trumpet bell 
display the image of Wrinkle Face, Figure B, a skeleton or a panpipe player, this image 
references a larger Theme associated with that particular figure. Whistles provide the most 
abundant sound-producing artifact outlet for Moche iconographic themes. There is no complete 
whistle of any type in the currently analyzed sample that does not display some form of 
iconography. Whistles are never depicted on Moche iconography; instead they act as vehicles for 
Moche iconography. When a whistle depicts a richly dressed human trumpet player, this image 
potentially references the Warfare Theme. When the whistle front displays a human figure 
playing a panpipe or a human quena player, it references the Ribbon Dance Theme or Warrior 
Processions. When it depicts a pututo player, the whistle potentially references a number of 
themes such as Burial or Warfare. When it depicts a skeleton playing any type of instrument, it 
references the Dance of the Dead Theme. 
The portrayal of a different type of musician on the front of a whistle or on the bell of a 
trumpet does not stem from the need to directly mimic the sound of a particular musician or 
instrument, nor does it stem from the need for the image alone. If only the referential thematic 
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image was important, it would not have been placed on a sound-producing artifact. If only the 
sound was important, why would an artist take the time and energy to place such an elaborate 
image? Instead, examples such as the front-piece whistles illustrate a need for the simultaneous 
combination of sound and image in order for the performance of a particular ritual or ceremony 
to be effective.  
Whistles and other instruments displaying the images of various figures allow the player 
to invoke larger, more elaborate performances of Themes, such as the Sacrifice Theme, with a 
single sound-producing artifact. Depictions of musicians on whistles may have allowed people in 
smaller ceremonial contexts, without access to other, rarer, instruments, such as panpipes and 
quenas, or without the ability or skill to play those instruments, to enact the rituals in which 
those instruments play a major role. Yet this interpretation only partially addresses the presence 
of other figures from various iconographic Themes on Moche sound-producing artifacts. For 
example, Figure A, Figure B and Figure D all appear on the front of whistles, yet they do not 
play any particular musical role in their iconographic depictions. Ribbon dancers appear over and 
over on whistle depictions and on the bells of tube trumpets, yet they do not play musical 
instruments. Ribbon Dance performances were intimately linked to the production of sound and 
visual spectacle, as were the performances of Sacrifice. The inclusion of other types of figurative 
iconography beyond musicians on whistle forms indicates a strong relationship among sound, 
image and performance in a Moche context. 
Since all the singular images presented on whistles and other instruments reference larger 
Themes, and each referenced Theme contained sonic elements, the deliberate combination of 
sound and image in sound-producing artifact forms merge into one object the two elements 
essential for an effective performance. Thus the physical presence of musicians themselves may 
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be less important than other symbols depicted in the iconography. One can remove the image of 
the musician, one can even remove the sound of a particular instrument, but one cannot remove 
sound from the image of a performance and still have it be effective. For ritual performances to 
be effective, particular symbolic elements had to be present, and one of these symbols was sound 
itself. Whistles and other instrument forms displaying iconography demonstrate that in order to 
invoke the efficacy of entire elaborate performances depicted by Moche Themes, only the most 
essential elements of any Moche performance, a narrative image and sound, had to be present.  
VII. Moche Technologies of Enchantment: 
Alfred Gell writes in Art and Agency (1998: 72), that the decoration of objects forms a 
component of a social technology, what he describes as the technology of enchantment. Gell 
(ibid., 74) points out that decoration must be intrinsically functional, or else its presence would 
remain inexplicable. While Gell refers to visual decoration, the same observation can be applied 
to the decorative application of sound. If sound does not form an important aspect of an object’s 
identity and social role, why does the object possess the ability to produce sound at all? If sound 
was not an important aspect of a performance, why depict sound-producing artifacts in relation 
to these performances? Moche sound-producing artifacts do not represent found objects utilized 
to produce sound, but objects overtly designed both to produce specific sounds, and to display 
specific images in conjunction with those sounds. 
Gell elaborates on the concept of the technology of enchantment, stating how: “it is the 
way an art object is construed as having come into the world which is the source of the power 
such objects have over us – their becoming rather than their being,” (1992: 46). The efficacy of 
Moche sound-producing artifacts lies partially in the physical properties of sound. Without a firm 
understanding of how sound functions, the images presented on sound-producing artifacts, to 
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Moche people, could appear to speak via the sound of the object. Gell (ibid., 48) describes how 
“the painting’s power to fascinate stems entirely from the fact that people have great difficulty in 
working out how colored pigments (substances with which everybody is broadly familiar) can be 
applied to a surface so as to become an apparently different set of substances.” Perhaps the 
physical properties of Moche sound producing artifacts, especially a whistle, enhanced the 
enchanting aspect of sound, concealing and disassociating the transformation of the breath of a 
human player into a non-human sound that appears to emanate from a different object and image. 
The fundamental nature of sound as presence grants sound a particular form of agency. 
Walter Ong (1967:112) argues that sound always signals the present use of power, being 
inseparable from the action required to produce it. This link makes sound more real or existential 
than other senses, since sound signifies presence, vitality and life (ibid., 111). The presence 
created by sound stems in part from its ephemeral nature. Sound is intimately tied with present 
actuality, as it must emanate from a source here and now that is discernibly active (ibid.). Sound 
also actively reciprocates, even with non-living things in the form of echoes (ibid., 112). Sound’s 
inherent presence combined with its instantaneous dissipation, demands acknowledgment. 
Such a demand for acknowledgement is not necessarily true of vision. This observation 
does not simply repeat the tired trope that one can close the eyes but one cannot close the ears. 
Human beings experience sound in the surround, while vision opens out in front of the human 
body. Beyond its presence, sound situates the listener in the center of an aural field, in the middle 
of one’s world, and in the middle of the present time (ibid., 130). This does not mean that human 
beings do not experience sound as emanating from a particular source or direction, but that 
humans possess the ability to experience sound from all directions simultaneously. These 
experiences work in opposition to sight, which always lays the world out in front of us, and does 
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not provide an inherent definitive temporal marker associated with what one sees. What one sees 
can appear static, a sensation sound never produces. 
Gell argues that “the power of art objects stems from the technical processes they 
objectively embody: the technology of enchantment is founded on the enchantment of 
technology,” (1992: 44). This principle is almost surely applicable to Moche sound-producing 
artifacts, where the production of the sound might have appeared to derive from the object itself. 
The sound becomes enchanting, in part, because the listener or hearer remains un-aware of its 
source and of how it is produced, either through lack of knowledge of playing techniques, in the 
case of trumpet and pututos, or by concealing the player’s mouth behind an image, in the case of 
the whistles. The materials of ceramic and breath are transformed within the instrument into a 
sound, a process Gell refers to as the “essential alchemy of art,” (ibid., 53). When the whistles 
are played, the front piece covers most of the players face, and the sound emanates from behind 
this image. The presence of sound seemingly comes directly from the whistle image, demanding 
a listener’s attention, and drawing one’s gaze towards the sound source, and thus the image. The 
high pitch and loud volume of the sound created by these whistles only increases this demand. 
Gell references Kant stating “the possibility of experience is the possibility of objects of 
experience – because to have experiences means that our consciousness creates objects from 
sense-impressions,” (1992: 48). Moche instruments, and whistles specifically, create sensory 
experiences involving image, player, space and sound. In the creation of these experiences, these 
objects become intimately related with this experience in the memories of all the participants: 
listeners, players and hearers alike. 
Gell (1998) defines agency as the ability to cause action. One could argue at length 
whether the Moche believed that the whistle produced the sound, or that the player produced the 
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sound using the whistle, or even that the player-whistle network created a hybrid with its own 
agency. In any case, the production of sound via these whistles, however one wishes to 
conceptualize it, created action. Jeff Quilter (1997: 113) describes the intellectual shift from 
Theme to narrative as a progression from “still photography to motion pictures.” In his narrative 
approach to Moche iconography, the figures depicted in Themes become actors in the literal 
sense of the word: they are beings performing actions. Every Moche Theme and by extension the 
entirety of Moche iconography, references actions. The narrative nature of Moche art extends 
beyond the linking of particular images in temporal sequences. It extends to the physical 
perception of these images by the human body. 
The larger-than life depictions on the tiers of the main plaza of Huaca de la Luna are not 
typical of Moche wall murals. Moche wall murals tend to occur along corridors or are hidden in 
windowless rooms in the inner reaches of ceremonial architecture. In these instances, wall 
murals cannot be viewed in their entirety, but an individual must walk along them, or shine light 
upon them in order to visually experience these murals. These murals express themselves 
through the motion of the viewer as a narrative. Using the Maritime Frieze at Huaca Cao Viejo 
as an example, Quilter (2008b: 147) demonstrates that the Moche wanted to achieve the effect of 
movement, since they violated strict geometry when they needed to emphasize the continuity of 
the design beyond the limits of the frieze. “The distributive aspect of the frieze lies mostly in the 
seemingly endless chains of motifs that expand beyond the frames that contain them in the room,” 
(ibid., 151-152). This technique creates the illusion that the frieze can continue beyond the 
boundaries of the mural, but a viewer simply cannot see the entire image. 
Christopher Donnan (1999: 33) briefly touches on this idea in Moche Fineline Painting 
when he comments that to view a painted scene on a vessel requires rotating a particular vessel. 
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Rotating the vessels grants a sense of movement to the figures painted on them (ibid.). It also 
requires a specific action by the viewer, and creates the experience of movement from a static 
image. From this evidence, it seems for the Moche imagery is never meant to be static and 
motionless, but active and moving. Jürgen Golte (2009) elaborates on this idea, reminding 
scholars that the Moche chose to portray their narrative scenes on vessel bodies, in the round, so 
that a viewer could never appreciate the entire image at once. Therefore even “static” art requires 
bodily action, either through the physical rotation of a vessel or by the movement of the human 
body through space. The application of sound to static images on instrument forms transforms 
these images into narrative actors, for sound, by its nature, is inherently and undeniably always 
the result of action and movement. 
VIII. Conclusion: 
Gell states in Art and Agency (1998: 6) that he views art as a system of action. It is this 
active nature of art that is explicitly demonstrated by Moche iconographic images on sonic 
artifacts, such as the whistle presented at the beginning of this chapter. Moche iconography is 
about narrative, specifically narrative based in performance. While iconography displays static 
images, these images constantly reference actions, and in many cases, the viewer cannot 
experience an entire image, be it on a wall mural or a ceramic vessel, without the movement of 
the body, or the movement of the image. The addition of sound in combination with these images 
automatically adds action to the static image, since the production of sound inherently involves 
physical action. In the case of the whistles, this power and action emanate from the image itself, 
bringing it to life. These sound-producing artifacts allow performers to invoke entire elaborate 
performances of narratives through the combination of image and sound in a single object.  
The efficacy of all the performances of narrative Themes depicted in Moche art, relies on 
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the inclusion of both sound and image. The combination of sound and image on Moche ceramic 
whistles allowed smaller scale performances, such as within residences and smaller plaza 
gatherings, of larger rituals enacted in their full glory within setting such as Plaza 1 at Huaca de 
la Luna. In the cases of iconography displaying sound practices and objects, the visual referent of 
the sound remains important in order to convey the power and efficacy of the scene. Without the 
combination of some form of sound, whether physical or representational, with these images, the 
efficacy of the ritual would not occur. As Alfred Gell writes concerning the example of the 
gardens of Trobriand islanders, “only if the garden looks right will it grow well,” (1992: 60). 
Perhaps only if an instrument looks correct will it play well, or will the sound achieve its 
intended function. In his book of the same title, W.J.T. Mitchell (2005) asks, “What do pictures 




Moche Sonic Artifacts: Constructing a Desired Soundscape 
Music is order, noise is disorder (Attali 1985: 7). 
 
I’ve heard there was a secret chord, that David played and it pleased the lord, but you don’t 
really care for music do you? It goes like this the fourth, the fifth, the minor fall, the major lift, 
the baffled king composing hallelujah.  
– Leonard Cohen, Hallelujah (1984) 
 
I. Introduction 
Music is humanly organized sound. This description places emphasis on the intention and 
agency of both the listener and the source of sound. Music imposes sound as an order onto the 
world through active and often elaborate cultural choices. A soundscape involves all the sounds 
in a present environment and how those sounds interact within that environment, emphasizing 
the immersive quality of any sonic assemblage. The separation of sounds into the distinct 
categories of geophony, biophony and anthrophony based on general sound source provides 
specific avenues through which to evaluate differing layers of human relations within any 
particular soundscape. Geophony refers to the totality of sounds associated with the physical, 
non-biological environment such as weather, water, or geologic forces (Mills 2014: 96). 
Biophony includes all sounds produced by non-human living organisms, while anthrophony 
consists of sounds directly produced by humans (ibid.). Geophony and biophony sounds do not 
exist exterior to the human constructed soundscape, and can be imbued with rich multi-layered 
meanings. Yet the category of anthrophony sounds always represents the direct contribution that 
human beings make to their soundscapes. Humans have the most control over the production and 
experience of anthrophony sounds, especially sounds identified as music. 
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Due to the overtly intentional nature of music, it presents a relatively accessible entry point 
for the archaeological analysis of social and cultural soundscapes, mainly because artifacts 
interpreted as musical instruments are often regarded as embodying the humanly constructed 
aspect of wanted sound. Yet music represents a very specific category of sound, one that only 
occurs in a specific time and place under the judgment of a particular individual or group. These 
cultural categories ascribed to sound depend on restricted spatial-temporal contexts, for even 
sounds considered music by the majority of members in society can transform into noise when 
played or performed at times or in places considered inappropriate. As discussed in Chapter 2, 
for the purposes of this study, the artifacts described and analyzed in this chapter are categorized 
as sound producing artifacts. This designation both emphasizes the intentional design of these 
artifacts to produce specific sound types, but acknowledges that describing these artifacts as 
musical instruments automatically imposes an explicit cultural category on their role.  
Sound producing artifacts can provide substantial information concerning the parameters of 
sound creation within past societies. The design, manufacture and use of sound producing 
artifacts can be regarded as deliberate interventions into the sonic environment and the human 
sensory experience, as sound producing artifacts create intentionally desired types of sound. The 
specific assemblage of sound producing artifacts manufactured and utilized by the Moche does 
not represent found objects used for sound production, but artifacts that required design, 
planning, procurement of resources, and artistic and engineering skill. They entail time and 
energy simply to create, let alone to learn to play and then to perform with on a regular basis. 
The artifacts themselves do not inherently communicate how they were used, in what spaces and 
what types of melodies they may have produced, but the physicality of both the sounds they 
make and the bodily practice of playing these instruments are at least in part intentionally 
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designed. The sounds created by these instruments provide direct access to a humanly designed 
and desired aspect of a Moche soundscape.  
 This chapter presents analyses and interpretations of a sample of Moche sound producing 
artifacts from two major sources; the Museo Larco collection and the Huacas de Moche 
excavations. The first section provides a description of the methods utilized in the artifact 
identification and data collection processes. Subsequent sections present analysis of each sound-
producing artifact, separated by type, and the sounds they generate. The overall Moche 
assemblage of sound producing artifacts creates a polyphonic sound. A lack of pitch 
standardization across all the sound producing artifacts indicates that Moche musicians did not 
primarily desire harmony and may have actively cultivated dissonance. While each sound-
producing artifact type identified in this analysis possesses a specific timbre and sound range, 
when analyzed as an overall assemblage, two distinct classes of sound types and artifacts become 
apparent: artifacts capable of producing multiple pitches and those that cannot. These distinct 
and different types of sound may have performed different roles or possessed different meanings 
for Moche people.  
II. Methods 
An initial identification of sound producing artifacts from both the Museo Larco and the 
Huacas de Moche excavation preceded any formal analysis. This initial identification process for 
the Museo Larco collection involved searching through the database of over 15,000 Moche 
objects to create a list of sound-producing artifacts that appeared functional in the archival 
photographs. Informes Técnicos from the Huacas de Moche excavations provided information 
concerning which excavation areas produced high concentrations of sound-producing artifacts. 
Once identified by area and artifact number, the specified materials were removed from storage 
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or display and brought to an onsite laboratory space. At the laboratory, each object or fragment 
was described in detail, including decoration types, manufacturing technique, evidence of 
modification, and use wear patterns. Each artifact was measured with digital calipers following 
its description. Each artifact was also digitally photographed, both individually and grouped by 
excavation context when applicable. Artifacts that did not already have individual artifact 
numbers were provided new individual identification numbers for the sonic artifact database. 
The Filemaker Pro computer database program stored and organized all information digitally, 
including measurements, descriptions, photographs and audio recordings. This data collection 
process did not require the artifacts to undergo any type of alteration, cleaning or restoration 
beyond the general dry removal of any loose dirt or dust to better reveal decorative features. 
After undergoing thorough description, measurement and photographic documentation, if 
the artifact still functioned and produced sound, audio recordings and decibel level 
measurements were made. Decibel level refers to the volume, or overall loudness of a sound. I 
personally played each instrument for the audio recording and decibel level measurements. I 
have played trombone for over 20 years and am trained in Western classical music theory and 
performance. The limitations of my body and my playing ability provided the control across all 
the different audio recordings and measurements. All audio recording sessions took place in 
provided laboratory space using a SE Electronics USB2200A microphone and the Garageband 
sound recording program on a MacBook Pro laptop computer. These audio recordings captured 
for later analysis the entire range of sound that each sound-producing artifact has the potential to 
create, along with the most common sounds that each artifact most likely produced.  
Almost all audio recording sessions occurred in the afternoons, the quietest time of day at 
each laboratory. Staff converted a disused storage room at the Museo Larco into a temporary 
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recording studio for this process, while at Huacas de Moche, the laboratory in which artifact 
photography and measurements took place also acted as a recording studio. Procedures for the 
recording process are as follows: first, the room is completely closed and all non-essential 
electronics such as lights are turned off, to minimize external noise. Next, the player plays the 
artifact for a few minutes to familiarize herself with its particular range and playing technique. 
Following this warm-up, the player explores the range of pitches the artifact produces by playing 
the artifact at different breath intensities and logging in the database the corresponding notes 
registered on a Korg Piano Tuner. The intensity of the breath can change the pitch produced for 
many types of sound producing artifacts. If the sound producer has holes or devices that change 
its pitch, combinations of these are identified with the Korg Tuner until all possible combinations 
of breath intensity and pitch devices are explored and documented.  
The creations of audio recordings of each artifact follow this initial exploration of pitch. 
Each recording contains both a general exploration of pitch and all decibel level measurements. 
Maximum volume tests require the additional use of a decibel level meter. A decibel level meter 
measures volume using two different scales or adjustments, dBa and dBc. These adjustments, or 
weightings, compensate for the difference between the totality of sound frequencies produced 
naturally and the sound frequencies humans possess the ability to hear. Human beings also 
perceive the loudness of high frequencies and low frequencies differently. In general, the dBa 
weighting compensates for the high frequency difference, giving a more accurate correlation 
between the decibel level reading and the perceived loudness of high frequency sounds. The dBc 
weighting indirectly compensates for the low frequency difference, giving a more accurate 
correlation between the decibel level reading and the perceived loudness of low frequency 
sounds. Even with these adjustments, decibel levels do not necessarily correlate directly to 
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human perceived loudness, but instead allow for a standardization of sound intensity 
measurements across a space.  
The maximum volumes of each artifact were tested for both the dBa and dBc adjustments 
according to the following procedures. First, the ambient room decibel level reading is 
documented for both dBa and dBc. The microphone is placed at chest height on its stand on a 
table next to the computer. Then, standing a meter away from the microphone, the player directs 
the sound-producing end of the instrument at the microphone and plays its maximum volume. 
The decibel level meter situated at the base of the microphone records the decibel level. In order 
to maintain consistency over the project’s duration, tape marked both the positions of the 
microphone on the table and of the player on the floor. The entire process formed part of the raw 
recording session of each particular instrument. The raw recording for each instrument was later 
edited in Garageband and transferred to an mp3 file format. This editing process removed gaps, 
miscellaneous noise and unclear sound. A final aspect of analysis involved rendering each 
recording into a spectrogram that visualized and analyzed the different frequencies produced 
from each instrument1. 
III. Data Analysis: General Sound Producing Artifact Sample 
The overall sample of sound-producing artifacts from both Huacas de Moche and the Museo 
Larco collections contains six basic types (Table 5.1). Whistles, ocarinas, whistling vessels, 
trumpets and pututos form part of a larger instrument group called aerophones, which require 
breath to produce sound. Rattles are part of the larger instrument group of percussion 
instruments, as they require movement, not breath, to produce sound. The total sample of 
artifacts audio recorded and sonically analyzed consists of 439 individual objects, 145 from the 
                                                
1 See Appendix A for spectrograms of individual artifacts. 
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Huacas de Moche excavations and 294 from the Museo Larco collections.  All of the sound- 
producing artifact types, except for rattles, underwent pitch analysis to ascertain and compare the 
types of sounds these artifacts produced. This pitch analysis uses standard Western musical 
notation that includes seven whole pitches (C, D, E, F, G, A, B,) and five half pitches that exist 
between the whole pitches (C#, D#, F#, G#, A#). The whole pitches correspond to the white keys 
on a piano, while the half pitches correspond to the black keys. Due to the nature of soundwaves, 
this pattern of 12 notes (C, C#, D, D#, E, F, G, G#, A, A#, B) repeats itself infinitely, well 
beyond the range of human hearing. Each repetition of this sequence of notes forms an octave. 
The number of the octave indicates how high or low that octave sounds to humans, with 0 being 
the lowest. Sound frequencies are measured in hertz (Hz) and the human ear can hear sound 
produced between the frequencies of 20Hz to 20,000Hz, which incorporate approximately 10 
octaves, Octave 0 to Octave 9 (Mills 2014: 31).  
Type Museo Larco Huacas de Moche Total % 
Trumpets 23 0 23 5 
Pututos 30 0 30 7 
Ocarinas 21 27 48 11 
Rattles 45 9 54 12 
Whistling Bottles 119 0 119 27 
Whistles 56 109 165 38 
Total: 294 145 439  
Table 5.1: Sound-Producing Artifact Types 
A grand piano keyboard spans seven and a half octaves, with the lowest being octave 0 and 
the highest being octave 8. The pitch range covered by a modern grand piano has the frequency 
range from 27Hz (A in octave 0) to 4200Hz (C in Octave 8) (Mottola 2013). (Fig 5.1) The 
middle white key on a piano plays a C in Octave 4 (C4) and has a frequency of 262Hz (ibid.). 
The human ear remains the most sensitive to changes in pitch and volume of high frequencies, 
between 1000Hz to 5000Hz or a C in Octave 6 (C6) and E in Octave 8 (E8) (Mills 2014: 31). For 
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listeners raised in the “Western” or “European” musical 
tradition, each letter pitch on the piano keyboard 
perceptually contains a range of frequencies, for 
example the pure pitch of C4 has a frequency of 262Hz, 
but the range of frequencies that Western ear would 
categorize as C4 extends from 255Hz to 270Hz. At the 
frequency of 254Hz, the pitch begins to sound more like 
B3 and at the frequency of 271Hz, the pitch sounds 
more like C#4. 
All of the artifact types, including rattles, had their 
maximum volume, or loudness measured in decibels for 
analysis and comparison. The human voice shouting can 
only achieve approximately 80 decibels from a meter 
away (Carol 2007). The change from 80 to 100 decibels 
represents a subjective change to the human ear of 
nearly four times as loud (ibid.). See table 5.2 for a 
comparison of modern instrumentation decibel levels 
with Moche sonic artifact decibel levels. 
Out of the total sound producing artifact sample, 
846 from Huacas de Moche2 and 294 from the 
Museo Larco, 40% showed signs of use-wear 
discoloration at a macroscopic level. Use-wear manifests as darkened, smoothed or shiny areas 
                                                
2 This number includes both the 145 functioning examples and the 701 non-functioning 
examples. 
Figure 5.1: Grand Piano Keyboard with 
Notation and Corresponding Frequencies 
in Hertz 
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where the oils from repeated human skin contact, in this case from handling or playing, have 
affected the exterior of the ceramic. Two hundred and twenty-six whistles, (47%), 43 ocarinas, 
(68%), 85 trumpets, (35%), 72 rattles, (37%), 31 pututos, (56%), but only three whistling vessels 
(2%) show signs of use-wear. This general high level of use-wear present within the sound-
producing artifact sample indicate that these instruments were used and played prior to 
deposition. The following section will present analyses of the overall sound producing artifact 
assemblage divided by artifact type. 
 











































































































































































































































































































i. Rattles (Play Track 8) 
Fifty-four rattle examples function and were audio recorded, forming 12% of the total 
artifact sample. Nine examples belong to the Huacas de Moche collection, consisting of four 
florero sonajeros and five hand-held container rattles. An additional large florero sonajero 
(#HLLPU496) from the Huacas de Moche context still functions but could not be audio recorded 
due to its fragile state of preservation. Forty-five functioning rattle examples belong to the 
Museo Larco collection, all hand-held container rattles. Hand-held container rattles range in size 
from 8.5cm to 14.8cm in total length and 2.3cm to 10cm in width. Handle lengths range from 
2.1cm to 8.5cm. Florero sonajeros, being substantially larger, range in width from 19.6cm to 
22.2cm and in height from 15.3cm to 22.9cm.  
The total rattle sample produced an overall decibel range from 47.9 to 82.5 in the dBa 
weight with a mean and median of 64. The decibel range for the overall sample in the dBc 
weight extends from 49.4 to 82.3 with a mean and median of 633. This decibel range corresponds 
to the softer range of a modern Cello. As demonstrated in Table 5.3, the smaller sample of rattles 
from Huacas de Moche generally produced softer sounds, while the larger sample from the 
Museo Larco had a slightly louder volume. Overall, the maximum decibel levels of rattles as a 
group remain much lower than all of the other types of sound-producing artifacts.  
When analyzed as two separate categories, the florero sonajeros produce an overall louder 
sound than hand-held container rattles. The florero sonajeros possess a maximum dBa decibel 
range from 63.5 to 73.3 with a mean of 69 and a dBc range from 61.5 to 71.3 with a mean of 68. 
The unique wear pattern on the florero sonajero examples indicates that these objects were held 
repeatedly with one hand on a particular section of the flare and the other hand on the bottom of 
                                                
3 See Appendix B for complete decibel level table. 
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the base. The pattern of use-wear combined with their potential to produce louder overall sound 
than other rattle types indicates that florero sonajeros may have functioned as primarily 
percussion instruments, rather than as containers for food and drink that subsequently produced 
sound. As percussion instruments, they may have featured more heavily in public performance 
than the softer and less visible hand-held rattle types.  
 
Table 5.3: Rattle Average Decibel Levels 
ii. Pututos (Play Track 9) 
 The functioning sample of pututos contains 30 examples, forming 7% of the overall 
artifact assemblage. All of the pututo examples belong to the Museo Larco collection. These 
include 28 ceramic examples and two shell examples (#ML200010 & #ML200012). The ceramic 
pututos range in size from 10.1cm to 21.2cm in length, 8.9cm to 20.9cm in width and 6.5cm to 
16cm in height. The shell pututo sizes range from 14cm to 21.5cm in length, 12.5cm to 15.5cm 
in width and 10cm to 12.8cm in height. Twelve pututos, including the two shell examples, spiral 
clockwise, only allowing the player to insert her right hand into the shell while playing. The 
remaining 19 pututos, all ceramic examples, spiral counterclockwise, forcing the player to only 
insert her left hand into the shell while playing. As discussed in Chapter 4, iconographic 
Rattles Total: Max dBa Max dBc 
Median: 63.8 62.5 
Mean: 63.5 63.4 
   
Huacas de Moche   
Median: 57 59.3 
Mean: 60.9 60.6 
   
Museo Larco   
Median: 64.4 63.3 
Mean: 64 63.9 
   
Florero Sonajeros   
Mean: 69.2 66.8 
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depictions of Moche pututo players equally portray both counterclockwise and clockwise 
examples. None of the functioning pututos display any exterior iconographic decoration.  
The entire range of pitches produced by the pututo sample extends from C#2 to B54. 
Pututos possess a pitch range equivalent to that of a modern French horn or tenor trombone. 
Three pututos produce sound extending over three octaves, while an additional four pututos 
possess ranges of two and a half octaves. Four pututos have ranges of two octaves, but the largest 
group, 14 examples, produce ranges of only one and a half octaves. Five pututos produce an even 
smaller range of only one octave. Despite collectively producing the same pitches as the Moche 
ceramic trumpets, individual pututos in general possess more limited ranges than individual 
ceramic trumpets. Table 5.4 demonstrates two intersecting aspects of the sound ranges produced 
by individual pututo examples. First, the length of the bars indicates the number of pututos that 
produce sound within that particular octave range; for example, 20 pututos play sound in the 
Octave 5 range. The different colors of the various bars indicate the number of pututos that 
produce sounds across the various octaves; for example, six pututos produce sounds ranging 
from Octave 2 to Octave 5 (dark blue), while only three pututos produce sound ranging from 
Octave 2 to Octave 4 (red).  
The manufacturing process of natural shell pututos involves removing the tip of the spire 
by cutting or sanding to reveal the interior shell structure (Both 2004: 267). The resulting cup 
mouthpiece links directly to the channel inhabited by the living animal, a “coiled tube in the 
shape of an equiangular spiral expanding logarithmically towards the mouth of the shell,” (ibid.). 
The creation of ceramic versions involves a combination of hand built and mold produced 
elements. Ceramic examples copy both the exterior shape of shell pututos, and the interior 
                                                
4 See Appendix C for full pitch range chart. 
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hollow spiral tube, centered around and connected to a solid column of clay. 
 
Table 5.4: Pututo Octave Range 
A pututo player can change the pitch produced in two ways. The player can change the 
pitch with her embouchure, where the player controls the tightness of the lips and the amount of 
air being blown into the pututo in order to change the pitch. Changing the embouchure raises the 
pitch by about an octave (Both 2004: 267). The player can also change the position of the hand 
inside the shell chamber. Different hand positions create different pitches, and by slowly 
inserting or removing the hand, one can create a glissando effect, similar to the continuous slide 
movement of a modern trombone. The timbre of any pututo depends on the size of the shell, with 
large shells producing deep sounds that can travel long distances (ibid.). Ceramic and shell 
pututos share very similar sound qualities despite their difference in material. While none of the 
recorded pitches from the Moche sample consists of Western categorical pitches, the tuning of an 
individual pitch remains directly related to the skill and ear of the player. If the player desires an 












“in-tune” or Western categorical pitch, the pututo has the potential to produce it, but if the player 
desires the sound of microtones, or “out of tune” sounds, the pututo can produce them as well.  
Nine pututos play pitches within the Octave 2 range. Twenty-eight pututos play pitches 
within the Octave 3 range and all thirty produce sound in the Octave 4 range. Twenty play sound 
in the Octave 5 range. The entire pututo sample produces the most common pitches of A3, A#3, 
B3 and C4. No single pitch was produced by all the pututo examples and two pututos did not 
produce any of the most common pitches mentioned above. Across all of the octaves, the most 
common notes produced by the entire pututo sample are C and B, with C being almost twice as 
likely to occur as the least common notes of D# and E. The manufacture of ceramic pututos 
allows for the control and standardization of pitch production, yet this does not appear to have 
occurred in the Moche sample. The natural variation in pitches produced by shell pututos derives 
from the growth patterns, environment and age of individual animals. The variation in pitch 
produced by the ceramic pututo sample demonstrates that these ceramic objects mimic the 
appearance, shape and timbre of shell pututos, as well as the nature of their individual pitch 
variation as well.  
 C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 2: 0 1 1 2 4 6 5 5 3 3 5 5 
Octave 3: 7 8 7 9 10 14 16 15 19 24 24 27 
Octave 4: 25 19 17 13 14 12 11 14 15 15 14 14 
Octave 5: 18 12 9 6 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 
             
Total: 50 40 34 30 32 35 34 36 38 43 44 47 
Table 5.5: Pututo Pitches 
 The maximum dBa decibel levels of the entire pututo sample extend from 85.1 to 104.6 
with a mean of 95 and a median of 96. The maximum dBc decibel level of the entire pututo 
sample ranges from 88.4 to 107.8 with a mean of 100 and median of 101.5. This decibel level is 
equivalent to the maximum decibel levels produced by modern French horns. Moche pututos, 
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both shell and ceramic versions, have the potential to produce both single tones for 
communication or signaling and musical melodies and harmonies. Due to the general overlap in 
their sounds, pututos also have the potential to perform in groups to produce unison sounds, or to 
provide harmony or to create dissonance. The modern jazz trombonist Steve Turre plays 
extended melodic solos on a shell pututo, providing an extreme example of the melodic potential 
of these instruments, albeit in a modern context. 
iii. Trumpets (Play Track 10) 
The functional trumpet sample consists of 23 trumpets forming 5% of the total artifact 
assemblage. All of the trumpet examples belong to the Museo Larco collection. Moche trumpets 
consist of ceramic tubes that begin with a ceramic cup-shaped mouthpiece and end with a flaring 
ceramic bell. The manufacturing process of these trumpets combines hand-built and mold 
produced elements. The construction of the majority of Moche ceramic trumpet bells involves 
the joining of two half molds, many times creating some type of animal or figure. The main 
spiral tube was hand built by wrapping a sheet of clay around a cylindrical rod and then 
removing the rod (Schmidt 2008: 350). This main pipe was then bent into a circular loop, 
inserted into the bell and the join was carefully smoothed over on the exterior (ibid.). The spiral 
shape of the Moche trumpets does not affect the sound, but instead stems from the need to 
provide greater structural integrity to stabilize the long tube (ibid.). The interior of the trumpet 
tubing remains unfinished and varies substantially in thickness and roughness, aspects that do 
affect the sound produced by an individual trumpet (ibid.). This lack of finishing on the interior 
indicates that the creation of precise and standardized types of sound was not the primary 
intention of neither the artisans manufacturing Moche ceramic trumpets or the individuals 
playing them. 
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Iconography Type Theme Total 
Warriors Warfare 6 
Ribbon Dancer Ribbon Dance 1 
Figure A Sacrifice 1 
Eared Serpent  6 
Unidentified Animal  1 
Table 5.6: Trumpet Bell Iconography by Type and Theme 
The current trumpet sample includes 20 ceramic trumpets with the tubing in the shape of 
a circular spiral, one spiral trumpet with an exterior amplifier disc and two trumpets wrapped 
around ceramic bowls. The total length including the bell of the spiral trumpet tubing ranges 
from 38.3cm to 87.4cm and the maximum width of the tubing ranges from 1.7cm to 3.3cm. The 
width of the bell ranges from 4.3cm to 9.6cm. The bell concentrates the sound energy and 
amplifies it into the surrounding air (Schmidt 2008: 350). The trumpet vessel examples had 
tubing lengths of 56.2cm and 166cm and total heights ranging from 14.9cm to 19cm. The width 
of the trumpet vessels ranges from 11cm to 11.6cm. The general mouthpiece width ranges from 
22mm to 33mm with a depth ranging from 11mm to 20mm.  
The sound of an individual trumpet derives from the combination of the shape of the 
mouthpiece, the length of the main pipe, the diameter of the pipe and the expansion of the bell 
(Schmidt 2008: 350). The total pitch range for the entire trumpet sample extends from an A#1 to 
a G#55, but only one of the trumpet samples produces pitches in the Octave 1 range. This pitch 
range corresponds almost exactly to the ranges of the modern French horn or tenor trombone. 
Nineteen trumpets produce sound in the Octave 2 range. All 23 trumpets play pitches in the 
Octave 3 and Octave 4 ranges, while only twelve trumpets produce sound in the Octave 5 range. 
All of the trumpets produce the pitch A#3, and 22 of the 23 trumpets also play the pitches of 
G#3, A3, B3 and C4, making these the principal and most common pitches. As demonstrated by 
                                                
5 See appendix C for complete pitch chart. 
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Table 5.7, across all the octaves, the notes of G, G#, A, A# and B occur most commonly across 
the trumpet sample, though only by a very small margin since these instruments consistently 
produce a wide variety of pitches.  
 C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Octave 2 0 1 3 6 6 8 10 14 16 18 19 18 
Octave 3 16 16 17 15 19 20 18 21 22 22 23 22 
Octave 4 22 21 17 15 14 16 12 11 10 10 9 6 
Octave 5 7 6 5 5 2 2 3 2 2 0 0 0 
Total: 45 44 42 41 41 46 43 48 50 50 52 47 
Table 5.7: Trumpet Pitches 
Only two of the trumpets possess ranges of only one and a half octaves and an additional 
three produce a range of two octaves. Fifteen trumpets, the majority, have ranges of two and a 
half octaves. Two trumpets produce three octaves, and only one has a range of three and a half 
octaves. Individual trumpets have more restricted ranges than their modern brass counterparts, 
but this stems from the lack of holes or keys with which to extend or diminish the length of the 
tubing in order to alter the pitch. In the same manner as a modern bugle, which has a range of 
two octaves and a pitch range from C3 to C5 (Dudgeon 2003: 458-459), all of the pitch 
alterations in Moche trumpets derive from the change in the embouchure of the player.   
None of the recorded pitches from the Moche trumpet sample correspond directly to 
Western categorical pitches when analyzed, resulting in tones that sound “out of tune” or 
“microtones” to Western listeners. This apparent preference remains difficult to ascribe solely to 
the construction of the instrument, as the player controls a large portion of the tuning of 
individual pitches. As an experienced and classically trained trombone player, if I watched the 
Korg tuner as I played each trumpet and I saw the pitch register as slightly sharp or flat, I would 
sub-consciously and automatically compensate, attempting to raise or lower the pitch to create an 
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“in-tune” sound. Thus it remains unclear from the trumpet data whether Moche producers and 
players desired Western categorical pitches or microtones from their trumpets. 
 
Table 5.8: Trumpet Octave Ranges 
The maximum dBa decibel level of the entire Moche trumpet sample extends from 79.5 
to 103.2, with a mean of 93 and a median of 94. The Maximum dBc decibel level for the 
trumpets extends from 80.8 to 106.7, with a mean of 94 and a median of 95. The trumpet with 
the ceramic amplifier ring around the bell, #ML016181, did produce one of the loudest 
maximum decibel levels, 101.5 dBa and 103 dBc, but not the loudest. In general, the maximum 
decibel levels produced by Moche trumpets remain slightly lower than both the modern brass 
trumpet and the Moche pututo sample.  
No recognizable correlation exists between the iconography on the exterior of individual 
trumpet examples and the types of pitches produced. A correlation between pitch type and 
context does not exist either, but this sample is extremely small. The range of pitches produced 
by individual trumpets indicates that these artifacts have the potential to produce both single 













tones and melodies. Like the pututos, Moche ceramic trumpets possess the capability of 
performing together in unison or in harmony, or to create dissonance, as each trumpet shares at 
least some of the same pitches with all of the others. While there remains little evidence of any 
strict standardization of the range and type of pitches that this sample of trumpets play, the 
overall group generally produces sound in compatible and similar octave ranges, pitches and 
timbres.  
iv. Ocarinas (Play Track 11) 
 The entire functioning Ocarina sample consists of 48 artifacts, 21 from the Museo Larco 
collection and 27 from the Huacas de Moche excavations. Ocarinas form 11% of the entire sound 
producing artifact sample. They range in size from 2.3cm to 13.9cm in length, 1.6cm to 4.8cm in 
width and 1.5cm to 5cm in height. The pitch range for the entire sample extends from G4 to F76. 
Exactly half of the functioning ocarinas possess finger holes that change the pitch, and thus can 
produce simple melodies along with single note signals. The largest range by an individual 
ocarina extends from B5 to A#6 (#ML014993). Two ocarinas, both without finger holes, only 
produce two pitches, one playing G6 and G#6 (#ML014853) and the other playing D#5 and E5 
(#HLL21ZU157k). Only two ocarinas produce sound in the Octave 4 range, but both of them 
also produce sound in the Octave 5 range. Twenty-two ocarinas produce sound in the Octave 5 
range, including six that only play sound in this octave and 14 that also produce sound in the 
Octave 6 range. Thirty-five ocarinas play pitches in the Octave 6 range, including thirteen that 
only produce sound in this octave and eight that also play pitches in the Octave 7 range. Thirteen 
ocarinas produce sound in the Octave 7 range, including five that only produce sound in this 
range. The most common pitches produced by the entire sample are C6, C#6, D6, D#6, E6, F#6 
                                                
6 See appendix C for additional pitch information. 
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and G#6. No single pitch was produced by the entire sample. Across all the represented octaves, 
the most common notes are C, C#, and D with two thirds of the sample playing these pitches. 
Again, no single note was produced by all of the Ocarinas in the sample.  
 
Table 5.9: Ocarina Octave Range 
Overall, the Museo Larco ocarinas create lower pitches than the Huacas de Moche 
ocarinas. Both of the ocarinas that produce sound in the Octave 4 range belong to the Museo 
Larco collection. The most common pitches produced by ocarinas from the Museo Larco are B5 
and C6, slightly lower than the overall most common pitches. Across all of the octaves, the most 
common notes played by the Museo Larco collection are B, C, E and G#. No single pitch or note 
was produced by the entire Museo Larco ocarina sample. In contrast, the Huacas de Moche 
ocarinas produce equal representations of the pitches F#6, G6, G#6, A#6 and C#7, with half of 
the sample producing at least one of these pitches. Across all the octaves, the most common 
notes for the Huacas de Moche ocarinas are C, C#, D and D#. No single pitch or note was 
produced by the entire Huacas de Moche sample either. This data could suggest that the ocarinas 











manufactured and played at Huacas de Moche are slightly less standardized and more 
individualized than ocarinas produced in other areas of the Moche territory, but a larger 
contextual sample size is required.  
Total Ocarinas C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 
Octave 5 2 3 3 6 7 5 4 7 10 8 11 16 
Octave 6 18 17 18 17 18 14 17 16 17 15 13 11 
Octave 7 11 12 10 6 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total: 31 32 31 29 29 21 21 24 28 24 26 29 
             
ML Ocarinas C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 
Octave 5 2 3 2 4 5 5 4 6 7 5 8 10 
Octave 6 10 8 9 8 9 7 7 6 7 6 3 2 
Octave 7 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total: 14 13 12 12 14 12 11 13 15 12 13 14 
             
HLL Ocarinas C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Octave 5 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 1 3 3 3 6 
Octave 6 8 9 9 9 9 7 10 10 10 9 10 9 
Octave 7 9 10 9 6 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total: 17 19 19 17 15 9 10 11 13 12 13 15 
Table 5.10: Ocarina Pitches 
Twenty-seven of the ocarinas in the sample have finger holes that can change the pitch 
they produce, while twenty-two of the ocarinas only possess the large hole in the main sounding 
chamber. The ocarinas with finger holes play a wider range of pitches, on average producing 
between seven and twelve different pitches. Ocarinas with only the sounding chamber hole play 
between two and five pitches. As seen in table 5.11, the 27 ocarinas that possess finger holes 
play the entire scale almost equally. The 22 ocarinas without finger holes play a wider variety of 
pitches, with very little overlap between individual artifacts. The ocarinas that possess the ability 
to produce multiple pitches appear more standardized in pitch than the ocarinas that essentially 
function as whistles. 
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Multi-Pitch Ocarinas C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Octave 5 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 4 7 7 9 12 
Octave 6 14 12 13 13 14 11 14 11 11 10 8 7 
Octave 7 7 7 6 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total: 22 20 20 17 18 15 16 16 19 18 18 20 
             
Ocarinas C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Octave 5 1 2 2 4 5 3 2 3 3 1 2 3 
Octave 6 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 5 6 5 5 4 
Octave 7 4 5 4 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total: 8 11 10 11 10 6 5 8 9 6 8 8 
Table 5.11: Pitch Distribution of Ocarina Sub-Types 
Ocarinas Total Max dBa Max dBc 
Mean: 95.0 95.3 
Median: 96.3 96.4 
   
Huacas de Moche   
Mean: 97.0 97.3 
Median: 98.0 99.5 
   
Museo Larco   
Mean: 92.3 92.6 
Median: 92.7 93.3 
Table 5.12: Ocarina Decibel Levels 
 The maximum decibel levels for the entire ocarina sample range from 75 to 104.7 in the 
dBa range with a mean of 95 and a median of 96, and extend from 72 to 106.2 in the dBc range 
with a mean of 95 and a median of 967. This is equivalent to the decibel range of a modern 0boe. 
As demonstrated in table 5.12, the Huacas de Moche ocarinas produce slightly louder overall 
sounds, while the Museo Larco ocarina sample produced a wider decibel range, but one that is 
softer overall. When analyzed by decoration type, there exists no correlation between the exterior 
appearance of the ocarina and the pitches it produces. Ocarinas play much less standardized 
                                                
7 See Appendices for additional information 
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sound than the trumpets or pututos, despite also having the potential to play both melodies and 
harmonies. Many of the ocarinas overlap in pitch, which demonstrates the possibility of these 
artifacts to be played in unison, or to provide harmony or dissonance.  All of the ocarina 
examples produce microtones, with 26 ocarinas playing at least one Western categorical pitch 
and 22 examples producing two Western categorical pitches. This indicates that while ocarinas 
can create Western categorical pitches, tuning to this type of pitch was not necessarily important 
in the design, manufacture and use of Moche ocarinas.  
v. Whistling Vessels (Play Track 12) 
 The functioning whistling vessel sample consists of 119 artifacts, forming 27% of the 
total sound producing artifact assemblage. All of the whistling vessels belong to the Museo 
Larco collection. Ninety-three of the vessels have two separate chambers, while the remaining 26 
have only one chamber. Double-chambered whistling vessels range in size from 15.3 cm to 
24.1cm in length, 7.9cm to 18.4cm in height and 7.4cm to 13.5 cm in width. Single chambered 
whistling vessels range in size from 13.5cm to 30.8cm in length, 12cm to 22.8cm in height and 
9.1cm to 15.5cm in width. Eighteen of the whistling vessels display iconography with an 
identifiable theme.  
 The overall pitch range of the whistling vessels extends from D#5 to G88, with each 
vessel producing as few as one pitch, and as many as eleven distinct pitches. For this analysis, 
the player produces sound by covering the spout with the mouth and blowing air directly into the 
chamber or chambers of the vessel. Varying the intensity of the air creates the variation in pitch, 
depending on the size, shape and number of sounding chambers embedded in the vessel. All of 
                                                
8 See appendix B for more information. 
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the whistling vessels produce microtones, but only 37 examples also play Western categorical 
pitches. The only Western categorical pitches produced consist of B, C, F, G, and G#.   
 The most common pitches produced by the entire whistling vessel sample are D6, D#6, 
and E6. Across all the octaves, the most common notes are D, D#, and E. The least common 
notes of G and G#, are 25% less likely to occur than D, D#, and E. No single pitch or note type 
was produced by the entire whistling vessel sample. Forty whistling vessels play sound in the 
Octave 5 range, 97 produce sound in the Octave 6 range and 35 play sound in the Octave 7 
range. Only two of the whistling vessels produce sounds in the Octave 8 range. Fifty-eight 
Whistling Bottles produce sound in only one Octave range, 41 in only Octave 6 and 17 in only 
the Octave 7. Forty whistling vessels produce sound in the combined Octave 5 and Octave 6 
ranges while 18 produce sound in both the Octave 6 and 7 ranges. All three vessels that produce 
Octave 8 sounds also play at least one pitch in Octave 7.   
 C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 
5 0 0 0 1 2 6 7 11 17 20 25 30 
Octave 
6 30 38 45 45 41 38 34 26 28 29 24 24 
Octave 
7 17 19 23 23 17 14 12 9 4 3 3 3 
Octave 
8 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total: 49 58 68 69 60 58 53 46 49 52 52 57 
Table 5.13: Whistling Vessel Pitches 
The maximum decibel levels from the entire whistling vessel sample range from 60 to 96 
in the dBa weight with a mean of 81 and a median of 82. In the dBc weight, the sample produces 
a decibel level range from 59 to 94, with a mean of 80 and a median of 81. This maximum 
decibel level range most closely matches that of a modern upright acoustic string bass. As 
demonstrated in Table 5.15, double-chambered whistling vessels produced slightly louder sound, 
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as compared to the single chambered examples. In general, whistling vessels generate 
significantly softer sound than any of the other Moche aerophone types.    
 
Table 5.14: Whistling Vessel Octave Ranges 
Whistling Vessels Total Max dBa Max dBc 
Mean: 80.9 79.8 
Median: 82.2 80.9 
   
Double Chambered Vessels   
Mean: 81.2 80.1 
Median: 82.6 81.1 
   
Single Chambered Vessels   
Mean: 79.8 78.6 
Median: 79.4 79.0 
Table 5.15: Whistling Vessel Decibel Levels 
Analyzing the sound produced by single chambered versus double chambered vessels 
does not reveal any correlation between vessel type and the sound generated. When grouped by 
Theme or by decoration type, there also does not exist any standardization of sound in 
association with particular Themes or specific images. Grouping the vessels with provenience 











information by valley and site does not produce any correlation between sound or valley either. 
Yet the presence of whistling vessels does vary geographically. Despite one whistling vessel in 
the Museo Larco collection being attributed to the site of Huacas de Moche and Christopher 
Donnan (1992) excavating two from a single Moche IV burial in the Urban Zone, twenty years 
of modern excavations at the Huacas de Moche site have not recovered any other whistling 
vessels from any context. This absence remains notable, considering the quantity and variety of 
whistling vessels recovered from the excavations of El Brujo in the Chicama Valley (Franco 
2005), at San José de Moro in the Jequetepeque Valley (Castillo 2009) and even at Galindo in 
the Moche valley (Bawden 2001). Further research is needed in order to fully develop the 
implications of this absence.  
The standard analysis currently accepted by anthropologists concerning whistling vessels 
describes these vessels as elite fineware liquid containers with the whistling providing an 
amusing method of venting (Donnan 1992). Many times these vessels are interpreted simply as 
“ritual” objects, (Garrett and Stat 1977; Golte 2009; Ransom 1998) and are rarely classified with 
other sound-producing artifacts. Dale Olsen (2002: 132) has conducted experiments concerning 
the sound producing qualities of these vessels, which conclusively revealed that a double-
chambered whistling bottle’s whistle apparatus produces sound via the movement of water from 
one chamber to the next through the attached connecting tube. As the liquid displaces the air in 
the chamber containing the whistle, the air is unevenly forced into the whistle by the irregular 
entry of the water into that chamber, producing sounds in the whistle that are very similar to the 
chirps of a bird (ibid). This chirping sound, in combination with the prevalence of bird 
representations on many Moche examples, demonstrates to Olsen that the chirping noise 
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represents the intended sound created by these vessels (ibid.). Yet birds are not the only animals, 
or images depicted on these vessels, as previously discussed in Chapter 4.   
Some whistling vessels contain one or more small holes at the base of one of the 
chambers that, when covered by the handler’s fingers, slightly alter the pitches created when 
blown into (Olsen 2002: 129). Olsen (ibid., 130) interprets them as simple air-vents, but others, 
such as Ivan Amaro (1996), believe they represent deliberate finger holes utilized to change the 
pitch of the whistle. In 1977, Garret and Stat conducted acoustical studies of 73 whistling bottles 
encompassing a variety of cultures and time periods in Peru. They found that utilizing the water 
method creates only a soft, barely audible whistle, but when they blew air forcefully through one 
of the openings, it created a very loud and distinct whistling sound. Garrett and Stat also 
discovered that Peruvian whistling vessels group acoustically by culture, with different cultures 
favoring and reproducing different and distinct frequency clusters. Their small Moche sample 
produced a median frequency of 1310, equivalent to E6, one of the most common notes 
generated from the current whistling vessel sample. 
Based on these findings, Garret and Stat (1977) proposed that the primary function of 
these vessels must be as orally played sound producers. This interpretation derives from the 
clustering and semi-standardization of frequencies by individual cultures, the fact that the 
frequencies fall in the range of the ear’s greatest sensitivity, and the high sound levels produced 
by the bottles when blown into. Despite the conclusive evidence of their study and of Dale 
Olsen’s, a re-classification of these objects as musical instruments and primarily sound producers 
has not occurred. Scholars continue focus only on the decoration and distinctive shape of the 
vessels, perhaps including a side-note about the sounds they make. As discussed in previous 
chapters, if sound, form and decoration did not form important aspects of an object, why 
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undertake the effort of creating objects in particular ways? Whistling vessels are a fairly common 
elite fineware form, comprising a full 2% of the total collection of Moche artifacts at the Museo 
Larco. If the whistle did not form a vital part of the function, experience or communicative 
aspect of the whistling vessel, why place the whistling mechanism in a vessel form at all?    
Ransom (1998) first postulated that only double-chambered vessels could produce sound 
through the movement of water. He argued that single-chambered whistling vessels required a 
player to blow air into the vessel in order for the whistle to function. To test this hypothesis, the 
current study selected a sub-sample of 34 whistling vessels from the Museo Larco collection to 
undergo an additional experiment to audio-record and analyze the sounds produced by the 
interior movement of water. This sub-sample includes 20 double-chambered whistling vessels 
and 14 single chambered examples. De-ionized water was poured into the interior of each vessel 
at increments of 500ml. After the addition of each 500ml of water, the player first moved the 
vessel back and forth and then proceeded to blow into the spout of the vessel. An audio recording 
and maximum decibel level measurement were made of both the movement and playing. This 
process was repeated with the addition of another 500ml of de-ionized water until the maximum 
water volume for each vessel was reached. Finally, an audio recording and decibel level 
measurement were taken as the water was poured out of the vessel. (Play Track 13)  
This experiment reveals that single chamber whistling vessels will only produce sound 
when a player blows air directly into the spout. Single chambered whistling vessels do not 
produce any type of whistling sound through the movement of liquid in their interiors. Only 
double-chambered whistling vessels can produce a whistling sound through the movement of 
liquid alone. The whistling sounds produced by the movement of water in the double-chambered 





















water movement is 51 to 86 with a mean of 68 decibels as compared to a mean of 81 for playing. 
The dBc range for water movement is 54 to 87 with a mean of 69 decibels as compared to a 
mean of 80 for playing. The addition of liquid to the vessel in combination with blowing air into 
both single chambered and double-chambered vessels produced a distinct “chirping” noise, as 
opposed to the long trailing whistles created by the movement of water back and forth in a 
double chambered vessel. These observations suggest that part of the primary function of these 
vessels derives from a player blowing air into the vessel, either empty or with liquid inside. The 
addition of water dramatically changed the quality of the sound produced by each vessel when 
played with air, yet it did not increase the decibel levels nor did it change the range of pitches 
produced by individual vessels. The pitch did not change because the whistling mechanism is 
located in the neck of the vessel, independent of the vessel chambers, thus the pitch of a 
whistling vessel is only controlled by the shape of the whistle sounding chamber, not the vessel 
chambers. 
 Steve Bourget (2001a) argues that for the Moche, sound, specifically whistling, needed to 
accompany particular types of offerings. Using this premise, whistling vessels function as objects 
that simultaneously can contain or provide offerings in the form of liquid libations, and produce 
the necessary whistling sound to make these offerings effective. Thus the addition of the whistle 
sound to these vessels could be viewed as highly utilitarian, if sound either alerted and signified 
the presence of offerings or formed a vital part of the offerings themselves. Whistling vessels 
have been excavated primarily from Moche burial contexts (Donnan 1992; Donnan 2007; 
Wiersema 2010). The lack of any use-wear on the spouts of the majority of whistling bottles 
perhaps indicates that the majority of these vessels were not repeatedly used, or were produced 
and used only once prior to their deposition as funerary offerings. In order to fully understand the 
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role of whistling vessels as part of Moche elite fineware ceramics and burial offerings, the fact 
these artifacts produce sound and the types of sounds they create must be seriously considered. 
vi. Whistles (Play Track 14) 
The total functioning whistle sample consists of 165 artifacts, 109 from the Huacas de 
Moche excavations and 56 from the Museo Larco collection. Whistles are the largest analyzed 
sound producing artifact group, forming 38% of the entire sample. Sixty examples are front piece 
mold made whistles, 28 of which have two sounding chambers. Twenty-nine examples are the 
straight type whistle, four of which have two sounding chambers and one that has three. Four 
whistles are double-tube straight whistles that play two notes simultaneously. The remaining 72 
functioning whistles consist of the sounding chamber only. The straight whistles are smaller, 
ranging in size from 6cm to 12cm in length. The mold-made front piece whistles are much 
larger, with the smallest intact example measuring 5cm in length with a front piece measuring 
4cm tall by 5.5cm wide. Typical larger examples range from 6cm to 9cm long and have front 
ceramic pieces between 12cm and 15cm tall by 6cm to 7cm wide. Double-tubed whistles range 
in length from 7cm to 12cm, and in width from 3cm to 4cm. 
Double-tube type whistles in the present sample only derive from the Museo Larco 
collection and are not found in the collections from the Huacas de Moche excavations. Double-
tube type whistles have also been recovered in burial excavations at San José de Moro in the 
Jequetepeque Valley. The front-piece double-chambered whistles also only belong to the Museo 
Larco collection, as does the one whistle with three sounding chambers, but numerous single 
sounding chamber front-piece whistles occur within contexts at Huacas de Moche.  
Out of the 165 audio-recorded whistles, 85 display discernable iconographic decoration. As 
demonstrated in table 5.18, representations of birds form the largest single iconographic group 
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for all whistle types, but whistles also portray a wide variety of figures and images. Twenty-one 
whistles possess a transverse hole that does not pass through any of the sounding chambers or 
tubing. Only double-tube type whistles or straight whistle types potential possess this transverse 
hole, which most likely allowed for the attachment of a string or cord to these smaller whistles. 
Ten of the twenty-one cord attachment examples display bird imagery.  
Iconography Theme Number 
Bird  25 
Warrior Warfare 16 
Human Figure  9 
Musician  7 
Fanged Deity Figure  4 
Strombus Demon Maritime 3 
Figure A Sacrifice 3 
Unidentified Animal  2 
Ribbon Dancer Ribbon Dance 2 
Figure D Sacrifice 2 
Elite Human Figure  2 
Wrinkle Face  1 
Skeleton Dance of the Dead 1 
Sacrifice Scene Sacrifice 1 
Ritual Runner Ritual Running 1 
Lizard  1 
Healer Figure Healing 1 
Female Figure  1 
Feline  1 
Crustacean Maritime 1 
Anthropomorphized Owl  1 
Total:  85 
Table 5.18: Functioning Whistle Iconography 
Despite lacking any holes or other visible pitch changing devices, each whistle can 
produce more than one pitch by changing the intensity of the breath. A change in breath intensity 
tends to elevate or lower the initial pitch by a half or a whole step. The whistles with more than 
one sounding chamber also play a wider variety of pitches, with each sounding chamber in a 
multiple sounding chamber example always creating different pitches from one another. (Play 
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Track 15) (Table 5.20) The pitches of the simultaneous sounding chambers tend to be a half or a 
whole step away from each other, creating dissonance as opposed to harmony or unison when 
played. Ninety-six of the whistle examples play at least one Western categorical pitch, with 60 
whistles producing multiple Western categorical pitches. The only Western categorical pitches 
produced by the sample are A#5, B6, F7, G7, G#7, B7, C8, C#8, and D8. Every whistle in the 
sample produces microtones, but 69 whistles produce only microtones. The emphasis on 
dissonance in the double-chambered whistles and on microtones in the overall sample supports 
the interpretation that these whistles are designed intentionally to create primarily out-of tune 
sound (Scullin and Boyd 2014).   
 

























HLLPU1173 Straight G6 G#6 ML014820 Front Piece A7 C8 
  
G#6 A6   A#7 C8 
  
A6 A#6   A#7 C#8 
ML014829 Straight D7 D#7   A#7 D8 
  
D#7 E7 ML014833 Front Piece D7 D#7 
  
D#7 F7   C#7 D#7 
  
E7 F7   D#7 E7 
ML014747 Front Piece F7 F#7 ML014834 Front Piece G#7 B7 
  
F#7 G7   G7 B7 
ML014223 Front Piece F7 F#7   G#7 C8 
  
F#7 G7   A7 C8 
  
F#7 G#7 ML014839 Front Piece F7 G7 
ML014751 Front Piece E7 F7   F#7 G7 
  
E7 F#7 ML014862 Front Piece B6 C7 
  
D#7 E7   B6 C#7 
ML014752 Front Piece C#7 G#7   A#6 C7 
  
D7 G#7   C7 C#7 
  
D#7 A7   C#7 D7 
ML014753 Front Piece A7 B7 ML014795 Front Piece F#7 G7 
  
A#7 C8   G7 G#7 
ML014755 Front Piece G#7 A7   G#7 A7 
  
A7 A#7   G#7 A#7 
  
A7 B7 ML014801 Front Piece A7 A#7 
  
A#7 C8   A#7 B7 
ML014773 Front Piece E7 G#7   G7 G#7 
  
F7 A7 ML014802 Front Piece F7 F#7 
  
F#7 B7   G7 G#7 
  
F7 A#7   F#7 G7 
  
F#7 C8 ML014804 Front Piece F7 G7 
ML014778 Front Piece A6 B6   F#7 A7 
  
A#6 C6   F7 G#7 
ML014780 Front Piece D8 D#8   F#7 G#7 
ML014781 Front Piece F7 G7 ML014810 Front Piece C#7 D7 
  
F#7 G7   D7 D#7 
ML014782 Front Piece D#7 E7   D#7 E7 
ML014783 Front Piece E7 F7 ML014786 Front Piece C8 C#8 
  
F7 F#7 ML014941 Double-Tube A#5 B5 
  
F#7 G7 ML014942 Double-Tube B6 C6 
ML014813 Front Piece A6 C#7 ML014948 Double-Tube A5 A#5 
  
A#6 C#7 ML014969 Double-Tube A6 A#6 
  
A#6 D7   A#6 B6 
Table 5.20: Double-Chamber Whistle Simultaneous Pitches 
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The pitch range for the entire whistle sample extends from G#5 to G#89. The most 
common overall pitches are E7, F7 and F#. Across all the octaves, the most common notes are E 
and F, but once again, only about a third of the sample produces at least one of these pitches. No 
single pitch or note was produced by the entire sample. Only four whistles play sound in the 
Octave 5 range, and three of these also produce sound in the Octave 6 range. Thirty-three 
whistles produce sound in the Octave 6 range and twenty of these also play sound in the Octave 
7 range. The majority of whistles, 145 examples, create sound in the Octave 7 range, with 16 of 
them also playing sound in the Octave 8 range. Twenty whistles produce sound in the Octave 8 
range, but only four of these play Octave 8 sounds exclusively.   
Slight differences exist between the most common pitches produced by the Museo Larco 
whistle sample and the Huacas de Moche whistle sample. In addition to the E and F, the Huacas 
de Moche whistle sample had an equal representation of A# and B across the octaves. In 
contrast, the Museo Larco whistle collection had common notes of C# and F# in addition to E 
and F. The distribution of octave types remains extremely similar between the two sub-samples. 
This indicates that, overall, whistles maintain a general pattern of sound timbre and octave range, 
though local, regional or temporal variations may exist and become apparent through the analysis 
of a larger sample. 
Concerning the maximum loudness of the entire whistle sample, the decibel levels range 
from 58.4 to 106.6 in the dBa weight with a mean of 88 and a median of 89. The dBc weight 
ranges from 59.2 to 104.2 decibels with a mean of 88 and a median of 89. This decibel range is 
equivalent to that of a modern flute or piccolo. As demonstrated by Table 5.22, the Huacas de 
Moche sample overall produces a slightly higher decibel levels than the Museo Larco sample.  
                                                
9 See appendix B for further information 
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Total Whistles C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 
Octave 6 2 4 3 3 3 3 4 7 10 14 20 22 
Octave 7 23 28 37 46 58 63 54 47 41 40 36 30 
Octave 8 18 14 5 4 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Total: 43 46 45 53 63 66 58 55 53 55 58 55 
             
ML Whistles C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 
Octave 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 6 5 
Octave 7 8 12 15 17 22 27 21 17 16 13 10 10 
Octave 8 10 9 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total: 19 22 17 19 23 27 21 18 18 19 18 17 
             
HLL Whistles C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B 
Octave 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Octave 6 1 3 3 3 3 3 4 6 9 9 14 17 
Octave 7 15 16 22 29 36 36 33 30 25 27 26 20 
Octave 8 8 5 3 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Total: 24 24 28 34 40 39 37 37 35 36 40 38 
Table 5.21: Whistle Pitches 
Total Whistle Sample Max dBa Max dBc 
Mean: 88.4 87.7 
Median: 89 88.6 
   
ML Whistle Sample   
Mean: 87.3 86 
Median: 88.9 88.1 
   
HLL Whistle Sample   
Mean: 89 88.5 
Median: 89.2 88.8 
Table 5.22: Whistle Average in Decibels 
When grouped by either type, such as front-face, versus straight, or by iconographic 
depiction, no correlation exists between the exterior decoration or shape of the whistle and the 
pitches it produces. Whistles are the least standardized of all the Moche sound-producing artifact 
types currently analyzed. Individual artifacts do not possess the ability to create melodies, and 
the emphasis on dissonance among double-chambered examples and microtones overall indicates 
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that the primary objective of whistle use in a Moche context is to create loud, dissonant, out of 
tune sound in combination with a particular type of image.  
vii. Overall Interpretation of Artifact Types 
As a whole assemblage, the sound producing artifact sample from both the Huacas de 
Moche and Museo Larco demonstrate specific intentional decisions concerning sound production 
in a Moche context. There do not exist any drastic differences between the two sample 
collections, indicating that even though the Museo Larco collection does not provide any 
contextual data, artifacts from this collection do provide fairly representative data concerning 
broader general aspects of Moche sound production. In a modern symphony orchestra each 
instrumentation type produces a specific style of sound differentiated by timbre, octave range 
and key. Despite those differences, all of the instruments in a modern orchestra have the 
capability of playing together in unison. The Moche sound-producing artifact assemblage, as a 
whole, does not have the capacity to play in unison. Trumpets produce the widest variety of 
pitches, with their most common notes being G, G#, A, A# and B. Pututos overlap slightly with 
the trumpets in that their most common notes are C and B. Multi-pitch ocarinas overlap slightly 
with the pututos, producing the most common notes of B, C, C# and D. The ocarinas, whistling 
vessels and whistles form their own grouping, with ocarinas playing the most common notes of 
C#, D, D# and E, the whistling vessels producing common notes of D, D#, E and F, and the 
whistles playing the most common notes of E and F. Moche sound-producing artifacts form two 
distinct groups that do have the potential to play in unison; trumpets, pututos and multi-pitch 
ocarinas form one group, (Play Track 16) while whistling vessels and whistles (Play Track 17) 
form another. 
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This analysis suggests a clear sonic distinction between artifacts capable of producing 
multiple pitches (trumpets, pututos and multi-pitch ocarinas) and artifacts designed to only 
produce single tones. This does not eliminate ocarinas, whistles and whistling vessels from 
producing melody, as the individual bells of a bell choir demonstrate how artifacts that produce 
single pitches may still create melody and harmony as an ensemble. Yet these artifacts do require 
a higher level of group coordination to produce a melody. Additionally, if dissonance were 
desired from all of the sound producing artifacts, then there would be no overlap or grouping of 
different artifact types. Yet the sharp distinction between the pitches produced by trumpets, 
pututos and multi-pitch ocarinas and the pitches played by ocarinas, whistles and whistling 
vessels, indicates that these groups of artifacts were not intentionally designed for harmonic 
ensemble sound producing. This circumstance suggests that these two groups of artifacts perhaps 
served different functions and formed distinct aspects of the constructed Moche soundscape.  
C#   Multi-Pitch Ocarinas Ocarinas   
D   Multi-Pitch Ocarinas Ocarinas W. Bottles  
D#    Ocarinas W. Bottles  
E    Ocarinas W. Bottles Whistles 
F      Whistles 
F#       
G  Trumpets     
G#  Trumpets     
A  Trumpets     
A#  Trumpets     
B Pututos Trumpets Multi-Pitch Ocarinas    
C Pututos  Multi-Pitch Ocarinas    
Table 5.23: Most Common Pitch Range by Artifact Type 
The distinction between multi and single pitch artifacts also occurs with respect to the 
volumes of sound produced by the various artifact types. Pututos, trumpets and ocarinas produce 
the loudest sounds, with whistles being only slightly softer overall. Whistling vessels produce 
significantly softer sound and rattles, as a group, produce the softest sounds. Pututos, trumpets, 
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ocarinas and whistles significantly extend the range of the human voice, possessing the ability to 
fill larger spaces with sound, to travel farther and to communicate to a larger group of people. 
These types of sound producing artifacts remain best suited for large public performances. 
Whistling vessels produce the same volume of the human voice and rattles are significantly 
softer, indicating that these instrument types perhaps were not designed to reach large groups of 
people. Instead, Whistling vessels and rattles function best in smaller, more intimate settings and 










Ocarinas 95 95.3 96.3 96.4 
Pututos 95.4 99.9 96 101.5 
Trumpets 93 94.4 93.9 95.3 
Whistles 88.4 87.7 89.2 88.6 
Whistling 
Bottles 80 79.8 82.2 80.9 
Rattles 63.5 63.4 63.8 62.5 
Table 5.24: Decibel Levels by Artifact Type 
Beyond distinctions in pitch and volume, there also exists a clear division in the timbre, 
or type of sound, produced by different Moche sound-producing artifacts. The pututos and 
trumpets create lower sound principally in the octaves 3 and 4, (Play Track 18) while ocarinas 
and whistling bottles primarily produce higher sound in the octave 6 range (Play Track 19). 
Whistles produce even higher sound, mainly in the octave 7 range, and a few of the whistles 
produce sound in the Octave 8 range beyond the capability of a grand piano. Despite these 
various groupings by timbre, volume and pitch, there exists a low level of standardization among 
the sounds produced by any one artifact type. This lack of strict standardization coupled with the 
drastic differences in sound among the different artifact types suggests that the Moche desired to 
create a polyphonic soundscape containing a variety of sound types. This lack of standardization 
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also potentially demonstrates that sonic artifact production, and by extension sound production, 
did not occur under the strict control of a single leader or political organization. 
 Pututos Trumpets Ocarinas W. Bottles Whistles 
Octave 1  X    
Octave 2 X X    
Octave 3 X X    
Octave 4 X X X   
Octave 5 X X X X X 
Octave 6   X X X 
Octave 7   X X X 
Octave 8    X X 
Table 5.25: Octave Ranges by Artifact Type 
IV. Conclusions 
“The sound of a musical instrument is not only determined by the instrument itself and by 
the person who plays it, but also it is essentially dependent on the traditional sound ideal that 
exists in a particular culture” (Schmidt 2008: 249). Sonic analysis of Moche sound-producing 
artifacts has revealed a definitive distinction between two different types of sound-producing 
artifacts, those capable of producing multiple pitches, and those that cannot. This separation 
suggests differing uses and roles between the single pitch artifacts of ocarinas, whistles, 
whistling bottles and rattles, and the multi-pitch artifacts of pututos, trumpets and multi-pitch 
ocarinas.  
In combination with the iconographic evidence presented in Chapter 4, pututos and 
trumpets are represented being played both alone and in pairs, indicating that one of the 
functions of these instruments may have been as part of public performance as an ensemble. The 
iconographic depictions of rattle use present a serious contradiction, for while rattles have been 
depicted in public processions, especially with other sound producing artifacts such as panpipes, 
their soft sound would not be very suitable to large public gatherings. Their use in scenes of 
healing however does align with their soft sound, as healing occurs in close quarters and between 
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small groups of individuals who would all be able to hear the rattle. The softer sound of 
whistling vessel also may be a product of their primary use in performance of offerings and in 
burials. For these smaller graveside rituals involving potentially smaller numbers of people, 
whistling vessels perhaps did not need to be as loud as whistles, since whistles may have also 
played a role in larger public performances. Whistles and whistling vessels are never represented 
in scenes of procession or dance that include other sound-producing artifacts such as trumpets 
and pututos. Yet the act of whistling by human or anthropomorphized beings is represented in 
the context of purveying offerings, either in the form of ceramic vessels, animals or children. The 
sonic and iconographic evidence suggest that the Moche viewed different types of sound-
producing artifacts and as an extension, different types of sounds, as fulfilling different roles, 
specifically of theatrical performance versus ritual offering.  
 Specific geographical differences in sound producing artifact types exist across the 
Moche territory. The modern excavations of Huacas de Moche have not recovered any whistling 
vessels from any context at the site, despite these being common in sites farther north, such as 
the Chicama and Jequetepeque valleys. The double-tube type whistles have also not been 
recovered at the Huacas de Moche sites, while excavators have found this whistle type as tomb 
offerings at San José de Moro in the Jequetepeque. Florero sonajeros are primarily found in the 
southern Moche territory, especially in the Chicama and Moche valleys (Makowski 2010: 281). 
They have only recently been recovered in small quantities from sites to the north of the Pampa 
de Paiján such as Huaca Colorada and Portachuelo de Charcape in the Jequetepeque Valley 
(Johnson 2008). The implications of these differences to the construction and maintenance of 
local and regional Moche identity require further comparative research between contemporary 
Moche urban centers. 
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The preceding analysis demonstrates how the Moche actively constructed a polyphonic 
soundscape through the production and use of a variety of sound producing artifacts. These 
differing artifact types produced a wide variety of pitches in differing octaves and with different 
timbres. Yet this material intervention into the constructed soundscape was not highly 
standardized in the same manner as modern Western musical instrumentation. Some artifact 
types such as pututos and trumpets generally produced the same pitches and timbre, but always 
with individual variation. Other artifact types, such as whistles, whistling vessels and ocarinas 
varied widely in the pitches they produced, yet maintained similar octave ranges and timbres.  
Despite these variations, the continual presence of the same general types of sound-producing 
artifacts over time and across differing geographical areas suggests larger shared ideas 




The Sensory Assemblage of Sonic Artifacts at Huacas de Moche 
Yes, to dance beneath the diamond sky with one hand waving free 
Silhouetted by the sea, circled by the circus sands 
With all memory and fate driven deep beneath the waves 
Let me forget about today until tomorrow. 
 
Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me 
I'm not sleepy and there is no place I'm going to  
Hey! Mr. Tambourine Man, play a song for me 
In the jingle jangle morning I'll come followin' you. 
-Bob Dylan, Mr. Tambourine Man (1965) 
 
I. Introduction 
Moche sonic artifacts, and the sounds they play, act as only a segment of a complex 
sensory assemblage that also includes people, space, and various durable materials. Each sensory 
assemblage, to which sonic artifacts intimately contribute, affords specific experiences that 
create and reaffirm particular types of social relationships and cultural memory. Information 
concerning the settings and spaces within which sonic artifacts occurred in the past provides 
insight into the ways in which people used these artifacts and the different relationships these 
artifacts may have enacted with both space and practice. The preceding chapter provided 
information on the range of sounds afforded by the Moche sonic artifact assemblage in isolation. 
This chapter situates these various artifacts, and by extension the sounds they make, within 
specific spatial and temporal contexts at the Huacas de Moche site.  
As discussed in Chapter 4, very few of the artifacts in the Museo Larco collections have 
secure provenience information. When these artifacts do possess any type of contextual 
information, it tends to only include the general area of origin, such as the valley name, and very 
rarely a particular site designation. This current lack of information does not allow for any 
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detailed analysis of sound-producing artifacts from the Museo Larco collection based on either 
spatial or temporal context. The assemblage of sonic artifacts from the Huacas de Moche 
excavations possesses precise provenience information, allowing for a detailed analysis of 
changes in artifact occurrence over time and across space. These changes in the currently 
analyzed sonic artifact assemblage at Huacas de Moche demonstrate a shift from large-scale 
performance in semi-public plazas, to smaller scale performances in residential patio areas. This 
data illustrates the complex and mutually constitutive relationship between sound and space in a 
Moche context. 
In order to fully articulate the implications of these changes, this chapter begins with a 
detailed description of the five areas from within the Urban Zone at Huacas de Moche from 
which the current sonic artifact sample derives. Following each area description, an analysis of 
the sonic artifact assemblages from that particular area will expose specific differences in the 
artifact assemblages between the different areas of the site and their functions. Finally, an 
analysis of the overall sonic artifact assemblage by time period and spatial context will reveal 
larger site-wide shifts in the concentrations of artifacts utilized over time and the changes in the 
setting within which these performances occurred.  
II. Huacas de Moche: 
The Huacas de Moche site is located on the south bank of the Moche River valley and 
encompasses approximately 60ha between Cerro Blanco and the Moche River (Uceda 2010: 
132). It consists of two large adobe pyramids with a habitation and craft production area between 
them, referred to as the Urban Zone. The Urban Zone between the two Huacas stretches 500m 
east to west and 1.5 kilometers north to south (ibid.). The excavations of the Urban Zone have, as 
of 2010, only covered about 15 percent of the site’s area, and have focused mainly on the top  
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Figure 6.1: Map of Huacas de Moche Urban Zone Areas 
 
 
stratigraphic layers or the most recent occupations of a large deposition consisting of at least 13 
occupational layers (ibid., 134). The reconstructed occupational sequence of the Huacas de 
Moche site is based on sound stratigraphic studies and long sequences of radiometric dates (ibid., 
Plaza 1 









133). These dates correspond to the progression of the Larco ceramic stylistic sequence as 
follows: Moche I (AD 100-200), Moche II (AD 200-350), Moche III (AD 350-500), and Moche 
IV (AD 500-850) (Uceda 2005: 8).   
Urban Zone architecture demonstrates a high level of urban planning, with the majority 
of the Urban Zone organized in city blocks or construction blocks, separated by circulation areas 
such as alleys, avenues and plazas. Each block includes a residence, service and administrative 
areas and in many instances craft production workshops. The main residential components of 
these blocks have smaller areas for storage, cooking and rest that surround a larger open patio 
containing side benches (Uceda 2010: 145). This Urban Zone residence patterns replicates, at a 
small scale, larger ceremonial spaces, where patios functioned as gathering spaces for ceremonial 
celebrations of reciprocity and exchange and where storage facilities contained the objects 
necessary for these occasions (ibid.).  
The currently analyzed sample of sound-producing artifacts derive from five main areas of 
the Huacas de Moche Urban Zone: the Uhle Platform, the Moche Ceramic Workshop (T.A.M.), 
Architectural Compound 21 (C.A. 21), Architectural Compound 35 (C.A. 35) and Architectural 
Compound 42 (C.A. 42). While every excavated area in both the Urban Zone and the main 
Huaca de la Luna architectural complex generated sound-producing or sound-related materials, 
these five areas contain the highest concentrations of currently excavated sonic artifacts. The 
database created from the Huacas de Moche excavations includes 889 individual sound related 
artifact entries. The following sections present descriptions of the five different Urban Zone 




III. Uhle Platform 
The Uhle Platform architectural complex is located adjacent to the western side of the Huaca 
de la Luna pyramid and to the east of Avenue 1. The Uhle Platform functioned as a ceremonial-
funerary complex during multiple occupation phases that span the entire Moche I to V sequence 
at Huacas de Moche and potentially beyond. The layout and use of the Uhle Platform did not 
remain static, as the complex underwent multiple phases of construction and remodeling 
throughout its occupation (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2002: 80). During its final construction and 
occupation phase, the platform consisted of a solid structure four meters high and encompassing 
an area of 1,175 square meters (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2004: 125). Perimeter walls completely 
encircle the Uhle Platform complex, with a ten meter wide gap separating it from the west side of 
Huaca de la Luna (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2001: 59). Rituals and other activities possibly took 
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place within the three central rooms located on top of the platform (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 
2004: 125). 
The Uhle Platform complex divides into a number of sectors: the North Plaza, the Central 
Platform, the Eastern Extension, the Foot of the Huaca and the Southern Sector. The North Plaza 
extends north from the central area, forming a large rectangular enclosed space (Chauchat and 
Gutiérrez 2005: 88). Corridor 2 separates the North Plaza from the Central Platform, running 
parallel to the platform in the south and perpendicular to Corridor 1 in the west. White painted 
imagery decorates the interior sides of the walls of Corridor 2 (ibid., 95) The small entrances to 
Corridor 1 and Corridor 2 may have restricted access to the platform space while the width of the 
corridors also restricted movement within them (ibid.). According to Chauchat and Gutiérrez 
(ibid.), the excavation directors of the Uhle Platform, the people who had access to the top of the 
platform via these corridors may have been dedicated to the ceremonial activities in both the 
patio area and the platform rooms.   
The Central Platform is the highest area of the Uhle Platform complex and contains three 
adjacent rooms aligned east to west. A ramp on the western side of the plaza grants access to the 
Central Platform area (ibid., 88). The construction of Room 1, a rectangular room, occurred 
during the last phases of the Moche IV occupation (ibid.). Room 2, located two meters east of 
Room 1, has a north facing entrance leading to Corridor 2. One enters Room 2 via a restricted 
access measuring approximately 60 centimeters across, and immediately descends a few steps 
into a semi-subterranean chamber that possibly dates to the Moche II occupation phase (ibid.). 
The main construction and expansion of the central rooms occurred in the final remodeling and 
occupation phase of the platform, which also included the building of the Eastern Extension, 
later used as a funerary and interment area (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2000: 123).  
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Located to the east of the Central Platform, the Eastern Extension consists of a large 
rectangular space containing eleven tombs that date from the Moche III to Moche IV occupation 
periods (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2005: 88). Many of the tombs contained no offerings and had 
bodies lying on their fronts, indicating that they may represent sacrifices that took place on the 
platform (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2000: 124). Adobe walls border the eastern extension on three 
sides. During its first phase of construction and use, the eastern extension was not used for 
burials, but its original function remains unclear (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2005: 89). The 
Southern Section consists of a smaller rectangular space similar in form to the north plaza, but 
located south of the Central Platform (ibid., 90). It contains seven tombs associated with Moche 
III and Moche IV periods. A small room, with plaster walls and a floor covered in ash and 
cooking refuse, is the only architecture present in this area (ibid.).  
The area designated the Foot of the Huaca includes a ten-meter wide space between the 
Eastern Extension and the western wall of the Huaca de la Luna complex. The base of the Huaca 
de la Luna complex pre-dates all the various occupations of the Uhle Platform (Chauchat and 
Gutiérrez 2009: 196). The Foot of the Huaca area contains very different types of occupation 
areas from the main Uhle platform complex (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2006: 83). It has a series of 
floors that correspond to rooms associated with the earliest phases of the site, but this sector was 
also covered in large layers of fill connected with a major El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 
event. The earliest occupation of the Foot of the Huaca area contains elite domestic contexts that 
include monumental rooms with restricted entrances, large open rooms, short platforms and 
finely made floors (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2008: 225). Three tombs excavated in this area date 
to the Moche I period and are the only Moche I tombs discovered at the Uhle Platform. These 
early dates contrast with the burials on the platform, where the earliest tombs date to the Moche 
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III occupation level (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2006: 83). Twenty-three tombs date to the middle 
phases of the occupation, indicating a shift to a primarily funerary function for this space during 
this time period (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2008: 224).  The later occupations of the Foot of the 
Huaca area present evidence indicating it functioned as a space for rituals and human sacrifice, 
possibly in relation to ENSO events. This space may have also functioned as a food preparation 
area in the final periods of occupation (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2000: 122). 
 i. Discussion 
The Uhle Platform began as a ritual and potentially elite residential area during the Moche I 
and Moche II occupation periods. From Moche III until its abandonment in Moche IV, this 
platform complex functioned primarily as a space for human sacrifice and the burial of high 
status individuals. The Uhle Platform complex temporal sequence has two distinct time periods 
of occupation and use. During the first period, which corresponds to the Moche I to Moche II 
occupations, the platform functioned as a public or semi-public space (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 
2007: 71). The large north plaza remained open to a sizeable number of people, but access to the 
platform via the corridor and ramp remained restricted to specific individuals. Over the course of 
this period, modification to this architecture occurred many times, principally to reinforce and 
elevate the perimeter walls and once to reconstruct a wall destroyed by an ENSO event (ibid.). 
The Foot of the Huaca area during the initial period functioned as an elite domestic space, with a 
variety of tombs cut into the fill of this area (ibid., 71-72).  
The second major phase of occupation saw the creation of a cleared space between the 
Platform and the east wall and the construction of the walls and pillars for the three central 
rooms on the top of the platform. Construction during this period also fully enclosed the Uhle 
Platform complex by joining the east and west walls to definitively separate it from Huaca de la 
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Luna (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2000:149).  The tombs excavated on the platform itself from this 
phase date to the Moche III and Moche IV periods (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2007: 72).  The 
primarily funerary function of the Uhle Platform began in the Moche II phase, and continued 
through Moche IV (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2006: 83). The construction of the Eastern Extension 
occurred during this period and it was utilized for human sacrifice, in a similar fashion to Plaza 3 
in the east sector of Huaca de la Luna (Chauchat and Gutiérrez 2007: 72).  
ii. Uhle Platform Sound-Producing Artifact Sample 
The Uhle Platform complex excavations yielded 106 examples of sound-producing and 
sound related artifacts, including six iconographic examples and one mold fragment. All six of 
the iconography examples consist of stirrup-spout vessels with the Dance of the Dead Theme 
depicted in low relief around the body of the vessel. Excavations uncovered four pututo 
fragments, 11 rattles, 21 whistles and 62 trumpet fragments. Only one ocarina was recovered and 
it is in the shape of a bird. Five of the recovered rattles are florero sonajeros. Ten artifacts 
functioned and were audio recorded, including five whistles, four florero sonajeros and the 
single ocarina.  
Table 6.1 presents sonic artifact types recovered from the Uhle Platform complex divided by 
occupation period. The total bar for each artifact type shows the total number of that artifact type 
recovered. The colored sections of the bar show how many of that particular artifact type belong 
to a specific occupation level. Three sonic artifacts come from unknown occupation levels. 
These include one rattle, one whistle and one trumpet fragment, none of which functioned.  One 
example, a whistle, dates to a Moche I-II context, but this also does not function. Two trumpet 
fragments that do not function belong to the Moche II period. Thirteen artifacts originate from 
Moche III occupation contexts. This small sample includes one complete vessel displaying the 
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Dance of the Dead Theme, one whistle, three rattles, and eight trumpets. None of the Moche III 
instruments functioned.  
 
Table 6.1: Uhle Platform Sound-Producing Artifact Types and Time Periods 
Thirty-four artifacts date to the Moche IV final occupation, including 15 trumpet fragments, 
seven whistles, three pututo fragments, four florero sonajeros, one florero sonajero base and one 
mold. One of the whistles, in the shape of a bird, functioned and was audio recorded. Three 
complete stirrup-spout bottles depicting the Dance of the Dead Theme also belong to the Moche 
IV occupation. All four florero sonajeros functioned and were audio recorded. Forty-four 
artifacts derive from surface collections and have unknown contexts as a result. This sample 
includes 32 trumpet fragments, nine whistles, two iconography fragments depicting the Dance of 
the Dead Theme, and one pututo fragment. Four of the whistles functioned and were audio 
recorded. Nine artifacts derive from the Transitional-Chimú occupation level, consisting of four 
trumpet fragments, two rattles, two whistles and the singular ocarina. The ocarina functioned and 















was audio recorded. Eight of the Transitional-Chimú artifacts came from a Chimú Canal context, 
while one came from a concentration of large rocks in the central part of the platform. 
Of the 106 artifacts recovered from Uhle Platform, thirty-seven derived from tomb or 
funerary contexts. These tomb contexts include one Moche II tomb, one Moche III tomb, two 
Moche IV tombs and one Moche IV tomb. The Moche II tomb, designated Tumba 24, is located 
in the central platform area and did not contain a body, only bone fragments. This indicates the 
disinterment of the original burial in antiquity, especially since all grave offerings remained. The 
offerings for this tomb include one trumpet tubing fragment and seven trumpet mouthpieces. The 
Moche III tomb, Tumba 36, is located on top of the central platform and also did not contain a 
body. Human bone fragments present in the tomb also indicate the disinterment of this individual 
sometime in antiquity. The offerings for Tumba 36 include three rattle handles, and a trumpet 
tubing fragment. 
The Eastern Extension has two tombs containing sound-producing artifacts as offerings. 
Tumba 3, dating to Moche IV, included an adult male along with a whistle mouthpiece. Tumba 
4, dating to Moche IV, also contained an adult male, along with three stirrup-spout vessels 
depicting the Dance of the Dead Theme and four florero sonajeros. Tumba 47, located in the 
Foot of the Huaca area, did not possess a body, as it was removed, but contains the base of a 
florero sonajero as an offering. Mixed funerary contexts located in the North Plaza which date to 
Moche IV contained one mold fragment, two pututo fragments, a trumpet bell fragment and a 
whistle in the shape of a bird.  
Despite the overt funerary function of the Uhle Platform, only 25% of the sound-producing 
artifacts recovered from the Uhle Platform complex belong to tomb contexts. The remaining 
75% come from general fill and floor contexts. Trumpet fragments form the overwhelming 
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majority of sound-producing artifacts recovered from the Uhle Platform, constituting 58%, of the 
total sample. The proliferation of trumpet fragments, both within and exterior to tomb contexts, 
may indicate that the Uhle Platform functioned as a space for highly public rituals, perhaps 
centered on funerary practices. The concentration of depictions of the Dance of the Dead Theme 
on various stirrup-spout vessels also tentatively indicates that the Uhle Platform may have served 
as the site of these performances, further described in Chapter 4. The small sample size of each 
given artifact type and temporal context does not allow for any rigorous observations concerning 
changing practices over time. 
IV. Moche Ceramic Workshop (T.A.M.) 
Beginning in 1992 and continuing until 1996, a team from the National University of 
Trujillo, under the direction of Santiago Uceda, began excavations at a suspected ceramic 
workshop situated approximately 150m southwest of Huaca de la Luna (Uceda and Armas 1998: 
91). The evidence this team recovered supports the hypothesis that this area, designated the 
Taller Alfarero Moche (T.A.M.), functioned as a ceramic workshop that produced elite fineware 
vessels primarily of the Moche Phase IV type (ibid., 92-93). The fineware ceramic types 
manufactured here include bottles, jars, bowls, whistles, ocarinas, trumpets, rattles, figurines, 
pendants and appliqués (ibid., 103). In addition to all the accouterments of ceramic production, 
such as water storage, unfired clay, misshapen wasters, tools and grinding stones, the excavation 
uncovered two burials under the floor of the workshop of individuals believed to be ceramic 
artisans (ibid., 93).  
The T.A.M. excavations recovered more than 1000 molds along with a wide range of 
manufacturing remains and completed vessels. Excavated artifact types include mold matrices, 
unfired and fired pottery, figurines, rattles, trumpets, ocarinas, pendants, appliqués, beads, 
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whistle, spindle whorls, grinding stones, smoothing and polishing tools and potter’s plates (ibid., 
103). The entire ceramic manufacturing process apparently occurred within the workshop, 
including preparation of clay and temper, creation of mold matrices and molds, vessel formation, 
decorative painting, drying, firing, discarding of misfired or other defective products and storage 
of finished products (ibid.). Based on the results of neutron activation analysis, potters at this 
workshop used primarily local clay (Chapdelaine 1995). A canal brought water directly to the 
workshop area, providing easy access to this important resource (Uceda and Armas 1998: 105). 
There exists no evidence for the production of domestic vessels at this workshop, leading to the 
conclusion that this workshop primarily created fineware vessels for elite consumption and ritual 
usage, including an abundance and diversity of sound-producing artifacts (ibid.).  
Excavators defined three occupation levels in the ceramic workshop (Uceda and Armas 
1998: 95). The final occupation dates to the Moche IV time period. Excavators cleared 15 rooms 
belonging to this phase, but only six rooms could be assigned definitive functions (ibid.). The 
penultimate occupation also dates to the Moche IV period. During this phase the workshop 
layout consists of only nine rooms, all excavated almost in their entirety (ibid., 98). Ceramic 
production occurred in a similar spatial configuration as during the third occupation phase (ibid., 
101). In the penultimate occupation phase, a burial cut through the floor at the south end of 
Room 1. This burial contained the skeleton of a male individual approximately 40 years old who 
displays many professional traumas such as extensive rheumatism in the hands and arthritis on 
the backbone. These osteological impacts indicate that this individual engaged in long-term 
ceramic manufacture (ibid., 99).  This individual’s tomb contained many offerings, including a 
stirrup-spout bottle with avian designs, two decorated floreros, a figurine of a child, three gilded  
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 Figure 6.3: Plan View of Final Occupation Phase, T.A.M. (Uceda and Armas 1995: 95) 
 
 Figure 6.4: Plan View of the Penultimate Occupation, T.A.M. (Uceda and Armas 1995: 97) 
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copper plaques, a bone needle and two gourds (ibid.). Additionally, ceramic sherds, a solid 
figurine and one mold of a trumpet were found on the floor of Room 6 (ibid., 100). A llama body 
was buried below the floor of Room 6 as a ritual offering, with a small figurine placed next to its 
forelimbs (ibid.). 
The workshop layout contains only four rooms in the earliest occupational phase, which 
corresponds to the Moche III period (ibid., 101). Room 3 in this occupation contained an 
intrusive burial of a 40-50 year old female individual (ibid.).  In addition to having at least two 
pregnancies, this female individual suffered from arthritis in the backbone, hands and knees. 
These osteological markers indicate that she also spent her life working as a ceramic producer. 
Her tomb contained a large number of offerings including 42 ceramic vessels, a figurine 
depicting an adult woman, a guinea pig placed next to her right arm, gilded copper sheets on her 
mouth, hands and feet and a copper knife next to her hip (ibid.).  
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The proximity of this workshop to Huaca de la Luna confirms its roles and importance to the 
production of objects for ritual and religious activity (Uceda and Armas 1998). Uceda and Armas 
(ibid., 107) believe that potters were members of Moche’s elite because they could exert some 
control over the Moche ideological and cosmological realm through pottery production. The 
burial evidence from the T.A.M. supports this idea, as the two individuals buried in the 
workshop not only presented osteological signs of their lifetime of ceramic producing work, but 
the elaborate offerings in each tomb indicate their fairly high social status. The continuity of the 
space as a ceramic workshop over multiple occupations indicates the stability of the spatial 
layout of the Urban Zone over long periods of time. The presence of relatively large quantities of 
sound-producing artifacts along with other fineware ceramics signifies the importance and value 
placed on sound-producing artifacts and their role as elite items. 
ii. T.A.M. Sound-Producing Artifact Sample 
The T.A.M sonic artifact sample contains a total of 107 examples. This assemblage consists 
of one trumpet fragment, 21 molds, 21 ocarinas, 30 whistles and 34 rattles. The molds include 
one for an ocarina in the shape of a parrot, one for a trumpet bell in the shape of an eared serpent, 
one mold matrix for the head of a rattle, three mold fragments for pututos and 12 mold fragments 
for rattles. Only three molds, including the trumpet bell and the rattle matrix, have temporal 
information, dating to the Moche IV period. Eighteen of the mold fragments come from the 
surface level and have an unknown context as a result. The single trumpet example from the 
T.A.M, a tubing fragment from an unknown spatial context, dates to the Moche IV occupation. 
The 21 ocarinas recovered from the T.A.M. consist of two in the shape of humans, and the 
remainder in the shape of animals including three mice, six llamas, seven birds and two 
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unidentified forms. Sixteen ocarinas date to the Moche IV occupations, while only two, both 
birds, belong to the Moche III occupation. Of the Moche III examples, one was recovered from a 
ceramic drying area and is possibly unfired.  Two ocarinas, one in the shape of a bird and another 
in the shape of an unidentified animal, come from the surface layer and do not have spatial 
information. Twelve ocarinas are complete, eleven dating to Moche IV and one to Moche III. 
Seventeen ocarinas still function and were audio recorded, one from Moche III, one from the 
surface level and 15 from Moche IV layers. One ocarina does not possess any occupation level 
information. 
 
Table 6.2: T.A.M. Sound-Producing Artifact Types and Time Periods 
The rattle sample from the T.A.M. consists of 34 artifacts, eleven rattles dating to the Moche 
IV period, four to the Moche III period and 19 from the surface levels. The rattle fragments from 
the surface collections include seven handle fragments and 12 body fragments, none of which 
have any spatial contextual information. Four rattle fragments derive from Moche III 













occupations and include three handles and one semi-complete single chamber rattle. The eleven 
Moche IV rattles include four complete single chambered hand-held rattles, one semi-complete 
single chambered rattle, three body fragments and three handle fragments. Five of the rattles, all 
dating to Moche IV, still function and were audio recorded, including all four of the complete 
examples.  
The 30 whistle examples from the T.A.M. consist of 23 mold-made front piece whistle 
fragments, three straight whistles, one whistle sounding chamber and three fragments that cannot 
be assigned a sub-type. Eleven whistle fragments functioned and were audio recorded, but only 
three of these represent complete examples. Six whistles date to the Moche III occupation, while 
three other whistle examples have unknown occupation level information.  Thirteen whistles date 
to the Moche IV occupation and an additional nine belong to the surface layers. Two of the 
audio-recorded whistles date to Moche III, six date to Moche IV and two belong to the surface 
layers.  
  
Table 6.3: T.A.M. Sound-Producing Artifact Spatial Contexts and Time Periods 









Table 6.3 presents the spatial distributions of the total number of sound-producing artifacts 
recovered from the T.A.M. divided by occupation level. Each bar presents the total number of 
sound-producing artifacts recovered from that particular spatial context. The colored parts of the 
bar show how many sound-producing artifacts found in that spatial context belong to a specific 
occupation level. Eleven sound-producing artifacts recovered from the T.A.M. date to the Moche 
III occupation layer. These include two ocarinas, five whistles and four rattles. Seven artifacts 
come from the ceramic formation and drying area, one from a ceramic firing oven and three 
possess unknown spatial contexts. Forty-four sound-producing or sound related artifacts belong 
to the Moche IV occupation layers. This sample includes 16 ocarinas, 11 rattles, one trumpet, 
three molds and 13 whistles. Thirteen come from the ceramic formation and drying area, four 
from storage rooms, one from a corridor and twenty-six from unknown spatial contexts.   
The lack of examples of both trumpets and pututos from the T.A.M. indicates that despite 
the spectacular trumpet bell mold and three pututo molds, a separation and specialization in the 
production of different types of sound-producing artifacts existed even within the same class of 
“elite” fineware items. The lack of fragments of these instruments may also reaffirm the rarity of 
these artifact types in comparison to the higher production rates of rattles, whistles and ocarinas. 
The T.A.M. possesses the largest concentration of both ocarinas and rattles of any area from the 
Urban Zone so far investigated, suggesting that the T.A.M. acted as the primary manufacturing 
source for these types of sound-producing artifacts. 
V. Architectural Compound 21 
Conjunto Arquitectónico 21 (C.A. 21) is located directly west of both the Huaca de la Luna 
pyramid complex and Avenue 1. It encompasses an area of approximately 398 square meters and 
is bordered on the north by C.A. 25, in the south by C.A. 35, in the east by C.A. 27 and on the 
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west by an unexcavated area (Chiguala et al. 2006: 89). C.A. 21 divides spatially into two 
subcompounds, each subcompound having separate entrances to the northern road and remaining 
separate from each other throughout the occupational sequence (ibid., 142). The initial 
excavation of C.A. 21 during 1997 revealed a limited number of rooms, but uncovered four 
separate occupation levels, all containing Moche materials (Tello et al. 1997: 160). A second, 
more extensive excavation occurred in 2005, which exposed the entire compound and 
completely excavated three Moche occupation levels. 
 
Figure 6.6: Plan View of C.A. 21, Final Occupation (Chiguala et al. 2006: 105) 
The final occupation, dates to the Moche IV period and retains the subcompound spatial 
division. Being closest to the surface, this occupation layer remains the least well preserved 
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(Chiguala et al. 2006: 105). Subcompound 1 contains four rooms in this occupation, while 
subcompound 2 possesses only three rooms (ibid., 106). The penultimate occupation corresponds 
to floor 2, and also dates to the Moche IV period. The penultimate occupation presents a major 
alteration and remodeling of the spatial layout from the earlier third occupation, but retains the 
original subcompound division of space (ibid., 101). Subcompound 1 in the penultimate 
occupation consists of four rooms and a corridor, while subcompound 2 contains eight rooms 
(ibid., 103). Room 21-3 remains a very large open space measuring 21.7 meters long by 17.2 
meters wide. In this occupation Room 21-3 functions as a ceramic workshop area, used primarily 
for forming and firing ceramics (ibid.). Room 213 contains a large ceramic oven, 5.5 meters long 
by 4 meter wide, located on the north and central side of the space (ibid.). Excavators recovered 
ceramic beads, figurines, stone beads, animal bones, shells, lithics and metal fragments from 
inside the oven (ibid.). An earlier canal was sealed with a large density of ceramic fragments in 
this occupation. 
 The renewed excavation in 2005 focused on defining the floor 3 occupation, which dates 
to the Moche III period (Chiguala et al. 2006: 90). Subcompound 1, located in the east of C.A. 
21, forms a rectangle oriented north to south and bordered on the north by the northern road. It 
contains the rooms 21-4, 21-5, 21-8 and Corridor 1 (ibid., 97). Subcompound 2, located in the 
western section of C.A. 21, forms an inverted L-shape that contains six rooms, 21-2, 21-3, 21-10, 
21-6, 21-12 and 21-14 (ibid.). Room 21-3 is a large open patio area in the northwest of the 
compound that functioned as a ceramic production area (ibid., 100). Nineteen and a half meters 
by 15 meters, room 21-3 does not have a northern wall, permitting open access to the road north 
of the compound (ibid.). The west side of this room contains a large, elliptical shaped oven, 
measuring six by five meters and containing burnt ceramics (ibid.). A shallow canal, measuring 
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15.8 meters long, 3 meters wide and 30 centimeters deep, runs north to south through the central 
part of room 21-3, providing easy access to water for ceramic manufacturing (ibid.).  
Figure 6.7: Plan View of C.A. 21, Penultimate Occupation (Chiguala et al. 2006: 102)  
i. Discussion 
During the Moche III period and the first half of the Moche V period, a substantial 
amount of evidence indicates that C.A. 21 acted as a ceramic production workshop. This 
evidence includes the two large ovens found in the third and penultimate occupation (Chiguala et 
al. 2006: 139). The main patio area, room 21-3, also contained raw clay, defective ceramics, 
pigment for paint, and instruments of production such as potter’s plates, beads, molds and discs  
(ibid.). Sourcing analysis indicates that potters used local clay in this workshop, just as in the 
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T.A.M. workshop (ibid.). The presence of the canal in room 21-3 during the third occupation 
also matches the presence and layout of the canal in the T.A.M. workshop. 
  
Figure 6.8: Plan View of C.A. 21, Third Occupation (Chiguala et al. 2006: 97) 
The ceramic fragment sample from C.A. 21 includes a large number of molds for figurines, 
beads, miniatures, sound-producing artifacts, anthropomorphic representations and zoomorphic 
images (ibid., 141). This assemblage indicates that the C.A. 21 workshop specialized in 
producing small personal and ritual adornments, sound-producing artifacts and decorative 
appliqués (ibid., 155). Despite interior layout alterations between each occupation phase and the 
disappearance of the ceramic workshop area in the final occupation, the exterior dimensions of 
C.A. 21 remained the same throughout the occupation sequence (ibid., 152).  
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ii. C.A. 21 Sound-Producing Artifact Sample 
The C.A. 21 sound-producing artifact sample contains 153 examples. This assemblage 
includes three music iconography fragments, three ocarinas, four molds, 32 rattle fragments, 43 
trumpet fragments and 68 whistle fragments. Two of the iconography fragments derive from the 
surface levels, with one displaying in high relief an eared serpent bell trumpet and the other 
fragment depicting a double chambered rattle in low-relief. The third iconography fragment 
dates to the Moche III occupation and displays a partial figure holding a rattle. Three of the four 
recovered molds come from the surface level as well, resulting in all having unknown contexts. 
The surface collection mold examples include two molds for double-chambered container rattles 
and one mold fragment for a pututo. A fourth mold fragment dates to the Moche III occupation 
and also forms a double-chambered container rattle. 
 
Table 6.4: C.A. 21 Sound-Producing Artifacts Type and Time Periods 
All three ocarina examples belong to the surface level, two in the shape of birds and a third 
in the shape of a female human figure. The female human and one of the bird ocarinas are 













complete and were audio recorded. The other bird ocarina appeared complete, but did not 
function. A total of 26 rattles also come from the surface collection. This rattle sub-sample 
includes 13 body fragments, 11 handle fragments, one body fragment in the shape of an owl’s 
head, and one rattle handle with an attached body fragment. Six rattle fragments date to the 
Moche III occupation, consisting of one handle fragment and five body fragments. No rattles or 
rattle fragments date to the Moche IV occupation. None of the recovered rattle examples were 
complete or functional.
 
Table 6.5: C.A. 21 Sound-Producing Artifacts Spatial Context and Time Periods 
Twenty-four trumpet fragments belong to the surface collection assemblage and have 
unknown contexts as a result. These included 20 tubing fragments, one bell fragment, two 
mouthpiece fragments and one circular-amplifier fragment. Eleven trumpet fragments date to the 
Moche III period. These consist of eight tubing fragments and three mouthpiece fragments. An 
additional eight trumpet fragments date to the Moche IV occupation level and this sample 












includes four trumpet tubing fragments, three mouthpiece fragments and one complete 
mouthpiece with an attached tubing fragment. None of the trumpet fragments functioned. 
Excavators collected forty-one whistle fragments from the surface level, and subsequently 
these artifacts have unknown spatial contexts. The surface level whistle sub-sample includes five 
functional examples that were audio recorded, consisting of four fragments and one complete 
whistle. The 41 surface level whistles also include 26 mold-made front piece fragments, three 
straight whistles, one double chambered whistle, six whistle sounding chambers and five whistle 
mouthpieces. Twenty-one whistle examples date to the Moche III occupation level. This sub-
sample includes seven whistles that functioned and were audio recorded. The Moche III whistles 
include nine whistle sounding chambers, three unidentified fragments, one straight whistle in the 
shape of a frog, and four mold-made front piece whistles. Six whistles date to the Moche IV 
occupation. These include two whistle sounding chambers, one unidentified fragment, one 
straight whistle fragment, and two front-piece whistle fragments. One whistle sounding chamber 
functioned and was audio recorded.  
Forty sound-producing or sound related artifacts from C.A. 21 date to the Moche III 
occupation level. These include one fragment of musical iconography, one mold, 11 trumpet 
fragments, six rattles, and 21 whistles. Twenty-one Moche III artifacts came from the ceramic 
workshop context and an additional seven from the ceramic firing oven. Two derive from the 
roads north of the complex, five from storage areas, one from a food preparation area, three from 
residential contexts and one from an unknown context. The Moche IV occupation level only 
produced 14 sound-producing artifact examples, consisting of eight trumpet fragments and six 
whistles. Four examples came from the patio area, four from the ceramic firing oven, two from 
storage, one from a residential area and three have unknown contexts. 
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Like the T.A.M., C.A. 21 functioned as a specialized ceramic workshop with attached 
residential areas, but primarily during the Moche III and the beginning of the Moche IV 
occupation. The T.A.M. principally manufactured whole vessels, while the ceramics produced in 
C.A. 21 consisted of small adornments, appliqués and sound-producing artifacts. In contrast to 
the T.A.M., the C.A. 21 sound-producing artifact sample consists predominantly of whistle and 
trumpet fragments. Trumpet fragments form 29% of the overall sample, while whistles comprise 
44%. Additionally, the C.A. 21 sample does not include any pututo fragments and only one 
pututo mold. These low concentrations and absences possibly suggest that sound-producing 
artifacts did not exist as homogenous category for Moche ceramic producers. Perhaps different 
categories of artifacts warranted different types of craft specialist to produce them. Whistles and 
rattles appear in large numbers in both ceramic workshop contexts, while trumpets form a large 
portion of the C.A. 21 overall assemblage, and the T.A.M. produced the only large concentration 
of ocarinas in the currently analyzed sample. Perhaps the focus on the production of appliqués in 
the C.A. 21 workshop naturally led to a greater production of trumpets, since many trumpet 
examples from the Museo Larco display detailed appliquéd elements on their bells. The majority 
of ocarinas are produced as one single molded element, a production process the T.A.M. 
workshop potentially specialized in. 
VI. Architectural Compound 35 
Located in the central eastern area of the urban zone, Conjunto Arquitectónico 35 (C.A. 35), 
encompasses an area of 495 square meters and measures 15 meters by 33 meters (Tello et al. 
2000: 151). C.A. 17 and C.A. 21 border C.A. 35 to the north, while C.A. 30 borders it to the 
south and Avenue 1 borders it to the east (ibid.). Unexcavated areas bound C.A. 35 to the west 
(ibid.). C.A. 35 forms part of a larger architectural block that contains both C.A. 21 and C.A. 17 
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(Seoane et al. 2005: 199). C.A. 35 divides internally into two subcompounds, separated by a 
large wall (Tello et al. 2000: 151). Both subcompounds maintain similar, but separate functions 
(ibid., 163). Excavators fully revealed six occupation floors in C.A. 35 (ibid., 162). Floors 1 and 
2 date to the Moche IV occupation, while floors 3 through 6 correspond to the Moche III 
occupation (Tello 2005: 349). The further excavation of a test trench searched for the extent of 
the cultural deposits. This trench uncovered a further four occupation floors (ibid., 351). Floor 7 
produced Moche III ceramics, while Floor 10 contained Moche II ceramics. The floors in-
between have undefined occupations, either Moche III or Moche II (ibid.).  
Floor 1, the final occupation of C.A. 35, dates to the Moche IV period based on ceramic 
evidence (Tello et al. 2001: 128). C.A. 35 in this final occupation consists of a rectangular 
residential compound containing two subcompounds that shared an entrance, via room 35-8, but 
had complimentary and independent functions (ibid., 95). Nearly all of the rooms in C.A. 35 
function in one of three main ways: food preparation, residential or storage (ibid.). The presence 
of hearths associated with large deposits of ash, charcoal, bone and shells designate these spaces 
as kitchen or food preparation areas. These rooms sometimes contain a batan and a mano 
(grinding implements) as well (Tello et al. 2000:162). Residential areas are primarily identified 
by the presence of benches and only small hearths (ibid.).  
Subcompound 1 forms the eastern half of C.A. 35 and measures approximately 18 meters by 
17 meters (Tello et al. 2001: 99). Subcompound 1 contains a kitchen, room 35-4, residential 
areas, rooms 35-1 and 35-5, and storage rooms, rooms 35-2 and 35-3 (ibid.). Subcompound 1 
also has a corridor, room 35-6, connecting the main entryway of 35-8 to 35-5 and the rest of the 
subcompound (ibid.). During the final occupation the large main room, 35-1, functioned as a 
patio and multi-purpose residential area (Tello et al. 2003: 176). Subcompound 2 forms the 
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western half of C.A. 35 and measures approximately 15 meters by 14 meters (Tello et al. 2001: 
99).  Subcompound 2 has six rooms: a kitchen, 35-11, three storage rooms, 35-7, 35-9, and 35-
10, and two residential rooms, 35-12 and 35-13 (ibid.). Subcompound 2 also contains two tombs 
dating to this occupation (ibid.) Room 35-9, located directly north of room 35-8, has seven 
niches of varying sizes cut into its east wall. These niches demonstrate this room’s storage and 
potentially administrative function (Tello 2005: 338).  
 
Figure 6.9: Plan-View C.A. 35, Floor 1 (Tello 2005: 337)   
The penultimate occupation of C.A. 35, floor 2, maintains both the exterior dimensions and 
the subcompound division of previous and subsequent occupations, but the internal rooms 
change size, configuration and use (Tello et al. 2001: 107).  This occupation level dates to 
Moche IV based on recovered ceramics (ibid., 128). Access between the compounds and to the 
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exterior still occurs only via the shared entrance of 35-8 in the south. Room 35-8 in this 
occupation connects directly with corridor 1 in subcompound 2, and only indirectly to 
subcompound 1. 
 
Figure 6.10: Plan-View C.A. 35, Floor 2 (Tello 2005: 340) 
In the penultimate occupation, room 35-1 in subcompound 1 divides into 35-1a and 35-1b 
via a wall running east to west (Tello et al. 2001: 108). Room 35-5 is also subdivided in this 
occupation, with 35-5b containing eight tombs associated with this occupation floor (ibid., 109). 
Subcompound 2 has five rooms in the penultimate occupation, one fewer than in the final 
occupation (Tello et al. 2002: 104). Subcompound 2 maintains direct access to the south road via 
corridor 1 (Tello et al. 2001: 109). Corridor 1 also connects to room 35-8 and via this room to 
subcompound 1. Room 35-7 subdivides into two parts, but remains a storage area (Tello et al. 
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2002: 104). Room 35-9 still possesses the niches in the eastern wall and functions as a corridor, 
storage room and administrative area (ibid.). Room 35-13 contains a tomb in the southeast 
corner, but the function of this room remains undefined (Tello 2005: 343). 
The third occupation of C.A. 35, corresponding to floor 3, dates to the Moche III period. 
Along with the penultimate occupation, the third occupation represents the transition between 
Moche III and Moche IV (Tello et al. 2003). Subcompound 1 contains four rooms in the third 
occupation phase and has direct access to the south road and C.A. 30 via a door in the southeast 
corner (ibid., 183). Subcompound 1 in this occupation is completely separated from 
subcompound 2, and can only be entered via the separate south road entrance (ibid.). Still the 
largest and most central room, room 35-1 in the third occupation incorporates the later separated 
areas of rooms 35-6, 35-8, and part of room 35-3 (Tello 2005: 343). Room 35-1 has a bench in 
the northeast corner and possesses four hearths in the center of the room, indicating that this 
room functioned as a multi-purpose patio and food preparation area in this occupation (Tello et 
al. 2003: 185).  
Subcompound 2 contains five rooms in the third occupation, many with stone as opposed to 
adobe walls (Tello et al. 2002). Room 35-9 underwent numerous changes in this occupation 
(Tello 2005: 344). The south side of room 35-9 has a small compartment with a sunken floor that 
most likely served as a dispensary or storage space for goods (ibid.). Room 35-9 also includes 
three hearths associated with organic material and in the north there are two tinajas located 
against the wall of niches (ibid.). Another two tinajas rest along the south wall, and these four 
jars may have contained chicha (ibid.). Room 35-9 also contains the tomb of a child dating to the 
Moche III period (ibid.). Based on this evidence, room 35-9 functioned as a multi-purpose space 
used for storage, administration and food or chicha production during this occupation (ibid.). 
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Room 35-11/12 also serves as a multi-functional area used for storage, food preparation and 
potentially residential activities (ibid.).  Room 35-13 now contains an area in the southeast corner 
constructed of four stone walls, while a small compartment containing two large tinajas that may 
have stored chicha exists in the northeast corner (ibid., 345).  
  
Figure 6.11: Plan-View C.A. 35, Floor 3 (Tello 2005: 343) 
Floor 4, the fourth occupation, dates to the Moche III period (Tello et al. 2004: 252). The 
internal layout and access points of subcompound 1 remain similar to the third occupation (Tello 
et al. 2002: 111). During the fourth occupation, room 35-1 maintained its function as the primary 
patio area, but it now possessed one hearth in the west and a second hearth enclosed by two lines 
of adobes in its central area (Tello et al. 2004: 211, 224).  There also now exists a small ramp in 
the north section that leads to room 35-4 (ibid.). Room 35-1 continues to act as a multi-purpose 
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patio room, a kitchen and a general space for the residents of subcompound 1 to undertake daily 
tasks (ibid.). Room 35-2 during this occupation possessed a small ramp that led to a small bench 
on the southern side, but the function of this room remains unclear (ibid.). In the fourth 
occupation subcompound 2 had only four rooms (Tello 2005: 347). Room 35-7/9, while 
expanding its area, retained its multi-purpose function of storage, administration and perhaps 
food preparation in this occupation (ibid.).  
 
Figure 6.12: Plan-View C.A. 35, Floor 4 (Tello 2005: 346). 
The floor 5 occupation dates to the Moche III period (Tello et al. 2004: 252). The fifth 
occupation reveals a further reduction in the number of rooms each subcompound contains, 
while simultaneously maintaining the same exterior dimensions of the C.A. 35 compound (ibid., 
216). Subcompound 1 only has three rooms during this occupation. Room 35-1 remains 
subcompound 1’s principal room, maintaining the dimensions of later occupations. It has two 
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hearths and a large concentration of ash in its central area (ibid.). Room 35-1 continues to 
function as a multi-purpose room, where food preparation and daily residential tasks occurred 
(Tello et al. 2004: 223). Subcompound 2 has only four rooms in this occupation, but many of 
these now sub-divide into smaller semi-separate areas. Room 35-9 contains a bench along its 
western side and in addition to room 35-7, room 35-9 acted as the principal storage area for 
subcompound 2 (ibid., 226). The east wall of 35-9 still has niches but this room also now 
contains many interior walls that divide it into smaller storage spaces (ibid.,225).   
 
Figure 6.13: Plan-View C.A. 35, Floor 5 (Tello et al. 2004: 216). 
 The sixth occupation dates to the Moche III period and is the last fully excavated 
occupation level in C.A. 35 (Tello et al. 2004: 252). Subcompound 1 maintains three rooms 
during the sixth occupation, including the main multi-purpose residential area of 35-1 (ibid., 
251). Room 35-1 in this occupation has post-holes for roofing supports and storage holes for 
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vasijas in the south area, along with two hearths in the middle of the southern area (Seoane et al. 
2005: 220).  Room 35-1 also contains a U-shaped structure used for storage (ibid., 229). While 
still a multi-purpose space, the function of 35-1 in the sixth occupation has a greater emphasis on 
food production (ibid.). Room 35-4 continues to serve as an entranceway and reception room, 
while room 35-5 maintains its function as a household temple and ritual area (Tello et al. 2004: 
251). Subcompound 2 has only three rooms in the sixth occupation (ibid.). Rooms 35-9 and 35-
13 function as storage areas, while 35-11/12 serves as a space dedicated to food preparation 
(ibid.). Room 35-9 subdivides into three rooms in this occupation; 35-9N, 35-9S, and 35-9W. 
Room 35-9N has a small bench along the north wall and acted as a workspace (Seoane et al. 
2005: 233). Room 35-9S served as an eating and storage space, while room 35-9W acted solely 
as storage (ibid.).  
 
Figure 6.14: Plan-View C.A. 35, Floor 6 (Seoane et al. 2005: 214)  
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i. Discussion 
Two major divisions occur in the occupational sequence of C.A. 35, a spatial division 
between subcompound 1 and subcompound 2 and a temporal division between the Moche III 
period and the Moche IV period. Subcompound 2 contains storage areas and areas for processing 
food, while subcompound 1 possesses residential areas, work spaces and areas dedicated to 
funerary practice and household ritual (Tello et al. 2004: 255). During the early phases, both 
subcompounds can be divided into north and south sectors, with the north sector being used for 
storage and work areas and as the location of the majority of the tombs (Seoane et al. 2005: 266). 
The south area contains a large amount, if not all, of the residential spaces and food preparation 
areas (ibid.). In the later occupation levels, when activity areas are more widely distributed, this 
spatial division disappears (ibid.).  
Floors 3 and 4 represent the transition from Moche III to Moche IV in C.A. 35 (Tello et al. 
2002: 83). The Moche III occupation floors have a notable increase in the number and forms of 
ceramics, their types of decoration and the paste colors (ibid., 130). This variety diminishes 
significantly during Moche IV (ibid.).  Forty-five percent of the total ceramic sample from C.A. 
35 came from floor 3 contexts. This indicates a large expansion in the production and use of 
ceramic forms, especially those associated with ritual such as figurines and sound-producing 
artifacts during the transition from Moche III to Moche IV (ibid.). Not only did an expansion in 
the production of ceramics, both in volume and in variety, occur at the transition between Moche 
III and Moche IV, but there developed a preference for certain forms and decorative techniques, 
while others disappeared (ibid., 120). Moche III tombs contain a higher quality and lower 
quantity of ceramic offerings, while Moche IV tombs contain a greater quantity of ceramic 
objects but of a lower quality (Tello 2005: 353). During the Moche IV occupation, quantity of 
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ceramic objects seemed to matter more than the quality of those objects and this pattern extends 
to metal objects from this period as well (ibid.). According to Tello (2004: 353), the presence of 
a greater variety and quantity of cultural material in the later occupations reveals an increase in 
the types of economic activities and access to resources possessed by the residents of C.A. 35.   
Tello et al. (2002:130) suggest that this material shift directly relates to the architectural 
modifications, especially the distribution and use of space in C.A. 35. During the Moche III-IV 
transition, Tello et al. (2004: 254) observe that there is a progressive specialization in the use of 
space and this is reflected in the differentiation of activity areas. These occupation levels see the 
architectural complex change from a simpler, more multi-functional use of space in early 
occupations, to a more complex and specialized use of space in the later occupations such as 
floors 1 and 2 (Tello et al. 2002: 87). The early layers of C.A. 35 have a greater irregularity in 
the construction techniques used, while in the later occupation, the architecture is more uniform, 
but of a lesser quality (Tello 2005: 353). Tello et al. (2002: 130) argue that this shift indicates a 
selection and specialization of elements that already existed in Moche society at Huacas de 
Moche rather than the importation or innovation of new cultural elements. They assert that 
during the second half of the Moche III occupation, the residents of C.A. 35 began a 
reorganization of their space that coincides with and reflects changes in their socioeconomic 
status (Tello et al. 2004: 255).  
All the rooms in the early occupation phases of C.A. 35 were utilized for at least two or 
three different types of activities, while in the later levels, the rooms were exclusively used for 
one primary activity (Seoane et al. 2005: 272). A greater specialization and separation of spaces 
indicates an increase in the social distance between a government and its subjects (Kolata, 1990: 
140-141; Tello 2005: 353). For example, if one governing body maintains a strict control over 
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the utilization of space and the modes of production, than household spaces will be much more 
generalized and specialized communal workshop spaces would exist. The undivided spaces in 
the Moche III period reflect less power in the hands of a variety of people, but the greater 
compartmentalization and specialization of space in the final two occupation levels of C.A. 35 
reveals greater social differentiation within Moche society present at Huacas de Moche during 
these later periods (Tello 2005: 353). Yet the retention of the external layout of the architecture 
between Moche III and IV reveals the continued existence of a central power that regulated the 
creation of the urban area and the spatial relations in the Urban Zone (Tello et al. 2002; Canziani 
2010). 
In addition to material and architectural changes that may indicate the beginnings of higher 
prestige on a socioeconomic level, a change in access to resources manifests through a shift from 
an abundance of mollusks and common marine birds in botanical samples of early occupation 
phases at C.A. 35 to an increased use of camelids and fish in later occupations (Tello et al. 2004: 
255). There exists a marked difference in diet between the early occupations associated with 
floors 4 to 6 and the later occupation associated with floor 3 (ibid., 254). The early levels 
produced evidence for a larger variety and quantity of food, while consumption practices in later 
levels shift towards a higher quality of food and more specialized utilization patterns (ibid.). 
During the final phases of Moche III, residents abandoned the use of certain species of fish in 
favor of others (Seoane et al. 2005: 272). At the same time, there appears a reduction in the 
consumption of marine birds, mollusks and crustaceans and an increase in reliance on mammals 
and fish (ibid.). Additionally, during the early occupation levels of C.A. 35 the preparation of 
chicha formed one of the principal activities, but later occupation floors provide little evidence of 
chicha production (Seoane et al. 2005: 270).  Seoane et al. (ibid., 272) postulate that the later 
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transformation of the diet is a consequence of the modification in the socioeconomic level and a 
change in status of the C.A. 35 residents. 
Between the final phase of Moche III and the beginning of Moche IV, C.A. 35 underwent a 
process of increasing social and political complexity (Tello et al. 2002: 132). This is evident in 
the changes in the architecture and in the greater use of a larger variety of marine resources, 
terrestrial fauna, metal objects, lithic material and ceramic forms (ibid.). Within each 
subcompound, the functions of the rooms become more specialized each time they were 
remodeled, culminating in the Moche IV occupations, which possessed a larger quantity of 
rooms and greater specialization of space (Tello et al. 2004: 255).  
ii. C.A. 35 Sound-Producing Artifact Sample 
The C.A. 35 architectural complex yielded the largest sound-producing and sound-related 
artifact sample of 272 examples. This large assemblage consists of five pututo fragments, seven 
molds, seven rattle fragments, eight ocarinas, 67 trumpet fragments and 178 whistle fragments. 
Twelve examples have no occupation level information and these consist of the following: two 
molds, one ocarina, one rattle, two trumpets, and six whistles. The ocarina is complete, in the 
shape of a frog, and was audio recorded. Four of the whistles in this sub-sample were not 
complete but did function and were audio recorded. Fourteen artifacts belong to the surface level 
including two ocarinas, two rattles, five trumpet fragments and five whistles. The two ocarinas 
function and were audio recorded. One, in the shape of a crescent, is complete. One of the 
surface sample whistles functions and was audio recorded as well.  
Only one pututo fragment dates to the Moche IV time period, an interior spiral fragment 
recovered from a food preparation context. Four pututo fragments date to the Moche III 
occupation levels. These consist of a mouthpiece fragment, two interior spiral fragments and a 
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flare fragment. None of the recovered pututo fragments functioned. The remaining four 
recovered rattle fragments all date to the Moche III occupation levels. This rattle sample consists 
of a handle, a chamber and two interior rattle balls. None of the recovered rattle fragments 
functioned. Twelve trumpet fragments date to the Moche IV occupation levels. These include six 
tubing fragments, five mouthpiece fragments and one tubing fragment with a mouthpiece 
attached. Forty-eight trumpet fragments date to the Moche III occupation levels, consisting of 33 
tubing fragments, 13 mouthpiece fragments and two mouthpieces with attached tubing 
fragments. None of these functioned or were audio recorded.  
 
Table 6.6: C.A. 35 Sound-Producing Artifact Type and Time Periods 
One ocarina fragment, in the shape of a bird, dates to the Moche IV occupation but does not 
function. Four ocarinas date to the Moche III occupation level, but none of these functioned 
either. The Moche III ocarinas consist of two examples in the shape of birds, one in the shape of 
a face and one of an unidentified form. The Moche II occupation produced five whistles. None is 













complete, but one functioned and was audio recorded. The Moche II whistles consist of two 
whistle sounding chamber fragments and three fragments of long whistles in the shape of birds. 
One hundred and thirty whistles date to the Moche III occupation levels in C.A. 35. Forty-
six examples function and were audio recorded, though only one of these is complete. Thirty-
eight examples are whistle sounding chambers, sometimes with an unidentified body fragment 
attached. Thirty-seven whistle artifacts consist of mouthpiece fragments and seven are 
unidentified fragments. Thirty-three examples are long straight whistle fragments in the shape of 
birds and three are long straight whistle fragments without any iconographic decoration. One is a 
long straight whistle fragment with two sounding chambers. Eleven examples are mold-made 
front piece whistle fragments of which four display warrior imagery, three present human 
figures, one depicts a strombus demon, one displays an anthropomorphized owl, one presents a 
fanged deity and one depicts a musician. 
Thirty-two whistles date to the Moche IV occupation levels. Eleven functioned and were 
audio recorded, but none of these were complete examples. The Moche IV sub-sample consists 
of ten mouthpiece fragments, ten whistle sounding chambers, five long straight whistle 
fragments in the shape of birds, and seven mold-made front piece whistle fragments. The front 
piece fragment sample consists of two portraying warrior imagery, four displaying figures and 
one depicting an unidentified animal.  
The Moche III occupation level contained 195 sonic artifacts. This large sample consists of 
five molds, four ocarinas, four pututos, four rattles, 48 trumpets, and 130 whistles. Forty-six 
whistles function and were audio recorded, but only one is a complete artifact. Concerning the 
contexts present among the Moche III sample, 74 artifacts came from food preparation contexts, 
24 from residential areas, 25 from the main patio and 21 from storage rooms. Additionally, 12 
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derive from work areas, 17 from funerary1 contexts, two from household ritual contexts, four 
from the storage and administrative area, two from corridors, one from the surrounding road, and 
three from the entrance. Three additional artifacts serve as tomb offerings. Seven artifacts from 
the Moche III occupation have unknown spatial contexts.  
 
Table 6.7: C.A. 35 Sound-Producing Artifact Context and Time Periods 
The Moche IV occupation sample contains 46 artifacts. These consist of one ocarina, one 
pututo, 12 trumpets and 32 whistles. Eleven Moche IV whistles functioned and were audio 
recorded. Concerning the contexts of these artifacts, ten came from the main patio areas, nine 
from storage contexts, six from residential areas, five from food preparation areas, four from the 
storage and administrative area, one from the entrance, and one from a ritual context. Nine 
Moche IV sound-producing artifacts do not possess spatial contexts.  
                                                
1 Funerary, as opposed to Tomb, materials are artifacts associated with tombs, offerings and 
funerary rituals, but are not part of the offerings included in a burial.  

















The residential complex of C.A. 35 forms part of the larger interconnected architectural 
block that also contains C.A. 21, the ceramic workshop. It is interesting to note that the C.A. 35 
excavations have recovered more sound-producing artifacts than the C.A. 21 excavations, despite 
the relative equality in size of either compound. This perhaps indicates that C.A. 35 might have 
acted as one of the main destinations for the ceramic products of C.A. 21. The molds recovered 
from C.A. 35 date to the Moche III occupation, the same occupation in which C.A. 21 functioned 
as a ceramic workshop. The presence of these molds demonstrates the strong functional link 
between the various compounds found within this larger architectural block.  
The dramatic numerical difference between sound-producing artifacts dating to the Moche 
III period and those dating to the Moche IV period primarily arises from the greater number of 
occupation floors dating to Moche III in C.A. 35.  The Moche III occupation in C.A. 35 includes 
four fully excavated occupation floors, while the Moche IV occupation only includes two. When 
analyzed by occupation floor, all of the Moche III layers have similar concentrations of sound-
producing artifact types. Like C.A. 42, C.A. 35 sound-producing artifacts are recovered 
predominantly from food preparation contexts, indicating an unexplored link between music and 
food production. All types of sound-producing artifacts are present in C.A. 35 indicating that, 
like C.A. 45, the residents of C.A. 35 either staged a variety of performances in the main patio 
area, or participated as musicians in larger performances conducted elsewhere. All of the artifact 
types remain present in both Moche III and Moche IV occupation, revealing that the relative 
importance of sonic performance to the residents of C.A. 35 did not change over time.  
VII. Architectural Compound 42 
Conjunto Arquitectónico 42 (C.A. 42), located in the northern portion of the Urban Zone, 
forms the entirety of Architectural Block 3 and covers a total area of 1,584 square meters 
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(Seoane et al. 2009: 383).  Forty-five meters long and 36 meters wide, C.A. 42 divides into four 
subcompounds, each associated with different activities and social groups and each maintaining 
separate entrances (ibid., 385). The large Plaza 6 space lies adjacent to the west of this 
architectural block. Avenue 1 borders C.A. 42 on the east, while C.A. 39 and C.A. 43 border it 
on the north. Unexcavated structures lay to the south of C.A. 42 (ibid., 305). C.A. 42 has three 
main entrances, two in subcompound 2 via rooms 42-1 and 42-3 and the third in subcompound 1 
via room 42-5 (Seoane et al. 2008: 299). The two excavated occupation levels in C.A. 42, have 
radiocarbon dates that establish these floors as Moche IV occupations, dating between AD 500 
and 850 (Seoane et al. 2009: 390). Post-Moche activity, including a colonial period canal, has 
destroyed a large area of floor 1 in C.A. 42. Therefore, the majority of Moche material evidence 
derives from floor 2 (ibid., 365).  
In the final occupation, floor 1, the overall condition of the floor remains very deteriorated 
as a consequence of looter activity (Seoane et al. 2007: 167).  The structures associated with this 
level are also poorly preserved, especially in the central west area of the compound. 
Subcompound 1 covers an area 17 meters by 20 meters and contains five identified rooms. Room 
42-4b, located in the center of the subcompound, is the largest room, encompassing an area of 
approximately 326 square meters (Seoane et al. 2008: 285). Room 42-4b functioned as a patio 
area (ibid., 287). Room 42-5 functioned as an entrance for this subcompound, but the presence of 
a vasija in the central part of this room indicates it also served as a storage area for food and 
drink (ibid.). Subcompound 2 measures 14 meters by 22 meters and is located in the western 
section of C.A. 42 (ibid., 289). It has direct access to the northern road and contains at least nine 
rooms in this occupation (ibid.). Rooms 42-1 and 42-2, the primary entrances to subcompound 2, 
are located in the extreme northeast of the compound but the exact functions of these rooms 
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remains undefined due to poor preservation (ibid.). Room 42-9, located in the extreme southeast 
of the subcompound functioned as a food preparation area and as an additional small patio 
(ibid.).  
Figure 6.15: Plan View, Final Occupation, C.A. 42 (Seoane et al. 2008: 286)  
Subcompound 3 and Subcompound 4, while present in the final occupation level, remain in 
such a poor state of preservation that they cannot be fully defined or analyzed for this 
occupation. During this occupation two important architectural modifications occurred, one in 
subcompound 1 and the other in subcompound 2. These modifications narrowed the entrances to 
C.A. 42 from the previous occupation. A wall was constructed that partially blocked or closed 
off the north road access via room 42-5 in subcompound 1 (Seoane et al. 2007: 167). At the 
access between rooms 42-1 and 42-3 in subcompound 2, the construction of skinny adobe walls 
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separated the subcompound further from the road and created a greatly restricted entrance to this 
subcompound (ibid.).  
Figure 6.16: Plan View, Southeast Corner, Final Occupation, C.A. 42 (Seoane et al. 2009: 366) 
During the penultimate occupation, C.A. 42 spatially divides into four subcompounds and 
functionally includes the adjacent large Plaza 6 area (Seoane et al. 2009: 376). C.A. 42 has four 
principal entrances in this occupation. Three entrances directly access subcompound 2, via rooms 
42-1, 42-3 and 42-20, while one directly enters subcompound 1, via room 42-5 (ibid.). There 
potentially exists a fifth access, through room 42-17 in subcompound 4 (ibid.). Subcompound 1 
is slightly larger in the penultimate occupation, measuring 21 meters by 24 meters, and 
encompassing an area of 501 square meters (Seoane et al. 2008: 291).  
Subcompound 1 contains 12 identified rooms during this occupation (Seoane et al. 2009: 
365). The extreme east of subcompound 1 remains very deteriorated by a large looter pit, a late 
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period canal and other modern intrusions (Seoane et al. 2008: 291). Room 42-4b continues serve 
as the central area of this subcompound, where it forms a large square patio space (ibid.). In the 
extreme southeast area of 42-4b, there exists a structure shaped like a box with a round hole in 
the top, referred to as a “cajón2” (Seoane et al. 2008: 293). These “cajón” structures displayed 
and stored vasijas (jars) for serving food and drink (Ibid.). During this occupation, room 42-4b 
contains at least five cajón structures and two benches, a short one along the western side and a 
large bench with a raised dais in the south (Ibid.). These architectural features, along with the 
presence of beads, small cántaros, fine ceramics, figurines, floreros, personal adornments and the 
notable occurrence of sound-producing artifacts, indicate that residents used room 42-4b for 
celebrations, gatherings, feasts and potentially ritual performances (ibid., 272). The remaining 
eleven rooms identified in subcompound 1 in this occupation fulfill complementary roles to the 
main patio area of 42-4b.  
Subcompound 2 in the penultimate occupation forms a rectangle 20 meters by 34 meters that 
extends from the northeast to the southeast of C.A. 42 and encompasses an area of 680 square 
meters (Seoane et al. 2009: 367). Subcompound 2 has 24 rooms in this occupation (ibid.). Room 
42-1 forms an approximate square and possesses the only entrance into subcompound 2 from the 
northern road (Seoane et al. 2008: 295). Room 42-9, the largest room in subcompound 2, 
contains three pot rests used to serve drinks. This evidence, combined with its size, indicates 
room 42-9 functioned as a separate multi-purpose patio area for subcompound 2 (ibid., 297). 
Room 42-30 served as both a storage area and as an entrance to Plaza 6 in the west (Seoane et al. 
                                                
2 A cajón is a modern Peruvian percussion instrument. It is normally a large rectangular wooden 
box with circular hole in the center of one of the sides. The player stands the box upright with the 
hole facing outward and normally sits on the top of the box with their legs spread wide. The 
player beats a rhythm with their hands on the side of the box between the legs. 
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2009: 369). Located in the center and southeast of subcompound 2, rooms 42-30, 42-31, 42-32, 
42-33, 42-36 and 42-42 served as residential spaces (ibid., 369-371). 
 
Figure 6.17: Plan View, Penultimate Occupation, C.A. 42 (Seoane et al. 2009: 366) 
Subcompound 3, located in the south-central area of the compound, forms a rectangle 
oriented east to west, measuring ten meters by thirteen meters and encompassing an area of 130 
square meters (Seoane et al. 2009: 372) Subcompound 3 contains only six rooms (ibid.). Room 
42-24 creates a ‘L-shape’ corridor connecting 42-21, 42-27 and 42-28 with 42-4 (ibid.). Room 
42-27 specifically functioned as an area for the storage of drink such as chicha (ibid.). Rooms 
42-21, 42-28 and 42-29 served as general storage (ibid.). Located in the southeast of C.A. 42, 
subcompound 4 forms an inverted “L” shape, oriented north to south. It measures 12 meters by 
18 meters and covers an area of at least 168 square meters (Seoane et al. 2009: 373). The eastern 
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limit of subcompound 4, including portions of room 42-17, remains undefined in this occupation 
due to the destruction caused by the late period canal cutting through the east of the compound 
(ibid., 374). The remaining rooms, 42-22 and 42-26, served as general storage areas (ibid.).  
Not strictly a part of C.A. 42, but intimately connected with the compound and the activities 
taking place within, Plaza 6 is located to the southwest of C.A. 42, and forms a large rectangle 11 
meters by 42 meters encompassing an area of 462 square meters (Seoane et al. 2009: 374). Plaza 
6 was initially registered as room 42-35, and excavations of this area reached the second 
occupation floor (Seoane et al. 2009: 315-316). The southern road borders Plaza 6 on the south 
side, while the rooms 42-19, 42-33, 42-38, 42-39, 42-42 of subcompound 2 in C.A. 42 and part 
of C.A. 39 border it on the east (ibid., 374). The northern road borders Plaza 6 on the north and 
unexcavated areas lay to the west (Seoane et al. 2009: 375). The most abundant ceramic 
fragment types recovered from Plaza 6 consist of small pots, jars, bowls, dippers, and a number 
of sound-producing artifacts (ibid., 387). Excavators uncovered four tombs and four areas of 
offerings in the lowest occupation level of Plaza 6 (ibid., 360).  This evidence indicates that 
Plaza 6 functioned as a place for gatherings and celebrations, perhaps specifically for the 
residents of C.A. 42.  
i. Discussion 
During the penultimate occupation, C.A. 42 appears divided into two distinct activity areas, 
subcompound 1 and 2, with subcompounds 3 and 4 functioning primarily as ancillary storage 
space (Seoane et al. 2008: 299). Subcompound 1 acts as the principal gathering area for C.A. 42, 
possessing storage areas and small kitchens surrounding a large patio (ibid., 299-302). The raised 
bench in the northeast area of room 42-4b appears to act as an area of privilege, for it allows 
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direct observation of those entering this subcompound through room 42-5 into the patio area 
(ibid., 299).  
Subcompound 2 complemented the function of subcompound 1 in the penultimate 
occupation. It acted as an area of service, primarily for the preparation and storage of large 
quantities of food and drink (Seoane et al. 2009: 376). Subcompound 2 possesses its own small 
patio, Room 42-9, mirroring the larger patio of 42-4b in subcompound 1 (Seoane et al. 2008: 
299). Not only did subcompound 2 function as an area for food preparation, evidence suggests 
intensive chicha production took place here as well (ibid., 304). Rooms 42-3 and 42-1 serve as 
the principal access areas to subcompound 2. As in subcompound one, the entrances directly 
connect to areas of food preparation and storage (ibid., 299). A third entrance in subcompound 2, 
via 42-20, leads to Plaza 6 and the north road (Seoane et al. 2009: 376).  
Subcompound 2 includes three different activity areas. The first, centered on the small patio 
room 42-9, focused on the storage and preparation of food and drink (Seoane et al. 2009: 376). 
The second activity area comprises the principal residences. This residential area connects to the 
kitchen and storage rooms via 42-42 and the corridor of 42-41 (ibid.). The residential activity 
area contains storage rooms, small kitchens and sleeping spaces (ibid.). Finally, the third activity 
area, located in the northeast corner of the subcompound, forms an administrative space, 
controlling access between Plaza 6, subcompound 2 and the north road (ibid.). This 
administrative space consists of a small corridor leading to a kitchen and a small storage room 
containing cajón structures (ibid.).  
Subcompound 3 functioned as a distribution and storage area, since every room possesses 
small structure of stone or adobe used to support and protect vasijas (Seoane et al. 2009: 377). 
Room 42-4 in subcompound 1 provides the only access to Subcompound 3 during the 
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penultimate occupation (ibid.). This exclusive entrance to subcompound 1 indicates that the 
resources and food stored within subcompound 3 were for the specific use of subcompound 1 
residents (ibid.). Subcompound 4 functions primarily as a chicha production and storage area. It 
also possibly has an additional potential entrance connecting Avenue 1 to C.A. 42 in the 
penultimate occupation (ibid.). Subcompound 4 in the penultimate occupation also connects 
directly with subcompound 1 via rooms 42-16 and possibly 42-18 (ibid.).  
Fine ceramics recovered in large quantities from subcompound 1 associate this area with 
elite residents. Less decorated and domestic ceramics remain more common in subcompound 2 
and subcompound 4, indicating the lower status of these spaces and potentially the people who 
inhabited them (Seoane et al. 2009: 385). Dietary evidence further illustrates the potential social 
differences between the residents of subcompound 1 and subcompound 2 in C.A. 42. Botanical 
samples from both areas contained large quantities of llama and fish species, but in 
subcompound 2, it appears that cuy also acted as an important food source (ibid.)  
Both subcompound 1 and subcompound 2 had independent entrances, suggesting that 
distinct social groups, conducting different activities, might have occupied these spaces and used 
each separate entrance (Seoane et al. 2008: 302). Seoane et al. (ibid.) observe that the entrance to 
each subcompound directly connects to areas of food and drink preparation and storage, 
indicating an importance placed on the exhibition of the contents and use of each compound and 
by extension, the productive capacity of its occupants. C.A. 35 also possesses this access pattern, 
where the principal entrance to the compound in later Moche IV occupations passes directly 
through areas of chicha production and storage (ibid.). Based on the dietary and architectural 
evidence, Seoane et al. (ibid., 303) postulate that the participants of the celebrations in 
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subcompound 1, did not belong to the same social group as those who produced the food and 
drink in subcompound 2.  
The transition between the penultimate occupation and the final occupation saw the interior 
layout of C.A. 42 undergo substantial reorganization (Seoane et al. 2008: 300). Generally, a 
reduction in the number of entrances and a concentration of similar activities in a lesser number 
of rooms occurred (ibid.). Despite undergoing many internal architectural changes, 
subcompound 1 maintained its use as a space for gathering and celebration (Seoane et al. 2009: 
377). The principal remodeling in subcompound 1 involved the disappearance of the spaces to 
the east of the main patio area of 42-4b, which served as food preparation areas (ibid.). This 
indicates either a reduced production of food, or a relocation of food production to other areas 
during the final occupation (ibid., 378). During the final occupation, residents maintained, reused 
and even elaborated upon the square bench in 42-4b (ibid.). A skinny wall of adobe closed the 
principal access to subcompound 1 via 42-5 during the final occupation, making the only access 
to subcompound 1, through subcompound 2 (Seoane et al. 2008: 301). Subcompound 1 further 
specialized as a gathering area, possessing only small areas for storage and cooking in the final 
occupation (ibid.).  
Subcompound 2 also underwent a number of modifications during the final occupation, but 
maintained its general layout and function as a service area (Seoane et al. 2008: 301). Rooms 42-
9 and 42-10 saw the construction of cajónes to replace the ones removed from 42-4b in 
subcompound 1 (ibid.). The amplification of cooking and storage areas in subcompound 2 
accompanied the reduction in size of the only entrance to the entire compound during the last 
occupation, via rooms 42-1 and 42-3 (ibid.).  
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The material and cultural changes between the penultimate occupation and the final 
occupation in C.A. 42 remain significant (Seoane et al. 2008: 304). In general, there exists an 
apparent reduction in the concentration and number of areas for food and chicha production 
along with the further restriction of entrances to the compound (Seoane et al. 2009: 377). The 
independent access to subcompound 1 is closed and the only entrance to the compound remains 
via 42-1 and 42-3 in subcompound 2, which leads directly to food preparation and storage areas 
(Seoane et al. 2008: 304). Seoane et al. (ibid.) postulate that the changes in internal layout and 
use for both subcompounds indicates a necessity for greater control of resources and a 
concentration of these resources in rooms that would produce the greatest theatrical effect on 
those entering the compound.  The implications of this assertion will be discussed further in 
subsequent sections. 
ii. C.A. 42 Sound-Producing Artifact Sample 
The C.A. 42 sound-producing artifact sample contains 251 examples, forming 
approximately 25% of the total Huacas de Moche sample. This large assemblage includes one 
iconography fragment, eight ocarinas, eleven pututo fragments, 47 trumpet fragments, 62 rattle 
fragments, and 122 whistle fragments. The single musical iconography example belongs to the 
surface collection and displays a fragment of a figure playing a pututo. Three of the ocarinas 
functioned and were audio recorded. Two of these examples date to a Moche IV context while 
the other belong to the surface level. Of the five non-functioning ocarina examples, two date to 
Moche IV, two come from the surface level, and one belongs to an unknown occupation. The 
Moche IV ocarina examples consist of two unidentified animals, two llamas and one human 
figure. Seven pututo fragments date to the Moche IV occupation, and a further four come form 
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the surface level. The seven Moche IV pututo examples consist of four mouthpiece fragments, 
two interior spiral fragments and one body fragment. None of the pututo fragments functioned. 
Four trumpet tubing fragments have unknown occupation levels and unknown spatial 
contexts. Nineteen trumpet fragments, including 14 tubing fragment and five mouthpieces with 
attached tubing fragments, derive from surface collections. One trumpet tubing fragment dates to 
the Moche III occupation level. The remaining 23 trumpet examples date to the Moche IV 
occupation. This sub-sample consists of 16 tubing fragments, four bell fragments, two 
mouthpieces with attached tubing fragments and one tubing fragment wrapped around a ceramic 
vessel. None of the trumpet examples functioned.  
 
Table 6.8: C.A. 42 Sound-Producing Artifact Type and Time Periods 
The C.A. 42 rattle sample contains four fragments that have unknown occupation level or 
spatial information. A single body fragment dates to the Moche III occupation level and comes 
from the main patio area. Fourteen rattle fragments belong to the surface level and this sample 
contains five body fragments, nine handle fragments and no complete examples. Forty-three 













rattle fragments date to the Moche IV levels. These consist of 15 body fragments, one handle 
with an attached body fragment, 27 handle fragments and no complete examples. None of the 
rattle examples functioned. 
The whistle sample from C.A. 42 has four fragments with unknown spatial context or 
occupation level information. Thirty-three examples belong to the surface level, four of which 
still function and were audio recorded. The surface level sample includes 25 mold-made front 
piece whistles, three whistle sounding chambers and five mouthpiece fragments. Of the front-
piece whistles from the surface collection, 15 display images of figures, three of warriors, two of 
demons, one of an earspool, one of a musician and three consist of unidentified fragments. 
Eighty-five whistle fragments date to the Moche IV occupation levels but no whistle examples 
date to the Moche III levels. Sixty-three whistle fragments are the mold-made front piece whistle 
type, eight are the long straight whistle type, seven are whistle sounding chambers and seven are 
mouthpiece fragments. Of the eight long straight whistle fragments, seven display bird imagery 
while one portrays the head of a feline. The iconography displayed on the Moche IV front-piece 
whistle sample includes 37 figures, three demons, three musicians, three warriors, one earspool, 
one bat wing, one running figure, one elite headdress, one owl deity, one bird deity, one 
anthropomorphized crab and ten unidentified fragments. Fourteen examples from Moche IV 
functioned and were audio recorded, but only four of these are complete examples.  
Only two sound-producing artifact examples date to the Moche III occupation in C.A. 42 
and both derive from the limited 1997 excavation. These two fragments include a rattle body 
fragment and a trumpet tubing fragment, both recovered from the main patio area of 
subcompound 1. The Moche IV occupation level sample contains 163 artifacts consisting of five 
ocarinas, seven pututos, 23 trumpets, 43 rattles and 85 whistle fragments. Two of the ocarinas 
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and 14 of the whistles functioned and were audio recorded. Concerning the spatial contexts 
within which the C.A. 42 sound-producing artifacts occur, 34 came from patio areas, 28 from 
storage rooms, 18 from the food preparation and animal pen area and 16 from food preparation 
spaces. A further 16 examples derive from surrounding road contexts, two from entrances, eight 
from residential areas, and two from corridors. Thirty-nine Moche IV sonic artifact examples 
have unknown spatial contexts. 
  
Table 6.9: C.A. 42 Sound-Producing Artifact Spatial Context and Time Periods 
The high concentration of sound-producing artifacts present in the patio and plaza areas 
indicates that small gatherings, feasts and potentially rituals not only took place in C.A. 42, but 
involved sound and music. Large number of sound-producing artifacts also occur in food 
preparation contexts in C.A. 42, potentially indicating a link between the production and 
consumption of food and the production of sound and music. In this primarily residential setting, 
all of the various artifact types are represented, indicating that a variety of performances either 
took place in the patio, or adjacent Plaza 6 area, or that the residents of this compound 













participated as musicians in larger performances conducted elsewhere. The lack of molds from 
C.A. 42 demonstrates that this area, unlike the other four Urban Zone areas currently analyzed, 
did not have a direct link to ceramic production, but instead functioned as a destination for the 
products of the various ceramic workshops.  
VIII. Sonic Artifact Temporal Contexts 
This section presents an overall temporal analysis of the Huacas de Moche sound-producing 
artifact sample. Totaling 806 artifacts3, this sample includes both functional and non-functional 
examples. The analysis presented here utilizes Larco’s Moche I to Moche V designations to 
group artifacts by time period. One sound-producing artifact dates to the Moche I period, a 
whistle fragment that does not function. Seven sound-producing artifacts date to the Moche II 
period, including two trumpet fragments and five whistle fragments. One of these whistle 
fragments functions and was audio recorded. Two hundred and fifty-three sound-producing 
artifacts date to the Moche III time period. This large group includes four pututos, six ocarinas, 
18 rattles, 68 trumpet fragments and 157 whistle fragments. None of the pututos, rattles or 
trumpet fragments functioned. Fifty-five whistles and one ocarina dating to the Moche III period 
function and were audio recorded.  
Two hundred and ninety-four sound-producing artifacts date to the Moche IV time period. 
This sample includes eleven pututo fragments, 23 ocarinas, 59 rattle fragments, 59 trumpet 
fragments and 142 whistle examples. Five rattles, 17 ocarinas, and 33 whistles from this time 
period function and were audio-recorded. None of the Moche IV pututos or trumpet fragments 
functioned. An additional nine sound-producing artifact examples date to the Chimú period and 
these also all come from within the Uhle Platform complex. Twenty-eight sound-producing 
                                                
3 This number does not include the iconography or mold samples 
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artifact examples excavated from the Urban Zone have unknown temporal contexts. 
Unfortunately, a large portion of the Urban Zone sound-producing artifacts, 252 examples, 
derives from surface collections. This large sub-sample includes five pututo fragments, nine 
ocarinas, 61 rattle fragments, 80 trumpet fragments and 97 whistle fragments. Six ocarinas and 







Whistles 157 62% 142 48% 
Trumpets 68 27% 59 20% 
Rattles 18 7% 59 20% 
Ocarinas 6 2% 23 8% 




 Table 6.10: Sound-Producing Artifact Type Temporal Context Distribution 
The majority of the sound-producing artifact examples from the Urban Zone date to either 
the Moche III or the Moche IV periods. The distribution of artifacts between these two time 
periods remains fairly equal, with 294 sound-producing artifacts dating to Moche IV and 253 
dating to Moche III. There does exist a significant difference in the concentrations of artifact 
types between these two occupations. Both Moche III and Moche IV periods produced a similar 
number of whistle forms, but the mold-made front piece whistle type dominates the Moche IV 
context, comprising 56% of the recovered whistles dating to this period. During the Moche III 
period, this sub-type forms only 17% of the total whistles recovered from this occupation. In 
contrast, there exists a higher quantity of trumpets dating to the Moche III period, and a slight 
decrease in the number of trumpets belonging to Moche IV contexts. The rattle sample shows the 
most dramatic difference in recovered artifact numbers between these two periods. Only 18 
rattles date to the Moche III occupation, while 59 rattle examples date to the Moche IV 
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occupation. During Moche IV, rattles form as large a portion of the sound-producing artifact 
sample as trumpets. 
An analysis of the pitches produced by the recorded whistle and ocarina samples does not 
reveal a discernable difference in the types of sound produced between the two time periods. 
This demonstrates a general stability over time in both the types of sonic artifacts recovered and 
the range of sounds produced. A noticeable difference does occur in the maximum decibel level 
measurements between whistles dating to the Moche III period and whistles dating to the Moche 
IV period. The Moche III period whistles are louder, with an average dBa decibel level of 91 and 
an average dBc decibel level of 89. In contrast, the whistles dating to the Moche IV occupation 
have an average dBa decibel level of 87 and an average dBc decibel level of 88.  
Whistles Max dBa Max dBc 
Moche III 91 89 
Moche IV 87 88 
Table 6.11: Whistle Temporal Context Decibel Levels 
This subtle shift in artifact concentrations from louder more ensemble-oriented 
instruments such as trumpets in the Moche III period to the slightly softer and more individual 
instruments such as rattles and front-piece whistles during the Moche IV occupation potentially 
reflects a larger change in Moche society. A larger sample size is required to test this hypothesis 
further. The Moche occupational history of the Huacas de Moche site encompasses two distinct 
phases, the first lasting until 600-650 BCE and the second occurring between 600 and 850 BCE 
and ending with the Moche collapse on the north coast (Uceda 2010: 134). During the first phase 
of Moche occupation, corresponding to the Moche I through Moche III periods, Huaca de la 
Luna and the rituals enacted there acted as the primary location of political power at Huacas de 
Moche (ibid.). During this first occupation phase the urban class inhabited residential compounds 
with multi-functional rooms. These compounds contained spacious patios, but which rarely 
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included formal benches and had limited storage space (ibid., 135). The first period sees the 
production of ritual objects and elite goods controlled by elites and restricted to specific areas of 
the site, such as the elite ceramic workshops in C.A. 21 and the T.A.M. During the second phase, 
the Moche IV occupation, production becomes more generalized across the site (ibid., 136). This 
corresponds with the disappearance of the ceramic production space in C.A. 21 during the final 
occupation, and the greater specialization of space in the residential compounds of C.A. 42 and 
C.A. 35.  
This first phase ended with the abandonment of the Old Temple at Huaca de la Luna 
between 550 and 600 BCE (ibid., 140). Uceda (ibid.) postulates that this abandonment most 
likely relates to climatic episodes such as a strong ENSO event. Yet this did not signal the 
abandonment of the Huacas de Moche site, but instead, ushered in the second Moche occupation 
phase, which lasted until approximately 850 BCE. The second Moche phase correlates with the 
top two or three stratigraphic levels of the urban zone, the construction of a New Temple 
adjacent to Huaca de la Luna and the final extension and expansion of Huaca del Sol (ibid.). This 
second Moche period also corresponds to a diffusion of power and a drastic reorganization of 
internal spaces within the Urban Zone (ibid.).  
The abandonment of the Huaca de la Luna Old Temple, with its large performance space of 
Plaza 1, coincides with a shift in sound-producing artifact production towards artifacts better 
suited to smaller performance spaces, such as rattles. This change can also be heard in a decrease 
in the volume level of sound-producing artifact types such as whistles. The proliferation of front-
piece whistle forms during the Moche IV occupation, which play slightly softer sounds, signals 
both a shift towards smaller scale performances and the co-option of larger performance 
structures and narratives by a wider variety of people. As argued in greater detail in Chapter 4, 
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the sizes of front-piece whistles allow only a small group of people to view the iconography 
presented on the front. At the same time, the iconography presented on front-piece whistles 
generally references larger narrative Themes and theatrical performances such as sacrifice.   
This shift towards artifacts better adapted to smaller scale performances directly correlates 
with changes in the internal layouts of the various architectural blocks, such as C.A. 21, C.A. 42 
and C.A. 35.  These architectural blocks become more specialized in spatial layout during the 
Moche IV period. Residents constructed more elaborate benches and daises in the patio areas 
while simultaneously restricting access to these spaces by narrowing or blocking entrances. This 
restriction in conjunction with the increase and diversification of the production and distribution 
of goods during the second Moche phase indicate that the greater concentration of power was in 
the hands of a larger number of urban elite in this period than in the earlier period (Uceda 2010: 
147). The change in the occurrence of specific sound-producing artifact types and the subtle 
volume reduction among whistles potentially indicates a shift away from larger public spectacle 
to smaller scale performances, perhaps conducted in the patio spaces of Urban Zone residential 
compounds. Yet despite this change, the presence of the various sound-producing artifact types 
and the pitches they produce remained relatively stable over time. 
IX. Sonic Artifact Overall Spatial Contexts 
The entire sound-producing artifact sample from the five areas of the Urban Zone derived 
from a variety of spatial contexts. The largest proportion of sound-producing artifacts, 114 
examples, belongs to food production contexts. The next largest sample, 74 sound-producing 
artifacts, come from patio areas. Sixty-seven sound-producing artifacts were found in storage 
rooms. An additional eight examples came from the storage and administration area of C.A. 35. 
Forty-one sound-producing artifacts occur in residential contexts such as caches or offerings and 
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19 artifacts belong to specifically funerary contexts. Only three examples derive from overtly 
ritual contexts, while 25 examples acted as offerings in tombs.  
Forty sound-producing artifacts come from ceramic workshop contexts. Excavators 
recovered a further eleven examples from ceramic firing ovens within these workshops. Five 
sound-producing artifacts derive from corridors within compounds, and six from entrances to 
compounds. A further 20 sound-producing artifacts were found on the roads surrounding and 
connecting the compounds. Twelve examples derive from work areas in C.A. 35. Unfortunately, 
over a third of the entire sound-producing artifact sample from the Urban Zone, 304 examples, 
have unknown spatial contexts mostly due to their temporal context being from the surface 
collections of the various Urban Zone areas. 
As expected, a large sample containing a wide variety of sound-producing artifact types 
occur in patio areas. This supports the hypothesis that patio areas within the various architectural 
compounds functioned as spaces for gatherings, feasts and potentially rituals involving sound 
and music. What remains surprising is that the largest quantity of sound-producing artifacts 
belongs to food preparation areas and further research is needed in order to fully reveal this 
potential relationship between food production and sound-producing artifacts at Huacas de 
Moche. Out of all the sound-producing artifact types, only whistles regularly occur in any 
number in residential areas. This suggests that either whistles played a role in household daily 
ritual, or that whistles represent a highly personal and individual possession, as opposed to a 
more communal one. This deposition pattern could also be a product of discarding or trash 
disposal practices. The absence of ocarinas and rattles from funerary and ritual contexts and the 
further absence of ocarinas from tomb offering assemblages indicate that these artifacts did not 
play a role in these activities. The presence of trumpets, pututos and whistles in funerary and 
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ritual contexts indicates that at least part of the role these artifacts enacted involved ritual and 
funerary practices.  
General Ocarina Rattle Pututo Trumpet Whistle Total % 
Food Preparation 4 6 2 31 71 114 20% 
Patio 4 7 5 19 39 74 13% 
Storage 3 14 2 14 34 67 12% 
Ceramic 
Workshop 15 7 0 8 21 51 9% 
Residential 1 2 0 9 29 41 7% 
Tomb 0 8 2 10 5 25 5% 
Road 0 5 1 4 10 20 4% 
Uhle Platform 0 0 1 13 7 21 4% 
Funerary 0 0 1 6 12 19 3% 
Work Area 0 1 1 4 6 12 2% 
Entrance 0 0 0 2 4 6 1% 
Corridor 1 0 0 1 3 5 1% 
Storage/Admin 1 0 0 2 5 8 1% 
Ritual 0 0 0 0 3 3 1% 
Unknown 0 27 0 6 56 89 16% 
Total 29 77 15 129 305 555  Table 6.12: Total Sound-Producing Artifact Spatial Context by Type 
Pututos are only found in any concentration in patio areas, but also are recovered from 
tomb and funerary contexts. Every spatial category, except for overtly ritual areas, contained 
trumpet fragments but in differing concentrations. The largest numbers of trumpets derive from 
both food preparation and patio areas, but concentrations also occur in residential, funerary and 
tomb offering contexts as well. Whistles, like trumpets, appear in all spatial contexts, but higher 
numbers of whistles occur in food preparation, patio and storage areas. Additionally, moderate 
quantities of whistles also appear in residential areas, where most other sound-producing artifact 
types do not occur. A smaller number of whistles act as tomb offerings, and therefore are 
associated with funerary and ritual contexts.  
Differentiation of the spatial context of sound-producing-artifacts by time period reveals a 
change in the spatial configuration and concentrations of artifact types between the Moche III 
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and the Moche IV occupations. During the Moche III period, every type of spatial context 
produced at least one sound-producing artifact type. The vast majority of the Moche III sample, 
75 sound-producing artifacts, appears in food preparation contexts. Thirty-four artifacts came 
from ceramic workshop contexts. Twenty-six sound-producing artifacts belong to patio areas and 
a further 26 derive from residential contexts. Twenty-six examples occur in storage rooms, while 
four examples dating to the Moche III period belong to the storage and administration area of 
C.A. 35. Sixteen sound-producing artifacts derive from ritual and funerary offering contexts, 
while 14 examples acted as tombs offerings. Excavators recovered two Moche III sound-
producing artifacts from corridors and three examples from entrances to the various compounds. 
Three sound-producing artifacts dating to the Moche III period were found on the roads 
surrounding and connecting the various compounds. Eleven sound-producing artifacts dating to 
the Moche III period have unknown contexts.  
Moche III Ocarina Rattle Pututo Trumpet Whistle Total % 
Food Preparation 2 1  23 49 75 30% 
Ceramic Workshop 2 7  6 19 34 14% 
Patio 1 3 2 5 15 26 10% 
Residential 1   7 18 26 10% 
Storage    6 20 26 10% 
Tomb  3  8 3 14 6% 
Funerary   1 3 10 14 6% 
Work Area  1 1 4 6 12 5% 
Storage/Admin    1 3 4 2% 
Entrance     3 3 1% 
Corridor    1 1 2 1% 
Ritual     2 2 1% 
Road    2 1 3 1% 
Uhle Platform     1 1 1% 
Unknown  3  2 6 11 4% Total: 6 18 4 68 157 253  Table 6.13: Moche III Sound-Producing Artifact Spatial Context by Type 
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During the Moche III period, pututos only appear in patio and funerary contexts. Ocarinas 
only occur in food preparation, patio and residential areas, while rattles come from food 
preparation, patio and tomb offering contexts. Trumpets appear in every spatial context except 
for entrances and ritual areas, but the highest quantities of trumpets come from food preparation 
areas. Small numbers of trumpets are found in patio, residential, storage and tomb contexts. 
Whistles also occur in every spatial context in the Moche III period, but the highest numbers 
appear in food preparation areas. Large concentrations of whistles also come from residential, 
storage, patio, funerary, and tomb contexts.  
Moche IV Ocarina Rattle Pututo Trumpet Whistle Total % 
Patio 3 4 3 14 24 48 16% 
Food Preparation 2 5 2 8 22 39 13% 
Storage 3 14 2 8 14 41 14% 
Uhle Platform   1 12 5 18 6% 
Ceramic Workshop 13   2 2 17 5% 
Residential  2  2 11 15 5% 
Road  5 1 2 8 16 5% 
Tomb  5 2 1 2 10 3% 
Entrance    2 1 3 1% 
Corridor 1    2 3 1% 
Funerary    3  3 1% 
Storage/Admin 1   1 2 4 1% Ritual     1 1 0% 
Work Area      0 0% Unknown  24  4 48 76 26% Total: 23 59 11 59 142 294  Table 6.14: Moche IV Sound-Producing Artifact Spatial Context by Type 
The artifact sample dating to the Moche IV period derives from nearly all the same spatial 
contexts as the Moche III sample, but in different concentrations. No artifact dating to the Moche 
IV occupation came from the Work Area in C.A. 35. The majority of sound-producing artifacts 
from the Moche IV period, 48 examples, derive from patio contexts. Excavators recovered forty-
one sound-producing artifact examples from storage rooms. Thirty-nine sound-producing 
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artifacts derive from food preparation contexts in the Moche IV period. Seventeen sound-
producing artifact examples belong to ceramic workshop contexts. Excavators also recovered 
fifteen sound-producing artifact examples from residential contexts and a further 16 from the 
roads surrounding and connecting the compounds. An additional four sound-producing artifact 
examples come from the storage and administrative area in C.A. 35, while ten sound-producing 
artifact examples served as tomb offerings and an additional three examples derive from other 
funerary contexts. Three artifact examples appear in corridor areas within the compounds and 
three from compound entrances. One sound-producing artifact example comes from a household 
ritual context. Seventy-six examples dating to the Moche IV period have unknown contexts.  
During the Moche IV occupation period, ocarinas only appear in food preparation, patio and 
storage areas, similar to their distribution in Moche III. Rattles are found in concentrations in 
storage areas, but also occur in smaller numbers in patio, food preparation, and residential areas 
and as tomb offerings. Pututos appear found in food preparation, patio, storage and tomb offering 
contexts during Moche IV. Almost all spatial contexts produced trumpets during the Moche IV 
occupation, but no trumpets appear in overtly ritual contexts, corridors or entrances during this 
period. Moderate numbers of trumpets do appear in patio, storage and food preparation area. 
Whistles in Moche IV do not occur in funerary contexts, as they did during the Moche III 
occupation, but they continue to serve as tomb offerings. Concentrations of whistles in Moche IV 
appear in patio, food preparation, residential and storage areas.  
 The greatest numbers of sound-producing artifacts come from patio, food preparation and 
storage areas during both the Moche III and Moche IV occupation periods. Yet a comparison 
between these two time periods reveals major differences between the spatial distributions of 
sound-producing artifacts in patio areas, residential spaces and ritual contexts. During the Moche 
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III occupation, the vast majority of instrument examples were recovered from food production 
contexts. This could indicate either a connection between food preparation and sonic practice, or 
further illustrate the multi-purpose nature of most rooms in the residential compounds of this 
time period. As previously discussed, this distribution pattern could also be the result of changes 
in storage and trash disposal practices, as opposed to usage patterns. The largest group of sound-
producing artifacts dating to the Moche IV period derives from patio contexts. This suggests that 
during the Moche IV occupation a greater emphasis was placed on semi-public uses of sound-
producing artifacts, or an increase in the frequency and number of gatherings and celebrations 
involving sound within residential compounds. Moche III period residential spaces only 
contained ocarinas, trumpets and whistles. In addition to whistles, Moche IV residential areas 
also produced rattles and trumpets, but only in small quantities. This subtle difference may 
indicate either an increase in personal, as opposed to communal, possession of other sonic 
artifact types besides whistles during the Moche IV occupation, or that other sonic artifacts 
began to play a role in residential, rather than communal or public ritual practice during the 
Moche IV period. Sound-producing artifacts from ritual, funerary and tomb contexts formed 
13% of the total Moche III sample. The occurrence of sound-producing artifacts in these contexts 
during Moche IV drops to only four percent of the total sample. This signifies perhaps a different 
type of change in the performance of rituals in connection with funerary rites between the Moche 
III and Moche IV periods than is currently observed only from burials offering practices.  
X. Conclusions: 
 The spatial and temporal analysis of the sound-producing artifact assemblage from 
Huacas de Moche reveals details of the reciprocal relationships enacted between sound-
producing artifacts, space and performance practices. The Moche III assemblage contained a 
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greater proportion of sound-producing artifacts, primarily pututos and trumpets, depicted in 
iconographic scenes of public performance scenes. Pututos and trumpets also produce the loudest 
sounds of any artifact type, highly suitable for large-scale performances in large spaces. The 
Moche IV assemblage demonstrates a subtle shift towards softer instrumentation, such as rattles, 
and an emphasis on the small-scale representations of iconographic themes on the front of 
whistle forms. These whistle forms produce an overall softer sound in the Moche IV period than 
in the Moche III period, making Moche IV whistles slightly more suitable to smaller 
performances and gatherings.  
This shift coincides with a severe ENSO event that took place between AD 550 and 600 
and the abandonment of the main Huaca de la Luna temple complex. The internal organization of 
space within Urban Zone architectural complexes dramatically changed between Moche III and 
Moche IV, creating a greater differentiation of space for specialized tasks, and an increased 
emphasis on smaller gatherings in patio areas. As Uceda (2010: 147) writes, “instead of rituals 
and production being concentrated in the temples, the lords of the urban elite now controlled 
specialists and organized ceremonial and ritual activities within their own residences.” Smaller 
scale performances call for softer sounding artifacts with more elaborate decoration, since both 
visual and aural communication becomes easier in smaller sized gatherings.  
The presence of a wide variety of sound-producing artifacts in residential patio areas 
during the Moche III period indicates that the practice of staging performances involving sound 
in these smaller spaces occurred alongside the large scale public performances enacted in Plaza 
1. Beyond the urban centers, performances within residential spaces appear to have also occurred 
throughout both the Moche III and Moche IV time periods. Excavations at Ciudad de Dios, a 
rural habitation site in the middle Moche Valley, reveal that floreros, cantaros and bottles were 
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used in the home along with ceramic figurines, rattles, whistles and trumpets (Billman 2010: 
190). These ceramic types were recovered on the floors of patios and rooms in domestic 
structures, in kitchen hearths and in every domestic trash deposit so far excavated (ibid.). This 
assemblage suggests household rituals involving the serving of food and drink in special vessels 
accompanied by sonic performance (ibid.). The high concentration of sound-producing artifacts 
in kitchen contexts during Moche III at Huacas de Moche, and there continued, if diminished, 
presence in these contexts in Moche IV demonstrates the continuity and widespread practice of 
sound production in small-scale residential rituals and performances.  
The information provided by this sample of Moche sound producing-artifacts reveals a 
complex picture of the Moche relationship with sound. The increase in small-scale performances 
taking place in the residential patio areas of the Urban Zone during the Moche IV occupation 
phase does not represent an innovation, but instead the adoption of existing sonic artifact types 
and their desired sounds for slightly different practices and purposes. These data demonstrate 
how sonic artifacts in a Moche context remained malleable in use, but were durable in both their 
form and the types of sounds they played. While sound-producing artifacts represent a direct 
intentional intervention into the Moche constructed soundscape, they also reveal that sound 
played an important role in political social relations and has an intimate relationship with 






For those of you in the cheap seats I'd like ya to clap your hands to this one; the rest of you can 
just rattle your jewelry! 
! John Lennon 
I. Introduction 
Until Edison invented the phonograph in 1877, the ephemeral temporal nature of sound 
shaped the human relationship to it. Prior to recording devices, sound remained closely related 
not only to place and space, but to time as well. The only ways to reproduce sound was to play it 
again, to remember it or to translate it into some other medium such as writing or image, all 
creating imperfect reproductions (Schafer 1977: 90).  To past people, all sounds had to be 
originals, and sound existed as a unique event that occurred at one time in one place only. Thus 
sounds were intimately tied to the objects or people that produced them and the setting within 
which one experienced them.  
The size and shape of space will always affect the types of activities within it and the way 
sound behaves (Schafer 1977: 219).  Space affects sound not only by modifying its perceived 
quality through reflection, absorption, refraction and diffraction, but it also affects the 
characteristics of sound production (ibid., 217).  The physical acoustics of a space merge with 
sound sources to create a unified aural experience, transforming space into an extension of the 
sound created within it (Blesser and Salter 2007: 11). Space shapes sound and sound shapes 
space. The interaction of both shape social practice.  
In this capacity, architecture acts as the frontier between the senses of sight and sound, 
for it presents a visual image and possesses acoustic properties. The term aural architecture 
encompasses the reciprocal and mutually constitutive relationship enacted between sound, space 
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and human experience (Blesser and Salter 2007). Only hearing, not vision, creates a human 
being’s sense of space, as is evidenced by a feeling of “spacelessness” when one enters an echo-
free environment such as an anechoic chamber (ibid., 18). People experience the attributes of 
aural architecture regardless of how the acoustic characteristics of a space came to exist, 
naturally, intentionally or unintentionally (ibid., 5).  
Inomata and Coben in the Archaeology of Performance (2006: 30) stress, “it is essential 
in the analysis of theatrical space to place the human body as the point of action and sensory 
perception.” Keeping this in mind, in order to discuss the efficacy of performances and public 
spectacles within past contexts, one must not only consider their visual impact, but their aural 
experience. Performances of any kind are overtly communicative acts, and sound is a major 
conduit of this communication. Performances not only impart ideas, but also express social 
action. They create identities for the participants and construct the world in which they live (ibid., 
19). As Clifford Geertz asserts in Negara (1981: 104), theatrical performance of any kind 
presents an ontology and through the action of the performance makes that ontology a social 
reality. In other words, it presents the world as society perceives it and through this presentation 
makes it reality. In order to investigate performance as a mode of communication and social 
action in the past, archaeologists must think about how a performance sounds as well as the 
visual spectacle it presents.  
The term acoustic space describes the profile of sound across a particular physical 
environment.  Acoustic space refers to the volume of space in which a particular sound is audible. 
For example the maximum acoustic space inhabited by a person will be the area over which his 
or her voice can be heard (Schafer 1977: 214). Since no sound can exist at all places at once, 
maps of acoustic space present only potential areas of sound transmission (ibid., 215). The 
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acoustic space of sounding objects or people creates what R. Murray Schafer (1977) calls an 
acoustic community- a group of people bound together by shared access to a particular sound. 
Schafer uses the example of the area over which the call to prayer can be heard from a mosque to 
illustrate an acoustic community. A similar discussion of medieval parish church bells elaborates 
his point. The church bell in medieval and later European towns and villages functioned to both 
delimit the boundaries of a parish and to include all the villagers within its sound range. If you 
lived outside of the range of the bell’s sound, you were not considered part of that church or 
village’s community. The sound of the bell actively bounded the community in space (ibid.; 
Corbin 1998).  
Aural performances create “experiential islands,” located within particular temporal and 
spatial configurations, with sound creating specific sensory boundaries. The boundaries and 
spaces produced by sound potentially differ from the visual and architectural boundaries 
constructed by the same physical environment. Through the production of these boundaries, 
sound creates the acoustic community of listeners and hearers. Quantifying the acoustic 
properties of archeological sites addresses questions of whether considerations concerning sound 
affected the design and construction of performance spaces, or if the aural properties of 
constructed space affected practice and use. Sound possesses a very different range and impact 
when compared to vision. It allows people who cannot necessarily see the action of a 
performance to hear it and still participate by making noise themselves, via their bodies, voices 
and sound producing artifacts. Acoustic maps visualize the acoustic space of a particular 
environment, allowing an in-depth analysis of the experience of aural architecture, and the limits 
of sound transmission. Acoustic maps not only evaluate of the levels of exclusivity or inclusivity 
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of spaces from the perspective of the perception of sound, but also define the acoustic limits and 
allow the comparison between aural, visual and architectural boundaries.  
This chapter explores the relationship between sound, architecture and natural space, 
using acoustic maps of Moche archaeological sites.  The first section of this chapter will outline 
the methods utilized to create an acoustic map. The following discussion presents an analysis of 
the acoustic maps of the Late Moche (AD 600-900) sites of Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso in 
the Jequetepeque valley of northern Peru, and of Huacas de Moche in the Moche Valley, 
quantifying and outlining the maximum range of audibility, or aural space, for various 
performance platforms present at these sites. This analysis addresses questions concerning the 
types of sensory experiences that those spaces afforded, and specifically whether these spaces 
actively improved or impaired the sounds produced by Moche sonic artifacts of the same time 
period.  The acoustic maps reveal distinct aural variations in seemingly similar performance 
spaces, demonstrating that subtle changes in spatial layout create different and specific sonic 
experiences for participants, both inside and outside these spaces. 
Performance platform architecture at each of these sites creates both aural and physical 
spatial divisions. Aural divisions reinforce physical divisions each time a performance occurred 
in a particular architectural location while simultaneously creating and maintaining “acoustic 
communities” at these sites. At the Late Moche sites in the Jequetepeque, performance platform 
placements align with specific areas of each site, and each platform conveyed a different 
message of inclusivity or exclusivity and created a unique acoustic community. This situation 
indicates that each platform at Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso was constructed for a different 
purpose, or perhaps to potentially serve a different section of the resident communities.  There 
exists a plurality at Late Moche sites in the Jequetepeque valley, in contrast to the singular 
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message experienced at Huacas de Moche in the Moche valley. At Huacas de Moche during the 
Moche III period, instead of many smaller performance spaces, the large space of Plaza 1 
dominates the aural space of the site, and includes the entire population of the Urban Zone of the 
site within its acoustic community.  
II. Methods for Acoustic Mapping 
Acoustic mapping techniques expand upon the method of proxemics, famously utilized 
by Jerry Moore in his book Architecture and Power in the Prehispanic Andes (1996). Proxemics, 
as defined by Hall, analyzes spatial settings, particularly the distance between performers and 
audience, in order to define what kinds of communicative acts – verbal and musical performance, 
facial expressions, body movements and so on- were within the capability of human perception 
(Inomata and Coben 2006: 30). Since architecture provides stages for theatrical events, its 
physical presence creates ordered space, which defines the types of social relations that 
participants can engage in (ibid., 17). The unique nature of monumental architecture, as spaces 
not directly linked to daily lives, impacts the efficacy of performance and spectacle (ibid.).  
The creation of an acoustic map employs surface survey techniques utilizing sound 
producing and sound monitoring equipment. The sound equipment used for this project consists 
of a Norsonic 270 omni-directional speaker and a Norsonic 280 amplifier. The speaker weighs 
12.5 kilograms and has a diameter of 45 centimeters. The amplifier weighs 3.5 kilograms and has 
dimensions of 27.5 centimeters by 11.0 centimeters by 24.6 centimeters. In addition, a 12volt car 
battery and a small power inverter provided portable power to the speaker and amplifier system. 
An omni-directional speaker produces sound equally in all directions simultaneously. When 
powered, the speaker emits pink noise, a type of noise specifically designed for and utilized by 
the sound engineering industry to test the acoustic qualities of architecture. Pink noise contains 
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the entire range of frequencies that humans have the ability to hear and produces each octave 
with equal intensity and power. This most closely mimics the human perception of sound. The 
standardization of intensity across all octaves creates the conditions under which any change in 
volume perceived or decibel level change recorded derives solely from environmental factors. 
The combination of pink noise and the omni-directional speaker controls the variables of 
direction and intensity, allowing for the specific investigation of the interaction between sound 
and environment.  
 
Figure 7.1: Norsonic 270 Omni-Directional Speaker and Norsonic 280 Amplifier 
Basic survey procedures consist of the following. Sound equipment was assembled in the 
center of a designated location to be investigated acoustically. At each speaker location a 
surveyor filled out an observation form for that location and labeled it the Datum sheet. Datum 
sheet information includes the GPS location of the speaker, the silent dBa and dBc readings prior 
to powering the speaker and the maximum dBa and dBc readings as measured from a meter 
away after turning on the speaker. DBa and dBc weightings, or adjustments, compensate for the 
difference between the totality of sound frequencies produced naturally and the sound 
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frequencies humans possess the ability to hear. Additionally, the weightings counteract the fact 
that human beings perceive the loudness of high frequencies and low frequencies differently. In 
general, the dBa weighting compensates for the high frequency difference, giving a more 
accurate correlation between the decibel level reading and the perceived loudness of high 
frequency sounds. The dBc weighting indirectly compensates for the low frequency difference, 
giving a more accurate correlation between the decibel level reading and the perceived loudness 
of low frequency sounds. Even with these adjustments, decibel levels do not necessarily correlate 
directly to human perceived loudness, but instead allow for a standardization of sound intensity 
measurements across a space. Moche instrumentation roughly divides into instruments that 
produce predominantly high frequency sounds: whistles, ocarinas, whistling vessels, bells, rattles, 
and panpipes; and instruments that produce predominantly low frequency sounds: drums, 
trumpets, and pututos. 
Once the speaker began emitting sound, the sound level was calibrated to produce 
between 95-100 decibels in the dBa weight and 100-105 decibels in the dBc weight as measured 
from a meter away from the speaker. Previous work conducted on 439 examples of Moche sound 
producing artifacts from the Museo Rafael Larco Herrera, and el Proyecto Arqueológico Huaca 
de la Luna, indicated that the highest decibel level any Moche sonic artifact had the capability of 
producing fell within this sound range when measured at the distance of one meter from the 
sound producing end of the instrument. Thus the speaker was calibrated to produce the loudest 
sounds a Moche sound-producing artifact could create. 
After powering and calibrating the speaker, individuals or teams of surveyors walked away 
from the speaker in straight lines, stopping every 10 to 20 meters to record a decibel level 
measurement. Each individual surveyor or survey team used a hand-held sound level meter, 
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which measures sound levels in decibels, and a GPS. Each individual or team recorded a sound 
level reading for both the dBa and dBc weightings for each point. Surveyors registered this 
information, along with the GPS location of the measurement and various additional 
observations, on a paper form. This form records the following information: Site Name, 
Recorder’s Name, Date, Speaker Location, Weather, Time, Silent dBa, Silent dBc, Maximum 
dBa, Maximum dBc, Type of Sound (white, pink, red, other), GPS location, Interior or Exterior 
of Architecture, Ability to Hear Speaker, Ability to See Speaker, Observations About Visual 
Field, Observations About Sound and Additional Observations. Anyone can utilize this generic 
paperwork on any site to record either sound or silent acoustic data.  
This process of taking points, i.e., stopping and filling out paperwork and registering decibel 
levels, continued along a straight line path away from the speaker until the surveyor could no 
longer hear the sound, or had reached an insurmountable physical barrier. Once a surveyor 
finished one path away from the speaker to the edge of hearing, they moved to a different 
location and recorded points along a different linear path. This process repeated until surveyors 
documented the entire area of the site in which the speaker was audible. The data recorded on the 
paperwork was later entered into a computer database program such as Microsoft Excel. ArcGIS 
interpolated this data to create an acoustic map that not only indicates from which parts of the 
site a person can hear sound produced from a particular speaker location, but tracks the intensity 
of this sound as it spread out from its source and encountered architecture and natural features. 
In addition to recording points while the speaker system produced sound, surveyors 
measured silent or ambient sound data on specific days set aside for this purpose. This process 
involved the same techniques as recording sound data, except one measured silent dBa and dBc 
decibel levels instead of maximum ones. Additionally, during the process of recording silent data, 
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at each point the surveyor took anywhere from 4-10 photographs of the 360-degree view of the 
site from that particular location. An ambient or silent map of each site produced from this data 
provides the baseline from which one can compare the decibel level measurements taken while 
the speaker broadcast sound.  
III. A Singular Message: Huacas de Moche 
Three locations underwent acoustic survey at Huacas de Moche: the main open platform 
space at the north end of Huaca del Sol, Plaza 1 at Huaca de la Luna and the interior of the 
Southeast corner room of Plaza 1 at Huaca de la Luna. For a detailed description and discussion 
of the excavation and interpretation of the site of Huacas de Moche, please refer to the preceding 
chapters. The northern platform on Huaca del Sol and Plaza 1 at Huaca de la Luna are the most 
likely settings for the large performances involving sound depicted in Moche iconography. 
Speaker placements at these two locations also tested the following hypotheses: the Huacas 
could “speak” to one another, i.e., could communicate audibly; the open plaza of Huaca del Sol 
would create a larger, more inclusive acoustic space than the enclosed plaza of Huaca de la Luna. 
Situating the speaker within the small southeast corner room of the Huaca de la Luna Plaza 1 
tested the acoustic range of the small “stage” located next to this small room. The creation of 
separate dBa and a dBc maps for each speaker location differentiated any specific changes 
between the perception and spatial distribution of high and low frequency sounds produced by 
different Moche sound producing artifacts.  
i. Huaca del Sol 
The first speaker placement was located in the middle of what remains of the northern 
platform area of Huaca del Sol. Looting activity carried out in the early colonial period has 
destroyed at least two thirds of the monument, but when complete, Huaca del Sol was the largest  
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adobe structure in the Americas (Hastings and Moseley 1975: 196).  Built in a cross shape, 
Huaca del Sol measured at least 340 meters long by more than 160 meters wide (ibid.). Grander 
in scale but less architecturally complex than Huaca de la Luna, Huaca del Sol has one major 
open platform located on its northern end. This platform, when complete, measured 
approximately 150 meters wide, 80 meters long and 28 meters high.  Based on these 
measurements this space could accommodate between 6,000 and 12,000 people. Human beings 
standing on top of the northern platform at Huaca del Sol are visible across the entire Huacas de 
Moche site. The final construction and expansion of Huaca del Sol coincides with the 
abandonment of the main Huaca de la Luna platform complex and the construction of the smaller 
“new temple” to the east of Huaca de la Luna (Uceda 2010). If elites utilized the northern 
platform of Huaca del Sol for public performances, this large raised platform created a distinctly 
different spatial arrangement and aural experience than the enclosed and ground level Plaza 1 
space at Huaca de la Luna.  
A comparison of the high and low frequency maps generated for the Huaca del Sol northern 
platform reveals drastic differences between the distances and areas covered by these two 
different types of sounds. High frequencies dissipate rapidly from this location, being barely 
audible halfway across the Urban Zone. High frequency sound also does not reach any part of 
the Huaca de la Luna complex. In contrast, low frequency sounds are strongly audible from most 
of the site, consistently registering decibel levels of between 60 and 70 across the Urban Zone.  
One can hear low frequency sound from the western side of the Huaca de la Luna complex, but 





Figure 7.3: Huaca del Sol East Profile 
ii. Huaca de la Luna Plaza 1 
The second chosen location situated the speaker towards the center of the large Plaza 1 
space at Huaca de la Luna. Plaza 1 measures approximately 170 meters long by 75 meters wide, 
encompassing a space of 12,750 square meters. This space has the potential to accommodate 
between 6,000 and 12,500 people. A large adobe wall, nearly 3 meters high in places, encloses 
Plaza 1 and only has two main entrances with access to the Urban Zone. The entrance located in 
the center of the north end of the plaza is baffled by adobe walls, which form a short east/west 






Figure 7.4: Huaca del Sol High Frequency (dBa) Map 
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of the western wall of Plaza 1. This entrance connects one of the main east/west avenues through 
the Urban Zone with Plaza 1.  
The south façade of Plaza 1 consists of multiple tiered steps, culminating in a small ritual 
platform (Platform 1) at the top, 32m above the floor of Plaza 1. This ritual platform remains 
visible from the plaza, allowing the people gathered in the plaza below to observe any 
ceremonies taking place on the platform (Uceda 2010: 151). Each tier on the south façade 
displays – in a scale larger than life - polychrome low relief sculptures of various figures and 
images. The bottom tier portrays warriors leading nude prisoners; the tier above presents dancers 
holding hands, and the upper tiers display deities (Uceda 2010).  A large ramp begins about 
halfway along the eastern wall of the plaza. This ramp extends 60m from the floor of the plaza to 
the top tier of the southern façade and leads to Platform 1. The exterior of this ramp depicts a 
large eared serpent in adobe low relief sculpture.  
The large encircling adobe wall does not permit anyone outside of Plaza 1 to view activities 
taking place within the plaza. Yet people outside Plaza 1 could see the top of the ramp and any 
activities taking place on the upper platform of Huaca de la Luna. The baffled entrance at the 
northern end of the plaza further emphasizes the visual exclusivity of the Plaza 1 space, since 
even through this opening, one could not directly observe the interior of the plaza. Visually, 
Plaza 1 and the Huaca de la Luna top platform create different levels of access to performance, 
with the activities taking place on the top of the Huaca more visually accessible to the residents 
of the Urban Zone than those taking place within the Plaza itself. The Plaza 1 space, to a large 
extent, contains high frequency sound within its enclosed area. The intensity of the high 
frequencies does not vary greatly across the interior plaza, maintaining levels between 60 and 70 








Figure 7.11: Huaca de la Luna Plaza 1 Low Frequency (dBc) Map 
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distinct east to west band across the Urban Zone. This band of sound fluctuates across the site 
between the decibel levels of 50 and 70. When high frequency sound reaches the north platform 
of Huaca Sol, its volume diminishes to barely audible. Low frequency sounds emanating from 
Plaza 1 follow a similar distribution pattern, but with different decibel intensity. Low frequency 
sound covers the interior of Plaza 1 at a lower volume of only 75 decibels. Generally, low 
frequency sound blankets the entire Huacas de Moche site at between 60 and 75 decibels, 
including the north platform of Huaca del Sol. The low frequency volume extends in the same 
east to west band across the Urban Zone as the high frequencies, but at between 80 and 90 
decibels, louder than within most of the plaza itself.  
Interestingly, the main platform complex of Huaca de la Luna remains relatively sonically 
isolated from Plaza 1. The top platform at Huaca de la Luna, located directly adjacent to Plaza 1, 
only registered a maximum volume of 55 decibels in the low frequencies and 45 in the high 
frequencies, both measurements softer than a normal human speaking voice. This measurement 
was made despite the partial roof, which should have funneled the sound towards the top of the 
Huaca, making the sound even louder than perhaps it was in the past. This change in sensory 
experience from the floor of Plaza 1 to the top platform of Huaca de la Luna perhaps further 
differentiated these spaces from one another and emphasized their different roles. 
iii. Huaca de la Luna Southeast Corner Room 
The final speaker location placed the speaker inside the southeast corner room of Plaza 1. 
This area contains a small raised platform five meters long and three meters wide, adjacent to a 
small adobe walled room that is only approximately 3 meters by 3 meters. The exterior walls of 




Figure 7.12: Huaca de la Luna Plaza 1 Southeast Corner Room 
 








Figure 7.15: Huaca de la Luna Plaza 1 Southeast Corner Room Low Frequency (dBc) Map 
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sculptures depicting the “Moche Cosmology.” It is postulated that this space functioned as the 
location of some type of oracle (Quilter 2011 pers. comm.). 
For this location, the research team decreased the sound level produced by the speaker to 85 
decibels from a meter away. This tested how a softer sound, such as a human voice shouting or 
singing, might disperse from this location, as this area presented a smaller scale performance 
space within the larger Plaza 1. In general, for both the high and low frequencies, sound 
remained strongest within the plaza itself. Sound did not even extend the entire distance to the 
northern plaza entranceway, dropping to 40 decibels in the high frequencies and 55 in the low 
frequencies at the northern end of Plaza 1. While sound produced in this location did reach the 
top platform at Huaca de la Luna, it once again could only be heard softly, between 50 and 60 
decibels. Sound did not extend far beyond the encircling adobe walls with any intensity and 
would not have reached to Urban Zone residences. 
iv. Discussion 
Low frequency sounds, such as drumming, would have travelled the distance between 
both Huaca de la Luna and Huaca del Sol, but high frequencies did not reach Huaca de la Luna 
from Huaca del Sol and barely reached Sol from Luna. Therefore, Huaca de la Luna can “speak” 
to Huaca del Sol more easily than Sol can “speak” to Luna. The Urban Zone area between the 
Huacas corresponds almost directly to the limited distance sound can travel from either structure. 
High frequency sound, such as those produced by whistles and ocarinas, was generally contained 
within Plaza 1 of Huaca de la Luna, except in select areas of the Urban Zone. In contrast, low 
frequency sound, such as produced by drums and trumpets, permeated the entire site.  The 
acoustic data from both Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Luna demonstrate that not only were the 
inhabitants of the urban zone in constant visual contact with these Huaca structures, but they 
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maintained constant aural contact with most of the sounds emanating from them. Population 
estimates for Huacas de Moche range from 15,000 to 25,000 inhabitants (Toyne et al. 2014) 
Neither Plaza 1, nor the north platform of Huaca del Sol could accommodate the entire 
population, but the entire population could hear performances taking place at Huaca de la Luna 
or see them from Huaca del Sol. The entirety of the Urban Zone can be considered a passive 
acoustic community created and bounded by the two Huacas, in the same manner as medieval 
church bells or a muezzin’s call to prayer. 
The analysis of the acoustic maps demonstrates that while the wall surrounding Plaza 1 
obscured the visual spectacle occurring within, it did a poor job of containing sound. In fact, 
more sound permeated the urban zone than reached the inner sanctum of the Huaca itself. This 
pattern creates different levels of participation, between those inside and those outside the plaza. 
It also broadcasts the presence of a performance to the entire Huacas de Moche settlement, 
making the entire population constantly aware of these elite sponsored performances taking place 
within Plaza 1, and emphasizing the link between sound and performance discussed more 
thoroughly in earlier chapters. The Huaca de la Luna complex creates a complex differentiation 
not only of space, but also of sensory access to performance. It visually obscures activities taking 
place within Plaza 1, but amplifies the sound of this activity. This situation allows for a passive 
acknowledgment of the presence of performances by the residents of the Urban Zone.  The 
Huaca de la Luna architecture also permits a greater visual engagement with performances, such 
as sacrifice, conducted on the top platform of the Huaca.  
In contrast to Huaca de la Luna, the northern platform at Huaca del Sol affords a highly 
visual spectacle, but a poor auditory one. Sonic performance at Huaca del Sol had a very 
diminished range compared to those in the Plaza 1 of Huaca de la Luna. High frequency sounds 
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produced at Huaca del Sol barely extended 250 meters beyond the structure. Low frequency 
sounds did permeate the site and reached the western side of Huaca de la Luna, but very softly, 
in places almost inaudible. Huaca del Sol, in contrast to Huaca de la Luna, creates a sensory 
experience where a large audience can see the activities taking place on the platform, but only 
those within or directly adjacent to the complex could hear them. Urban Zone residents would 
have to actively engage with performances taking place a Huaca del Sol, as opposed to passively 
acknowledging their presence, as with performances at Huaca de la Luna. The abandonment of 
Huaca de la Luna and the enlargement of Huaca del Sol correspond with the Late Moche shift 
towards a proliferation of smaller scale performances taking place in the residential plazas in the 
Urban Zone. This shift towards a multiplicity of performance spaces at a smaller scale also 
occurred among Late Moche sites in the Jequetepeque Valley. 
IV. Plurality: The Late Moche of the Jequetepeque 
 The Jequetepeque Valley, situated on the coast of Peru 600 km north of Lima, runs east 
to west between the Andes mountains through the dry coastal desert to the Pacific ocean. The 
Jequetepeque is part of the northern Moche territory and contains one of the highest 
concentrations of ancient urban centers in South America. The urban sites include Pacatnamú, 
Dos Cabezas, Cerro Chepén, Farfán and San José de Moro. The Jequetepeque valley is situated 
at a critical geographical and cultural juncture, forming an important route to the Andean 
highlands and representing a purported cultural frontier separating the northern and southern sub-
regions of the Moche territory (Swenson 2006).  This region constitutes one of the larger and 
more productive river valleys of the Peruvian coast and its archaeological landscape consists of 
complex irrigation systems, vast agricultural infrastructures, road systems, and monumental 
architecture dispersed in the desert or concentrated in civic-ceremonial centers (ibid., 115).   
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The Late Moche period, between AD 600 and AD 900, is typified by widespread 
sociopolitical and environmental upheavals throughout the north coast, including settlement 
abandonment and re-urbanization. For example, the large cities of Galindo and Pampa Grande 
emerged in the valley necks of the Moche and Lambayeque Valleys, respectively, while 
abandonment occurred at sites such as Dos Cabezas in the Jequetepeque Valley and dramatic 
reorganization took place at Huaca de la Luna in the Moche Valley (Swenson 2011: 301). In the 
Jequetepeque Valley, instead of the population concentrating in new, large urban centers at the 
valley neck, multiple large, but relatively rural, settlements containing ceremonial architecture 
proliferated in the lower valley during this period. Built in the marginal zones between irrigated 
land and the desert, these sites are readily distinguished by their size, but cannot be hierarchically 
classified by architectural distinction (Swenson 2006: 117). People occupied the sites either 
continuously or episodically, and most of the sites possess large defensive walls and other types 
of fortifications in addition to performance platforms. Thus ritual production is not an exclusive 
function of these large settlements, but appears to have been one of the more important activities 
(ibid., 119).   
The performance platform, defined as an architectural complex that contains an elevated 
platform with a ramp, acted as the preeminent sacred space and symbol of power throughout the 
entire Moche period (Swenson 2011: 286). These ramped platforms, built of stone and mounded 
earth, are widely distributed across all types of sites and often are found independent of elite 
architectural complexes (ibid., 301). The dais-topped platforms fronted by an open patio or plaza 
appear to be scaled-down versions of the massive pyramids that dominated Moche cities, such as 
Huaca de la Luna, and structures of this kind are commonly portrayed as stages of ritual 
performance in Moche iconographic scenes (ibid., 305). At Late Moche sites in the Jequetepeque, 
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ritual performance occurred on numerous dispersed platforms at a much smaller and more 
diffuse scale than seen at earlier Moche sites such as Huaca de la Luna and Dos Cabezas (ibid.). 
The high concentration of food storage jars, decorated ceramics and sound-producing artifacts 
such as whistles and rattles recovered from many of the Moche platforms in the Jequetepeque 
indicates that performances staged there involved dancing, singing and feasting (ibid.).  
Late Moche ceremonial settlements in the Jequetepeque, including the following 
examples from Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso, exhibit performance space architecture that 
varies remarkably from site to site and platform complex to platform complex. This situation 
creates a profound plurality of performance experiences and potentially communicates multiple 
political and ritual messages. This multiplicity of performance platforms also has the potential to 
create a variety of distinct or overlapping acoustic communities at each of these sites. 
i. Cerro Chepén 
Cerro Chepén is a large, heavily fortified Late Moche site located in the center of the 
northern arm of the Jequetepeque Valley. Dating to between AD 600-850, the site occupies a hill 
chain in the shape of an inverted “T”, with the modern city of Chepén spreading out along the 
southern base of the smaller segment of the “T”.  The remaining sides border agricultural fields 
on the valley floor. Marco Rosas Rintel, who conducted excavations at Cerro Chepén between 
2003 and 2006, divides the site into three main areas, Chepén Hill, Cerro El Gavilán and 
Chequén Hill (Rosas Rintel 2010: 349). To date, only Chepén Hill and the Quebrada between 
Chepén Hill and Cerro El Gavilán have been topographically and architecturally mapped, and 
thus the acoustic surveys and subsequent analysis focused on those areas. For the site of Cerro 
Chepén, four initial locations underwent acoustic investigation. Locations were selected based on 
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the initial identification of the architecture or area as a performance platform. Each location 
received its own numerical designation: Platform 1; Platform 2; Platform 3; and Platform 4.  
Chepén Hill contains two main occupation sectors defined by peripheral walls, which  
Rosas Rintel (2010: 350) designates as Cerro Chepén Alto and Cerro Chepén Bajo based on 
elevation and location differences. The acoustic survey project further divides Chepén Hill into 
three sectors to facilitate analysis. The area referred to as the monumental sector consists of the  
top of Chepén Hill encircled by the largest defensive wall in the Jequetepeque. The monumental 
sector contains a high concentration of elite and monumental architecture including a large 











































located within the large quebrada below the upper defensive wall. The quebrada area contains 
the large performance platform designated Platform 2. Cerro Chepén Bajo includes the northern 
slope habitation area below the monumental sector wall and contains the smallest performance 
platform, Platform 3. Based on area calculations of domestic floor space, population estimates 
for the Quebrada and Cerro Chepén Bajo sector are between 2,600 and 5,200 people. 
a. Platform 1 
Platform 1 is an architectural complex consisting of a semi-circular open plaza area 
outlined with a low wall and bordered on the southern side by a small stepped platform leading 
to an adjoining group of rooms. It is situated at the northern end of the monumental sector of 
Chepén Hill. Oriented to the north at an elevation of approximately 250m, the Platform 1 plaza 
area measures roughly 35 meters wide and 36 meters long. The plaza has two main entrances, 
one at the north end of the plaza and the other at the southeast corner of the stepped platform. 
The stepped platform extends the length of the southern side of the plaza and consists of two 
small stepped benches. The center of the top bench has a large doorway that provides the only 
access to an adjoining group of rooms. The northern plaza entrance leads downward to a narrow 
path, which winds below the eastern side of the plaza dangerously close to the edge of a cliff.  
The entire Platform 1 complex encompasses an area of approximately 1,100 square 
meters. Even if 100% occupied, a highly unlikely scenario, the plaza area of Platform 1 could 
only accommodate up to 1,100 people, a small portion of the potential audience provided by the 
population estimates of between 2,500 and 5,000 people. Yet the space immediately surrounding 
Platform 1, which remains relatively devoid of architecture, could accommodate more than the 
entire estimated population, as it encompasses over 8,000 square meters.  












Platform 1 is located at a visual apex of the site of Cerro Chepén. It commands an almost 
panoramic view of the entire site and surrounding valley, and is visible from the valley floor and 
across large areas of the site. While the platform complex is highly visible, one can only partially 
view the interior plaza from outside the complex itself.  The boundary of vision for the plaza is 
fairly consistent with the architectural boundary of the complex, creating the combination of 
highly visible exterior architecture and an exclusive semi-interior area reserved for visual 
performance for smaller audiences.  
Despite the high visibility of the exterior of Platform 1, sound produced within its main 
plaza area remains very restricted to the immediate surrounding area. The Platform 1 complex 
itself primarily contains the high frequency sounds within its plaza area, with the high frequency 
sounds producing a range from 90 to 70dBs that drops suddenly to 55-60 as one exits the plaza. 
This pattern indicates a high level of exclusivity, despite the lack of high walls or any other overt 
architecture of containment. High frequency sounds do permeate the rooms directly attached to 
the main plaza, with the innermost room registering the softest levels of 60dBs. Even though the 
loudness of the sound reduces, sound emanating from the plaza always remains audible from 
anywhere in the adjacent room complex.  
High frequency sound does travel across the monumental sector of the site, but does not 
reach the lower habitation areas below the defensive wall in the quebrada or the Cerro Chepén 
Bajo area on the northern slopes of Chepén Hill. High frequency sound is barely audible at the 
Platform 2 location and inaudible at Platforms 3 and 4. The high frequencies communicate 
almost exclusively with the monumental sector, especially with the structures designated 
building VIII, excavated by Rosas Rintel in 2006 (Rosas Rintel 2010). Within building VIII, 
sounds from Platform 1 register at nearly 85dBs despite being located over 175 meters away, 
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Figure 7.20: Cerro Chepén Platform 1 High Frequency (dBa) Map 
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Figure 7.21: Cerro Chepén Platform 1 Low Frequency (dBc) Map 
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perhaps indicating a specific aural relationship between these two structures.  
The spatial distribution of low frequency sound creates a very different pattern to that 
observed for high frequency sound. Like the high frequencies, low frequency sound remains 
generally contained within the monumental sector of the site, but has a wider range within the 
monumental sector and remains audible for a short range beyond the defensive wall. In general, 
people living in the lower habitation areas in the quebrada cannot hear low frequency sounds 
produced within Platform 1, but those in the habitations closest to the defensive wall potentially 
could. While still semi-exclusive, the fact that people living outside of the monumental sector 
could hear low frequency sounds, such as drumming, allows residents to become aware of 
specific types of performances held at Platform 1. This experience could create a scenario where 
this information could spread throughout the lower community.  
In contrast to the high frequencies, which are inaudible at all the other platform locations, 
low frequency sound emanating from Platform 1 could be heard at 70dB from the Platform 2 
area but remained inaudible from Platforms 3 and 4. Also in contrast to the high frequencies, low 
frequencies could be heard in the building VIII complex at only 70dB. Instead, the low 
frequencies broadcast the strongest to an area 80 meters to the southwest of Platform 1. The low 
frequency sounds are also less well contained within the Platform 1 plaza space, dropping from 
85dBs within the space to 60dB only when one reaches 35 to 50 meters away from the structure 
as opposed to a few meters outside it. The adjacent rooms maintain a high decibel level of 75dBs 
in the first room and 70dBs in the innermost area.  
The most obvious acoustic effect present at the Platform 1 complex involves the pathway 
leading from the southeast of the complex, around the northeastern side to the main northern 
entrance of the plaza area. This pathway has a significantly lower elevation than the main plaza 
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area and is very narrow, allowing only one person to walk along it in places. When entering the 
plaza from this pathway, one cannot see into the plaza until reaching the entrance. While the high 
frequencies diminish significantly on this pathway to between 60 and 65dBs, the low frequencies 
remain loud and strong starting at 70dBs and rising to 80dBs right before one enters the plaza. 
When one enters the plaza, the low frequencies rise slightly to 85dBs, but one is struck with the 
full intensity of the high frequency sound, which rises dramatically from 65dBs to 75-80dBs. 
While walking along the path to the main entrance, a person can constantly hear the low rumble 
of low frequency instruments such as drumming, but is not exposed to any high frequencies, 
such as those produced by whistles, until actually entering the plaza space. This mimics the 
effect of the baffled entrance at the north end of Plaza 1 at Huaca de la Luna, which blocks sight 
completely and reduces sound, until one walks through the corridor and enters the plaza itself. 
The spatial distribution of sound from Platform 1 creates differing levels of participation 
between those who can only hear and not see, versus those who can do both. This constant visual 
reminder of the exclusivity of the space could have acted as a powerful symbol of difference 
between those who lived in the monumental sector and were presumable in charge, and the rest 
of the population residing on Cerro Chepén. Yet when sound broadcasts from within the plaza, 
people gathered outside could hear high frequency sounds such as those made by whistles and 
ocarinas at 60 decibels, and low frequency sounds such as trumpets, pututos and drums at 70 
decibels. Thus sound extends the space within which people might hear and sonically participate 
in performance at Platform 1 from 1,100 square meters to over 8,000 square meters, enough to 
potentially include the entire estimated population as an audience/participants. 
Platform 1’s acoustic properties demonstrate a general level of exclusivity, for any 
sounds produced within the plaza area are contained within its immediate surrounding area and 
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are not broadcast across the entire site.  This exclusivity presents a stark contrast to the high 
long-range visibility of this platform complex. This distinction potentially indicated to those 
living in the habitation zones below the monumental sector that while they could see the 
structure at all times, they needed to be invited to participate or witness ceremonies performed 
within. This analysis establishes that while sound extends the performance space beyond the 
architectural and visual boundaries, from a site-wide perspective, Platform 1 remains relatively 
exclusive, and cannot create a passive acoustic community in the same manner as Huaca de la 
Luna.  
b. Platform 2 
Oriented to the northeast, at an elevation of approximately 275 meters, the Platform 2 
complex encompasses an area of nearly 1,800 square meters and includes a semi-circular plaza 
30 meters wide and 25 meters long. The Platform 2 architectural complex also contains multi-
level ramped platforms attached to the southeast side of its plaza. This attached architecture 
consists of four terraced levels with a large main ramp connecting the top level to the plaza area. 
Each terraced level possesses a differing configuration of rooms and corridors. Platform 2 is 
located adjacent to, but outside the defensive wall of the southeastern end of the monumental 
sector.  A steep cliff encircles the western and southwestern sides of the complex, creating a 
natural border. The platform has two main entrances, one on the southeast side and one on the 
northwest side. The northwestern entrance consists of a small number of steps leading directly 
onto the northwestern corner of the open plaza area. The northeastern entrance begins within a 
group of small rooms or antechambers, continues up a flight of steps and along a corridor among 





Figure 7.22: Platform 2 from Above, Cerro Chepén 
Figure 7.23: Platform 2 from Below, Cerro Chepén 
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Figure 7.24: Plan View, Platform 2, Cerro Chepén  
In contrast to Platform 1, Platform 2, is visually isolated, being invisible to any observer 
approaching from below, such as residents of the Quebrada or Cerro Chepén Bajo. It is only 
highly visible when approached from above, but this route has no entrance to the Platform 
complex. It is also visible from the extreme far east of the site, on Cerro El Gavilán. In spite of 
this seeming isolation, the sound distribution pattern from Platform 2 encompasses nearly the 










and intensities. The steep cliff face directly south of Platform 2 acts as a natural amplifier, 
projecting the sounds created in the platform’s plaza out across the quebrada.  
High frequencies emanating from Platform 2 form three main areas of decibel level 
intensity across the site: the immediate Platform 2 surrounding area, directly to the east of the 
complex, and on the eastern ridge of the Cerro Chepén Bajo area. The eastern ridge of the Bajo 
area, despite being approximately 350 meters away from Platform 2, has approximately the same 
elevation. One can hear the Platform 2 high frequency sounds at nearly 80dBs from this location. 
High frequencies broadcast from Platform 2 are inaudible to rest of the  Cerro Chepén Bajo area 
beyond the eastern ridge. Standing within the plaza of Platform 1, high frequency sound from 
Platform only registered a 40dBs, or barely audible to an individual. Platform 2 high frequency 
sound is audible to the majority of the monumental sector, but only softly, generally measuring 
between 45-55dBs. Directly to the east of Platform 2, on the ridge of Cerro El Gavilán, high 
frequencies from Platform 2 are audible at up to 70dBs in certain areas.  
Low frequency sounds produced from Platform 2 maintain a similar spatial pattern as the 
high frequencies, but with a differing intensity. The low frequencies cover a larger area of the 
site, but at a lesser overall loudness. For example, the low frequencies are audible from the 
eastern ridge of the Cerro Chepén Bajo area, but at the lower intensity of 70dBs. In contrast, 
people gathered on the east ridge of Cerro El Gavilán could hear the lower frequencies at a 
higher decibel level, nearly 75dBs, than the high frequencies at 70dBs. The areas that register the 
low frequencies the softest correspond with the same areas where one could not hear the high 
frequencies at all. The plaza area of Platform 1 registered low frequencies at 60dBs. Listening 
from the areas surrounding Plaza 1 one could only hear Platform 2 low frequencies softly at 45-
50dBs. Platform 2 low frequencies reach the monumental sector and Platform 1, but  
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Figure 7.25: Cerro Chepén Platform 2 High Frequency (dBa) Map 
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Figure 7.26: Cerro Chepén Platform 2 Low Frequency (dBc) Map 
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generally only register between 50 and 60dBs, as opposed to the quebrada area, where low 
frequencies measure an intensity of 50-75dBs.  
Platform 2 produces one distinct acoustic effect. Sound broadcast from the plaza area 
extends strongly to the east and funnels down the eastern side of the large main quebrada. In 
contrast, sound decreases in intensity very quickly to the north of the Platform 2 complex. High 
frequency sound decreases from 80dBs to 40dBs roughly 200 meters east of Platform 2, while to 
the north, the sound reduced to that level after a mere 100 meters, despite the elevations and 
topography in both areas decreasing at a comparable rate. Maintaining a pattern similar to that of 
the high frequencies, low frequencies travel over 230 meters to the east before decreasing in 
intensity to 50dBs, but only extend 180 meters to the north before reaching the same decibel 
level. The eastern side of the quebrada consists of a sheer cliff face in many places, which acts as 
a natural reflector for the sound. The location of Platform 2 near the eastern cliff of the quebrada 
amplifies this effect.  
The Platform 2 complex contains the strongest and loudest sounds within its plaza area. 
These sounds funnel backwards to the complex of rooms and terraces southwest of the plaza up 
to the cliff face. Almost the entire complex of rooms can hear the high frequency plaza sounds at 
70dBs or more and at the cliff face, the sound only decreases to approximately 60dBs. Unlike the 
rooms adjacent to the Platform 1 complex, the rooms attached to the Platform 2 plaza do not 
provide any type of barrier to the sound such as stone or adobe walls. Neither are the Platform 2 
terrace rooms hidden from the view of the Platform 2 plaza in the same way as the rooms 
adjacent to Platform 1. Thus the Platform 2 rooms are less sonically isolated than those adjacent 
to Platform 1. In general, low frequency sounds are even louder than the high frequencies within 
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the Platform 2 complex, for the rooms farthest away from the plaza register the low frequencies 
at 75dBs and at the cliff face the level only drops down to 70dBs.  
The size of the Platform 2 plaza, only 750 square meters, could only accommodate up to 
750 people, only a fraction of the general population estimates for Cerro Chepén. Its low 
visibility also limits the visual audience size to those within the plaza area and its adjoining 
rooms. Yet the acoustic space inhabited by Platform 2 extends across large areas of the quebrada 
habitation area, and reaches the eastern edge of Cerro Chepén Bajo, potentially creating a large 
passive acoustic community. Platform 2 creates a similar sensory experience to Plaza 1 at Huaca 
de la Luna: visually isolated, but aurally inclusive.  
c. Platform 3 
Much smaller in scale than the other platforms surveyed on Cerro Chepén, Platform 3 
consists of a square plaza with a small raised bench that abuts the cliff face along its western side. 
This architectural layout directly corresponds with depictions of performance platforms on the 
various media of Moche art and iconography (Swenson 2006). Oriented east at an elevation of 
approximately 200m, Platform 3 sits 100 meters south and 50 meters almost directly below the 
eastern side of Platform 1. The small raised bench area attaches to the sheer northeastern cliff 
face. This platform has entrances at both the southwest and northwest corners of the plaza. Both 
entrances consist of steps leading onto the plaza from smaller adjacent open spaces below. The 
platform is 10 meters wide and 8 meters long, with an area of only 80 square meters. 
Situated at the highest elevation available in the Cerro Chepén Bajo habitation area, the 
sound produced from Platform 3 reaches the entirety of the Cerro Chepén Bajo area, but is 
restricted to the very eastern edge of the Platform 1 complex. Despite being located almost 
directly below the Platform 1 complex, sound from Platform 3 only reaches the very eastern and  
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northern edges of the Platform 1 complex and then only softly. The spatial proximity of Platform 
3 to Platform 1 does not imply any form of auditory relationship between the two platforms. 
Generally, the Cerro Chepén Bajo habitation area remains sonically and visually isolated from 
the rest of the settlement, for only the easternmost ridge can see or hear any of the other areas of 
the site.  
 Consistent with the previous two platforms, the Platform 3 sound distribution varies 
between the high and low frequencies. The high frequencies do not have as large of a range as 
the low frequencies and are mainly contained to the immediate Platform 3 area. People living in 
structures located at the same elevation as Platform 3, such as along the northeastern cliff face, 
could hear the high frequencies the clearest. This effect creates a string of structures against the 
cliff side that Platform 3 could easily communicate with, all registering decibel levels around 
70dBs. The eastern edge of the habitation area, described earlier as the eastern ridge, is located 
200 meters east from Platform 3. This area also recorded levels at about 70dBs for the high 
frequency sounds. The high frequency sounds did not reach the valley floor, and did not remain 
audible even to the lowest levels of the Cerro Chepén Bajo habitation area. Beyond the eastern 
ridge, within the quebrada, Platform 3 high frequencies are inaudible. 
Low frequency sounds from Platform 3 remain audible throughout the Bajo habitation 
area, but are inaudible within the quebrada and across the rest of the Cerro Chepén site. The low 
frequencies do reach the valley floor at the foot Cerro Chepén, but softly, only measuring 
between 55 and 60dBs. The low frequencies are audible on Platform 1, but only at the north and 
east sides at around 55-60dBs as well. The areas of high frequency sound intensity along the cliff 
face also register the low frequencies louder than the rest of the site, recording decibel levels at 








Figure 7.30: Cerro Chepén Platform 3 Low Frequency (dBc) Map 
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intensity. The strongest sounds of between 75 and 85dBs remain restricted to the Platform 3 area 
and extend up the cliff face to the southwest.  
Platform 3 may have functioned as the ceremonial center for the slightly isolated Cerro 
Chepén Bajo habitation section of the larger site. The Bajo area cannot generally hear sound 
made from any other area of the Cerro Chepén site and thus is sonically isolated as well as 
visually and spatially separated. While residents in the Bajo habitation area do not normally hear 
the rest of the site, sounds generated at Platform 3 also remain restricted to the Bajo habitation 
area and do not extend to the rest of the site. Despite the relative proximity of Platform 3 to 
Platform 1, neither of these platforms communicates with the other. Platform 1 sound remains 
inaudible on Platform 3 and vice versa. Platform 3 creates a similar sensory experience to 
Platform 1, since its location at the highest point of the Bajo sector gives it a high degree of 
visibility to the inhabitants of this area. The small size of the platform itself restricts bodily 
access to the space to a small number of people. Yet the large aural space that Platform 3 creates 
allows for a much larger audience to aurally participate in any performance here. The spatial, 
visual and aural isolation of the Cerro Chepén Bajo area may be deliberate, indicating that this 
habitation area acted as an intentionally separate barrio or community, potentially reserved for a 
particular group or groups of people, and served by its own, small ceremonial platform, Platform 
3.  
d. Platform 4 
Platform 4 is located in an area of Cerro Chepén east of the large quebrada, the western 
section of Cerro El Gavilán. At the time of writing, this area of the Cerro Chepén site has not 
been fully mapped, excavated or investigated. As such, little is known about the function or 
temporal contexts of this structure. When extra time became available at the close of the 2011 
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field season, the Platform 4 area was acoustically mapped for further research and comparison 
with the other platforms present at Cerro Chepén. Platform 4 consists of an area of dense 
architectural features located on top of the ridge that forms the far eastern side of the main 
quebrada area of Cerro Chepén. The speaker broadcast sound from the center of a medium sized 
square plaza area oriented northeast.   
















 The Platform 4 location produced the largest sound range of any of the surveyed 
locations. Sounds emanating from Platform 4 are audible across almost the entire available 
survey area of Cerro Chepén. Corresponding with the other surveyed platforms, Platform 4’s 
range and intensity demonstrates distinct differences between the high and low frequencies. At 
the base of the quebrada, one could not hear the high frequency sounds from Platform 4, yet the 
high frequencies wrapped around the quebrada, being audible in ranges from 50 to 60dBs across 
the monumental sector, the eastern ridge and the eastern half of the Cerro Chepén Bajo 
habitation area. This is the only platform that is audible from within the Cerro Chepén Bajo 
habitation area beyond the eastern ridge. Platform 4 communicates with Platform 2, but only 
softly with high frequencies measuring 40dBs in the Platform 2 plaza, but the surrounding area 
registering them higher, at 50dBs. The top of the eastern ridge of the Bajo habitation area 
measured the Platform 4 high frequencies at 60dBs and the southeastern end of the monumental 
sector recorded levels of 65dBs.  
The low frequencies broadcast from Platform 4 can be heard across the entire surveyed 
area except for the western half of the Cerro Chepén Bajo area. Platform 4 low frequencies 
blanket the entire quebrada area at 55dBs and one can even hear them from the valley floor at an 
intensity of 50dBs. Platform 4 low frequencies communicate with both Platform 2 and Platform 
1 at 60dBs, while across most of the monumental sector, Platform 4 low frequencies produce 
decibel levels of 65dBs. There exists some evidence that the Platform 4 area might be connected 
spatially and acoustically with the Platform 2 location, as the sound remains particularly loud 
and clear in that direction. The physical pathway between Platform 4 and Platform 2 creates a 
corridor of sound for the low frequencies that produces a consistent intensity range between 65-
70dBs. The high visibility of Platform 2 from Platform 4, as opposed to Platform 2’s relative 
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invisibility to the rest of the site, provides circumstantial evidence for a potential relationship 
between the two areas. Further investigation is needed in order to fully explore the role of 
Platform 4 at Cerro Chepén and its relationships to other areas of the site. 
Platform 4 is consequently the most inclusive of all of the Platforms and areas surveyed 
at Cerro Chepén. This evidence distinguishes Platform 4 as a likely area of high ritual and 
performative significance. It warrants much further excavation and study in order to fully situate 
Platform 4 functionally and temporally in relation to the rest of the Cerro Chepén site. Based on 
evidence from surface collection and architectural comparison, it is postulated that Platform 4 
might be from an earlier occupation. If this hypothesis proves true, and the rest of the site and 
platforms were constructed later than the Platform 4 area, it remains significant that the later 
platforms are more diverse and exclusive than this potentially earlier space.  
ii. San Ildefonso 
San Ildefonso, dating to AD 600-750, extends over 50 hectares on a defended coastal hill at the 
northern end of Cerro San Ildefonso, directly south of the Chaman River drainage in the 
Jequetepeque Valley region (Swenson 2006: 122). Four nested perimeter walls divide the site, 
with some walls surviving to nearly two meters in height in several sectors. Many of these walls 
have associated piles of sling stones placed at varying intervals on the surface of the ramparts. 
This evidence makes it clear that the settlement had not only ritual and residential areas, but also 
a defensive function. San Ildefonso possesses expansive domestic zones distinguished by 
residential terraces, rectilinear compounds and both contiguous and freestanding room-block 
units (ibid., 125). Ceramic assemblage data does not indicate that distinct communities occupied 
specific areas of the site (ibid., 126). No one structure dominates San Ildefonso in terms of 
architectural prominence, scale, location, or complexity (Swenson 2007: 265).  
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Figure 7.34: San Ildefonso Partial Topographic Map 




San Ildefonso contains 17 ceremonial platforms ranging in size from 15 to 45 square 
meters. The platforms are located between and behind all four perimeter walls and are associated 
with domestic zones and storage terraces. The platforms were not clearly segregated in space 
from other architectural forms, but were always separated from one another by at least 100 
meters or more (Swenson 2011: 305).  The most prominent platforms consist of freestanding 
structures constructed on elevated mounds of earth and stone, ranging from three to six meters 
high. These structures normally have a front patio and symmetrical, ascending terraces that 
culminate in a high platform. Each platform possesses an unobstructed sight line to the desert 
area beyond the first defensive wall. Movement within these platform complexes remained 
limited to along a centrally placed ramp connecting the lower patios to the higher platforms 
(Swenson 2007: 265). Only a limited area of San Ildefonso has been topographically and 
architecturally mapped. This area contains only two of the 17 platforms, designated Platform 1 
and Temple 1. 
a. Platform 1  
The Platform 1 complex is located near the base of the eastern cliff and behind the first 
two defensive walls. It consists of a multi-level ramped platform with a square plaza oriented 
directly west. This plaza measures 10 meters long and 12 meters wide and could accommodate 
only a maximum of 120 people. San Ildefonso lacks an adequate population estimate, but given 
the size of the site, it could house a few thousand people if fully occupied. The complex sits on a 
high ridge that forms the southeast edge of the acoustic survey area for San Ildefonso. Directly 
behind and below the top level of the complex is a series of small rooms. For Platform 1, the 
high and low frequency sounds possess similar ranges, but at differing intensities. The low 
frequencies have a lower general intensity, but extend across a larger area. The sound from 
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Figure 7.38: San Ildefonso Platform 1 High Frequency (dBa) Map 
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Figure 7.39: San Ildefonso Platform 1 High Frequency (dBc) Map 
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Platform 1 remains generally contained to the upper terrace level, behind the third defensive wall. 
This is unexpected, because the defensive wall is missing in places and not very high overall, so 
it should not have provided an adequate barrier for sound. The acoustic space inhabited by 
Platform 1 does not include any of the other platforms at San Ildefonso, and it greatly increases 
the area from which an audience could aurally participate in comparison to the architectural 
space provided by the platform complex. 
b. Temple 1 
Temple 1 is a small multi-level ramped platform complex with an enclosed square plaza 
area at its base. This square plaza measures 10 meters by 12 meters and could accommodate at 
its maximum capacity 120 people. Temple 1 is located on a flat area of land between the first and 
second defensive walls. Oriented directly west, this platform complex consists of three stepped 
levels and a main access ramp down the center of the levels. A small quebrada about five meters 
wide runs between the northern side of the platform complex and the northern cliff face.  
Sound broadcast from Temple 1 generates pronounced echo effects off the surrounding cliff 
walls. The future application of impulse response tests would be able to quantify these effects 
and greatly enhance the analysis of the location and experience of the Temple 1 space. These 
effects funnel the sound up the quebrada that runs along the northern edge of the platform to a 
series of terraced levels containing architecture. There exists an even more pronounced 
restriction of sound to the Temple 1 area and the area between the second and third defensive 
walls than found at Platform 1. Both and high and low frequency sound produced within Temple 
1 is contained within the immediate architectural complex and the buildings directly surrounding 
it. Despite their proximity, the two Platforms on San Ildefonso did not communicate with one 
another. Like Platform 1, the acoustic space created by the Temple 1 plaza does not reach any of 
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Figure 7.40: Plan-View, Temple 1, San Ildefonso 








Figure 7.43: San Ildefonso Temple 1 Low Frequency (dBc) Map 
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the other platforms at San Ildefonso, but it does greatly expand the area within which an 
audience might aurally participate in performances taking place here. 
iii. Discussion 
Edward Swenson (2011), who surveyed and excavated San Ildefonso in the early 2000s, 
argues that despite superficial differences in layout and architecture, performance platforms at 
Late Moche sites in the Jequetepeque Valley communicated an intensely Moche message. 
Swenson (2006: 125) writes, “ritual expression at San Ildefonso seems to have been predicated 
on integrated suites of presentation, procession, and possibly supervision.” Different platform 
complexes exhibit variability in scale and terrace orientation despite overarching formal 
similarities such as long perpendicular ramps and sunken entrances (ibid.) He concludes that 
while each platform exhibits variation, it is not enough to suggest fundamental functional 
differences (ibid.).   
The analysis of the acoustic spatial patterns created by performance platforms at the Late 
Moche sites of Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso does not refute the inherent Moche nature of 
their respective platforms, but it does reveal that differences in layout, size and orientation are 
not reducible to superficial variation. These variations afford distinct sensory experiences and 
create very different potential use and participation patterns, especially concerning the inclusivity 
or exclusivity of these spaces and the creation of acoustic communities at these sites.  
The differences in architecture between Platforms 1 and 2 at Cerro Chepén create very 
differing levels of inclusivity even though they possess similarly shaped plaza areas and spatial 
layouts. The rooms adjacent to Platform 1 are separated from the plaza by a wall and a small 
doorway, effectively dividing them visually and sonically from the plaza space. The Platform 2 
adjacent terraces and rooms are connected to the plaza and to each other by a series of long 
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ramps, and thus the sound permeates the space more freely, making the rooms and terraces of 
Platform 2 very much included in the action of the performance in the plaza, as opposed to 
isolated from it. Located outside of the large defensive wall, the Platform 2 complex more 
readily associates with the quebrada habitation area than with the monumental sector, despite its 
proximity to the latter. Like Platform 1, Platform 2 is located at one of the highest points on the 
quebrada and its sound reaches across most of the site. It has a high level of inclusivity, as most 
of the site would be able to hear any performances taking place there, as the sound is not well 
contained within the architectural complex itself.  
Each platform surveyed at Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso presents a discrete spatial 
distribution of sound, with very little overt overlap. None of the platforms directly speaks to 
another, and many cannot be heard at all from each other. This lack of communication was not 
necessarily due to distance or proximity either. Platforms 1 and 2 are over 350 meters apart and 
communicate, albeit softly. The physical proximity of Platform 1 and Temple 1 at San Ildefonso 
does not indicate an aural relationship as each platform contains sound within its immediate area 
despite the lack of overt obstructive architecture. Perhaps the communities who inhabited San 
Ildefonso wanted to emphasize the difference between platforms, and chose areas to construct 
architecture in order to achieve this isolation and containment, as opposed to imperfectly copying 
a larger performance space “blueprint.” This disjunction between physical proximity and aural 
communication is also observed between Platform 1 and Platform 3 at Cerro Chepén. Platforms 
1 and 3 are only 100 meters apart and do not communicate. The proximity of these platforms 
does not inherently entail any type of sonic or aurally communicative relationship. 
The plaza space at Platform 3 in the Cerro Chepén Bajo habitation area could only 
accommodate a small number of people, yet the sound range of the platform could have allowed 
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for a larger number of people to passively participate, or to participate sonically as opposed to 
visually, with vocal calls, noise makers or sound producing artifacts. The Cerro Chepén Platform 
1 plaza space can accommodate a larger number of direct spectators, but people in the 
surrounding area cannot see into the plaza space, making passive visual participation impossible. 
Yet the sound permeates the immediate surrounding area, allowing aural participation from 
outside the plaza. Platform 2 has both a large area to accommodate spectators and participants, as 
well as a large area from which people could passively participate beyond the bounds of the 
architecture. Thus the three platforms present three very different potential use-patterns. 
The construction of different platforms in distinct areas of a site that can only be heard by 
those same distinct areas can have a number of implications. The platforms could represent 
spaces dedicated to different deities, times of year or types of ritual performance. At Cerro 
Chepén, more open, public rites could be performed on Platform 2 and more secretive ones 
performed at Platforms 1 and 3 for example. The plurality of platforms could also represent a 
need to either create further divisions between differing communities co-habitating at a site, by 
constructing distinct performance areas, or the need for communities, such as the Cerro Chepén 
Bajo area, to construct their own performance spaces because they did not have access to the 
other, larger and perhaps more important spaces. 
V. Conclusion 
The sensory investigation of performance spaces allows archaeologists to examine the 
relations between sound, space, and people, revealing the ways people utilize and experience the 
media of architecture and sound. For the people who lived on Cerro Chepén or at San Ildefonso, 
each performance space acted as a locus for a particular type of multi-sensory experience, one 
that created varying levels of participation through the overlap of differing boundaries of 
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perception. Yet this island of experience relates and connects to other sensory assemblages 
through the permanence of the landscape, architecture and the memories of its participants. The 
analysis of the spatial distributions of sound for various performance platforms present at the 
Late Moche sites of Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso supports and complicates the hypothesis 
that the Moche employed a plurality of political and social strategies in the Jequetepeque Valley 
during this period. 
 The Plaza 1 space at Huacas de Moche presents a singular message of sonic presence, 
which could have created a single large acoustic community that included the entire site 
population. The variety of platforms present at the sites of Cerro Chepén and San Ildefonso 
differentiated space at these sites, creating multiple acoustic communities and sensory 
experiences. The plurality of performance spaces did not simply represent a scaled down 
replication of larger earlier performance platforms, since this aural division reinforced this 
spatial division each time a performance took place at one of the many platforms present at each 
site. The communities in the Jequetepeque differently emphasized both private and public ritual 
spectacles and manipulated ideologies of social inclusion and exclusion through not only the 





Moche Use of Multi-Media at Huaca de la Luna 
I wake up to the sound of music,  
Mother Mary comes to me,  
Speaking words of wisdom, let it be. 
 - The Beatles, Let It Be (1970) 
 
I. Prelude: (Play Track 20) 
The following introductory section presents a hypothetical performance scenario based 
on archaeological evidence collected from the urban center of Huacas de Moche. This scenario 
highlights the importance of sound to the understandings and interpretations of the 
archaeological record. It also intends to demonstrate the potential impact and power a large, 
public, multi-media event might have exerted in a Moche context.  
Night falls over the valley. The last rays of the sun sink behind the swaying green fields 
extending for miles to the shore. With the dying sun, the temperature drops and the wind, slightly 
salty, funnels up the valley from the sea, creating a whoosh in your ears and causing you to 
shiver. The smoke and smells from countless cooking fires fill the air. You breathe them in and 
notice hints of chicha already being consumed. People are already beginning to celebrate, for 
tonight is a special night, a significant night, a night to remember. 
When dusk finally fades to black and the clouds create a roof on the sky above, you step 
outside your adobe walled patio onto a narrow alley. Down you wander, joined by others 
leaving their dwellings, until you reach the main avenue leading to the Huaca. You see a faint 
glow from within the great plaza outlining the behemoth of a structure against the backdrop of 
the mountain, Cerro Blanco. You approach the north entrance to the plaza and you begin to hear 
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it: the low rumbling of drums and the occasional call of a distant trumpet. The people walking 
with you are more numerous now, filing into the narrow entranceway and jostling for position. 
As you walk through the small entrance you make a sharp right and continue down a narrow 
corridor. The light at the end of the corridor creates a bright square in the darkness. Within the 
corridor the rumble of the drumming is louder. You can easily pick out groups of trumpets and 
pututos and above them all the shrill calls of whistles, though these still seem far away.  
As you reach the end of the corridor and cross the threshold of light, a wave of sound 
breaks over you as the Plaza opens out before you. Fire and torchlight flicker against the walls 
of the plaza, which rise above you, covered in a myriad of eye-popping colors, red, blue, gold, 
white. Towering figures of warriors, dancers, slaves, animals and gods dance upon the walls in 
the light, coming to life. Surrounding you, enveloping you is the sound of drums, of deep voiced 
trumpets and pututos, the screaming cries of hundreds of whistles, the metallic clang of rattles 
and bells. The people around you move, the figures along the walls move and you are swept up 
in the middle of it all, entranced. You reach down to the string tied around your neck, which is 
attached to your own small whistle in the shape of a bird. You bring it to your lips and blow in 
time to the drumming, adding your voice to the cacophony.  
You remain unsure how long you have been dancing, singing, playing your whistle or 
simply standing back mesmerized, but after a time the music and dancing stop. The drums fall 
silent. From the southeast corner comes a voice. You strain to hear and move closer, getting 
gently crushed by the people around you doing the same thing. At the end of this speech, a single 
pututo plays, the drums begin again and a group of naked, bound warriors are led up the long 
ramp leading from the plaza to the top of the Huaca itself. As you watch the last prisoner cross 
over the dark threshold at the top of the ramp, disappearing into the heart of the building, your 
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eyes are drawn to the dancing figures of the gods below and you know that the mountain will 
feed and sleep well tonight. The drums and music begin again and you dance with them. 
II. Introduction 
Marshall McLuhan’s (1994: 7)  statement “the medium is the message,” despite 
becoming a trope in modern academic discourse, encapsulates a profound idea that remains 
relevant to archaeological studies of past sensory phenomena such as sound. “The medium is the 
message,” states that the effects of media do not derive from the content of those media. Instead 
of producing new types of content, the impact of any new form of media resides both in its 
creation of new parameters within which human beings interact and in its re-orientation of the 
human senses in a particular way (McLuhan 1994: 8). The term “media,” while often applied in 
modern contexts to television, radio, newspaper and the Internet, can include any type of object 
or action that communicates a message. Media can refer to dance, song, oration, music, 
architecture, art, dress, pantomime, tattoos, even fire or electric light and many other less 
obvious forms of communication.  
Since only durable media preserve archaeologically but their content does not, applying 
this approach to investigations of sound-producing artifacts orients the discussion towards what 
sonic media achieve, rather than focusing on reconstructing the particular music they produced. 
Archaeological examples of Moche media described in the prelude consist of sound producing 
artifacts, architecture and iconography. Moche musical instruments greatly extend the range over 
which human produced sound can travel, increasing the size of potential audiences and the 
impact of human sound. Moche architecture, such as plazas and platforms, directly control the 
scale of space within which people interact and the number of people who can view the exterior 
or interior of the structure. Large wall murals within plazas allow a large group of people to view 
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the same image simultaneously. Smaller, portable objects, such as decorated ceramic vessels and 
sound producing artifacts, restrict the number of simultaneous viewers, but allow an image to 
travel long distances. The semi-permanence of images and architecture extend their 
communicative efficacy over time, while the ephemeral nature of sound connects the experience 
of place to the present.  
This chapter addresses the question, “If the medium is the message, then what does sound 
in a Moche context communicate?” This chapter will argue that the medium of Moche sound-
producing artifacts consistently and deliberately create a unification of sound and image, 
generating the intersensorial experience of “sound-image.” This confluence of sound and image 
played a vital role in the efficacy of both large-scale elite sponsored performances at Moche 
urban centers and smaller scale household performances both within urban areas and in smaller 
settlements. Through a discussion of the links between performance, sound and Moche elite 
power strategies, this chapter will reveal a direct connection between smaller rituals performed in 
residential patios, and larger, elite sponsored performances staged in the large Plaza 1 space at 
the urban center of Huacas de Moche. The continued centrality of theatrical performance to 
Moche life, despite socio-economic changes over the 800-year Moche period, supports the 
assertion that the Moche functioned as a “Theater State,” where theatrical performance acted as 
an organizing principle for Moche power relations and social dynamics.  
III. The Medium is an Actor 
Marshal McLuhan (1994: 6) describes media as “extensions of man,” implements that 
increase the range of a human being’s senses, actions and intentions in particular ways. In the 
scenario proposed by McLuhan, human actors, or subjects, use objects to affect other human 
actors. This ontological perspective removes some of the efficacy of sound itself, placing all of 
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the action with the human actor. This may not have been the way that past societies, such as the 
Moche, understood or experienced sound. Music and sound do not function in the world solely 
as vehicles and mediators for the actions of others. They also act as the creators of connections, 
the maintainers of networks, the afforders of experiences.  
The majority of scholarly work utilizing McLuhan’s ideas applies them to new electronic 
media. Analyzing Moche media projects McLuhan’s idea back in time, widening the 
conversation concerning media to include less obvious media such as sound producing artifacts, 
iconography and architecture. Sound producing artifacts create different types and qualities of 
sound and grant a greater spatial and tonal range for the human voice. They produce sound 
intentionally designed and made by humans. They afford a level of detachment between the 
voice and the human body, perhaps even allowing or precipitating the transformation of a human 
into another being. Sound producing artifacts create a variety of technical specialties, from their 
manufacture and maintenance to the skill and techniques required to play them. They change the 
way in which people hear the world, attuning the ear to specific types of sounds beyond the 
natural environment and the human voice. Iconography extends one’s ability to communicate 
across both time and space, creating images that multiple people can view at once and that 
potentially last many generations. Iconography also creates specialties in knowledge and 
production. Most importantly, images change the nature of one’s sight: they imprint man-made 
pictures onto the psyche, extending and shaping the imagination. All media fundamentally shape 
the ways in which humans interact with the world.  
As presented in Chapter 2, a soundscape refers to all the sounds present in an 
environment and how these sounds interact in that particular environment. The soundscape does 
not simply include the physicality of the world, the energy of the soundwaves and how they 
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interact with the durable, solid parts of this world, but how as human beings we orient ourselves 
to and are oriented by sound. The soundscape concept situates sound within a complex web of 
relationships. The greatest archaeological implications of investigating past soundscapes 
concerns the interaction of sound and space. In archaeological discourse, architecture is normally 
viewed as an elaborate artifact, or as the product of a particular socio-economic and political 
process as opposed to a space that affords a certain experience. What if the experience was what 
people desired and the space is the byproduct? It is exploring this question that leads to the 
investigation of the acoustic properties of architectural spaces. Architecture creates bounded 
space where none existed previously, and defines the scale and types of available interactions 
through its spatial layout. The size of the space, whether enclosed or open, singular or divided, 
public or private are all intentionally designed aspects of architecture that create deliberate 
experiences and convey intended meaning 
Sound-producing artifacts, architecture and iconographic images form part of a larger 
sensory assemblage that includes, among other things, humans and sound. It is this sensory 
assemblage, described in the prelude of this chapter, which affords experiences, creates memory 
and mobilizes bio-power. The analysis of the three main types of data outlined above from the 
large Moche urban center of Huacas de Moche reveals an emphasis on multi-media and multi-
sensory public events, and a change in the performance of these events over time. A shift from 
large-scale to small-scale performance occurs, but both types of events maintain the fundamental 






IV. The Sensory Assemblage at Huacas de Moche 
The large Moche urban center of Huacas de Moche sits at the foot of a lone mountain, 
Cerro Blanco, on the south bank of the Moche River, about 5 kilometers from the coast (Uceda 
and Armas 1998). It consists primarily of two adobe pyramids, Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la 
Luna, situated 500 meters apart (ibid.). In between these adobe pyramids lay a wide flat plain 
containing residential and craft production architecture, referred to as the Urban Zone (Uceda 
and Mujica 2004: 15). Huaca de la Luna, the smaller of the two adobe pyramids, includes three 
large platforms situated on different levels, linked by adjacent plazas of varying sizes. Plaza 1, 
the large main plaza, measures approximately 170 meters long by 75 meters wide, encompassing 
a space of 12,750 square meters. This space has the potential to accommodate between 6,000 and 
12,500 people1.  Plaza 1 is enclosed by a tall adobe wall, and is accessed by only two small 
entrances: one on the northern side and another near the western corner. The southern side of 
Plaza 1 abuts the main huaca pyramid and consists of at least seven tiered levels. Each tier 
displays, in polychrome painted low relief, various larger-than-life repeated images of warriors, 
dancers, prisoners and deities. A long, wide ramp, decorated with a large low-relief sculpture of 
an eared serpent, connects the floor of the plaza to the top of the huaca along the eastern side. 
The southeast corner of Plaza 1 contains a small room with an adjacent stage, the exteriors of 
which are elaborately decorated. Plaza 1 provides the inspiration for the performance space 
described in the prelude of this chapter. 
Data from a sample of 846 fragments of sound producing artifacts excavated from the 
Urban Zone at Huacas de Moche provides numerous insights into how the residents at Huacas de 
Moche created and used sound. The most common instrument forms recovered at Huacas de 
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1 This estimate is based on allocating between 1sq meter of space per person and 2sq meters of 
space per person. 
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Moche are whistles, trumpets, ocarinas, rattles and pututos, but the sample remains dominated by 
whistles. The production of these instruments occurred in multiple areas across the site, with a 
third of all instruments being mold-produced by craft specialists in designated ceramic 
workshops. Excavators recovered sound-producing artifacts from all areas of Huacas de Moche, 
but in large concentrations from workshop, residential, and funerary contexts. Due to the 
fragmentary nature of this artifact sample, only half of the examples can be identified as having 
exterior decoration, which includes a wide variety of techniques such as covering slip-paint, 
painted line decoration, incised lines or indented circles, and mold-made or sculpted imagery. A 
further analysis of 702 Moche sound producing artifacts from the collection of the Museo Rafael 
Larco Herrera reveal that 78% of this sample of sound-producing artifacts exhibit exterior 
decoration. These data indicate that the high occurrence of exterior decoration on the Huacas de 
Moche sample is representative of the decoration displayed on Moche sound-producing artifacts 
in general. 
Approximately a third of the total instrument fragment sample from Huacas de Moche, 
34%, display some type of discernable iconographic representation, including depictions of 
animals, humans, anthropomorphized deities, and humans or deities playing musical instruments. 
Out of this smaller sample of 290 iconographic artifact fragments, 58 examples portray human 
figures. Twenty-six of these figures, or almost half, play sound-producing artifacts such as 
trumpets, pututos, panpipes and flutes. These musician representations occur exclusively on 
whistle forms at Huacas de Moche, while general anthropomorphized figures occur 
predominantly on whistles and very infrequently on ocarinas. Animal representations occur 
mostly on whistles and ocarinas, but some rattles and trumpets exhibit these motifs as well.  The 
prelude performance scenario describes a bird-shaped whistle hung around the neck by a cord or 
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string. This reconstruction derives from a sample of 15 whistles that possess a transverse hole 
that does not pass through any of the sounding chambers or tubes. This hole most likely allowed 
for the attachment of these small whistles to a string or cord. Nine of the 15 cord attachment 
examples display bird imagery.  Of the 89 whistles displaying animal imagery, 77, or 86%, 
display bird imagery.  
Half of the recovered sound-producing artifacts from Huacas de Moche exhibit visible 
use-wear on a macroscopic level, indicating repeated handling and playing prior to deposition. 
This use-wear manifests as darkened, smoothed or shiny areas where the oils from repeated 
human skin contact have affected the exterior of the ceramic. Of the 846 instrument fragments in 
the Huacas de Moche sample, only 145 functioned and were audio recorded. This sub-sample 
consists of 110 whistles, 26 ocarinas and nine rattles. The maximum decibel levels produced by 
the whistles ranged from 64 to 102 decibels, with an average and median of 89 decibels. 
Approximately half of the whistle sample produced sounds of the equivalent volume of any 
modern flute or piccolo. The ocarina sample’s volume range falls between 91 and 106 decibels. 
While no trumpets or shell trumpets were recorded from the Huaca de la Luna sample due to 
poor preservation, prior analysis conducted on 20 examples of Moche trumpets and 30 Moche 
pututos from the Museo Rafael Larco Herrera in Lima, indicate that the maximum volumes of 
these instrument types range between 95 and 105 decibels, also similar to their modern orchestral 
counterparts. In general, Moche sound-producing artifacts greatly increased the range of human-
produced sound from the maximum 80-85 decibels produced by the human voice, to over 100 
decibels, or a subjective change of nearly four times the loudness (Mills 2014).  
A detailed analysis of the pitches produced by Moche sound-producing artifacts from 
both Huacas de Moche and the Museo Larco is presented in Chapter 5. This analysis reveals that 
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Moche sound-producing artifacts form two distinct groups, those that can produce multiple 
pitches -- trumpets, pututos and multi-pitch ocarinas -- and those that cannot, ocarinas and 
whistles. This analysis suggests that these two groups of artifacts perhaps served different 
functions and formed distinct aspects of the constructed Moche soundscape. This distinction 
between multi-pitch and single-pitch artifacts also occurs in an analysis of the volumes of sound 
produced by the various artifact types. Pututos, trumpets and ocarinas produce the loudest sounds, 
with whistles only slightly softer overall. Rattles as a group produce the softest sounds. Pututos, 
trumpets, ocarinas and whistles are best suited for large public performances, while rattles 
function best in smaller, more intimate settings and can only communicate to individuals or 
small groups. Beyond distinctions in pitch and volume, a clear division also exists in the timbre, 
or type of sound, produced by different Moche sound-producing artifacts. The pututos and 
trumpets create lower sound primarily in the octaves 3 and 4, while ocarinas predominantly 
produce higher sound in the octave 6 range. Whistles produce even higher sound, in the octave 7 
range, and a few of the whistles produce sound in the octave 8 range.  
Despite these various groupings by timbre, volume and pitch, a low level of 
standardization exists among the sounds produced by any one artifact type. All of the ocarinas 
produce both Western categorical pitches and microtones, while out of the total number of 
pitches produced by the entire functioning whistle sample, only 12% are Western categorical 
pitches. The majority of pitches produced by these whistles are microtones, or “out-of tune” 
notes. Additionally, no whistle produced only Western categorical pitches, but 21 whistles only 
produced microtones. The Moche may have had a very different aesthetic concerning ‘unison’ 
playing and the lack of standardization in “Western” terms. This lack of strict standardization, 
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coupled with the drastic differences in sound among the different artifact types, suggests that the 
Moche desired to create a polyphonic soundscape containing a variety of sound types.  
As multi-media objects, Moche sound-producing artifacts not only produce sound, but 
also present iconography directly related to ritual performances potentially enacted in Plaza 1 of 
Huaca de la Luna. Whistles are an explicit example of this premise, as discussed in detail in 
Chapter 4. Of the sample from Huacas de Moche, one hundred and sixty whistle fragments 
display iconographic imagery including 155 human or anthropomorphized figures, 26 of which 
are musicians. Other depictions include 35 images of warriors, 17 elite figures, 10 
representations of specific figures from the Sacrifice Theme, seven anthropomorphized deities, 
seven depictions of ribbon dancers, and five depictions of runners. No complete whistle of any 
type has been recovered that does not display some form of iconography. Whistles are never 
depicted on Moche iconography; instead they act as vessels for Moche iconography. Whistle 
forms at Huacas de Moche are fairly large objects, ranging in size from 6cm to 9cm long with 
front ceramic pieces between 12cm and 15cm tall and 6cm to 7cm wide. When the whistles are 
played, the front piece covers most of the player’s face, and the sound emanates from behind this 
image. The sound seemingly comes directly from the whistle image, demanding a listener’s 
attention, and drawing one’s gaze towards the sound source, and thus the image. The high pitch 
and loud volume of the sound created by these whistles only increases this demand. 
The spaces in which people played and experienced these multi-media sound-producing 
artifacts form an extremely important part of the created sensory assemblage, and can drastically 
influence the communicative ability of these objects. An acoustic map of Plaza 1 at Huaca de la 
Luna visualizes how the loudest sounds produced by Moche instrumentation behaved in this 
space (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11). High frequency sound, such as those produced by whistles and 
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ocarinas, was generally contained within the Plaza 1 space, except in select areas of the Urban 
Zone. In contrast, low frequency sounds, such as those produced by drums, trumpets, and pututos, 
permeate the entire site. Additionally, for both high and low frequency sound, the main Huaca de 
la Luna structure was more sonically isolated from Plaza 1 than the Urban Zone itself.  
Acoustic maps demonstrate that while the wall surrounding Plaza 1 obscured the visual 
spectacle occurring within, it did a poor job of containing sound. In fact, more sound permeated 
the urban zone than reached the inner sanctum of the Huaca itself. The visual and sonic isolation 
of the spaces on top of the Huaca de la Luna platform differentiated this space as exclusive and 
perhaps otherworldly. This pattern creates different levels of participation, between those inside 
and those outside the plaza. It also broadcasts the presence of a performance to the entire Huacas 
de Moche settlement, making the total population constantly aware of these elite sponsored 
performances taking place within Plaza 1, and emphasizing the link between sound and 
performance.  
Acoustic maps of sound emanating from the large open space at the north end of Huaca del 
Sol demonstrate that the distances between the Huaca architecture correspond to the distance 
sound has the ability to travel between these structures. The people living in the Urban Zone 
could not only see these monuments at all times, but they could constantly and consistently hear 
them. Any spectacle enacted at Huaca del Sol would have been both visually and aurally semi-
accessible to people living in the Urban Zone. In contrast, the wall surrounding Plaza 1 at Huaca 
de la Luna visually isolated any performance within, but did not sonically isolate it. This 




Around AD 600, Moche society experienced a crisis caused by many external factors, chief 
among them a prolonged and powerful ENSO event (Seoane et al. 2008: 304). This crisis 
corresponds to the last two or, in some cases, three levels of occupation in the urban zone of 
Huacas de Moche (ibid.). During this crisis period, the urban residents at Huacas de Moche 
looked to acquire more power through the exhibition of their economic capacity and productivity 
along with holding elaborate banquets and celebrations (ibid., 305). The analysis of both sound-
producing artifacts and the acoustic properties of performance architecture at Huacas de Moche 
reveals a corresponding increase in the emphasis placed on multi-media and multi-sensory 
performance events during the crisis period that denotes the shift between the Moche III and 
Moche IV occupations. The Huaca de la Luna main pyramid and large Plaza 1 were abandoned 
during this crisis period, while construction of Huaca del Sol increased and the monument 
reached its final size.  
The numbers of sound-producing artifacts recovered from both Moche III and Moche IV 
contexts remain comparable, but a shift in emphasis occurred in Moche IV towards iconographic 
and figurative decoration, especially on whistle forms, along with a slight decrease in the decibel 
levels of sound produced by instrumentation. During Moche III, when Plaza 1 was in use, 
whistles produced louder sound, but generally displayed less elaborate iconographic decoration. 
A larger number of pututo and trumpet fragments occur in the Moche III sample as well. During 
Moche IV, when performances shifted to the patios of Urban Zone architectural complexes, the 
number of trumpets and pututos diminished, while the use of rattles increased. The number of 
recovered whistles was similar between these two periods, but the Moche IV whistles produce 
slightly softer sounds, and an increased number of Moche IV whistles display iconographic 
images. Thus a shift in the size of performance space coincided with a shift in the use of 
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instrumentation from louder and less visible instrumentation, to softer sound producing artifacts 
that display more elaborate imagery. This shift entails an intimate relationship enacted among 
sound, image and space, a relationship maintained over time, despite shifting in form.  
All of the complete examples of sound producing artifacts from both Huacas de Moche 
and from the collection of over 700 sound producing artifacts at the Museo Rafael Larco Herrera 
in Lima display exterior decoration, with the vast majority portraying iconographic images and 
figures.  Trumpets frequently have bells shaped like eared serpents, and many whistles display 
images from the Sacrifice Theme. Christopher Donnan (2010) identifies both of these images as 
primary symbols of the overarching Moche State religion, further demonstrating ties between 
sound and elite power dynamics. Moche sound producing artifacts exemplify “multi-media” 
objects, in which image and sound potentially amplifying the effects of each other. These multi-
media objects create a new experience of “sound-image,” the efficacy of which derives from the 
interaction between sound and image in a single object. A “sound-image” object creates a 
specific intersensorial human experience, perhaps invoking the generative power of these objects 
to create action and communicate presence. 
Whistles are ubiquitous at Huacas de Moche, having been recovered in every excavation 
context across the site, but in high quantities from residential contexts such as food preparation, 
storage and patio areas. Based on the excavations of large quantities of food and specialized 
ceramic vessels especially during the Moche IV occupation, Santiago Uceda (2010), co-director 
of the Huaca de la Luna Archaeological Project, postulates that these smaller patio spaces were 
utilized for small-scale rituals and performances. In a small setting, whistles replicate both the 
image of the performers, and the loudness of the accompanying sound. The ceramic whistle 
encapsulates the “sound-image” consistently invoked in Moche performance. If sound was the 
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only aspect desired, then why attach elaborate images to instrumentation, and if the images were 
the only thing desired, why apply sound producing elements? Moche instrumentation 
demonstrates that the efficacy of Moche performances resides at least in part in the confluence of 
sound and image, in the multi-media sensory experience of the performance. The efficacy of all 
the performances of narrative Themes depicted in Moche art relies on the inclusion of both 
sound and image. Whistles allow people of lesser status and who possess less specialized ritual 
and musical knowledge, to replicate or invoke the large-scale performances conducted by elites 
in Plaza 1. Without the combination of some form of sound with these images, the efficacy of the 
ritual would not occur. 
Moche elites enacted specific and standardized roles in elaborate performances, which 
always included sound. The efficacy of these performances derived in part from the elements of 
sound and image acting together in order to create an immersive multi-media experience within 
elaborate performance spaces such as Plaza 1 at Huaca de la Luna. Those experiences created 
powerful social memories that people carried away with them. Yet the ceramic whistles found 
among the remains of feasts and gatherings in residential patio areas indicate that the people did 
not simply retain their memories until the next elite performance. They instead invoked these 
experiences themselves through the use of “sound-image” media such as whistles. The 
investigation of sound at Huacas de Moche has revealed a direct link between small-scale 
household rituals and performances, and larger elite sponsored performances, information that 
has potentially far reaching implications for further research into Moche political and religious 





V. Understanding (Multi-) Media 
The shared sensory experiences afforded and created by public events form and maintain 
communities. More importantly, they may also establish or challenge social dynamics. Inomata 
and Coben (2006: 11) in Archaeology of Performance write: “[p]ublic events and theatrical 
performance are important for the operation of any society, but they had critical implications and 
consequences for the development of [early] centralized polities.” This is due to the efficacy of 
public events in the creation and maintenance of social relations and their ability to create or 
change identities, whether for individuals or groups. Public events accomplish these actions in a 
variety of settings and via a myriad of forms: from music concerts or political rallies, to sporting 
events, religious services, school plays, weddings or commencement ceremonies, and many 
others. One aspect shared by all of those differing performance forms and settings is that every 
performance always utilizes both visual and auditory media.  
The case studies presented by the majority of authors who contributed to Archaeology of 
Performance (2006) discuss the implications of a type of highly theatrical performance that 
Inomata and Coben label spectacle. A spectacle is “a gathering centered around theatrical 
performance of a certain scale in clear spatial and temporal frames, in which participants witness 
and sense the presence of others and share a certain experience” (ibid., 16). The problem with 
labeling a public theatrical performance as a spectacle is that it privileges vision as the most 
important sense involved. Sound can encompass a much larger area than visual demonstrations, 
as the participants must be clothed in highly visible material, lifted above the height of the 
audience, or have constructed elaborate larger than life size visual materials in order to achieve a 
comparable effect. This perspective also downplays the participatory aspect of performance, 
which may instead involve music and dance, or listening and singing as opposed to watching. 
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Predominantly aural media, such as sound-producing artifacts, create particular 
configurations of sensory input that produce specific effects. Walter Ong (1967: 112) writes how 
sound always signals the present use of power, remaining inseperable from the action required to 
produce it. The presence created by sound stems in part from its ephemeral nature. What one 
sees can appear static, a sensation sound never produces. The human body possesses numerous 
sensory inputs, and a human being cannot pay equal attention to them simultaneously or at all 
times.  Thus, as Ong (1967: 6) hypothesizes, a given culture and environment teaches an 
individual how to experience the world, making it useful to consider cultures partially in terms of 
the organization of the human sensorium. 
Beyond creating a different scale of interaction, media reconfigure and reorient the 
human sensorium. This remains the true impact of media, its true message. Writing, for example, 
generally increases the demand and importance placed on a human being’s sense of sight, while 
radio and portable digital music players realign the human sensorium to a greater attention 
towards sound. McLuhan (1994: 19) elaborates, arguing, “the effects of technology do not occur 
at the level of opinions or concepts, but alter sense ratios or patterns of perception.” The question 
remains then, how did the sensory assemblage consisting of large enclosed plazas, oversized 
murals and sound producing artifacts re-orient the Moche sensorium?  
This combination of space, sound-producing objects and images communicated and 
emphasized the performative nature of Moche political power. It presents a synaesthetic 
ontology, where sound and image are not separated. This sensory assemblage formed a distinct 
break from the environmental soundscape present in the everyday lives of people living on the 
north coast during this time period. The plaza spaces at Huacas de Moche created areas 
constituting differential access to sensory experience, often large enough to include potentially a 
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large portion of the urban population, and perhaps those travelling to the urban center from the 
surrounding areas at specific times of the year. The ephemeral, temporal nature of the 
experiences provided by these spaces in combination with sound and images would have created 
powerful social memory and potentially mobilized what Yannis Hamilakis (2013) describes as 
“bio-power,” the power of collective human groups bound together through shared sensory 
experience. 
Elaborating on this notion of interelation as a fundamental aspect of all media, McLuhan 
(1994: 26) writes “no medium has its meaning or existence alone, but only in constant interplay 
with other media.” W.J.T. Mitchell (2005: 343) extends this concept by stating that “all media 
are mixed media, with varying ratios of sense and sign types.” For example, when one listens to 
a piece of music, an obviously sonic media, they feel the vibrations in their body and “see” the 
music as well in a myriad of forms, colors, and images in their mind. One might even taste a 
particular taste when one hears a particular sound. Similar multi-sensory effects occur when 
viewing a painting. One’s sense of sight is the most engaged, but one also touchs it with the eyes, 
feeling its texture. The viewer experiences the ambient sounds and space of the room in which 
the painting hangs, and this adds to the overall experience of the work.  
Building upon McLuhan’s defintion of media and the concept of the assemblage, W.J.T. 
Mitchell (2005: 204) describes a medium as “just a ‘middle’ an inbetween or go-between, a 
space or pathway or messenger that connects two things.” He elaborates, stating that “the 
medium does not lie between sender and receiver; it includes and constitutes them” (ibid.). It 
remains difficult to locate and isolate “media” because humans act as an intimate part of its 
network or assemblage.  Our relation to media is one of mutual and reciprocal constitution: we 
create them, and they create us (ibid., 215).  A particular medium does not truly exist, i.e., 
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function, without us or without content, but neither do we communicate without media. Mitchell 
(2005: 215) describes how “we not only think about media, we think in them.” This corresponds 
with McLuhan’s (1994: 18) notion about how the sensorium is shaped and changed by the media 
we interact with. 
The intimate relationship between the human sensorium and media that McLuhan refers 
to remains a useful construct. Media act as both subject and object, which is why they remain 
fiendishly difficult to disentangle from their content. Media exist as a function, a use, an action, 
and this is only predicated on their interaction with another thing, in many cases, humans. This 
creates the assemblages of media/person or media/content that cannot be easily or practically 
separated into simply person, media or content. Within these new configurations of interaction, 
media can act as a centralizing or decentralizing force in their communicative use. Centralized 
media, such as architecture, are media that people must travel to, while decentralized media, such 
as the internet, travel to wherever people are located (McLuhan 1994: 36). Moche architecture, 
sound producing artifacts and portable decorated ceramics create an increase, rather than a 
decrease in scale, and present a combination of both centralized and decentralized media. This 
increase in scale fundamentally changes the types and forms of relations people can have (ibid., 
18). Large performance spaces and wall murals communicate messages and create experiences 
for large groups of people simultaneously, while portable ceramic vessels and whistle forms 
allow these experiences to be replicated and disseminated across large geographic areas and in 
smaller social contexts.  
VI. Conclusion: 
It cannot be denied that the Moche were an intensely visual, representational culture as 
demonstrated by the myriad of texts devoted to the study of Moche art and iconography (Donnan 
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1976; Donnan 1978; Bourget and Jones 2008; Jackson 2008; Pillsbury 2001; Quilter 2010). The 
Moche were the first and only Andean culture to develop a form of individual portraiture, and 
depicted humans in a lifelike, as opposed to abstract, form (Donnan 2004; Pasztory 1998). 
Alongside the plethora of visual cultural artifacts, excavators uncover sound-producing artifacts 
from nearly every Moche context, only in fewer numbers than other ceramic forms. Defined by 
their designed ability to produce sound, sound-producing artifacts do not remain free from 
decorations or iconographic representations on their exteriors.  This confluence of the visual with 
the aural extends from decorated sound-producing artifacts (Chapter 5), to the acoustic properties 
of architecture (Chapter 7), to the depictions of sound practices on other portable artifacts 
(Chapter 4). Therefore the media of architecture, sound-producing artifacts and iconography 
combined to orient the Moche sensorium in a particular, multi-media way, where sight and sound 
were not immediately separable and gain their efficacy and meaning from each other. Once this 
relationship was initially formed, it perpetuate itself, as can be seen in the iconographic 
decoration present on sound-producing artifacts. If an offering requires both a specific image 
accompanied by the producing of sound, then decorated sound-producing artifacts combine both 
offering requirements in a single object. A single sound-producing artifact could allow an 
individual or a small group the authority and efficacy to perform versions of the large-scale 
rituals conducted in spaces such as Plaza 1 at Huaca de la Luna. 
Marshal McLuhan (1994: 22) describes how increasing the number of senses directly 
stimulated or involved in an experience enhances audience engagement and the degree of 
audience emersion. A higher level of engagement allows for a greater impact of a message (ibid., 
23). Thus the combination of sound and image on sound-producing artifacts or the inclusion of 
images of sound on decorated ceramics invokes multiple senses at once, heightening an 
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individual’s experience of any particular performance. Sound and vision in a Moche context 
cannot and should not be separated for they draw their greatest efficacy from their interaction 
with each other. A large portion of Moche visual imagery takes the form of actions and 
narratives (Quilter 1997; Bourget 2006). The overwhelming emphasis on action within Moche 
iconography combined with the widespread production and use of sound-producing objects at the 
large urban site of Huacas de Moche indicates that the true message behind Moche media resides 
in its projection of action, life and vitality. The inherent presence of sound amplifies and reifies 
the actions portrayed in the artwork. The presence of sound breathes life to static images and 
icons. Moche performances were truly multi-media, participatory affairs. By combining sight 
and sound together as opposed to isolating or de-emphasizing one or the other, the Moche 
created highly engaging and absorbing experiences that have wide social implications for power 
and identity. 
 Moche instruments were designed to be seen and heard. They were built to be loud. They 
were made for the arena and the concert hall, not for the drawing room or the campfire. These 
were not MUZAK instruments, or background instruments. The maximum volumes demonstrate 
this. The confluence of decoration on insturmentation illustrates the inseparable nature of sound 
and vision, that these objects were designed to be seen and heard simultaneously. The media of 
architecture, iconography and musical instruments in a Moche context worked together to 
achieve their maximum efficacy in the form of high engagement, multi-senosry public 
performance and thus can only be understood within this particular multi-media assemblage.  
McLuhan’s “the medium is the message” highlights how difficult it remains to separate 
media from their content, something he insists we must accomplish in order to truly understand 
and analyze the impact of media. An analysis that separates the form from the content presents a 
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straightforward task for archaeology, as archaeologists can only hope to uncover the broad forms 
and impacts of a media such as sound, not the specifics of individual songs or messages. All 
archaeologists uncover are the media, none of the content. Archaeology can recover the 
parameters of experience that media afford and thus extrapolate the types of relations these 
parameters create. The media of image, sound and architecture utilized by the Moche 
communicate a message of presence and by extension, power, and of a united sensorium.  
As discussed in Chapter 3, many scholars, beginning with Rafael Larco Hoyle, have 
postulated that performance formed an important aspect of Moche political power strategies. The 
linkage between Moche iconographic Themes and specific sound-producing artifacts in 
conjunction with the lack of significant changes in artifact types and sounds throughout the 
Moche occupation period strengthen the assertion that multi-media performances, which always 
included some type of sound, form an central organizing aspect of Moche social life. The 
analysis of changes in sonic practice between time periods at Huacas de Moche provide 
definitive evidence that multi-media performance involving sound acted as one of the 
foundational aspects of political power for Moche society, as postulated by the Theater State 
model first described by Geertz (1981). When Moche society underwent its drastic 
reorganization between Moche III and Moche IV, which saw the abandonment of Huaca de la 
Luna and the construction of new large urban centers in a variety of northern valleys, multi-
media performances did not cease. Instead, Moche people modified their practices to better suit 
the now smaller performance spaces of residential plazas and patios. The continued replication of 
those performances in smaller spaces, both in the Urban Zone of Huacas de Moche and at the 
multiple performance platforms present at Late Moche sties in the Jequetepeque Valley 
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demonstrate the continued role of performance to political power, as co-opted by a wider group 
of people.  
To fully reveal the implications of sonic practice to Moche social dynamics requires 
much further research. Questions remain concerning the level of cohesiveness present among 
Moche sonic practice between valleys and over time along with the role of sonic practice 
throughout the Moche period in smaller rural settlements. The research presented in this 
dissertation has demonstrated the importance of humanly constructed sound to Moche culture, 
with the implication that a Theater State model of political organization should be seriously 




Cents: a pitch-measuring system devised by Alexander Ellis in the later 1800s which divides an  
octave into 1,200 equal parts called cents. Each of an octave’s twelve semitones is  
divided into 100 equal parts. Tuners that register in cents are used to measure precise  
pitches of musical instruments. 
Dissonance: a combination of tones causing beats and thus producing a harsh effect; a note,  
which in combination with others produces this effect. 
Embouchure: The formation of the musician’s mouth required to play a particular aerophone. 
Flat: a musical note lowered a semitone below a Western categorical pitch. 
Glissando: a continuous slide upward or downward between two notes. 
Half Step (Semitone): the smallest interval used in classical Western music, equal to a twelfth  
of an octave or half a tone; a half step. 
Harmony: the combination of simultaneously sounded musical notes to produce chords and  
chord progressions in relation to melody. 
Key: a group of notes based on a particular note and comprising a scale, regarded as forming the  
tonal basis of a piece or passage of music. 
Melody: a series of single notes arranged in a musically expressive or distinctive sequence; the  
tune to which other sounds and parts act as accompaniment. 
Microtone: an interval smaller than a semitone (see cents). 
Note: a single tone of definite pitch made by a musical instrument or the human voice. 
Octave: the distance between two notes one of whose frequencies is precisely double that of the  
 407 
other. The term comes from the distance between eight successive pitches of a diatonic 
scale (from C to C on a piano). 
Pitch: the quality of a sound governed by the rate of vibrations producing it; the degree of  
highness of lowness of a tone. 
Scale: an arbitrary sequence of pitches in ascending or descending order, as steps on a ladder,  
usually for analytical and composition purposes.  
Sharp: a musical note raised a semitone above a Western categorical pitch. 
Timbre: the character or quality of a sound as distinct from its pitch and volume intensity caused  
by the proportion in which the fundamental tone is combined with the harmonics or 
overtones generated by a particular type of material. 
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Decibel Tables, Pitch Tables and Iconography Tables 
Table: Trumpet Decibel Measurements 
 
 
Number Type Max Dba Max Dbc Description 
ML013205 Trumpet 92.9 91 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of an Animal 
ML014824 Trumpet 91.8 90.8 Spiral Trumpet 
ML016179 Trumpet 103.2 106.7 Spiral Trumpet 
ML016180 Trumpet 94.5 95.3 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Feline's Head 
ML016181 Trumpet with 
Amplifier 
101.5 103 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Appliqué Figure of 
a Warrior on the Bell 
ML016182 Trumpet 101.9 103.7 Spiral Trumpet 
ML016183 Trumpet 97.1 99.8 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Feline's Head 
ML016184 Trumpet 85.8 85.5 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Feline or Serpent 
ML016185 Trumpet 93.9 92.6 Spiral Trumpet with an Appliqué Figure on the Bell 
ML016186 Trumpet 95.4 96.3 Spiral Trumpet with Mold Made Bell in the Shape of 
a Figure 
ML016187 Trumpet 91.7 96.5 Spiral Trumpet 
ML016188 Trumpet 96.3 92.4 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Figure 
ML016189 Trumpet 85.2 87.4 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Figure 
ML016190 Trumpet 79.5 80.8 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Figure 
ML016191 Trumpet 96.3 96.2 Spiral Trumpet 
ML016194 Trumpet 86.7 87.3 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Figure 
ML016197 Trumpet 
Vessel 




89.3 91.2 Trumpet in the Shape of a Serpent Wrapped Around a 
Vessel 
ML016200 Trumpet 95.1 92.4 Spiral Trumpet 
ML016210 Trumpet 96 98.3 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Appliqué Figure of 
a Warrior on the Bell 
ML016211 Trumpet 98.4 103.6 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Feline's Head 
ML016212 Trumpet 93.9 101.2 Spiral Trumpet with a Mold Made Bell in the Shape 
of a Feline's Head 
ML016213 Trumpet 90.3 95.9 Spiral Trumpet 
 
Total Median: 93.9 95.3 
 
 
Total Mean: 93.0 94.4 
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Table: Pututo Decibel Measurements 
Number Type Max Dba Max Dbc Description 
ML014821 Pututo 85.1 90.2 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016161 Pututo 95.4 99.3 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016163 Pututo 97.2 100.6 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016164 Pututo 101.7 107 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016165 Pututo 95.7 95.4 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016166 Pututo 95.6 102.6 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016167 Pututo 100.3 102.3 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016168 Pututo 92.5 101.5 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016171 Pututo 85.9 88.5 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016172 Pututo 98.9 94.7 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016174 Pututo 93.7 97.8 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016175 Pututo 95.7 105 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016176 Pututo 99.1 107.8 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016177 Pututo 98.2 102.5 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016178 Pututo 89.4 99.2 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016224 Pututo 92.5 99.9 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016225 Pututo 95.7 101.5 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016226 Pututo 98.6 102.2 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016228 Pututo 103.5 106.1 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016229 Pututo 98.4 106.8 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016230 Pututo 98.3 105.3 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016231 Pututo 98.9 103.5 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016233 Pututo 88.3 94.5 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016234 Pututo 85.3 88.4 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016235 Pututo 90.8 93.7 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016236 Pututo 104.6 105.8 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016239 Pututo 96.3 96.7 Ceramic Pututo 
ML016241 Pututo 99.8 105 Ceramic Pututo 
ML200010 Pututo 88.3 90.3 Shell Pututo 
ML200012 Pututo 97.8 101.4 Shell Pututo 
 
Total Median: 96 101.45 
 
 











Table: Rattle Decibel Level Measurements 
 
Number Type Location Max Dba Max Dbc 
HLLPU170 Florero Sonajero Plataforma Uhle 73.3 71.3 
HLLPU180 Florero Sonajero Plataforma Uhle 63.5 61.5 
HLLPU181 Florero Sonajero Plataforma Uhle 71.9 68.1 
HLLPU182 Florero Sonajero Plataforma Uhle 67.9 66.3 
HLLTAM359 Single Rattle TAM 50.5 49.4 
HLLTAM474 Single Rattle TAM 57 59.3 
HLLTAM475 Single Rattle TAM 54.5 56.2 
HLLTAM476 Single Rattle TAM 56.9 58.3 
HLLTAM477 Single Rattle TAM 52.4 55.3 
ML014362 Single Rattle Museo Larco 59.4 60.7 
ML014363 Single Rattle Museo Larco 55 58.2 
ML014364 Single Rattle Museo Larco 64.5 66.2 
ML014366 Single Rattle Museo Larco 70.5 68.3 
ML014367 Single Rattle Museo Larco 64.9 64.6 
ML014369 Double Rattle Museo Larco 72.8 70.5 
ML014370 Double Rattle Museo Larco 60 60.2 
ML014372 Single Rattle Museo Larco 65.3 65.8 
ML014373 Single Rattle Museo Larco 55.4 58.2 
ML014374 Single Rattle Museo Larco 65.5 64.2 
ML014375 Double Rattle Museo Larco 59 59.1 
ML014376 Single Rattle Museo Larco 64.8 63.3 
ML014377 Single Rattle Museo Larco 62 62.7 
ML014378 Double Rattle Museo Larco 63.9 61.5 
ML014380 Single Rattle Museo Larco 64.5 62.3 
ML014382 Double Rattle Museo Larco 66.7 66.4 
ML014386 Single Rattle Museo Larco 70.3 69.8 
ML014388 Single Rattle Museo Larco 60.5 61.1 
ML014389 Single Rattle Museo Larco 57.1 57.3 
ML014391 Double Rattle Museo Larco 64.8 65.6 
ML014393 Double Rattle Museo Larco 62.6 62.3 
ML014394 Double Rattle Museo Larco 71 68.6 
ML014395 Single Rattle Museo Larco 61.9 61.7 
ML014396 Single Rattle Museo Larco 60.3 60 
ML014398 Single Rattle Museo Larco 82.5 82.3 
ML014399 Single Rattle Museo Larco 76.7 74.7 
ML014400 Single Rattle Museo Larco 75.9 72.6 
ML014401 Single Rattle Museo Larco 61.7 61.3 
ML014405 Single Rattle Museo Larco 65.8 65.7 
ML014406 Single Rattle Museo Larco 70.1 66.1 
ML014407 Single Rattle Museo Larco 67.5 65.5 
ML014408 Single Rattle Museo Larco 58 59.1 
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ML014410 Double Rattle Museo Larco 69.8 68.7 
ML014411 Single Rattle Museo Larco 64.4 63.6 
ML014415 Single Rattle Museo Larco 61.4 61.2 
ML014416 Single Rattle Museo Larco 51.1 57.1 
ML014418 Double Rattle Museo Larco 71.5 68.5 
ML014419 Single Rattle Museo Larco 65.7 65.2 
ML014420 Single Rattle Museo Larco 56.8 56.8 
ML014425 Single Rattle Museo Larco 59.9 60.8 
ML014428 Double Rattle Museo Larco 63.7 58 
ML014430 Single Rattle Museo Larco 61.2 65.9 
ML014433 Single Rattle Museo Larco 57.1 59.9 
ML014434 Single Rattle Museo Larco 47.9 56.5 
ML036379 Double Rattle Museo Larco 68.6 69.1 
  
Rattles Total: Max dBa Max dBc 
  
Median: 63.8 62.5 
  
Mean: 63.5 63.4 
  
Huacas de Moche 
  
  
Median: 57 59.3 
  





Median: 64.4 63.3 
  





Mean: 69.2 66.8 
 
 
Table: Whistling Vessel Decibel Measurements 
 
Number Type Max Dba Max Dbc Description 
ML000568 Whistling Vessel 84.3 Not Recorded Double 
ML000569 Whistling Vessel 84.6 Not Recorded Double 
ML000572 Whistling Vessel 74.7 Not Recorded Double 
ML000574 Whistling Vessel 78 Not Recorded Double 
ML000577 Whistling Vessel 83.9 Not Recorded Double 
ML000578 Whistling Vessel 71.5 Not Recorded Double 
ML001100 Whistling Vessel 69.9 68.8 Double 
ML001110 Whistling Vessel 83.3 85.6 Double 
ML001113 Whistling Vessel 92.5 89.8 Double 
ML001114 Whistling Vessel 82.6 85.1 Double 
ML001117 Whistling Vessel 77.2 75 Double 
ML001129 Whistling Vessel 66.8 Not Recorded Double 
ML002320 Whistling Vessel 79 75.7 Double 
ML002395 Whistling Vessel 93.7 91.4 Double 
ML002396 Whistling Vessel 80.9 77.7 Double 
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ML002404 Whistling Vessel 81.6 80.2 Double 
ML002405 Whistling Vessel 76.8 79.3 Double 
ML002470 Whistling Vessel 85.4 81.4 Double 
ML002509 Whistling Vessel 84.6 81.9 Double 
ML002574 Whistling Vessel 93.7 84 Double 
ML002581 Whistling Vessel 64.9 63.7 Double 
ML002588 Whistling Vessel 95.7 91.9 Double 
ML002590 Whistling Vessel 92.8 91.2 Double 
ML007361 Whistling Vessel 78.6 78.2 Double 
ML008459 Whistling Vessel 85.6 83.4 Double 
ML008631 Whistling Vessel 75.2 72.9 Double 
ML008632 Whistling Vessel 94.3 93.5 Double 
ML008634 Whistling Vessel 91.8 92.8 Double 
ML008636 Whistling Vessel 79.9 78.9 Double 
ML008637 Whistling Vessel 83.7 83.7 Double 
ML008638 Whistling Vessel 90.1 89.3 Double 
ML008639 Whistling Vessel 82.6 82.2 Double 
ML008723 Whistling Vessel 84.8 81.3 Double 
ML008724 Whistling Vessel 88.8 86 Double 
ML008725 Whistling Vessel 80.4 78 Double 
ML008727 Whistling Vessel 84.7 85.1 Double 
ML008731 Whistling Vessel 81.7 80 Double 
ML008733 Whistling Vessel 83.7 79.7 Double 
ML008734 Whistling Vessel 78 74.9 Double 
ML008736 Whistling Vessel 80.5 80.3 Double 
ML008738 Whistling Vessel 73.4 73.8 Double 
ML008739 Whistling Vessel 82.8 83.2 Double 
ML008740 Whistling Vessel 87.1 85.7 Double 
ML008741 Whistling Vessel 59.9 59.3 Double 
ML008742 Whistling Vessel 87.8 85.4 Double 
ML008744 Whistling Vessel 88.6 88.3 Double 
ML008747 Whistling Vessel 81 80.7 Double 
ML008749 Whistling Vessel 74.5 74.3 Double 
ML008751 Whistling Vessel 83.5 81.2 Double 
ML008753 Whistling Vessel 83.1 83.8 Double 
ML008754 Whistling Vessel 82.2 79.4 Double 
ML008758 Whistling Vessel 77.7 77.8 Double 
ML008759 Whistling Vessel 70.7 72.6 Double 
ML008760 Whistling Vessel 76.1 77.8 Double 
ML008763 Whistling Vessel 92 91.4 Double 
ML008765 Whistling Vessel 83.4 81.4 Double 
ML008767 Whistling Vessel 78.9 80.1 Double 
ML008768 Whistling Vessel 80.7 78.9 Double 
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ML008769 Whistling Vessel 85 83.2 Double 
ML008772 Whistling Vessel 73.8 73.7 Double 
ML008774 Whistling Vessel 82.7 86.9 Double 
ML008776 Whistling Vessel 76.4 74.9 Double 
ML008777 Whistling Vessel 89 84.8 Double 
ML008778 Whistling Vessel 83.1 81.2 Double 
ML008779 Whistling Vessel 84.8 81.1 Double 
ML008929 Whistling Vessel 65.6 67 Double 
ML008930 Whistling Vessel 87.6 85 Double 
ML008931 Whistling Vessel 76.8 75.4 Double 
ML008945 Whistling Vessel 71.1 70.9 Double 
ML008949 Whistling Vessel 90.4 87.7 Double 
ML008950 Whistling Vessel 71.6 69.6 Double 
ML008951 Whistling Vessel 80.8 80 Double 
ML008954 Whistling Vessel 87.2 86.8 Double 
ML008955 Whistling Vessel 65.5 68.6 Double 
ML008957 Whistling Vessel 80.1 78.1 Double 
ML008959 Whistling Vessel 73 73.6 Double 
ML008960 Whistling Vessel 89 88 Double 
ML008963 Whistling Vessel 82.2 81.3 Double 
ML008965 Whistling Vessel 88 87.1 Double 
ML011818 Whistling Vessel 60.1 59.1 Double 
ML011819 Whistling Vessel 82.7 81 Double 
ML011820 Whistling Vessel 83.8 82.8 Double 
ML011821 Whistling Vessel 73.5 69.5 Double 
ML011823 Whistling Vessel 88.4 87.4 Double 
ML011825 Whistling Vessel 90.8 85.9 Double 
ML011827 Whistling Vessel 85.5 85.4 Double 
ML011828 Whistling Vessel 75.6 70.8 Double 
ML011829 Whistling Vessel 76.8 75.4 Double 
ML011838 Whistling Vessel 84.9 82.5 Double 
ML011840 Whistling Vessel 79.9 78.6 Double 
ML011849 Whistling Vessel 80.6 79.3 Double 
ML011852 Whistling Vessel 72.9 73.8 Double 
ML012956 Whistling Vessel 88.4 85.5 Double 
ML012984 Whistling Vessel 84 83.7 Double 
ML018536 Whistling Vessel 71.8 68.8 Double 
ML002789 Whistling Vessel 85.5 83.8 Single 
ML002790 Whistling Vessel 77 76.8 Single 
ML002853 Whistling Vessel 76.8 73.6 Single 
ML002889 Whistling Vessel 76.1 74.1 Single 
ML003455 Whistling Vessel 91.9 91 Single 
ML008047 Whistling Vessel 76.6 78.6 Single 
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ML008054 Whistling Vessel 79.9 79.3 Single 
ML008308 Whistling Vessel 76.5 75.4 Single 
ML008318 Whistling Vessel 91.1 87.3 Single 
ML008321 Whistling Vessel 78.9 81 Single 
ML008325 Whistling Vessel 78.4 77.7 Single 
ML008330 Whistling Vessel 73.5 71 Single 
ML008332 Whistling Vessel 87 84.7 Single 
ML008608 Whistling Vessel 84.3 84.5 Single 
ML008614 Whistling Vessel 84.2 82.3 Single 
ML008623 Whistling Vessel 73.4 72 Single 
ML008626 Whistling Vessel 86.2 83.4 Single 
ML008630 Whistling Vessel 83.3 82.2 Single 
ML008787 Whistling Vessel 73.2 71.3 Single 
ML008946 Whistling Vessel 81.2 77.3 Single 
ML008958 Whistling Vessel 85.4 84 Single 
ML013028 Whistling Vessel 60.2 61.1 Single 
ML013029 Whistling Vessel 90 88.4 Single 
ML040386 Whistling Vessel 65.3 66.4 Single 
 
Total Median: 82.2 80.85 
 
 
Total Mean: 80.9 79.8 
 
 
Double Chambered Mean: 81.2 80.1 
 
 
Single Chambered Mean: 79.8 78.6 
  
 
Table: Ocarina Decibel Measurements 





HLL21ZU130f Ocarina ZU21 Unknown Surface 91.7 95.3 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
HLL21ZU157k Ocarina ZU21 Patio Surface 76.3 72.1 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Female Figure 
HLL35ZU154 Ocarina ZU35 Patio/Storage/Ad
min 
Surface 92.2 95.1 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
HLL35ZU531a Ocarina ZU35 Patio 
 
97.9 100.9 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Frog 
HLL35ZU903 Ocarina ZU35 Patio Surface 97.7 94.9 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Crescent 
HLL42ZU118 Ocarina ZU42 Food Preparation Moche IV 99.2 97.5 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
HLL42ZU285 Ocarina ZU42 Unknown Surface 95.9 97.6 Ocarina in the Shape of 
an Animal 
HLL42ZU61g Ocarina ZU42 Food 
Prep/Animal Pen 
Moche IV 97.1 96.7 Ocarina in the Shape of 
an Animal 
HLL42ZU81 Ocarina ZU42 Patio Moche IV 87.2 82 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 




95.1 91.3 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
HLLTAM157 Ocarina TAM Unknown Surface 92.8 93.2 Fragment of an 
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Ocarina in the Shape of 
an Animal 
HLLTAM478 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 99.7 102.3 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
HLLTAM479 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 101.4 101.7 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
HLLTAM480 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 102.2 99.6 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
HLLTAM481 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 101.8 102.2 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
HLLTAM482 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 95 99.5 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Mouse  
HLLTAM483 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 97.3 96.1 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
HLLTAM484 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 99.5 101.6 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
HLLTAM485 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 98 100.1 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Figure 
HLLTAM487 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 102.1 104.1 Ocarina in the Shape of 
an Animal 
HLLTAM488 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 97.9 103.3 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
HLLTAM489 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 101.6 101.3 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
HLLTAM490 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche IV 98.3 91.2 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Mouse  
HLLTAM491 Ocarina TAM Storage Moche IV 99 98.1 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
HLLTAM492 Ocarina TAM Storage Moche IV 101.7 104.6 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Figure 
HLLTAM493 Ocarina TAM Corridor Moche IV 101.4 99.9 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
HLLTAM610 Ocarina TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche III-IV 100.3 106.2 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
ML014830 Ocarina ML 
  
95 96.6 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Feline 
ML014831 Ocarina ML 
  
89.6 93.3 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Feline 
ML014832 Ocarina ML 
  
83.6 89.9 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Feline 
ML014840 Ocarina ML 
  
79.6 85.4 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
ML014841 Ocarina ML 
  
95.2 87.9 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
ML014842 Ocarina ML 
  
92.3 94.3 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
ML014843 Ocarina ML 
  
74.8 74.8 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Feline 
ML014845 Ocarina ML 
  
92.7 91.6 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
ML014846 Ocarina ML 
  
90.6 91.4 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
ML014848 Ocarina ML 
  
92.7 95 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Feline 
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ML014849 Ocarina ML 
  
91.2 91.6 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
ML014850 Ocarina ML 
  
97.9 97.2 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
ML014851 Ocarina ML 
  
89.4 88.6 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Feline 
ML014853 Ocarina ML 
  
94.7 95.3 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
ML014936 Ocarina ML 
  
96 97.1 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
ML014939 Ocarina ML 
  
91.7 90.2 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
ML014951 Ocarina ML 
  
98.4 99.2 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Llama 
ML014964 Ocarina ML 
  
92.5 89.9 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
ML014977 Ocarina ML 
  
104.7 104.9 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
ML014989 Ocarina ML 
  
99.7 96.9 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 
ML014993 Ocarina ML 
  
96.5 93.5 Ocarina in the Shape of 
a Bird 



































Table: Whistle Decibel Measurements 
 





HLL35ZU518a Whistle ZU35 Residential/Ritual Moche II 90 87.9 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU462 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 89.2 88.1 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLL35ZU387 Whistle ZU35 Storage/Tombs Moche III 89 88.7 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU517 Whistle ZU35 Residential/Ritual Moche III 92.2 88.2 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU491 Whistle ZU35 Ritual/Funerary Moche III 88.3 85.5 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU818 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 93.7 95.1 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU820a Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche III 86.7 85 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU1083 Whistle ZU35 Ritual/Funerary Moche III 95.1 93.2 Whistle with Appliquéd 
Figure of an 
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Anthropomorphized Owl 
HLL35ZU1061 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 80.1 80.5 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment Attached 
HLL35ZU991 Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche III 91.9 91.3 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU979 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 90.8 89.9 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU955 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 85.2 87.3 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU895 Whistle ZU35 Residential Moche III 87 86.9 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU985a Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 101 96 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU899a Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 96.5 90.9 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU981b Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 92.6 86.3 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLL35ZU1111b Whistle ZU35 Patio Moche III 85 83.1 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU55j Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche III 93.5 85.7 Whistle Fragment with 
Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU55n Whistle ZU35 Storage/Admin Moche III 97 95.1 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLL35ZU55q Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche III 93.6 94.8 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU55r Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 100.6 94.4 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU1144 Whistle ZU35 Entrance Moche III 88.9 88.6 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU1132 Whistle ZU35 Entrance Moche III 87.8 85 Whistle Fragment with 
Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU1269 Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche III 90.4 88.1 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU1245 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 81.7 85.3 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLL35ZU1187 Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche III 91.2 90.9 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU1143a Whistle ZU35 Entrance Moche III 89.3 90.1 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU1137a Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche III 93.1 93.1 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLL35ZU1375 Whistle ZU35 Residential/ 
Funerary 
Moche III 93.6 92.1 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU1422 Whistle ZU35 Road Moche III 87.1 93.1 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU1310 Whistle ZU35 Patio/Tomb Moche III 91.4 88.9 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU1365 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 93.9 93 Whistle Fragment and 
Whistle Chamber in the 
Shape of a Bird  
HLL35ZU1388 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III 95.6 91.8 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU1563 Whistle ZU35 Residential Moche III 93.1 86.4 Whistle Fragment with 
Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU1558 Whistle ZU35 Corridor Moche III 89 86.2 Whistle Fragment with 
Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU1070 Whistle ZU35 Tomb Moche III 94.4 91 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
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HLL35ZU534 Whistle ZU35 Patio Moche III 87.8 87.9 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLLTAM466 Whistle TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche III-IV 88.8 90.1 Whistle Front Piece 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Strombus Demon 
HLLTAM608 Whistle TAM Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche III-IV 73 75 Whistle Front Piece 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Running Warrior Figure 
HLL21ZU198 Whistle ZU21 Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche III-IV 82.4 82.5 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL21ZU99 Whistle ZU21 Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche III-IV 80 85.7 Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU230 Whistle ZU21 Residential Moche III-IV 94.2 95.6 Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU148 Whistle ZU21 Storage Moche III-IV 88.4 92.1 Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU222b Whistle ZU21 Ceramic 
Workshop 
Moche III-IV 84.6 83.5 Whistle Fragment with 
Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU76 Whistle ZU21 Residential Moche III-IV 89.2 97.3 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU454a Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III-IV 85.2 85 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU454b Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III-IV 95 91 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU455a Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III-IV 94.9 91.1 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU748c Whistle ZU35 Patio Moche III-IV 90.9 88.5 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLL35ZU834 Whistle ZU35 Patio Moche III-IV 93.8 89.7 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU834a Whistle ZU35 Patio Moche III-IV 89.9 88.4 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU55k Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche III-IV 85.6 84.3 Whistle Fragment with 
Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU55L Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche III-IV 87.3 87.9 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLL35ZU416 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche III-IV 93.2 92.6 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU409 Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche III-IV 92.8 89.3 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Bird 
HLL35ZU409a Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche III-IV 84.4 86.4 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Bird 
HLLPU2215 Whistle Plataforma 
Uhle 
Tomb Moche IV 95.6 97.3 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLLTAM468 Whistle TAM Unknown Moche IV 80.3 79.7 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLLTAM464 Whistle TAM Unknown Moche IV 67.7 64.3 Whistle Straight  Type 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Bird 
HLLTAM473 Whistle TAM Unknown Moche IV 76.6 71.9 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of an Animal 
HLLTAM467 Whistle TAM Unknown Moche IV 83.9 85.6 Whistle Front Piece 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Strombus Demon 
HLLTAM607 Whistle TAM Unknown Moche IV 96.1 94.1 Whistle Front Piece 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure  
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HLLTAM462 Whistle TAM Unknown Moche IV 91 92.8 Whistle Front Piece 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Figure Playing an Antara 
HLL21ZU168 Whistle ZU21 Ceramic 
Workshop Oven 
Moche IV 87.6 88 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment 
HLL42ZU445 Whistle ZU42 Storage Moche IV 86 92.7 Whistle Chamber 
HLL42ZU172a Whistle ZU42 Food Prep/Animal 
Pen 
Moche IV 87.6 89.1 Whistle Straight Type 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Bird 
HLL42ZU447c Whistle ZU42 Road Moche IV 89.8 93.5 Whistle Chamber 
HLL42ZU325 Whistle ZU42 Unknown Moche IV 73.5 75.6 Whistle Straight Type in 
the Shape of a Bird 
HLL42ZU325a Whistle ZU42 Unknown Moche IV 90.8 92.6 Whistle Straight Type in 
the Shape of a Bird 
HLL42ZU325b Whistle ZU42 Unknown Moche IV 95.7 98.2 Whistle Straight Type in 
the Shape of a Bird 
HLL42ZU296 Whistle ZU42 Food Preparation Moche IV 87.7 93.4 Whistle Front-Piece 
Fragment and Whistle 
Chamber 
HLL42ZU61f Whistle ZU42 Food Prep/Animal 
Pen 
Moche IV 88.2 87.6 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL42ZU248 Whistle ZU42 Storage Moche IV 87.5 95.9 Whistle Chamber 
HLL42ZU486d Whistle ZU42 Unknown Moche IV 84.7 84.1 Whistle Chamber and 
Body Fragment 
HLL42ZU19b Whistle ZU42 Food Prep/Animal 
Pen 
Moche IV 93.2 93 Whistle Fragment with the 
Whistle Chamber in the 
Shape of the Head of a 
Feline 
HLL42ZU23c Whistle ZU42 Patio Moche IV 89.4 89.3 Whistle Front Piece 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Ribbon Dance Figure 
HLL42ZU20f Whistle ZU42 Patio Moche IV 89.8 90.4 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU654 Whistle ZU35 Patio Moche IV 89 85.3 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU621 Whistle ZU35 Food Preparation Moche IV 95.9 95.2 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU669 Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche IV 85.6 88.5 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of an Animal 
HLL35ZU55o Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche IV 84.4 83 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU55p Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche IV 95.9 88.8 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU55s Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche IV 76.6 74.7 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU153 Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche IV 81.7 81.3 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU153a Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche IV 85.9 82.6 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment 
HLL35ZU153c Whistle ZU35 Storage Moche IV 93 91.9 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Bird 
HLL35ZU153d Whistle ZU35 Residential Moche IV 81.3 82.2 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Bird 
HLL35ZU433 Whistle ZU35 Unknown Moche IV 91.9 89.9 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLLPU106 Whistle Plataforma E106 Surface 94.2 94.3 Whistle Front Piece Type 
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Uhle in the Shape of a Figure 
HLLPU1525 Whistle Plataforma 
Uhle 
Unknown Surface 95.6 97.3 Whistle Fragment with 
Whistle Chamber 
HLLPU1525a Whistle Plataforma 
Uhle 
Unknown Surface 90.6 84.3 Whistle Fragment with 
Two Whistle Chambers 
HLLPU1173 Whistle Plataforma 
Uhle 
Unknown Surface 93 94.2 Straight-Type Double-
Chambered Whistle in the 
Shape of a Bird 
HLLTAM40 Whistle TAM Unknown Surface 91.7 86.2 Whistle Chamber and 
Front Piece Fragment in 
the Shape of a Figure   
HLLTAM41 Whistle TAM Unknown Surface 84.6 85.4 Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU180a Whistle ZU21 Unknown Surface 87.2 90.7 Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU123c Whistle ZU21 Unknown Surface 87.4 87.4 Whistle Fragment in the 
Shape of a Foot with an 
attached Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU70g Whistle ZU21 Unknown Surface 83.9 84.8 Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU132d Whistle ZU21 Unknown Surface 87.2 90.6 Whistle Chamber 
HLL21ZU132e Whistle ZU21 Unknown Surface 85.7 91.3 Whistle Chamber with 
Fragment 
HLL42ZU243a Whistle ZU42 Unknown Surface 94.6 93.3 Whistle Chamber and 
Fragment 
HLL42ZU46d Whistle ZU42 Unknown Surface 99.6 102.1 Whistle Front Piece 
Fragment in the Shape of a 
Figure 
HLL42ZU46h Whistle ZU42 Unknown Surface 89.5 92.8 Whistle Chamber and 
Body Fragment 
HLL42ZU366 Whistle ZU42 Residential Surface 83.2 81.7 Whistle Chamber with 
Body Fragment 
HLL35ZU55m Whistle ZU35 Unknown Surface 89.1 81.4 Whistle Fragment and 
Whistle Chamber 
HLLTAM470 Whistle TAM Unknown 
 
87.2 90.3 Whistle Front Piece Type 
in the Shape of a Strombus 
Demon 
HLL42ZU255 Whistle ZU42 Pozo Huaquero 
 
91.4 88.1 Whistle Chamber 
HLL42ZU327a Whistle ZU42 Unknown 
 
91 90.9 Whistle Straight Type 
Fragment and Whistle 
Chamber in the Shape of a 
Bird 
HLL35ZU531 Whistle ZU35 Patio/ 
Pozo Huaquero 
 
84 82.8 Whistle Chamber 
HLL35ZU55t Whistle ZU35 Unknown 
 
85 87.5 Whistle Chamber 
ML014223 Whistle ML 
  
92.2 88.1 Front Piece Double 
Whistle Depicting a 
Vulture Eating a Figure 
ML014747 Whistle ML 
  
84.4 83.7 Front Piece, Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
the Head of a Figure 
ML014780 Whistle ML 
  
94.8 90.9 Front Piece, Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
ML014801 Whistle ML 
  
99.8 91.7 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
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Figure Playing a Pututo 
ML014834 Whistle ML 
  
98.5 96.4 Front Piece Double 
Whistle Depicting an 
Image of a Warrior Figure 
ML014772 Whistle ML 
  
85.7 84 Front Piece Front Piece 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
ML014864 Whistle ML 
  
79.1 76.8 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Warrior Figure 
ML014861 Whistle ML 
  
92.1 91.5 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Warrior Figure 
ML014835 Whistle ML 
  
82.3 85.1 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Warrior Figure 
ML014863 Whistle ML 
  
95.9 95.5 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Seated Female 
Figure 
ML014836 Whistle ML 
  
87 86.2 Straight Whistle in the 
Shape of a Bird 
ML014869 Whistle ML 
  
90.7 86.8 Triple Chambered Straight 
Whistle 
ML014829 Whistle ML 
  
79.1 78.4 Double Whistle in the 
Shape of a Lizard 
ML014783 Whistle ML 
  
88.9 88.2 Front Piece, Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Fanged Deity Figure 
ML014789 Whistle ML 
  
89.6 86.2 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Figure Playing 
a Straight Trumpet 
ML014751 Whistle ML 
  
68.5 67 Front Piece, Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Skeleton Figure 
ML014802 Whistle ML 
  
95.9 97.4 Front Piece, Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Fanged Deity Figure 
ML014804 Whistle ML 
  
92.2 90.1 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Ribbon Dance Figure 
ML014797 Whistle ML 
  
75.6 77.4 Front Piece, Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Figure Holding a Rattle 
ML014812 Whistle ML 
  
87.5 88.4 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Fanged Deity 
Figure Playing an Antara 
ML014815 Whistle ML 
  
94.3 91.9 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Seated Figure 
ML014788 Whistle ML 
  
86.9 85.7 Front Piece Single Whistle 
in the Shape of a Warrior 
Figure 
ML014787 Whistle ML 
  
82.4 81.3 Front Piece Single Whistle 
in the Shape of an Elite 
Figure 
ML014752 Whistle ML 
  
77.4 75.3 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior 
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ML014753 Whistle ML 
  
72.9 72.1 Front Piece, Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
ML014786 Whistle ML 
  
72.6 70.2 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
ML014782 Whistle ML 
  
58.4 59.2 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
ML014808 Whistle ML 
  
92.1 91.9 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Fanged Deity 
Figure 
ML014784 Whistle ML 
  
76.9 75.8 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Fanged Deity 
Figure 
ML014803 Whistle ML 
  
82.5 79.5 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Figure Playing 
a Pututo 
ML014813 Whistle ML 
  
93.4 90.5 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Figure Playing a Quena 
ML014778 Whistle ML 
  
88.8 86.8 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Figure Playing the 
Panpipes 
ML014769 Whistle ML 
  
98.2 96.2 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Figure 
ML014867 Whistle ML 
  
89.9 92.3 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Figure 
ML014814 Whistle ML 
  
81.8 79.2 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Figure 
ML014818 Whistle ML 
  
85.9 83 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Figure 
ML014862 Whistle ML 
  
78.5 75.7 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Fanged Deity Figure 
ML014820 Whistle ML 
  
99.1 97.4 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Fanged Deity Figure 
ML014793 Whistle ML 
  
92.4 91.8 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of the Head of a 
Fanged Deity Figure 
ML014755 Whistle ML 
  
91.6 90.4 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
ML014795 Whistle ML 
  
91.1 90.3 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
ML014750 Whistle ML 
  
90.9 89.8 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Warrior Figure 
with a Ball Rattle 
ML014773 Whistle ML 
  
94.1 92.5 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
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ML014810 Whistle ML 
  
90.6 89.8 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Warrior Figure 
ML014800 Whistle ML 
  
86.7 84.5 Front Piece Whistle in the 
Shape of a Warrior Figure 
ML014781 Whistle ML 
  
79.5 77.4 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Fanged Deity Figure 
ML014839 Whistle ML 
  
94.2 92.8 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of a 
Lobster or Crayfish 
ML014833 Whistle ML 
  
93 91.8 Front Piece Double 
Whistle in the Shape of an 
Eagle 
ML014941 Whistle ML 
  
86.7 92.8 Double-Tubed Whistle 
ML014942 Whistle ML 
  
80.3 80.5 Double-Tubed Whistle 
ML014948 Whistle ML 
  
78.2 79.6 Double-Tubed Whistle 
ML014969 Whistle ML 
  
106.6 104.2 Double-Tubed Whistle 
ML014979 Whistle ML 
  
100.6 96.5 Straight Whistle in the 
Shape of Two Birds' 
Heads 
ML014962 Whistle ML 
  
88.9 88.9 Straight Whistle with the 
Front in Two Fan Shapes 
ML014966 Whistle ML 
  
84.1 83.1 Straight Whistle 
   
Total Whistle 
Sample 
    










   
ML Whistle 
Sample 
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Type Description SS Theme Figure Decoration Molded Figurative 
Non 
Iconographic Geometric Incised Iconographic Burnished 
Other 
Decoration 
ML001935 Ball Rattle 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes         
ML001936 Ball Rattle 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML001937 Ball Rattle 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes         
ML002606 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002607 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes         
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ML002608 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002610 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002611 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002612 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002613 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002614 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002615 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002617 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002618 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002620 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002622 Ball Rattle 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002623 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002624 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002625 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002660 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002662 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes           
ML002665 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002666 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes           
ML002667 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002669 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002671 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002675 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002676 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002677 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002678 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes         
ML002681 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002683 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002684 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002685 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002686 Ball Rattle 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
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ML002690 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes     yes yes       
ML002691 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002692 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002694 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002695 Ball Rattle 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002696 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002697 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002698 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002699 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002701 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002702 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonerja No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002703 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002793 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002794 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002844 Ball Rattle 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002846 Ball Rattle 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   Yes Yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002852 Ball Rattle 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML003146 Ball Rattle 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML003346 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML005526 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML012261 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML012263 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML012265 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML012266 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML012267 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML012781 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera no Healing   no yes yes yes yes yes       
ML012889 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML012890 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML012896 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML012897 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes       yes   
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ML012900 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML012901 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML012902 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML012904 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML012952 Ball Rattle 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   yes yes yes         yes   
ML013725 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML013727 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML013728 Ball Rattle 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
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Botella con una 
persona con una 





Botella con una 
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Botella con una 
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persona doctor y 
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persona doctor y 
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Figurina con una 





Botella con una 
persona con 





Cantaro con una 
persona con una 





Cantaro con una 
persona con una 





Cantaro con una 
persona con una 





Figurina con una 
sonajera no Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML001477 Drum 
Botella con un 
muerto con un 
tambor; kneeling Yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML001487 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   Yes Yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML001528 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML002221 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002222 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002224 Drum 
Botella con una 
mutilated persona 
con un tambor Yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML002225 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002227 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML002228 Drum 
Botella con un 
Drummer Yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002229 Drum 
Botella a un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes   yes yes   
ML002230 Drum 
Botella con una 
skeleton con un 
tambor Yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002262 Drum 
Cantaro con una 
persona con un 
tambor No Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML002832 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML002834 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   Yes Yes yes yes yes yes       
ML003135 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes Maritime 
Figure 
D? yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML003795 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un Yes Unknown 
Figure 




Botella con una 
Ave con una 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes   
ML004028 Drum 
Botella con una 
Ave con una 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML004029 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML004030 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes           
ML004031 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML004032 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML004033 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML004034 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML004035 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML004037 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML004044 Drum 
Botella con un 
Sea Lion con un 
tambor yes Maritime   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML004053 Drum 
Botella con una 
ave con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML004070 Drum 
Botella con un 
Lobo Marino con 
un tambor yes Maritime   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML004071 Drum 
Botella con un 
Lobo Marino con 
un tambor yes Maritime   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML004072 Drum 
Botella con un 
Lobo Marino con 
un tambor yes Maritime   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML004077 Drum 
Botella con un 
Lobo Marino con 
un tambor yes Maritime   yes yes yes         yes Blackware 
ML004309 Drum 
Botella con una 
mujer con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes     yes   yes Blackware 
ML004311 Drum 
Botella con una 
mujer con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML004317 Drum 
Botella con un 
muerto con un 
tambor yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML007315 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML007350 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor yes Maritime   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML012782 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML012837 Drum 
Cantaro con una 
persona con un 
tambor No Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML012954 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML013296 Drum 
Figurina con un 
tambor no Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML013337 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML013347 Drum 
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML013524 Drum 
Botella con un 
Lobo Marino con 
un tambor yes Maritime   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML013792 Drum 
Figurina con una 
persona con un 
tambor no Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML013797 Drum 
Cantaro con una 
persona con un No 
Dance of 




Cantaro con una 
persona con un 
tambor No 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML013811 Drum 
Cantaro con una 
persona con un 
tambor NO 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML013835 Drum 
Figurina con un 
tambor no Unknown   yes yes yes     yes       
ML013860 Drum 
Figurina con un 
tambor no Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML013937 Drum 
Figurina con un 
tambor no Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML014316 Drum 
Figurina con un 
tambor no Unknown   yes yes yes     yes       
ML002223 Drum  
Botella con una 
persona con un 
tambor Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002215 Panpipe 
Cantaro con una 
persona con 
antara no Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002218 Panpipe 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
antara Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML003110 Panpipe 
Cantaro con una 
persona tocando 
una antara No Burial 
Wrinkle 
Face yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML004325 Panpipe 
Botella con un 
muerto con una 
antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML004326 Panpipe 
Botella con un 
muerto con una 
antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML004328 Panpipe 
Botella con un 
muerto con una 
antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML004336 Panpipe 
Botella con un 
muerto con una 
antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML004337 Panpipe 
Botella con un 
muerto con una 
antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML004338 Panpipe 
Botella con un 
muerto con una 
antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML012820 Panpipe 
Mold in the 
Shape of a Figure 
Playing an Antara No Unknown   yes yes yes     yes     Mold 
ML013739 Panpipe 
Cantaro con un 
muerto con una 
antara No 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML013741 Panpipe 
Cantaro con un 
muerto con una 
antara No 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML014759 Panpipe 
Figurina con 
antara no Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML036900 Panpipe 
Botella con 
muerto y antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML036901 Panpipe 
Botella con 
muerto y antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes   yes yes yes   
ML036915 Panpipe 
Botella con 
muerto y antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML036919 Panpipe 
Cantaro con 
muerto y antara No 
Dance of 




Figure Playing a 
Pututo       yes yes yes             
ML001019 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes 
Sacrifice/
Warfare   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML001028 Pututo 
cantaro con una 
persona con un 
pututo  No Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes         
ML001919 Pututo 
Cantaro con una 
persona con un 
pututo No Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML001964 Pututo 
cataro con una 
persona con un 
pututo No Unknown 
Figure 
D? yes yes yes yes yes         
ML002216 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002217 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown 
Figure 
D? yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002219 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown 
Figure 
D? yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
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ML002220 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown 
Figure 
D? yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002231 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes   
ML002243 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes           
ML002244 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML002245 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002246 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes           
ML002248 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002249 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown 
Figure 
C yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002250 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
pututo Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002264 Pututo 
Botella de una 
strombus Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002265 Pututo 
Botella de una 
strombus Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML003125 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
strombus Yes Unknown 
Figure 
D yes yes yes     yes   yes Blackware 
ML003126 Pututo 
Botella con una 





D yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML003206 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona a una 
strombus yes Maritime 
Figure 
D? yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML003208 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona a una 
strombus Yes Maritime 
Figure 
D? yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML003210 Pututo 
Botella con una 
persona a una 
strombus Yes Maritime 
Figure 
D? yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML004045 Pututo 
Botella con una 
anthro 
felino/zorro con 
una pututo yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes     Blackware 
ML004083 Pututo 
Botella con un 
mono con un 
pututo yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML009571 Pututo poss. Pututo No Unknown   yes yes   yes   yes   yes   
ML009572 Pututo poss. Pututo No Unknown   yes yes   yes   yes       
ML009573 Pututo poss. Pututo No Unknown   yes yes   yes   ys   yes   
ML009574 Pututo poss. Pututo No Unknown   yes yes   yes   yes       
ML009575 Pututo poss. Pututo No Unknown   yes yes   yes   yes   yes   
ML009578 Pututo poss. Pututo No Unknown   yes yes   yes   yes       
ML009579 Pututo poss. Pututo No Unknown   yes yes   yes   yes       
ML009683 Pututo 
Botella a una 
strombus Yes Unknown   yes yes   yes yes yes   yes   
ML012280 Pututo 
Cantaro con una 
persona con un 
strombus No Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML013974 Pututo 
Cantaro con una 
persona con un 
strombus no Unknown 
Figure 
C yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML016227 Pututo Pututo no Unknown   yes   yes   yes         
ML018880 Pututo 
Vaso a un 
strombus no Maritime   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002131 Quena 
Botella con los 
instrumentos 
musicos Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes         
ML002210 Quena 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
flauta Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002211 Quena 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
flauta Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002212 Quena 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
flauta Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
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ML002214 Quena 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
flauta Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML002263 Quena 
Cantaro con una 
persona con una 
flauta No Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes   
ML002407 Quena 
Cuenco con un 
muerto y flauta No 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML004146 Quena 
Botella con un 
mono con una 
flauta yes Unknown   yes yes yes     yes   yes   
ML004347 Quena 
Botella con un 
muerto con una 
antara yes 
Dance of 
the Dead   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002256 Rattle String 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   yes yes yes yes     yes     
ML004147 Rattle String 
Botella con un 
mono con una 
sonajera yes Healing   yes yes yes     yes   yes Blackware 
ML004148 Rattle String 
Botella con un 
mono con una 
sonajera yes Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML008199 Rattle String 
Botella con un 
mono con una 
sonajera Yes Unknown   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML009740 Rattle String 
Cantaro con una 
Feline con una 
sonajera No Unknown   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002232 Rattle Strings 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002233 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes           
ML002234 Rattle Strings 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML002235 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML002236 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML002237 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes           
ML002238 Rattle Strings 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002239 Rattle Strings 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML002240 Rattle Strings 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002241 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML002242 Rattle Strings 
Botella con una 
persona con una 
sonajera Yes Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002251 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes         
ML002252 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera no Healing   yes yes yes yes yes         
ML002253 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002254 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002255 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML002257 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002258 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002259 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002260 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 
sonajera No Healing   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
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ML002261 Rattle Strings 
cantaro con una 
persona con una 




Botella con Scene 







Trumpet       yes yes yes     yes       
ML002397 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes       yes   
ML002398 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002399 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes no   yes   yes   
ML002401 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002402 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002403 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes       
ML002406 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002411 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002412 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002414 Whistling 
Cantaro con una 
persona silbando No Offering   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002415 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002416 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002417 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002418 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002419 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002420 Whistling 
Cantaro con una 
persona silbando No Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002423 Whistling 
Botella con un 
muerto silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002424 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes   yes   yes   
ML002425 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes yes   yes   
ML002427 Whistling 
Botella con una 
persona silbando Yes Offering   yes yes yes yes yes     yes   
ML002687 Whistling 
Cantaro con una 
persona silbando No Offering   Yes Yes yes yes   yes       
ML013952 Whistling 
Cantaro con una 
persona silbando No Offering   yes yes yes yes   yes       
ML013960 Whistling 
Cantaro con una 





















ML001935 Ball Rattle yes           
ML001936 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML001937 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML002606 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002607 Ball Rattle yes yes     yes   
ML002608 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML002610 Ball Rattle yes yes yes     White 
ML002611 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002612 Ball Rattle yes   yes       
ML002613 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002614 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
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ML002615 Ball Rattle yes yes yes   yes   
ML002617 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002618 Ball Rattle yes         White 
ML002620 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML002622 Ball Rattle yes         White 
ML002623 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002624 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002625 Ball Rattle yes   yes       
ML002660 Ball Rattle yes         White 
ML002662 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML002665 Ball Rattle yes   yes       
ML002666 Ball Rattle yes           
ML002667 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002669 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002671 Ball Rattle yes   yes       
ML002675 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002676 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML002677 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002678 Ball Rattle yes yes   yes     
ML002681 Ball Rattle yes           
ML002683 Ball Rattle yes   yes       
ML002684 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002685 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002686 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002690 Ball Rattle yes yes     yes   
ML002691 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002692 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002694 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002695 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002696 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002697 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002698 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002699 Ball Rattle yes   yes       
ML002701 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002702 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002703 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002793 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002794 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002844 Ball Rattle         yes   
ML002846 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML002852 Ball Rattle yes       yes   
ML003146 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML003346 Ball Rattle yes yes     yes   
ML005526 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML012261 Ball Rattle yes yes     yes   
ML012263 Ball Rattle yes yes     yes   
ML012265 Ball Rattle yes yes         
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ML012266 Ball Rattle yes yes   yes     
ML012267 Ball Rattle yes yes     yes   
ML012781 Ball Rattle yes yes yes   yes   
ML012889 Ball Rattle yes   yes       
ML012890 Ball Rattle yes yes yes yes     
ML012896 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML012897 Ball Rattle yes yes     yes   
ML012900 Ball Rattle yes yes         
ML012901 Ball Rattle yes yes yes yes     
ML012902 Ball Rattle yes       yes   
ML012904 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML012952 Ball Rattle yes yes yes       
ML013725 Ball Rattle yes   yes       
ML013727 Ball Rattle yes yes         


















































Rattle yes yes yes yes     







































































Rattle yes           
ML013308 
Double 






















Rattle yes         Blackware 
ML001477 Drum yes yes   yes     
ML001487 Drum yes yes yes       
ML001528 Drum yes yes         
ML002221 Drum yes       yes Red-Orange 
ML002222 Drum yes yes yes       
ML002224 Drum yes yes yes   yes   
ML002225 Drum yes yes yes   yes   
ML002227 Drum yes       yes   
ML002228 Drum yes yes         
ML002229 Drum yes yes         
ML002230 Drum yes yes yes       
ML002262 Drum yes       yes   
ML002832 Drum yes   yes   yes   
ML002834 Drum yes   yes   yes   
ML003135 Drum yes yes yes yes     
ML003795 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004027 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004028 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004029 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004030 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004031 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004032 Drum yes yes         
ML004033 Drum yes yes         
ML004034 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004035 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004037 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004044 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004053 Drum yes yes yes yes     
ML004070 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004071 Drum yes yes yes yes     
ML004072 Drum yes yes yes       
ML004077 Drum           Blackware 
ML004309 Drum           Blackware 
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ML004311 Drum yes yes     yes   
ML004317 Drum yes yes         
ML007315 Drum yes yes yes       
ML007350 Drum yes yes yes       
ML012782 Drum yes yes     yes   
ML012837 Drum yes yes yes       
ML012954 Drum yes yes yes       
ML013296 Drum             
ML013337 Drum yes yes yes       
ML013347 Drum yes yes yes       
ML013524 Drum yes yes         
ML013792 Drum   yes         
ML013797 Drum yes           
ML013809 Drum yes   yes       
ML013811 Drum yes   yes       
ML013835 Drum             
ML013860 Drum yes           
ML013937 Drum yes           
ML014316 Drum             
ML002223 Drum  yes yes yes yes yes   
ML002215 Panpipe yes yes yes yes     
ML002218 Panpipe yes   yes       
ML003110 Panpipe yes yes yes       
ML004325 Panpipe yes yes         
ML004326 Panpipe yes yes yes       
ML004328 Panpipe yes yes yes       
ML004336 Panpipe yes yes yes       
ML004337 Panpipe yes yes yes       
ML004338 Panpipe yes yes yes       
ML012820 Panpipe             
ML013739 Panpipe yes yes yes       
ML013741 Panpipe yes yes   yes     
ML014759 Panpipe yes   yes       
ML036900 Panpipe yes yes yes       
ML036901 Panpipe yes yes     yes   
ML036915 Panpipe yes yes yes yes     
ML036919 Panpipe yes           
HLL42ZU46g Pututo yes           
ML001019 Pututo yes yes         
ML001028 Pututo yes           
ML001919 Pututo yes yes         
ML001964 Pututo yes           
ML002216 Pututo       yes     
ML002217 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002219 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002220 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002231 Pututo yes yes     yes   
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ML002243 Pututo yes           
ML002244 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002245 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002246 Pututo yes           
ML002248 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002249 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002250 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002264 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML002265 Pututo yes yes     yes   
ML003125 Pututo           Blackware 
ML003126 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML003206 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML003208 Pututo yes yes         
ML003210 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML004045 Pututo yes         Blackware 
ML004083 Pututo yes yes yes       
ML009571 Pututo yes yes         
ML009572 Pututo yes yes         
ML009573 Pututo yes yes         
ML009574 Pututo yes yes         
ML009575 Pututo yes yes     yes   
ML009578 Pututo yes   yes       
ML009579 Pututo yes           
ML009683 Pututo yes yes         
ML012280 Pututo yes yes         
ML013974 Pututo yes yes     yes   
ML016227 Pututo yes yes         
ML018880 Pututo yes yes         
ML002131 Quena yes yes         
ML002210 Quena yes yes         
ML002211 Quena yes yes yes       
ML002212 Quena yes yes yes yes     
ML002214 Quena yes yes yes yes     
ML002263 Quena yes yes yes       
ML002407 Quena yes yes yes   yes   
ML004146 Quena             
ML004347 Quena yes yes yes       
ML002256 Rattle String yes yes yes       
ML004147 Rattle String           Blackware 
ML004148 Rattle String yes yes yes       
ML008199 Rattle String yes   yes   yes   
ML009740 Rattle String yes yes yes       
ML002232 Rattle Strings yes yes     yes   
ML002233 Rattle Strings yes yes         
ML002234 Rattle Strings yes   yes   yes   
ML002235 Rattle Strings yes yes     yes   
ML002236 Rattle Strings yes   yes yes yes   
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ML002237 Rattle Strings yes       yes   
ML002238 Rattle Strings yes yes yes yes     
ML002239 Rattle Strings yes yes yes       
ML002240 Rattle Strings yes yes yes   yes   
ML002241 Rattle Strings yes yes         
ML002242 Rattle Strings yes yes yes       
ML002251 Rattle Strings yes   yes yes     
ML002252 Rattle Strings yes   yes       
ML002253 Rattle Strings yes yes         
ML002254 Rattle Strings yes yes yes yes     
ML002255 Rattle Strings yes yes yes       
ML002257 Rattle Strings yes yes yes   yes   
ML002258 Rattle Strings yes yes yes       
ML002259 Rattle Strings yes yes yes yes     
ML002260 Rattle Strings yes yes         
ML002261 Rattle Strings yes yes yes       
ML010847 
Trapezoidal 
Rattle yes yes yes       
HLL21ZU157b Trumpet             
ML002397 Whistling yes   yes       
ML002398 Whistling yes yes   yes yes   
ML002399 Whistling           Blackware 
ML002401 Whistling yes yes yes       
ML002402 Whistling yes yes     yes   
ML002403 Whistling yes yes yes yes     
ML002406 Whistling yes yes yes yes     
ML002411 Whistling yes yes yes       
ML002412 Whistling yes yes         
ML002414 Whistling yes yes yes       
ML002415 Whistling yes yes yes yes     
ML002416 Whistling yes yes yes yes     
ML002417 Whistling yes yes yes yes     
ML002418 Whistling yes yes yes       
ML002419 Whistling yes yes yes       
ML002420 Whistling yes yes         
ML002423 Whistling yes yes yes       
ML002424 Whistling yes yes yes       
ML002425 Whistling yes yes yes yes     
ML002427 Whistling yes yes yes       
ML002687 Whistling yes yes         
ML013952 Whistling yes yes yes       









Number Instrument Type Hand Position Position of Instrument Body Position 
ML001935 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML001936 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML001937 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002606 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002607 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002608 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002610 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated 
ML002611 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002612 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002613 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002614 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML002615 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002617 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated 
ML002618 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002620 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002622 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002623 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002624 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002625 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002660 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002662 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002665 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated 
ML002666 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002667 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002669 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated 
ML002671 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002675 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002676 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002677 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002678 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002681 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002683 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002684 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002685 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002686 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002690 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002691 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML002692 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML002694 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002695 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002696 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002697 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002698 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002699 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
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ML002701 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002702 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002703 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML002793 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002794 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002844 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated 
ML002846 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002852 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML003146 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML003346 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML005526 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012261 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012263 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012265 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012266 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012267 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012781 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012889 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML012890 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML012896 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012897 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012900 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012901 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012902 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012904 Ball Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012952 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML013725 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML013727 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML013728 Ball Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
HLL21ZU157c 
Double 
Chambered Rattle       
HLL21ZU225a 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Right In Front of Chest   
ML001479 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML001494 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML001620 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML001627 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML001891 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML001932 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002619 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002621 
Double 




Chambered Rattle   Left Shoulder Seated Cross Legged 
ML002647 
Double 
Chambered Rattle   Left Side of Body Kneeling 
ML002648 
Double 
Chambered Rattle   Right Shoulder Seated Cross Legged 
ML002649 
Double 
Chambered Rattle   Right Shoulder Seated Cross Legged 
ML002651 
Double 
Chambered Rattle   Left Shoulder Seated Cross Legged 
ML002673 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002682 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002688 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002689 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002848 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Right In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML005553 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML005559 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012264 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012886 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012888 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012893 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML012899 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML012986 
Double 
Chambered Rattle   
Draped Over Left 
Shoulder Seated Cross Legged 
ML013007 
Double 
Chambered Rattle   
Draped Over Right 
Shoulder Seated Cross Legged 
ML013274 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML013308 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Right In Front of Chest Standing 
ML013343 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Right Right Shoulder 




Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML013953 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML013955 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left In Front of Chest Standing 
ML014317 
Double 
Chambered Rattle Left Left Shoulder Standing 
ML001477 Drum 
Left Holding, 




Right Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML001528 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating On Lap Kneeling 
ML002221 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating Right Side of Body Seated Cross Legged 
ML002222 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML002224 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Kneeling 
ML002225 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating In front of body Seated Cross Legged 
ML002227 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Seated Cross Legged 
ML002228 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating Away from Body Standing 




On Ground in Front of 
Body Seated Knees Up 
ML002262 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating Right Side of Body Seated with Right Knee Up 
ML002832 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML002834 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML003135 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating In Front of Chest Lying on Front 
ML003795 Drum Right Over Right Shoulder Seated Knees Up 
ML004027 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating On Lap Seated Knees Up 
ML004028 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML004029 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML004030 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML004031 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML004032 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML004033 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML004034 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML004035 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML004037 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML004044 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML004053 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating In Front of Chest Seated 
ML004070 Drum 
Right Holding, 




Left Beating In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML004072 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML004077 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating On Lap Kneeling 
ML004309 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML004311 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML004317 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Away from Body Seated Cross Legged 
ML007315 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating In Front of Chest Standing 
ML007350 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating In Front of Chest Lying on Front 
ML012782 Drum     Standing 
ML012837 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating On Lap Seated Cross Legged 
ML012954 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating On Lap 




Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML013337 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating On Lap Kneeling; Leaning Forward 
ML013347 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating On Lap Kneeling; Leaning Forward 
ML013524 Drum 
Right Holding, 
Left Beating In Front of Chest Kneeling 
ML013792 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Kneeling; Leaning Forward 
ML013797 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML013809 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML013811 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML013835 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML013860 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML013937 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML014316 Drum 
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Standing 
ML002223 Drum  
Left Holding, 
Right Beating Left Side of Body Kneeling ? 
ML002215 Panpipe 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002218 Panpipe Both In Front of Chest Lying on Right Side 
ML003110 Panpipe 
Left Higher, Right 
Lower Playing Lying on Left Side on Elbows 
ML004325 Panpipe Right Playing Lying on Front 
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ML004326 Panpipe Both Playing Seated with Legs Outstretched 
ML004328 Panpipe 
Left Higher, Right 
Lower Playing 
Seated Cross Legged; Leaning 
Forward 
ML004336 Panpipe Right Playing Standing 
ML004337 Panpipe Right Right Side of Chest Standing 
ML004338 Panpipe Right Right Side of Chest Seated 
ML012820 Panpipe 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower Playing Standing 
ML013739 Panpipe 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower Playing Seated Knees Up 
ML013741 Panpipe 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower Playing Seated Knees Up 
ML014759 Panpipe Both Playing   
ML036900 Panpipe 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower Playing Kneeling; Leaning Forward 
ML036901 Panpipe 
Left Higher, Right 
Lower Playing Standing 
ML036915 Panpipe Right Playing Standing 
ML036919 Panpipe Both Playing Seated Knees Up 
HLL42ZU46g Pututo Left Inside In Front of Chest   
ML001019 Pututo Both In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML001028 Pututo Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML001919 Pututo Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML001964 Pututo Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002216 Pututo Right Inside In Front of Chest Seated Cross Legged 
ML002217 Pututo Right Inside In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002219 Pututo Left Inside In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002220 Pututo Left Inside In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002231 Pututo Left Inside Playing Seated Knees Up 
ML002243 Pututo Right Inside In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002244 Pututo Left Inside In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002245 Pututo Left Inside In Front of Chest Seated 
ML002246 Pututo Right Inside In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002248 Pututo Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002249 Pututo Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002250 Pututo Left Inside In Front of Chest Seated 
ML002264 Pututo Right Inside     
ML002265 Pututo Left Inside     
ML003125 Pututo 
Both Hands on 
Knees On Lap Kneeling 
ML003126 Pututo Right Inside Playing Seated Knees Up 
ML003206 Pututo Right Inside     
ML003208 Pututo Left Inside     
ML003210 Pututo Left Inside     
ML004045 Pututo Both Playing Standing 
ML004083 Pututo Right Inside On Lap Seated Knees Up 
ML009571 Pututo Left Inside     
ML009572 Pututo Left Inside     
ML009573 Pututo Right Inside     
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ML009574 Pututo Left Inside     
ML009575 Pututo Right Inside     
ML009578 Pututo Right Inside     
ML009579 Pututo Left Inside     
ML009683 Pututo Right Inside     
ML012280 Pututo Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML013974 Pututo Left Inside In Front of Chest Standing 
ML016227 Pututo Right Inside     
ML018880 Pututo Left Inside     
ML002131 Quena Right Near Bottom In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002210 Quena 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002211 Quena Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002212 Quena 
Left Higher, Right 
Lower In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002214 Quena 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower In Front of Chest Lying on Right Side 
ML002263 Quena 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower Playing Standing 
ML002407 Quena 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower Playing Seated Knees Up 
ML004146 Quena 
Left Higher, Right 
Lower Playing Seated Knees Up 
ML004347 Quena 
Left Higher, Right 
Lower Playing Seated Cross Legged 
ML002256 Rattle String   
On Ground in Front of 
Body Kneeling 
ML004147 Rattle String Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML004148 Rattle String Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML008199 Rattle String Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML009740 Rattle String Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002232 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002233 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002234 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002235 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002236 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002237 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002238 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002239 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002240 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002241 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002242 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002251 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002252 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002253 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated Knees Up 
ML002254 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002255 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002257 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002258 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Seated 
! "#&#!
ML002259 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002260 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002261 Rattle Strings Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML010847 Trapezoidal Rattle       
HLL21ZU157b Trumpet       
ML002397 Whistling     Standing 
ML002398 Whistling     Standing 
ML002399 Whistling     Seated 
ML002401 Whistling     Standing 
ML002402 Whistling     Seated 
ML002403 Whistling     Standing 
ML002406 Whistling     
Lying on Front Propped on 
Elbows 
ML002411 Whistling 
Right Hand on 
Chin   Seated Knees Up 
ML002412 Whistling     Standing 
ML002414 Whistling     Standing 
ML002415 Whistling 
Right Hand on 
Chin   Seated Knees Up 
ML002416 Whistling 
Right Hand on 
Chin   Seated Knees Up 
ML002417 Whistling 
Right Hand on 
Chin   Seated Knees Up 
ML002418 Whistling 
Right Hand on 
Chin   Seated Knees Up 
ML002419 Whistling 
Left Hand Top of 
Head   Standing 
ML002420 Whistling     Standing 
ML002423 Whistling     Seated Knees Up 
ML002424 Whistling     Standing 
ML002425 Whistling     Standing 
ML002427 Whistling     Standing 
ML002687 Whistling Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML013952 Whistling     Standing 







Type Tunic Type Headdress Hair Belt Mantle Necklace Earspools Jewelry 
ML001935 Ball Rattle 
Long; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Birds and 
Double Painted triangle 
in front; Ties under chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin       
ML001936 Ball Rattle 
Long; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Birds and a 
Painted triangle in 
Front; Ties under chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap; 




Round   
ML001937 Ball Rattle 
Long; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Birds and a 
Painted triangle in 
Front; Ties under chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin     
Wrist 
Cuffs 
ML002606 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-






Round   
! "#&%!











Round   
ML002608 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-






Round   

























Round   














Round   









Circlet; Animal Face in 
the center, two plumes; 








ng Balls   









Seeds     





Circlet; Fanged Deity 








Dots   













Round   
ML002618 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet over Long Cape 
on the head; Sleeping 
bird on Either Side; Ties 








Round   





Circlet over Headcloth; 
Sleeping Bird on Either 
Side; Ties Under Chin; 




Decoration   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin       
ML002622 Ball Rattle 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet over Headcloth, 
Sleeping Bird on Either 
Side; Ties Under Chin; 
Ties in the Back 
Cloth with 
Backflap   









ML002623 Ball Rattle 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet over Headcloth; 
Feline Face in Front, 
Legs on Either Side, 
Tail Down Back; Ties 
Under Chin 
Cloth with 













Circlet over Headcloth; 
Sleeping Bird on Either 
Side; Ties Under Chin; 
Ties in the Back 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin       
ML002625 Ball Rattle 
Long; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet over Headcloth; 
Sleeping Bird on Either 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin       
! "#&&!
Side; Ties Under Chin; 
Ties in the Back 




Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Two Plumes     
Long Cape; 
Covers Head   
Large 
Round   








Collar Round   














Round   
ML002666 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-
Sleeved Skullcap     
Long Cape; 
Covers Head   
Large 
Round   
ML002667 Ball Rattle 
Short; Short-








Collar Round   













ng Balls   
ML002671 Ball Rattle 
Long; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 






Round   









Circlet; Animal Head in 
Front     
Long Cape; 
Covers Head   
Large 
Round   
ML002676 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-








Round   










Collar     
ML002678 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-







Round   
ML002681 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-









Round   










Beads Round   
ML002684 Ball Rattle 
Short; Short-







Beads Round   
ML002685 Ball Rattle 
Loincloth; 
Short; Long-








Crosses   
! "#&'!
Beads 












Round   
ML002690 Ball Rattle 
Short; Short-










ML002691 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-




Beads Round   















Round   












Dots   
ML002695 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-







Round   


































ML002698 Ball Rattle 
Long; Long-






Round   







Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 








Round   





Circlet; Sleeping Bird 
on Either Side; Ties 





Decoration   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin       
ML002702 Ball Rattle 
Loincloth; 
Short; Short-











ML002703 Ball Rattle 
Long; Long-




Collar     






Double V on 
Collar 
Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side Cloth   
Long Cape; 






ML002794 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-





Square Round   
! "#')!
Beads 





Face           
ML002846 Ball Rattle 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Flat Top with 
Mushroom/Mace Head 
on Back Bald   
Long Cape; Left 
Untied at the 
Chest       





Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in Back; 
Ties Under Chin 
Cloth 
Surrounding 







Beads     
ML003146 Ball Rattle 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet with Bead 
Fringe; Rounded Ear on 
Either Side; Ties Under 








ML003346 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Animal Heads 
Encircling Cloth   
Single; Long 
Cape with 
Serpents on the 
Edges       
ML005526 Ball Rattle 
Short; Short-
Sleeved 
Flat Top with Circlet; 
Double V in front, 
Sleeping Bird on Either 
Side; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 






ML012261 Ball Rattle 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Long Tail Down 
Back; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 








ML012263 Ball Rattle 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Long Tail Down 
Back; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 








ML012265 Ball Rattle 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Long Tail Down 
Back; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Double; Thin 





ML012266 Ball Rattle 
Long; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Sleeping Bird 
on Either Side; Ties 
Under Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   Long Cape       
ML012267 Ball Rattle 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Long Tail Down 
Back; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 









ML012781 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Sleeping Bird 

























Collar     













Round   
ML012896 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-









ng Balls   
ML012897 Ball Rattle 
Short; Short-
Sleeved Skullcap     
Long Cape; 
Covers Head       
ML012900 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-






Round   






Covers Head Collar 
ML012902 Ball Rattle 
Short; Long-








Beads Round   










Beads Round   





Left side red Skullcap 
Cloth 
Surrounding 
Face   
Long Cape; Left 
Side Cream and 
Right Side Red       










Round   
ML013727 Ball Rattle 
Short; Short-






Round   
ML013728 Ball Rattle 
Short; Short-
















Rattle           
Large 
Round 


















Neck   Cloth 
Round 
Beads   
Large 
Rattle 







Neck   Cloth Cloth   
Large 
Rattle 







Neck   Cloth Cloth   
Large 
Rattle 






Sleeved Headband Cloth Squares 
Long Cape; Ties 







Circlet; Birds and a 
Incised triangle in Front; 
Ties under chin 
Cloth with 











Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Tail down back Cloth   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin   
Large 









Chin   
Long Cape; Ties 







Conical; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 











Circlet over Headcloth; 
Feline Face in Front, 
Legs on Either Side, 


























Conical; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 








on Collar Conical 
Cloth with 






























Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Tail down back     
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin   
Large 










Conical Helmet; Ties 
under the chin Cloth   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin   
Large 







Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 







Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Tail down back Cloth 
Round 
Beads 
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin   
Large 









Circlet; Sea Lion Head 
in Front, Flippers on 

















Concial with Circrlet; 
Animal head with a 
Tumi on top in Front; 
Ties under chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap Cloth 
Double; Top Ss, 
Bottom Step 
Motif   
Large 










Flat Top with Circlet; 
Feline Face in Front, 
Paws on Either Side, 
Tail Down Back 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin   
Large 










Circlet; Crescent in 
front with an Animal 
Head and a Tumi in 
center; ties under chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Double; Top 
Plain, Bottom 
Step Motif   
Large 






Sleeved Circlet; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 








Cuffs Circlet; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; Ties 






Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Long Tail Down 
Back; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 








Criclet; Feline Face in 
front, Paws on Either 


















Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side; Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 







Circlet; Bird head in 
front, crescent in center; 
















Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Two Paws on 
Either Side Cloth   
Long Cape; 






































Fruits   
Single 
Strand of 













Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Tail Down Back 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin   
Large 










Conical; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin   
Large 









Conical; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth   
Long Cape; Ties 
Under Chin   
Large 














Loose in the 
Back       
Large 










Neck Double Headband Cloth Cloth         
ML001528 Drum 
Short; Long-







Decoration   
Long Cape; Left 


















Skullcap; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
Cloth; 













Skullcap; Ties Under 





Flat Top; Ties Under 




ML002229 Drum   
Circlet; Large Crescent 
in Front with Painted 
Face of an Animal in 
Center; Ties Under Chin Cloth   
Triple; Top layer 
steps with waves, 
middle layer fox-
serpents, bottom 
layer snail shells   
Large 
Round   
ML002230 Drum 
Long; Long-
Sleeved Circlet; Feather in front Cloth           
ML002262 Drum 
Short; Long-




Vertical Lines       
ML002832 Drum 
Long; Long-
Sleeved Skullcap     
Long Cape; 








Face   
Long Cape; 
Horizontal 
Stripes       
ML003135 Drum Loincloth 
Concial with Circlet; 












with Filled in 
TearDrops 
and the Left 
Side Solid 
Circlet; Crescent in 








Down Back that 
Cross at Bottom 
Owl Head 








with Filled in 
Spots   
Cloth; Ties 
Under Chin   
Wings Folded 
Down Back that 
Cross at Bottom       
ML004028 Drum 
Short; Long-
Sleeved   
Cloth 
Surrounding 
Face   
Double; Top 
Plain, Bottom 









Neck               
ML004030 Drum 
Long; Long-
Sleeved       
Single; Long 
Cape; Ties Under 
Chin       
ML004031 Drum 
Short; Short-
Sleeved               
ML004032 Drum 
Long; Long-

















Sash; Draps over 
shoulders; ties 














Circlet; Plume in Front; 
Ties Under Chin Cloth           
ML004053 Drum 
Short; Short-
Sleeved               
ML004070 Drum Loincloth 
Circlet; Plume in Front; 
Ties Under Chin 
Cloth with 




Crosses Circlet; Plume in Front 
Cloth; Ties 





Hatches Circlet; Plume in Front 
Cloth; Ties 
Under Chin Cloth         
ML004077 Drum 
Short; Long-
Sleeved Circlet; Plume in Front 
Cloth; Ties 
Under Chin           
ML004309 Drum 
Long; Long-


























Beads   Labrette 
ML004317 Drum   
Conical; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   Single   
Large 
Round   
ML007315 Drum 
Short; Short-
Sleeved               
ML007350 Drum 
Short; Short-
Sleeved Circlet; Plume in Front     
Long Cape; 
Covers Head       
ML012782 Drum   
Circlet; Crescent in 
front displaying 
sunburst; ties under chin 
Cloth with 








Sleeved Skullcap Front Tuft       
Large 
Plugs   
ML012954 Drum 
Long; Long-
Sleeved Skullcap     
Long Cape; 
Covers Head       
ML013296 Drum 
Long; Short-
































Front         
ML013524 Drum 
Short; Short-
Sleeved Circlet; Plume in Front 
Cloth 
Surrounding 
Face           
ML013792 Drum 
Long; Long-


























Under Chin   Long Cape       
ML013835 Drum 
Long; Short-




Loose in the 
Back     
Single 
Strand of 
Seeds     
ML013860 Drum 
Short; Short-









Beads   Labrette 
ML013937 Drum 
Short; Long-
















Back     
Double 
Strand of 
Beads     








Flat Top; Open Circle 
Designs; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth       
Large 








Stripes Circlet Cloth   












Turban; Band Diagonal 
Across Forehead; Ties 
Under Chin Cloth   
Long Cape; 
Covers Head; 
Covers Legs and 




Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side Cloth   
Long Cape; 
Covers Head; 





ML004325 Panpipe Loincloth               







Collar     
ML004328 Panpipe   
Flat Top with Circlet; 







and Ss       
Large 







Flat Top with Circlet; 
Bird Head in Front, 
Wings on Either Side 
Cloth with 
Backflap   Single   
Large 
Round   
ML004337 Panpipe 
Long; Long-
Sleeved Skullcap with Circlet 
Cloth with 






Sleeved Conical with Circlet 
Cloth with 
Backflap           



















Back   Long Cape; Plaid 
Plain 

















Crescent with Feline 
Face in Center and Two 
Plumes; Ties Under 
Chin     
Long Cape; 
Covers Head     
Wrist 
Cuffs 
ML036900 Panpipe   
Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap       
Large 
Round   
ML036901 Panpipe 
Loincloth; 















Flat Top with Circlet; 
Bird Head in Front, 
Wings on Either Side, 
Tail Down Back 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Single; Long 
Cape   
Large 
Round   
ML036919 Panpipe                 
HLL42ZU46g Pututo           
Large 
Round 








Right Side; Ties Under 









Sleeved Headband Cloth     Collar 
Hanging 
Discs   
ML001919 Pututo 
Short; Long-











Sleeved Circlet     Single   
Hanging 






Turban; Large Round 
Object on Top; Ties 
Under Chin Cloth       
Large 





Turban; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth       
Hanging 
Discs   
ML002219 Pututo 
Short; Short-
Sleeved Skullcap Cloth     
Rope; End 





Discs   
ML002220 Pututo 
Short; Short-










Discs   
! "#'&!
ML002231 Pututo   Flat Top         
Large 
Round   








Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 





Behind Head   
Long Cape; 
Vertical Stripes; 
Ties Under Chin   
Hanging 




Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap       
Hanging 






Sleeved Skullcap Front Tuft   
Triple; top layer 
cross hatched; V-




Circlet; Three Uluchus 
in Front, Small Wings 















Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Cloth; Draped 
Across Body, 









Discs   
ML002264 Pututo                 




Crescent with Feline 
Face in Center and Two 
Plumes; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth   
Single; Serpents 








Crecent with Animal 
Face in the Center; 






Heads   
Large 
Round 




Circlet; Sea Lion Head 
in Front, Flippers on 
Either Side, Conical 
Mace Head in Back; 















Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Crescent with 
Balls around Exterior in 
Middle, Concial Mace 
Head on Back 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Single; Filled in 
Circles Around 






ML003210 Pututo   
Circlet; Feline Face in 
Front, Paws on Either 
Side, Long Tail Down 
Back 
Cloth with 













Heads Single   
Large 







V-Neck             
Wrist 
Cuffs 
ML009571 Pututo                 
ML009572 Pututo                 
ML009573 Pututo                 
ML009574 Pututo                 
! "#''!
ML009575 Pututo                 
ML009578 Pututo                 
ML009579 Pututo                 







Backflap   Single   
Hanging 















Discs   
ML016227 Pututo                 
ML018880 Pututo                 
ML002131 Quena 
Short; Short-
Sleeved Circlet; Face in Front 
Cloth with 
Backflap           
ML002210 Quena 
Short; Short-
Sleeved   
Cloth; Ties 











Sleeved   
Cloth; Ties 
Behind Head   
Long Cape; Ties 








Headband; Second Band 
Tied Around Top of 
Head and Under Chin Cloth   
Wrap; Poss. 
Different Way to 









Forward with Tassel on 










Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin; Three Layers: 
Waves on top, Serpents 
in middle, Square Metal 
Plates for bottom fringe Cloth   
Long Cape; 
Incised Vertical 
Lines   
Large 
Round   







Back     
ML004146 Quena                 
ML004347 Quena   
Cirlcet; Scalloped 
Crescent with an 
Animal Head in Center; 
Ties Under Chin in 
Long Tassel 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Single; Filled in 
Circles Around 
Collar   
Large 
Round   
ML002256 Rattle String 
Long; Long-




Arm, Over Left 
Shoulder   
Hanging 
Discs   
ML004147 Rattle String 
Short; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Two Concial 
Mace Heads on Top; 




Cloth Single       
ML004148 Rattle String 
Short; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Plume on Right 
Side 
Cloth with 
Backflap           
ML008199 Rattle String 
Short; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Animal head in 
front and plume on right 
side; ties under chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   Long Cape       
ML009740 Rattle String 
Long; Long-
Sleeved Flat Top with Circlet 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; 
Vertical Stripes   
Hanging 
Discs   
ML002232 Rattle Strings 
Long; Long-
Sleeved Flat Top Cloth   Poncho   
Hanging 
Discs   
ML002233 Rattle Strings Long; Long- Flat Top; Ties Under Cloth with   Poncho; V-neck Plain Hanging   
! "%))!
Sleeved Chin Backflap Collar Discs 
ML002234 Rattle Strings 
Long; Long-
Sleeved Flat Top 
Cloth with 








Discs   
ML002235 Rattle Strings 
Short; Long-
Sleeved 
Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Single; Step-
Motif   
Hanging 
Discs   
ML002236 Rattle Strings 
Short; Long-
Sleeved Flat Top 
Cloth with 




Discs   
ML002237 Rattle Strings 
Long; Long-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Two Plumes 





Ponytail   Single   
Hanging 
Discs   









Cuffs Flat Top 
Cloth with 
Backflap     Rope (?) 
Hanging 
Discs   
ML002239 Rattle Strings 
Long; Long-
Sleeved Flat Top 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; Ties 















Cuffs Flat Top 
Cloth with 






Like a Bird Head Rope (?) 
Hanging 
Discs   
ML002241 Rattle Strings 
Short; Short-
Sleeved 
Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   Long Cape Rope (?) 
Hanging 
Discs   





Sleeved Flat Top 
Cloth with 




Discs   
ML002251 Rattle Strings 
Short; Long-
Sleeved 
Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; 
Vertical Stripes   
Hanging 
Discs   
ML002252 Rattle Strings   Skullcap 
Cloth with 







Discs   
ML002253 Rattle Strings 
Short; Long-
Sleeved Flat Top 
Cloth with 
Backflap   
Long Cape; 
Vertical Stripes   
Hanging 
Discs   




Back Flat Top 
Cloth with 
Backflap       
Hanging 
Discs   




Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap       
Hanging 
Discs   








Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap       
Hanging 
Discs   





Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap       
Hanging 
Discs   
! "%)"!





Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap       
Hanging 
Discs   
ML002260 Rattle Strings 
Long; Short-
Sleeved 
Circlet; Two Plumes 





Ponytail   
Single; Filled in 
circles   
Hanging 
Discs   





Flat Top; Ties Under 
Chin 
Cloth with 
Backflap       
Hanging 
Discs   
ML010847 
Trapezoidal 
Rattle                 
HLL21ZU157b Trumpet                 
ML002397 Whistling 
Short; Long-







Back     
ML002398 Whistling 
Short; Long-







Back     
ML002399 Whistling 
Long; Long-









































Circlet; Two Plumes in 
















Stripes and a 
V on the 
Front 
Skullcap; Vertical 




Skullcap with Tuft of 
Hair Cloth   Long Cape       
ML002412 Whistling 
Short; Long-











Circlet; Two Plumes in 











Skullcap with Tuft of 
Hair Cloth   
Long Cape; 
Covers Head; 








Skullcap with Tuft of 
Hair Cloth   
Long Cape; 
Covers Head; 




Skullcap with Tuft of 
Hair Cloth   
Long Cape; 




Skullcap with Tuft of 
Hair Cloth   
Long Cape; 








neck Skullcap Cloth       
Large 





Stripes Skullcap Cloth   
Long Cape; 
Covers Head; 
Plaid       
ML002423 Whistling Loincloth               
ML002424 Whistling 
Short; Long-







Back     
ML002425 Whistling 
Long; Short-










Sleeved Skullcap Cloth   
Long Cape; 
Geometric 
Designs   
Large 
Plugs   
ML002687 Whistling 
Long; Long-







Neck     
ML013952 Whistling 
Short; Long-




Collar     
ML013960 Whistling 
Long; Long-




Collar     





















Type Theme Description SS Decoration Molded Figurative 
Non 


























Player Yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
  
Low Relief 
ML002228 Ball Rattle 
Ribbon 
Dance 
Botella con las 
personas 
musicas: 






Botella con una 
persona con una 
flauta yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 




Botella con una 
persona con una 
flauta yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 




Botella con una 
danza con la 










Botella con una 
danza con la 










Botella con una 
danza con la 










Botella con una 
danza con la 







ML003748 Trumpet Unknown 
Botella con 
trompetas y 







ML003748 Pututo Unknown 
Botella con 
trompetas y 
























ML002228 Quena Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML002228 Quena Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML002228 Drum Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML002228 None Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML002228 Ball Rattle Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML012778 Quena Ribbon Dance yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012778 Dancers Ribbon Dance yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML013655 Quena Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML013655 Quena Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML013655 Dancers Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML013655 Drum Ribbon Dance yes yes 
    ML003748 Trumpet Unknown yes yes 
    ML003748 Pututo Unknown yes yes 


















Flat Top; Ties 
Under Chin Cloth 










Flat Top; Ties 
Under Chin Cloth 










Flat Top; Ties 
Under Chin Cloth 








Flat Top; Ties 
Under Chin Cloth 
     






with Tumi on 
Top; Ties Under 




















in Front, Paw 



















Tied in  
Ponytail  









Circlet; Tumi in 








































     ML003748 Trumpet Unknown 
        ML003748 Pututo Unknown 
















Type Theme Hands  
Position of 
Instrument Body Position 
ML002228 Quena Ribbon Dance 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002228 Quena Ribbon Dance 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002228 Drum Ribbon Dance 
Left Holding, Right 
Beating Away from Body Standing 
ML002228 None Ribbon Dance 
  
Standing 
ML002228 Ball Rattle Ribbon Dance Right Hand Away from Body Standing 
ML012778 Quena Ribbon Dance 
Right Higher, Left 
Lower Playing Seated Cross Legged 
ML012778 Dancers Ribbon Dance 
  
Dancing 
ML013655 Quena Ribbon Dance Both Playing 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML013655 Quena Ribbon Dance Both Playing 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML013655 Dancers Ribbon Dance 
   
ML013655 Drum Ribbon Dance 
Left Holding, Right 
Beating Away from Body 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML003748 Trumpet Unknown 




Number Description SS Decoration Molded Figurative 
Non 




Botella con los instrumentos 
musicos Yes yes yes yes yes yes 
    
ML002131 
Botella con los instrumentos 
musicos Yes 
         
ML002131 
Botella con los instrumentos 
musicos Yes 
         
ML002781 
Botella con el baile de los 




yes Low Relief 
ML002869 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes yes 
   
Low Relief 
ML002869 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes yes 
   
Low Relief 
ML002869 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes yes 
   
Low Relief 
ML002869 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes yes 
   
Low Relief 
ML002870 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con un muerto con una 
tambor Yes Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Low Relief 
ML002872 
Botella con un muerto con una 
tambor Yes Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Low Relief 
ML002872 
Botella con un muerto con una 
tambor Yes Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Low Relief 
ML002872 
Botella con un muerto con una 
tambor Yes Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Low Relief 
ML002872 
Botella con un muerto con una 
tambor Yes Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Low Relief 
ML002872 
Botella con un muerto con una 
tambor Yes Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Low Relief 
ML002872 
Botella con un muerto con una 
tambor Yes Yes Yes Yes yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Low Relief 
! "%)#!
ML002916 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes Yes Yes Yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002916 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes Yes Yes Yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002916 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes Yes Yes Yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002916 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes Yes Yes Yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002916 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes Yes Yes Yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002916 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes Yes Yes Yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002917 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002917 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002917 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002917 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002917 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002918 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002918 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002918 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002918 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002918 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002918 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002918 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002918 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002919 
Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Cuenco con personas y 






Cuenco con personas y 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 






Botella con personas con 




Botella con personas con 




Botella con personas con 




Botella con personas con 




Botella con personas con 
instrumentos N/A yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002927 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos N/A yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002927 
Botella con personas con 
instrumentos N/A yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002928 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 







Cantaro con el baile de los 






Cantaro con el baile de los 






Cantaro con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Cuenco con el baile de los 
muertos No Yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002932 
Cuenco con el baile de los 
muertos No Yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002932 
Cuenco con el baile de los 
muertos No Yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002932 
Cuenco con el baile de los 
muertos No Yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002933 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002933 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002933 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002933 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002934 
Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Cuenco con el baile de los 






Cuenco con el baile de los 







Cuenco con el baile de los 






Cuenco con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002947 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002947 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002947 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002952 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Cantaro con el baile de los 






Cantaro con el baile de los 






Cantaro con el baile de los 






Cantaro con el baile de los 




Cantaro con el baile de los 




Cantaro con el baile de los 




Cantaro con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002955 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002955 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002955 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002956 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002960 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002960 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002960 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002961 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002961 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002961 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002961 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002962 
Cuenco con el baile de los 
muertos No Yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML002962 
Cuenco con el baile de los 
muertos No Yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML010848 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
ML010848 
Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
ML010848 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
ML012905 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Cuenca con el baile de los 
muertos No yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012908 
Cuenca con el baile de los 
muertos No yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012908 
Cuenca con el baile de los 
muertos No yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012908 
Cuenca con el baile de los 
muertos No yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012909 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012909 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012909 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012909 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012909 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012910 
Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 




Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012911 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012911 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012912 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012912 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012912 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012912 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012914 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012917 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
! "%")!
ML012917 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012917 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012918 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012918 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012918 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012918 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012918 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012918 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012918 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos Yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012919 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes Low Relief 
ML012920 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes Low Relief 
ML012920 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes Low Relief 
ML012921 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012921 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012921 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012921 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012921 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012922 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes Low Relief 
ML012922 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes Low Relief 
ML012922 
Botella con el baile de los 
muertos yes yes yes yes yes yes 
 
yes yes Low Relief 
ML012923 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos No yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012923 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos No yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012923 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos No yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012923 
Cantaro con el baile de los 
muertos No yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Low Relief 
ML012924 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con esqueleto tocando 
antara yes yes yes yes yes yes 
    
HLLPU159 
Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 







Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






Botella con el baile de los 






















ML002131 yes yes 
    ML002131 
      ML002131 
      ML002781 yes 
     ML002869 yes yes 
    ML002869 yes yes 
    ML002869 yes yes 
    ML002869 yes yes 
    ML002870 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002870 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002870 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002870 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002872 yes yes yes 
   ML002872 yes yes yes 
   ML002872 yes yes yes 
   ML002872 yes yes yes 
   ML002872 yes yes yes 
   ML002872 yes yes yes 
   ML002872 yes yes yes 
   ML002916 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002916 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002916 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002916 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002916 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002916 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002917 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002917 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002917 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002917 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002917 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
! "%"*!
ML002918 yes yes 
    ML002918 yes yes 
    ML002918 yes yes 
    ML002918 yes yes 
    ML002918 yes yes 
    ML002918 yes yes 
    ML002918 yes yes 
    ML002918 yes yes 
    ML002919 yes yes yes 
   ML002919 yes yes yes 
   ML002919 yes yes yes 
   ML002920 yes yes 
    ML002920 yes yes 
    ML002921 yes yes yes 
   ML002921 yes yes yes 
   ML002921 yes yes yes 
   ML002921 yes yes yes 
   ML002924 yes 
     ML002924 yes 
     ML002924 yes 
     ML002924 yes 
     ML002925 yes yes 
    ML002925 yes yes 
    ML002925 yes yes 
    ML002925 yes yes 
    ML002927 yes yes 
    ML002927 yes yes 
    ML002927 yes yes 
    ML002928 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002928 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002928 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002928 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002928 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002930 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002930 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002930 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002931 yes yes 
    ML002931 yes yes 
    ML002931 yes yes 
    ML002931 yes yes 
    ML002932 yes yes yes 
   ML002932 yes yes yes 
   ML002932 yes yes yes 
   ML002932 yes yes yes 
   ML002933 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002933 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002933 yes 





   
yes 
 ML002934 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002934 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002934 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002935 yes yes yes 
   ML002935 yes yes yes 
   ML002935 yes yes yes 
   ML002935 yes yes yes 
   ML002935 yes yes yes 
   ML002936 yes yes 
   
White 
ML002936 yes yes 
   
White 
ML002936 yes yes 
   
White 
ML002938 yes yes yes 
   ML002938 yes yes yes 
   ML002938 yes yes yes 
   ML002939 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002939 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002939 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002939 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002939 yes 
   
yes 
 ML002940 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002940 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002940 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002942 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002942 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002942 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002942 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002942 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002943 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002943 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002943 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002943 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002945 yes yes yes 
   ML002945 yes yes yes 
   ML002945 yes yes yes 
   ML002946 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002946 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002946 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002946 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002947 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002947 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002947 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002947 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML002952 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002952 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002952 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002952 yes 
 
yes 
   
! "%"$!
ML002953 yes yes 
    ML002953 yes yes 
    ML002953 yes yes 
    ML002954 yes yes yes 
   ML002954 yes yes yes 
   ML002954 yes yes yes 
   ML002954 yes yes yes 
   ML002955 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002955 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002955 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002955 yes 
    
Red-Orange 
ML002956 yes yes yes 
   ML002956 yes yes yes 
   ML002956 yes yes yes 
   ML002956 yes yes yes 
   ML002960 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002960 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002960 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002960 yes 
 
yes 
   ML002961 yes yes 
    ML002961 yes yes 
    ML002961 yes yes 
    ML002961 yes yes 
    ML002962 yes yes yes 
   ML002962 yes yes yes 
   ML010848 yes yes yes 
 
yes 
 ML010848 yes yes yes 
 
yes 
 ML010848 yes yes yes 
 
yes 
 ML010848 yes yes yes 
 
yes 
 ML012905 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012905 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012905 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012905 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012905 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012905 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012905 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012905 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012907 yes yes 
    ML012907 yes yes 
    ML012907 yes yes 
    ML012907 yes yes 
    ML012908 yes 
 
yes yes 
  ML012908 yes 
 
yes yes 
  ML012908 yes 
 
yes yes 
  ML012908 yes 
 
yes yes 
  ML012909 yes 
 
yes yes 








  ML012909 yes 
 
yes yes 
  ML012909 yes 
 
yes yes 
  ML012910 yes yes yes 
   ML012910 yes yes yes 
   ML012910 yes yes yes 
   ML012910 yes yes yes 
   ML012911 yes yes 
 
yes 
  ML012911 yes yes 
 
yes 
  ML012911 yes yes 
 
yes 
  ML012912 yes yes yes 
   ML012912 yes yes yes 
   ML012912 yes yes yes 
   ML012912 yes yes yes 
   ML012914 Yes yes 
    ML012914 Yes yes 
    ML012914 Yes yes 
    ML012914 Yes yes 
    ML012915 yes yes 
    ML012915 yes yes 
    ML012915 yes yes 
    ML012915 yes yes 
    ML012917 yes yes yes 
   ML012917 yes yes yes 
   ML012917 yes yes yes 
   ML012917 yes yes yes 
   ML012918 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012918 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012918 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012918 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012918 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012918 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012918 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012919 yes yes 
    ML012919 yes yes 
    ML012919 yes yes 
    ML012919 yes yes 
    ML012920 yes yes 
    ML012920 yes yes 
    ML012920 yes yes 
    ML012921 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012921 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012921 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012921 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012921 yes yes 
  
yes 
 ML012922 yes yes 
    ML012922 yes yes 
    
! "%"#!
ML012922 yes yes 
    ML012923 yes yes yes yes 
  ML012923 yes yes yes yes 
  ML012923 yes yes yes yes 
  ML012923 yes yes yes yes 




















ML012925 yes yes 
    ML012925 yes yes 
    ML012925 yes yes 
    ML012925 yes yes 
    ML012933 yes 
   
yes 
 HLLPU159 yes 
 
yes 
   HLLPU159 yes 
 
yes 
   HLLPU159 yes 
 
yes 
   HLLPU159 yes 
 
yes 
   HLLPU156 yes 
     HLLPU156 yes 
     HLLPU156 yes 
     HLLPU156 yes 
     HLLPU158 yes 
     HLLPU158 yes 
     HLLPU158 yes 
     HLLPU158 yes 
     HLLPU621 yes 
     HLLPU621 yes 
     HLLPU621 yes 
     HLLPU621 yes 
     HLLPU621 yes 
     HLLPU1080 yes 
     HLLPU1080a yes 






Instrument Other Figures 
# of 
Figures Hand Position Instrument Position Body Position 
ML002131 Drum Q,Q,D 3 Left Holding, Right Beating In Front of Chest; Under Chin Lying on Front 
ML002131 Quena 
     ML002131 Quena 
  
Both Playing Standing 
ML002781 Trumpets DA,T,T 6 
One on Mouthpiece and the 
Other Holding Bell Playing Standing 
ML002869 Drum DA,P,P,P,D 7 Left Away from Body Standing 
ML002869 Panpipe 
  
Left Higher, Right Lower Playing Standing 
ML002869 Panpipe 
  
Right Playing Standing 
ML002869 Panpipe 
  
Left Playing Standing 
! "%"%!
ML002870 Dancers DA,P,P,D 10 Both 
  ML002870 Drum 
  
Left Holding, Right Beating In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002870 Panpipe 
  
Both In Front of Chest Standing 
ML002870 Panpipe 
  
Both In Front of Chest Standing 






























Left Higher, Right Lower Playing 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML002916 Dancers DA,P,P,P,P,R 13 
























ML002916 Staff Rattle 
  
Right Higher, Left Lower In Front of Body Standing 
ML002917 Dancers DA,P,P,R,D 18 
   
ML002917 Drum 
  













ML002917 Staff Rattle 
  
Right Higher, Left Lower 







   
ML002918 Drum 
  






























and Quena  
 
Left on Quena; Right on Staff 
Rattle 




ML002919 Dancers DA,P,P 13 











ML002920 Dancers DA,D 13 
   
ML002920 Drum 
  
Both Away from Body 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML002921 Dancers DA,D,Q,R 14 












ML002921 Staff Rattle 
  
Both Over Left Shoulder 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML002924 Dancers DA,P,P,D 13 
   
ML002924 Drum 
  













ML002925 Dancers DA,P,P,D 13 
   
ML002925 Drum 
  













ML002927 Dancers DA,P,P 7 











ML002928 Dancers DA,P,P,RQ,D 12 
   
ML002928 Drum 
  















and Quena  
 
Left on Quena; Right on Staff 
Rattle 




ML002930 Dancers DA,P,P 12 











ML002931 Dancers DA,P,P,R 9 











ML002931 Staff Rattle 
  
Right Higher, Left Lower In Front of Body Standing 
ML002932 Dancers DA,P,P,D 12 
   
ML002932 Drum 
  













ML002933 Dancers DA,P,P,D 13 
   
ML002933 Drum 
  











ML002934 Dancers DA,P,P 12 








Both Playing Standing; Hunched 
! "%"'!
Over 
ML002935 Dancers DA,P,P,P,P 12 





















ML002936 Dancers DA,P,P 12 











ML002938 Dancers DA,P,P 13 











ML002939 Dancers DA,P,P,RQ,D 12 
   ML002939 Drum 
  













and Quena  
 
Left on Quena; Right on Staff 
Rattle 




ML002940 Dancers DA,P,P 12 











ML002942 Dancers DA,P,P,RQ,D 12 
   
ML002942 Drum 
  















and Quena  
 
Left on Quena; Right on Staff 
Rattle 




ML002943 Dancers DA,P,P,D 14 
   
ML002943 Drum 
  













ML002945 Dancers DA,P,P 13 











ML002946 Dancers DA,P,P,D 13 
   
ML002946 Drum 
  













ML002947 Dancers DA,P,P,D 13 

















ML002952 Dancers DA,P,P,R 9 











ML002952 Staff Rattle 
  
Right Higher, Left Lower Away from Body Standing 
ML002953 Dancers DA,P,P 8 
   ML002953 Panpipe 
  
Right Playing Standing; Dancing 
ML002953 Panpipe 
  
Left Playing Standing; Dancing 
ML002954 Dancers DA,Q,Q,D 8 
   ML002954 Drum 
  
Right Holding, Left Beating Away from Body Standing 
ML002954 Quena 
  
Left Higher, Right Lower Playing Standing 
ML002954 Quena 
  
Left Higher, Right Lower Playing Standing 
ML002955 Dancers DA,P,P,R 9 











ML002955 Staff Rattle 
  
Right Higher, Left Lower Away from Body Standing 
ML002956 Dancers DA,P,P,D 9 
   
ML002956 Drum 
  















Left Holding, Right Beating Away from Body 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML002960 Dancers DA,Q,Q,D 8 
   
ML002960 Quena 
  










Right Holding, Left Beating Away from Body 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML002961 Dancers DA,P,P,D 10 











ML002962 Dancers DA,Q 10 






ML010848 Dancers DA,P,P,D 14 
   
ML010848 Drum 
  
















   
ML012905 Drum 
  





























ML012905 Staff Rattle 
  
Right Over Right Shoulder 
Standing; Hunched 
Over 
ML012907 Dancers DA,P,P,D 9 
   
ML012907 Drum 
  













ML012908 Dancers DA,P,P,D 14 
   
ML012908 Drum 
  













ML012909 Dancers DA,P,P,RQ,D 12 
   
ML012909 Drum 
  















and Quena  
 
Left on Quena; Right on Staff 
Rattle 




ML012910 Dancers DA,P,P,D 11 
   
ML012910 Drum 
  













ML012911 Dancers DA,P,P 12 











ML012912 Dancers DA,P,P,D 14 
   
ML012912 Drum 
  













ML012914 Dancers DA,P,P,D 9 
   
ML012914 Drum 
  













ML012915 Dancers DA,P,P,D 9 
   
ML012915 Drum 
  














ML012917 Dancers DA,P,P,D 18 
   
ML012917 Drum 
  













ML012918 Dancers DA,P,P,P,P,R,D 16 
   
ML012918 Drum 
  























ML012918 Staff Rattle 
  
Left Away from Body 
Standing; Head 
Tilted Back 
ML012919 Dancers DA,P,P,D 9 
   
ML012919 Drum 
  













ML012920 Dancers DA,T,T 6 
   
ML012920 Trumpet 
  










ML012921 Dancers DA,P,P,P,P 12 





















ML012922 Dancers DA,T,T 6 
   
ML012922 Trumpet 
  










ML012923 Dancers DA,Q,Q,Q 8 
   ML012923 Quena 
  
Both Playing Standing; Dancing 
ML012923 Quena 
  
Both Playing Standing; Dancing 
ML012923 Quena 
  
Left Playing Standing; Dancing 
ML012924 Dancers DA,P,P,D 15 
   
ML012924 Drum 
  













ML012925 Dancers DA,P,P,D 9 

















ML012933 Panpipe P,P 2 Both Playing Seated Knees Up 
HLLPU159 Dancers DA,Q,Q,D 8 
   HLLPU159 Quena 
  
Left Higher, Right Lower Playing Standing 
HLLPU159 Quena 
  
Left Higher, Right Lower Playing Standing 
HLLPU159 Drum 
  
Both Away from Body Standing 




    
Standing 
HLLPU156 Quena 
    
Standing 
HLLPU156 Drum 
    
Standing 
HLLPU158 Dancers DA,P,P,R 10 











HLLPU158 Staff Rattle 
  
Right Higher, Left Lower Away from Body Standing 
HLLPU621 Dancers DA,P,P,D,R 9 
   HLLPU621 Panpipe 
  








Both Away from Body 
Standing; Head 
Tilted Back 
HLLPU621 Staff Rattle 
  













Type Tunic Type Headdress Hair Belt Mantle Necklace Earspools Jewelry 
ML002131 Drum Loincloth Circlet; Face in Front 
Cloth; Ties Under 
Chin 
     ML002131 Quena 




Vertical Stripes Circlet Cloth 
     ML002781 Trumpets 






Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front, Wings on 
Either Side, Tail in 
Back 
















Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front, Wings on 






Either Side, Tail in 
Back 
ML002870 Dancers 





      
ML002870 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin 
      
ML002870 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin 
      ML002872 Dancers 
        ML002872 Drum Loincloth 
       ML002872 Drum 








    ML002872 Panpipe 
  
Cloth with Backflap Looped 
    ML002872 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Fan on Back 
 
Looped 
    ML002872 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Fan on Back 
      ML002916 Dancers 





Circlet; Fan in Front; 
Ties Under Chin 
 
Cloth 
    
ML002916 Panpipe Loincloth 
Circlet; Bird Head in 








Crescent with Disc; 
Ties Under Chin Cloth 




Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth Looped Single 
   






Face Triple Cloth 
    ML002917 Dancers 
        ML002917 Drum Loincloth 
       





    ML002917 Panpipe Loincloth 
       
ML002917 Staff Rattle Loincloth 
Circlet; Fan in Front; 







 ML002918 Dancers 
        




    ML002918 Drum Short 
  
Cloth 




Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front Cloth Cloth 




Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front Cloth Cloth 




Circlet; Animal Head 
in front and fan in 








Circlet; Animal Head 
in front and fan in 
back; ties under chin Cloth with Backflap 
Double 
Cloth; Fan 
on Back  






Conical with Large 
Fan on Top Cloth Cloth 
    
! "%*(!
ML002919 Dancers 
        ML002919 Panpipe 
        ML002919 Panpipe 
        ML002920 Dancers 
        ML002920 Drum 
        ML002921 Dancers 
        ML002921 Drum 
        ML002921 Quena 
        




    ML002924 Dancers 
        ML002924 Drum 
        ML002924 Panpipe 
        ML002924 Panpipe 
        ML002925 Dancers 
        
ML002925 Drum 
   
Tassel in 
Back 
    
ML002925 Panpipe 




    ML002925 Panpipe 
        ML002927 Dancers 
        
ML002927 Panpipe Loincloth 
Circlet; Animal Head 




    
ML002927 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Fan and 
Tassel in Front 
Cloth Surrounding 
Face Looped 
    ML002928 Dancers 





Cloth Surrounding Face; Backflap 










    
ML002928 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 










Circlet Cloth with Backflap 
     ML002930 Dancers 




       ML002930 Panpipe 
        ML002931 Dancers 
        
ML002931 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin 
      
ML002931 Panpipe Short 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front 
      
ML002931 Staff Rattle Short 
 




    ML002932 Dancers 
        ML002932 Drum 
        ML002932 Panpipe 
        
! "%*#!
ML002932 Panpipe 
        ML002933 Dancers 
        ML002933 Drum Short 








       ML002934 Dancers 
        ML002934 Panpipe 
        ML002934 Panpipe 
   
Looped 
    ML002935 Dancers 
        
ML002935 Panpipe 
Short; Long-
Sleeved Circlet; Fan on Back Cloth Looped Single 




Circlet; Disc on 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth with Backflap 
 
Single 




Circlet; Plume in 
Front; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth with Backflap 




Circlet; Bird Head in Front and Wings on 
Each Side; Ties Under Chin 
     ML002936 Dancers 
        ML002936 Panpipe 
        ML002936 Panpipe 
        ML002938 Dancers 
        
ML002938 Panpipe 




    ML002938 Panpipe 
        ML002939 Dancers 








   
Long 
Cape 
   
ML002939 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 











      ML002940 Dancers 
        ML002940 Panpipe 
        
ML002940 Panpipe 




    ML002942 Dancers 
        
ML002942 Drum 
    
Long 
Cape 
   
ML002942 Panpipe 
 







   
ML002942 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 






    
ML002942 
Staff Rattle 
and Quena Short Circlet Cloth 
     ML002943 Dancers 




       ML002943 Panpipe 
    
Long 




        ML002945 Dancers 
        ML002945 Panpipe 
 
Circlet ? 
      ML002945 Panpipe 
        ML002946 Dancers 
        ML002946 Drum Short 
       
ML002946 Panpipe 




    ML002946 Panpipe 
        ML002947 Dancers 
        ML002947 Drum 




Circlet; Bird Head in 





    




    ML002952 Dancers 




Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth with Backflap 




Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front Cloth 
     









    ML002953 Dancers 







    ML002953 Panpipe 
 
Conical 
      ML002954 Dancers 













       ML002955 Dancers 
        
ML002955 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin  
Large Square Tassel 
in Back 
   
ML002955 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Wings on 
Each Side; Ties 




   









    ML002956 Dancers 
        
ML002956 Drum 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     
ML002956 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under Cloth 





Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     ML002960 Drum Short 
       ML002960 Dancers 
        
ML002960 Quena Short 





ML002960 Quena Short 




Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth with Backflap 
     ML002961 Dancers 
        
ML002961 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     
ML002961 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth with Backflap 
     ML002962 Dancers 
        ML002962 Quena 
        ML010848 Dancers 
        ML010848 Drum 
        
ML010848 Panpipe 




    ML010848 Panpipe 
        ML012905 Dancers 
        ML012905 Drum 
        ML012905 Drum 
        
ML012905 Panpipe Short 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 





    
ML012905 Panpipe Short 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 





    
ML012905 Panpipe Short 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     
ML012905 Panpipe Short 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back 
      




Coming Out of the 
Top; Ties Under Chin Cloth 
     ML012907 Dancers 
        
ML012907 Drum 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back Cloth 
     
ML012907 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back Cloth 
     ML012907 Panpipe 
  
Cloth 
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ML012908 Dancers 
        ML012908 Drum 
        ML012908 Panpipe 
        ML012908 Panpipe 
        ML012909 Dancers 
        ML012909 Drum 
        
ML012909 Panpipe 
 




Long Cape; Covers 
Head 
  
ML012909 Panpipe Short 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 





    
ML012909 
Staff Rattle 
and Quena Short Flat Top Cloth 
     ML012910 Dancers 
        ML012910 Drum 
        ML012910 Panpipe 
        ML012910 Panpipe 
        ML012911 Dancers 
        
ML012911 Panpipe 




    ML012911 Panpipe 
        ML012912 Dancers 
        ML012912 Drum 
        ML012912 Panpipe 
        ML012912 Panpipe 
        ML012914 Dancers 




Plume in Front and 
Tail in Back Cloth 
     
ML012914 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     
ML012914 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     ML012915 Dancers 




Plume in Front and 
Tail in Back Cloth 
     
ML012915 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     
ML012915 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     ML012917 Dancers 
        
ML012917 Drum 
    
Long 
Cape 
   
ML012917 Panpipe 




    ML012917 Panpipe 
        ML012918 Dancers 
        
! "%+)!
ML012918 Drum 





    ML012918 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Fan in Back 
 
Looped  




Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front; Ties Under 
Chin 
      ML012918 Panpipe 
        
ML012918 Staff Rattle 
 




    ML012919 Dancers 
        
ML012919 Drum 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back Cloth 
     
ML012919 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Fan Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     
ML012919 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back Cloth 
     ML012920 Dancers 
        ML012920 Trumpet 
        ML012920 Trumpet 
        ML012921 Dancers 
        ML012921 Panpipe 
        ML012921 Panpipe 
        ML012921 Panpipe 
        ML012921 Panpipe 
        ML012922 Dancers 
        ML012922 Trumpet 
        ML012922 Trumpet 
        ML012923 Dancers 
        ML012923 Quena Loincloth 
       ML012923 Quena Loincloth 
       ML012923 Quena Loincloth 
       ML012924 Dancers 
        
ML012924 Drum 




    
ML012924 Panpipe 




    
ML012924 Panpipe 




    ML012925 Dancers 




Plume in Front and 
Tail in Back Cloth 
     
ML012925 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 
     
ML012925 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird Head in 
Front and Tail in 
Back; Ties Under 
Chin Cloth 





   
Long Cape; Covers 
Head 
  HLLPU159 Dancers 
        HLLPU159 Quena 
        HLLPU159 Quena 
        HLLPU159 Drum 
        HLLPU156 Dancers Short 
       HLLPU156 Quena Short 
       HLLPU156 Quena Short 
       HLLPU156 Drum Short 
       HLLPU158 Dancers 
        HLLPU158 Panpipe Short Circlet; Animal Head Cloth with Backflap 
     HLLPU158 Panpipe Short Circlet; Animal Head Cloth with Backflap 
     





    HLLPU621 Dancers 
        HLLPU621 Panpipe Short Circlet; Bird 
      HLLPU621 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird 
      HLLPU621 Drum Long 
       HLLPU621 Staff Rattle Short 
  
Cloth 
    HLLPU1080 Panpipe 
 
Circlet; Bird 
      HLLPU1080a Dancer 
 
Conical Cloth with Backflap 























Audio Files Playlist: 
Track 1: Whistles 
Track 2: Ocarinas 
Track 3: Whistling Vessels 
Track 4: Trumpets 
Track 5: Pututos 
Track 6: Rattles 
Track 7: Whistles and Trumpets 
Track 8: Rattles 
Track 9: Pututos 
Track 10: Trumpets 
Track 11: Ocarinas 
Track 12: Whistling Vessels 
Track 13: Whistling Vessels with Water 
Track 14: Single-Chambered Whistles 
Track 15: Double-Chambered Whistles 
Track 16: Multi-Pitch Sonic Artifacts 
Track 17: Single-Pitch Sonic Artifacts 
Track 18: Pututos and Trumpets 
Track 19: Ocarina, Whistling Vessel, Whistles 
Track 20: Prelude Compilation 
